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Summary
Friendship between the sexes, in eighteenth-century England, was a
site of great controversy: it could be mocked as a chimera, feared as a mask
for seduction or a leveller of gender distinctions, or welcomed as a sign of
newly enlightened sociability. Sarah Fielding, Henry Fielding, Samuel
Richardson and Charlotte Lennox all explored the tantalizing possibilities
of such friendship in their daily lives as well as in their fiction.
Their relationships have tended to be stereotyped as a symbiosis of
benevolent male genius and grateful fe'male talent. But as friends, siblings
and colleagues who worked together closely, these writers broke new
ground. In the middle of the century, a unique spirit of cooperation veiled,
without erasing, the old tensions between the sexes, which continued to be
played out discreetly in these writers' dedications, prefaces, reviews and,
above all, letters.
Mid--eighteenth-century experiments with the theme of friendship
between the sexes in fiction have been generally ignored or misread as
euphemistic versions of courtship or parenthood. But novels by the four
authors in this study benefit greatly from being read against the grain, with
the spotlight turned from their main plots of courtship to their more
ambiguous sub-plots. Male-female friendship is not proposed here as a
watertight category but rather as a fascinating area of overlap and contest
between ideologies of relationship.
Chapter 1 sketches the broad spectrum of male-female friendship
possibilities in eighteenth-century literature. The next three chapters focus
on three significant sample patterns: Sarah and Henry Fielding's sibling
bond, Samuel Richardson's cultivation of a wide circle of literary
'daughters', and the mentor-protegee relationship in the life and works of
Charlotte Lennox. The aim of this thesis is to reconsider these writers' lives
and reputations while demonstrating the peculiar interest of male-female
friendship as a lens through which to view eighteenth-century literature
and literary history.
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Introduction
In 1989 an anthology of critical essays on friendship covered almost every
perspective on friendship between men and between women, while
managing to ignore friendship between the sexes. 1 Friendship is still
widely assumed to be a same-sex matter, and though it is a fashionable topic
for investigation, especially among sociologists and lesbian and gay
historians, this gender boundary is rarely crossed. 2 Given the general lack
of interest in male-female friendship, it is hardly surprising that almost no
critical effort has yet been expended on its role in eighteenth-century
literature and literary culture.
This dissertation aims to read a wide range of texts against each other
at the point of cultural tension known' as friendship between the sexes.
While its focus is on the mid-eighteenth-century novels of the Fieldings,
Richardson and Lennox, it also touches on advice literature, plays, poetry,
essays, letters, dedications, prefaces, reviews, and anecdotes. By giving close
reading to

s~ch

a variety of genres, I aim not to erase their differences but to

complicate the relationships between them; in particular, to discover new
connections between fiction and biography without implying that one
determines the other. By reading (in Stephen Greenblatt's words) 'all of the
textual traces of the past with the attention traditionally conferred only on
literary texts', I hope to shed new light on the personal and professional
relationships between eighteenth-century writers, and to enrich our sense
of what is going on in their novels outside the main spotlight of the
courtship plot.3

1 The

Dialectics of Friendship, ed. by Roy Porter and Sylvana Tomaselli
(London: Routledge, 1989).
2See, for instance, a study of friendship that devotes only two pages to malefemale bonds; Ronald A. Sharp, Friendship and Literature: Spirit and Form
(Durham, Ne: Duke University Press, 1986), pp. 73 - 74.
3Stephen Greenblatt, Learning to Curse: Essays in Early Modern Culture
(London: Routledge, 1990), p. 14.
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Something distinctive about this period in English literary history is
that significant numbers of women were beginning to earn a living as
professional writers. The past decade has seen much valuable work done
on these women. Ann Messenger insists that despite conflicts and the
prevalence of men-only spaces such as coffee houses, the eighteenthcentury literary world was indeed 'a community'.4 Lacking the formal
salons of eighteenth-century France, writers based in England formed
networks based on correspondence and sporadic meetings. Jane Spencer in
The Rise of the Woman Novelist (1986) notes a new tone in literary

relations of the 1740s and 50s; for the first time, male writers were giving
their female peers 'serious encouragement' rather than the gallant praise or
misogynist contempt showered in equal quantities on their predecessors,
the 'female wits'. Spencer explains this by arguing that the women writers
of the middle of the century were so meek that they were 'no longer
considered a threat'.s It seems more likely to me that the sheer numbers of
women entering the business of literature at the middle of the century, and
the increasing interest in civilized sociability among such influential men
as Richardson and Johnson, contributed to this new tone. Essays by Pat
Rogers, Isobel Grundy and Ruth Perry have questioned received notions
about this mid-eighteenth-century generation and the next being made up
of women who blindly imitated the great men; they show that the women
writing alongside and after Richardson queried his ideas and rewrote his
stories, acting as 'debators rather than echoes', as Grundy puts it. 6 Cheryl
4Ann Messenger, His and Hers: Essays in Restoration and EighteenthCentury Literature (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1986), p. 8.
sJane Spencer, The Rise of the Woman Novelist (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1986), pp. 91 - 92; Fidelis Morgan, The Female Wits: Women Playwrights on
the London Stage, 1660 - 1720 (London: Virago Press, 1991).
6Pat Rogers, 'Richardson and the Bluestockings', in Samuel Richardson:
Passion and Prudence, ed. by Valerie Grosvenor Myer (London: Vision
Press, 1986), pp. 147 - 64 (pp. 154 - 56); Isobel Grundy, '''A novel in a series of
letters by a lady": Richardson and Some Richardsonian novels', in Samuel
Richardson: Tercentenary Essays, ed. by Margaret Doody and Peter Sabor
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), pp. 223 - 36 (p. 225); Ruth
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Turner's study of eighteenth-century women novelists concentrates on the
mixed blessings of the middle of the century; this generation were under
pressure to toe the feminine line, and were treated and reviewed with a
certain patronizing attitude by literary men, but their new-found
respectability gave them status as serious writers, and they enjoyed real
friendships with some of their male peers. 7
This dissertation, like the studies mentioned above, looks with a
critical and feminist perspective at relationships between eighteenthcentury writers, but it keeps a narrower focus, delving deeper into the
psychology of male-female friendship, examining the nuts and bolts of the
working lives of mid-eighteenth-century novelists and the relationships
they created in fiction.
.'

Male-female friendship is not simply a theme in these writers' works
but an important factor in their production. It is crucial to remember how
vague the definitions of authorship were at this time. As will become
evident in Chapters 2 to 4, writers often contributed to each other's texts by
researching;- editing and advising on them during composition; by writing
parts of another's work themselves, or accepting or plagiarizing passages
from others for their own; by volunteering or agreeing to write dedications,
prefaces, prologues and epilogues; by word-of-mouth promotion of each
other's books, by pressurizing friends to subscribe to them, and by writing
reviews. (For the sake of generalization, I am speaking of ungendered
'writers', but there were unwritten rules that governed the distribution of
labour. Generally women gave men advice on their works only when it
was specifically requested, for instance, whereas men made very free with
their opinions in writing to their female peers.) These services were almost
always unpaid, but we can discern an informal bartering of favours.
Perry, 'Clarissa's Daughters, or the History of Innocence Betrayed: How
Women Writers Rewrote Richardson', Women's Writing, 1:1 (1994), 5 - 24.
7Cheryl Turner, Living by the Pen: Women Writers in the Eighteenth
Century (London: Routledge, 1992), pp. 56 - 58, 106 - 07.
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Contributions to texts were sometimes, but not by any means consistently,
acknowledged and recorded; many are still under dispute. We also find a
more subtle cross-pollination; writers could mention and promote each
other's works through the mouthpiece of a character in a novel, echo each
other's views within discussions between characters, or even create
characters based on their fellow writers.
Overlaps between ceuvres have been interpreted by critics in very
different ways depending on the status of the authors. For example, Henry
Fielding is usually represented as generous for allowing his sister some
access to publication when she contributed to his works, and again, he is
cast as the benefactor for contributing to her publications. Similarly, the
women who helped Richardson with his later novels are generally seen as
sycophantic fans, whereas he is honoured for adding his Midas touch to the
novels of other women. But none of these transactions were entirely oneway. They are best understood as acts of friendship -- a relationship, at its
most basic, of liking and reciprocal benefit. But as William McCarthy
complains in a study of Hester Thrale Piozzi that breaks new ground by
taking her seriously as a writer, 'We have no cultural archetype of malefemale friendship; instead we have an archetype -- variously tormented,
passionate, or leering -- of male-female "intimacy".'B Typical of the way
friendships between literary men and women have been sneered at is a 1933
essay on Hannah More by A. E. Snodgrass, which makes an off-hand
assessment of her affection for Johnson as gross flattery, and her feelings for
Garrick as stifled passion. 9
Previous book-length studies of personal friendships between writers
have tended to focus on the famous men for whose social life evidence is
readily available: Brean Hammond has written on Pope's relationship with
8William McCarthy, Hester Thrale Piozzi: Portrait of a Literary Woman
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985), p. 99.
9A. E. Snodgrass, 'Dr Johnson's Petted Lady', Cornhill Magazine, 148 (1933),
336 - 42.
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Bolingbroke, for example; John Lehmann on Byron and Shelley; while
Warren Stevenson's Poetic Friends deals with pairs of male Romantic
poets. lO The most useful work on friendship between male and female
writers is found in recent biographical studies, including Valerie
Rumbold's work on Pope's women friends, Lorraine McMullen on Frances
Brooke's friendship with a male advisor, Alvaro Ribeiro on Thrale Piozzi's
friendship with Charles Burney, and Bruce Redford's crucial analysis of
literary friendships through correspondence, The Converse of the Pen
(1986).11 These studies break with tradition by highlighting the complexity
of motives involved in friendships which could be, as William McCarthy
puts it with reference to Thrale Piozzi and Samuel Johnson, 'shot through
with tensions'.12
.'

Close analysis of the surviving evidence of these literary friendships,
particularly through their letters, reveals complex exchanges of professional
and emotional gratification. The goods being haggled over include work,
amusement, money, praise, control of the text and professional prestige.
Rarely do we find two literary friends (of whichever gender) whose
reputations are similar in terms of genre and status. Typically we can
discern a balance of power: one may excel in poetry, another in fiction; one
may be an ageing veteran, the other a gifted beginner. Between literary
men and women, the rhetorical roles adopted include supplicant and
10Brean S. Hammond, Pope and Bolingbroke: A Study of Friendship and
Influence (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1984); John Lehmann,
Three Literary Friendships (London: Quarter Press, 1983); Warren
Stevenson, Poetic Friends: A Study of Literary Relations during the English
Romantic Period (New York: Peter Lang, 1990).
11Valerie Rumbold, Women's Place in Pope's World (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989); Lorraine McMullen, An Odd Attempt in
a Woman: The Literary Life of Frances Brooke (Vancouver: University of
British Columbia Press, 1983); Alvaro Ribeiro, 'Prattling upon Paper: The
Correspondence of Hester Lynch Thrale and Dr Charles Burney', Studies in
Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century, 304 (1992), 934 - 37; Bruce Redford,
The Converse of the Pen: Acts of Intimacy in the Eighteenth-Century
Familiar Letter (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), particularly his
analysis of Thrale and Johnson's 'amitie amoureuse', pp. 208 - 43.
12McCarthy, p. 104.
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confessor, damsel in distress and knight in shining armour, beggar and
benefactor. They play elaborate rhetorical games in which male gallantry
and female modesty are bargaining points.
These metaphors of theatre and play should not obscure the fact that
the roles are traditionally gendered and not freely chosen. These women
writers tend to adopt in their letters a feminine pose of extreme humility
which is belied by the confidence of their published works, and is often used
in a clearly strategic manner to extract unpaid work from their male peers.
Nor do the ~en seem wholly comfortable as mentors.

Often we find a gulf

between their theoretically liberal sentiments and their underlying
contempt for women's talents, and nervousness about women's ambitions.
Just about everyone in these correspondences sends out mixed signals. At
times the etiquette of literary friendship breaks down in open quarrels,
which reveal painfully contrasting expectations of what such friendship
could be and do.
Given the complex and often cooperative production and circulation
of so many -mid-eighteenth-century texts, it seems crucial to study these
writers' enactments of male-female friendship in print alongside their own
friendships. A novel such as Sir Charles Grandison, for instance, is
enriched by being put in the context of the attempts of Richardson's peers
and friends to live out, as well as theorizing, friendship between the sexes.
The many voices contained in such a dialogic novel become more audible;
it can be read as an ongoing discussion in a literary community rather than
the expression of a single author's views. In short, these are highly social
texts, written at a time when the ability of the sexes to be sociable rather
than always erotic, and in some sense equal rather than always arranged in
a hierarchy, was a matter of constant debate.
Opinions differed on whether a man and a woman could be friends
at all. The range of opinions expressed in the ongoing debate on friendship
between the sexes ranged widely, from those who condemned it as a
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dangerous illusion, to those who promoted it as the epitome of cultured
social intercourse. Male-female friendship might seem at first glance like a
very private business, but it must be understood that friendship is not
merely the emotion of friendliness. It is a relationship made up of social
and linguistic acts; feelings are enacted in such forms as conversations,
embraces, presents, letters, loans and parties. In the case of the muchdisputed phenomenon of friendship between the sexes, in particular, we
must attend to the many gaps between a person or character's sense of their
own feelings, their interpretation of the other friend's motives, and the
ways in which their behaviour is read by their community. The same brief
event -- a woman taking tea with a man, for example -- can be interpreted
variously as a calculating flirtation, a ludicrous attempt on both parts to
keep their feelings pure, or a sophisticated and egalitarian act of
companionship.
It is the very slipperiness of the concept of male-female friendship

that makes it a fresh and startling lens through which to re-read eighteenthcentury literature. Defining it rigorously is neither possible nor desirable. It
is not so much a distinct theme as a fissure, a point of conflict between
discourses of politeness, courtship, same-sex friendship and the family. As
a result, the texts in which it is most important are generally not the most
popular; they can feel jerky, confused, lacking in conventional narrative
thrust. Roland Barthes has drawn a suggestive distinction between the 'text
of pleasure' that can be read comfortably, and the
text of bliss: the text that imposes a state of loss, the text that
discomforts (perhaps to the point of a certain boredom),
unsettles the reader's historical, cultural, psychological
assumptions, the consistency of his tastes, values, memories.1 3
Tracing the cracks formed by male-female friendship in literary texts can
sensitize us to eighteenth-century anxieties about the pervasiveness of

13Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text, trans. by Richard Miller (New
York: Hill and Wang, 1975), p. 14. .
.

............................................
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sexual desire, the instability of male authority, and the socially constructed
nature of traditional gender roles. Basically, if a woman and a man could be
friends, everything was put in question.
And so it is in the commodious genre of the eighteenth-century
novel, which left room for questions and time for discussions, that we find
the most interesting treatments of friendship between the sexes in this
period. Fiction, more than any other genre, concerned itself with the
minutiae of social intercourse, its protocols and subtleties. In a novel,
readers could concentrate on the words uttered by characters, rather than
their physical selves, in a way impossible for viewers of a play. It is no
accident that for his 1695 dramatisation of Aphra Behn's Oroonoko (1688),
Thomas Southerne cut the Behn persona, despite her central role in the
.'

story and her linchpin friendship with the hero; Southerne would have
found it almost impossible to represent a woman and a man, in the all-toovisible flesh, being 'just good friends' on stage. 14
Structurally speaking, the study of male-female friendship has much
insight to offer. Like friendship between women, it creates what Janet Todd
calls a 'different fictional trajectory' through mid-eighteenth-century
novels.1 5 It draws our attention away from the main courtship plot, which
is often the most conventional element of a novel, the one most
determined by expectations about what the market would bear. Having no
typical shape, only a variety of permutations, a sub-plot about friendship
between the sexes can veer off in any direction, not being constrained by
such conventions as the 'happy ending'. Friendship, being a state of
relationship rather than a legal institution, resists neat endings. It may
sometimes be described as breaking off, dwindling away, enduring, or
14Aphra Behn, Oroonoko and Other Stories, ed. by Maureen Duffy (London:
Methuen, 198~); Thomas Southerne, Oroonoko, in The Works of Thomas
Southerne, ed. by Robert Jordan and Harold Love, 2 vols (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1988), 11, 85 - 180.
15Janet Todd, Women's Friendship in Literature (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1980), p. 6.
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mutating into something else, but its story does not (as the courtship plot ·
does) demand closure.
Some of the most acute writing in these novels can be found in their
treatment of friendship. As an unofficial, loosely defined relationship,
male-female friendship inspired a great amount of experimentation and
psychological ambiguity in novels that, in their main plots, might seem like
endless repetitions of Pamela or Clarissa. In mid-eighteenth-century fiction
we will not find a series of triumphantly enduring friendships between
individual women and men. In fact, many of the passages I will be looking
at concern the failure of friendship, its exposure as false or its
metamorphosis into something else. That is precisely what makes it such
an interesting topic; it generates controversy. No male-female friendship in
a novel can be taken for granted; when' the friendly relationship between a
man and a woman comes under the fictional spotlight, it must be justified,
mocked, tested, or otherwise processed.
Though every theme in a novel must take shape through language,
friendship between the sexes is a peculiarly linguistic phenomenon. This is
true at its simplest level for the participants; the substance of these fictional
friendships is language, whether conversational or epistolary. Also, malefemale friendship is given its context and value in the novel by words: the
labels the narrator may attach to it, what its participants say about it, and
how other characters describe it. Explicit struggles between characters over
the labels applied to male-female friendship are common. Naming it has
always been a difficult matter. Victor Luftig, in his study of friendship
between the sexes in late nineteenth- and twentieth-century English
writing, calls it a fundamentally 'idiomatic problem'.1 6 Literary historians
are still hampered by a lack of agreed vocabulary. The word hetemsexual is
widely understood today to refer to a sexual orientation, which means that
16Victor Luftig, Seeing Together: Friendship between the Sexes in English
Writing, from Mill to Wool! (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
1993), p. 1.
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when, for example, Janet Todd refers to sisters and brothers, fathers and
daughters as 'heterosexual domestic pairs', the associations conjured up are
inappropriately incestuous.1 7 Rosemary Rader makes things a little clearer
by using the phrase 'heterosexual friendship', but again this suggests a
barely stifled sexual element. 18 Though the word heterosocial, coined by
analogy with homosocial to refer to a continuum of affectionate
relationships, has been used on occasion since the mid-1970s, it has not
achieved common currency.19
But then, friendship itself is a concept that resists definition. In the
eighteenth century, the word friend bore a remarkably broad range of
interpretations, from (usually in the plural) 'kinsman', through
'acquaintance' and 'patron or supporte!', all the way to 'lover'. Usage was
very fluid; Naomi Tadmor has demonstrated that some eighteenth-century
texts apply the word friends to a man's siblings and parents, and family to
his household servants -- the very opposite of what we might expect. 20
Somewhere in the middle of the spectrum lay the definition that has
"-

survived to almost eliminate all others in the twentieth century: in
Johnson's words, a friend is 'one joined to another in mutual benevolence
and intimacy'.2I But although this meaning came to dominate as the
eighteenth century drew to an end, friend continued to carry overtones, at
least, of its secondary meanings of kinship, political and professional

I7Janet Todd, The Sign of Angellica: Women, Writing and Fiction 1660 1800 (London: Virago Press, 1989), p. 171.
I8Rosemary Rader, Breaking Boundaries: Male/Female Friendship in Early
Christian Communities (New York: Paulist Press, 1983), pp. 4, 17.
I9For example, see Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, The Female World of Love
and Ritual: Relations Between Women in Nineteenth-Century America',
Signs, 1: 1 (1975), 1 - 29 (p. 8).
2oNaomi Tadmor, 'Concepts of the Family in Five Eighteenth-Century
Texts' (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Cambridge, 1992),
pp. 80 - 81.
.
2ISamuel Johnson, A Dictionary of the English Language, 2 vols (London: J.
and P. Knapton and others, 1755; repr. New York: Arno Press, 1967).
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interests, as well as sexual relations. 22 When the two friends were of
different sexes, this last euphemistic resonance was never quite out of
earshot. What friends did, generally, was to converse, but in Johnson's
Dictionary this could mean 'to cohabit with' and 'to have commerce with

the opposite sex'; language and eroticism are hard to separate. So although
this dissertation will focus on non-sexual chosen relationships of warmth
and closeness between unrelated individuals, as well as the special case of
brothers and sisters, the other definitions of friendship need to be kept in
mind too; as a category it is always prone to leakage.
The lack of vocabulary specific to friendship is striking. By contrast
with words that describe family affections (familial, parental, paternal,
maternal, filial, brotherly, fraternal, sisterly, sororal, avuncular, wifely,
uxorious), and the almost unlimited vo'c abulary of the erotic, friendship

stands alone. The words available for its use -- friendly, sociable,
sympathetic, companionable -- are vague and often applied to other

relationships. Its few synonyms, such as fellowship and comradeship, have
undeniably--man-to-man associations. So friendship has to act as an
umbrella for a wide variety of social relationships, and it is often praised
through allusions to more established institutions, which cast it as
metaphorically fraternal, or almost or even more than paternal.
This suggests that friendship was most highly valued when it
approached to another thing. Which is not to argue that, say, biological
brotherhood was always seen as better than male friendship, but that male
friends were seen as most admirable when they could be represented as the
epitome of brotherhood, brotherhood released from its literal meaning and
sublimated into an abstract virtue. Similarly, the eighteenth-century
novelists' interest in guardians can be seen as an investigation of paternal
love in its purest essence, miraculously growing without a genetic root.

22Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England, 1500 - 1800
(London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1977), p. 97.
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Again, the widely mocked fad of platonic love makes more sense when
viewed as an experimental isolation of the spiritual qualities of marriage
from its base, physical and domestic elements.
So it seems as if friendship had many functions in eighteenthcentury culture. Rather than being given its own space, it was used as a sort
of travelling player to act out the distilled emotions of parenthood, sibling
relationship, courtship and marriage. For this it could be rewarded with
respectability, or condemned as a usurper. Eighteenth-century friendship
was an abstraction under considerable pressure to be all things to all people.
There was no gender-neutral definition of friendship; as an ideal in
English culture, friendship was based on a premise of same-sex similarity,
equality, and lack of sexual desire. Obviously it would need a lot of
adaptation to fit it for the use of men and women together. So friendship
between the sexes -- where it was allowed to exist at all -- was an even more
slippery phenomenon than same-sex friendship. It can best be understood
as a precarious hypothesis, a cultural collage of many of the benefits women
and men were thought to offer each other. In the eighteenth century it was
often perceived as a novelty. Of course there is nothing to suggest -- in the
mass of impressionistic evidence on which the history of affective
relationships must necessarily be based -- that many women and men had
not been friends in practice before the eighteenth century. It does crop up

occasionally as a topic in early publications. However, only in the
eighteenth century did it become the subject of a busy and enduring debate
in England; it was in this period, it seems, that male-female friendship
began to be recognized by its culture, made official, constructed as a social
phenomenon with its own rules and traditions.
It can best be described as a hybrid concept, with far less status and

security than than its three venerable models: male friendship, female
friendship and marriage. Friendship between men, in particular, came
laden with laurels, having been recorded, theorized and almost deified in
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an unbroken tradition of men's writing that had its origins in the Old
Testament and classical texts. 23 Friendship between women was a younger
literary phenomenon, but since its beginnings in Renaissance texts female
'romantic friendship' had grown towards a peak in the eighteenth century,
its rhetorical ecstasies and its permitted physical expressions far outdoing
the male version. 24 Marriage, it hardly needs saying, was one of society's
central pillars. By comparison, male-female friendship was a fledgling
ideal, at best, and at worst an evil cuckoo in the nest.
A brief genealogy might go like this. From male friendship it took its
fundamental principles of mutual approbation, equality, frankness,
intellectual conversation, and loyalty. From female friendship came the
ideas of reciprocal revelation of secrets, emotional empathy, and social
refinement. The rhetoric of 'compani~nate marriage' contributed the
notions that men and women were compatible, complementary, and
needed each other's company.25 But many of these borrowings did not sit
easily with the prescribed distinctions between genders. The two principal
spectres looming behind male-female friendship were sexuality and
equality.
The language of connections between men and woman has been so
saturated with eroticism that it is difficult to describe their relationships any
other way. Even to call them the sexes brings in the word sex, with its
twentieth-century associations. The just in the cliche just good friends begs
the question. And because of the way the erotic life has been, on the one
hand, marked by many forms of taboo and censorship, and on the other
hand, as Michel Foucault has argued, subjected to 'the great process of

23Qne early survey of codes of male friendship, still useful, is Laurens J.
Mills, One Soul in Bodies Twain: Friendship in Tudor Literature and Stuart
Drama (Bloomington, IN: Principia Press, 1937).
24Lillian Faderman, Surpassing the Love of Men: Romantic Friendship and
Love between Women from the Renaissance to the Present (London:
Women's Press, 1985), pp. 65 - 143.
25S ee Stone, Chapter 8, 'The Companionate Marriage'.
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transforming sex into discourse', anything said or not said about sex is open
to a perverse reading. 26 Thus a heroine in an eighteenth-century novel
who declares that she feels nothing but friendship for a man sounds, to her
contemporaries' ears and to our own, as if she is protesting too much.
Though male friendship and female friendship had both been
allowed to grow into secular cults on the presumption of their non-sexual
natures, by the eighteenth century, with its series of notorious 'sodomy
trials', there was much more widespread awareness of the dangers of
physical affection between men than between women. Respectable
educated women were generally assumed to be safely non-sexual even
when they slept pillowed on each other's bosoms (a cliche of romantic
friendship).27 . But between men and women there was always assumed to
be a massive sexual potential. This is 'another reason why male-female
friendship had to be promoted as more like male friendship than female
friendship; it could not afford to indulge in the completely unguarded
mental and physical intimacy allowed to women.
Male-Jemale friendship was therefore generally evoked as a
disembodied phenomonon. Affection had to be expressed through words
rather than physical gestures. John Mullan has shown that 'in the novels
of the mid-eighteenth century, it is the body which acts out the powers of
sentiment' .28 But friendship between the sexes was no ordinary form of
sentiment; having to distinguish itself from sexual passion, it could not
afford to use sentiment's grammar of sighs, blushes and tears. Male-female
friendship tends to be expressed rather in exchanges of words, whether face-

26Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality: Volume One: An Introduction,
trans. by Robert Hurley (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1981), p. 22.
27paderman, pp. 84, 153. For some important exceptions to this dominant
eighteenth-century view of romantic friendship as innocuous, see Emma
Donoghue, Passions between Women: British Lesbian Culture 1668 - 1801
(London: Scarlet Press, 1993), pp. 109 - 12, 143 - 50.
28John Mullan, Sentiment and Sociability: The Language of Feeling in the
Eighteenth Century (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), p. 201.
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to-face or by letters -- the latter, Richardson told Sophia Wescomb, being
even better than a conversation for 'displaying the force of friendship'.29
Letters between men and women are central to this study; they
represent a certain commitment, a demonstration of friendship on paper,
and are frequently marked by self-consciousness about the act of
corresponding. As Johnson warned the readers of Pope's correspondence,a
letter is 'a calm and deliberate performance' that should never be read at
face value.3 0 Letters show writers not as they are but as they wish to present
themselves to particular readers at particular moments. Women have
always had a complex relation to letters. As Elizabeth C. Goldsmith points
out, since the seventeenth century 'the suffering, passionate woman' has
been 'the model of female epistolarity'.31 In this dissertation the emphasis
.'

is much more on the strategic woman, the professional, the friend who
stays at arm's length. Janet Gurkin Altman's study of epistolarity
highlights the ambiguous qualities of the letter, which can remind its writer
and reader of 'the distance or the bridge' between them. She identifies it as
a 'halfway point', arguing that 'the two persons who "meet" through the
letter are neither totally separated nor totally united'. Described in these
terms, epistolarity sounds very like male-female friendship -- another
'halfway' phenomenon, a careful compromise between nothing and too
much. In fiction, letters between men and women can represent both safety
and danger. On the one hand, a relationship based on letters tends to grow
slowly, through gradual emotional investment, sharing the details of
everyday life; Altman argues that 'the pure epistolary romance would be
29 Selected

Letters of Samuel Richardson, ed. by John Carroll (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1964), pp. 64 - 66 (1746).
30Johnson, Lives of the English Poets, ed. by Robert Montagu (London: The
Folio Society, 1965), p. 345. For a thoughtful commentary on this passage,
see Tom Keymer, Richardson
Clarissa and the Eighteenth-Century
Reader (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), pp. 11 - 12.
31'Authority, Authenticity and the Publication of Letters by Women', in
ElizabethC. Goldsmith, ed. Writing the Female Voice: Essays on Epistolary
Literature (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1989), pp. 46 - 59 (p. 48).
IS
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exactly the opposite of the libertine affair; by definition, it would be
platonic'. But on the other hand, there is the tradition of the seduction
novel in which, as Altman puts it, 'the letter is an insidious device used by
the seducer to break down his victim's resistance'.3 2 Disembodied and yet
highly intimate; letters share many of the ambiguous qualities associated
with friendship between the sexes, and are of crucial importance in its
study.
However awkward heterosexual lust could be when it strayed into
friendships, it was a familiar phenomenon of which eighteenth-century
society thoroughly approved in its proper place. Far less immediately
obvious as a problem in male-female friendship, less talked about, but
ultimately much more threatening, was the idea of equality. If this
seemingly new form of friendship was' put into practice according to the
principles of same-sex friendship, the participants should logically be equal;
friendship might go some way towards levelling the hierarchy of the sexes
on which eighteenth-century society was based. The argument centred not
on inequality itself but on difference. If men and women could be friends,
it was argued by many of those in favour as well as most of those against,
women might become more like men. It seems to have been inconceivable
that men would stoop to the level of their female friends and become
intellectually feminine. The fact that no one expressed anxiety about the
men's gender identities in this context is also partly attributable to the high
status of the concept of friendship. If a man talked to a woman about
typically feminine things, they were considered to be engaging in mere
gossip, chit-chat, or flirtation. Friendship was a name reserved for
relationships in which a man talked to a woman about serious things (apart
from a few exclusively masculine topics), and mostly she was meant to

32Janet Gurkin Altman, Epistolarity: Approaches to a Form (Columbus:
Ohio State University Press, 1982), pp. 13,42 - 43, 15, 21, 15.
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listen and learn. So by becoming friends with a man, a woman was enabled
to step up (almost) to his level.
Some writers celebrated this new mental androgyny in women, and
welcomed the levelling effect of friendship as a part of the female
emancipation which would ultimately benefit both sexes. Others saw it as a
worrying masculinization of women, destructive to the great chain of
being. A sort of compromise was reached; those eighteenth-century writers
who praised male-female friendship in the abstract tended to replace the
same-sex ideal of symmetrical equality with the marital ideal of mutual
benevolence. In this diluted version of prescribed heterosexual role-play,
women were ' meant to soothe, entertain and polish their men friends,
while men were able to offer their female friends rather more solid benefits
.'

of intellectual stimulus and physical, social and economic protection. In
theory, the man and the woman had different strengths of equal value to
bring to their friendship, but it will escape no one's notice that his rather
more solid contributions were of higher status than hers.
Modesty, a word that will recur throughout this thesis, is relevant to
both of the perceived dangers of male-female friendship -- sexuality and
equality. Two of the principal senses of modesty, as given in the OED, are
having 'a humble estimate of one's own merits' (the dominant meaning
today) and 'scrupulous chastity of thought, speech and conduct'. At first
sight the intellectual and sexual senses of the word modesty are quite
distinct, but when applied to women they fit together. The two virtues are
supposed to be linked; a woman's shyness preserves her chastity.
Whatever egotism or pride leads a woman to think herself equal to a man
and therefore display her talents, the effect will be to expose her to the
public eye, and therefore to the male lecherous gaze. Over and over again
in the study of friendship between the sexes we find a slippage between the
sexual and the intellectual, and generally the burden of the friendship's .
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potential fall -- into dangerous eroticism, or subversive equality -- is on the
woman's head.
Many of the contradictions in the rhetoric of male-female friendship
originate in its history, its awkward extrapolation from same-sex forms of
friendship. For instance, eighteenth-century writers tended to agree that
friends (in the abstract, i.e. same-sex friends) will like each other, express
their affection verbally and often physically, merge their identities to some
extent, tell each other all their secrets, protect each other's honour, and are
willing to support each other financially. But this brief description becomes
a minefield when the friends are a man and a woman. How can souls
merge when their bodies are apparently so alien? If a man and a woman
like each other, can they be sure this is not veiled sexual attraction? If it is
genuine friendship, how can it be expr~ssed verbally without
compromising the woman's modesty, or physically without prompting lust
or giving rise to scandal? How can a woman tell a man secrets without
giving him power over her? How can money pass between them without
marking them as participants in a sordid sexual exchange? And finally,
even if both are sure of their own motives, how can they engage in
friendship without being misread by their peers, and destroying both their
reputations, but particularly the woman's? These questions will arise in
many different forms in the next four chapters.
Chapter 1 acts as as prequel, mapping the wide continuum of
heterosociality in the early eighteenth century in order to provide a
background against which later experiments can be judged. The first part
looks at advice literature, comprising pedagogical and conduct manuals and
treatises on society. Though its focus is on the heated debate over the
dangers and benefits of male-female friendship, it does find an overalltendency towards cautious approval by the middle of the century. Next I
take a look at some of the available models for that special case, friendship
between writers, in the rather rough but comradely literary community of
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the early eighteenth century. This analysis homes in on two influential
texts by Pope and Swift which celebrate the exceptional, intellectually
androgynous woman who is worthy of male friendship. The main body of
Chapter 1 is devoted to fiction before 1740, in which six main motifs of
male-female friendship can be distinguished, ranging from deceptive
platonic love, self-deceptive or transitional platonic love, and postromantic friendship, to the more legitimated forms such as the
mentor / protegee relation, the one-to-one friendship safeguarded by a
sexual taboo (such as race, class, being siblings or married to the friend's
friend), and finally the 'family of friendship'.
Obviously this dissertation cannot attempt to deal in depth with such
an extensive field of cultural interrogation. I have chosen to focus on four
important writers out of the many whose lives and works would benefit
from such analysis. Sarah Fielding, Henry Fielding, Samuel Richardson
and Charlotte Lennox were all connected personally and professionally;
they are also among the most interesting writers of the period, on this
theme in par ticular. Chapters 2 to 4, then, focus on three significant sample
patterns of male-female friendship: Sarah and Henry Fielding's sibling
bond, Samuel Richardson's cultivation of a wide circle of literary
'daughters', and the mentor-protegee relationship in the life and works of
Charlotte Lennox. I concentrate on specific social and linguistic interactions
in their careers and ceuvres, since, as Victor Luftig has argued, 'merely
renaming relationships between men and women must finally be far less
productive than invoking the actions "friends" undertake together'.3 3
My fairly equal distribution of attention between the four novelists
should not obscure the fact that, though they took part in the same literary
community, there is no simple parallel between their careers. It is worth
stating the obvious: the two women novelists, though taken very seriously
in their day, are far less famous than the men, and have only in the past
33Luftig, p. 7.
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decade received much critical attention. By contrast with the canonical
status and easy availablity of most of the novels of Richardson and Henry
Fielding, some of the most interesting texts by Sarah Fielding and Lennox
are long out of print, surviving only, in some cases, in the British Library.
One factor that distorts the sources of this thesis is that the letters and
documents that could shed light on the careers of women writers have
generally been preserved and published only if relevant to the careers of the
'fathers of the novel'. This is not a tangential complaint; a central theme of
this thesis is the battle, between friends, for literary status.
For example, in the autumn of 1755, news reached Margaret Collier
that her friend Henry Fielding's Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon, which she
and his brother John had edited for publication the previous February, was
considered by many readers to be below Henry's usual standard and so
probably written by her. Her letter to Samuel Richardson was indignant.
This is the disadvantageous light poor women are held in, by
the ill-nature of the world. If they write well, and very
ingeniously, and have a brother, then to be sure -- "She could
" not write so well; it was her brother's, no doubt." If a man falls
short of what is expected from his former genius in writing,
and publishes a very dull and unentertaining piece, then "to
be sure it was his sister, or some woman friend, who was with
him."34
Why did Collier mention a sister at all, since her own case was that of the
'woman friend' she mentions only as an afterthought? Perhaps because of
her knowledge of the Fieldings, whose coupled reputation is a classic
example of the way male and female writers have been assumed to operate
in a simple and almost biologically determined relation of superiority to
inferiority, help to dependence, benevolence to gratitude.
34Samuel Richardson, Correspondence, ed. by Anna Laetitia Barbauld, 6
vols (London: Richard Phillips, 1804), I1, 77 - 78 (3 October 1755). Collier
was not the only women to resent such sexist attributions. Hester Mulso
Chapone was irritated when Elizabeth Carter's All the Works of Epictetus
(1758) was assumed to owe much to Carter's archbishop friend Dr Talbot,
and Elizabeth Montagu's Essay on the Life and Genius of Shakespear [sic]
(1769) was thought to be by a man; see The Posthumous Works of Mrs
Chapone (London: [n.pub.], 1807), pp. 150, 106 - 07.
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Chapter 2 is a close study of Sarah and Henry Fielding. My interest is
not so much in the Fieldings' personal lives (which have been written
about in dubiously speculative ways) but in their professional friendship,
which seems to have been characterized by ambivalent feelings on both
sides. Sarah gradually won independent fame and edged away from literary
association with her brother; he continued to offer praise and support on
some occasions, while sneering at female ambition on others. I juxtapose
their contemporaries' comments on their relationship with the texts they
wrote about each other (especially Henry's double-edged prefaces to Sarah's
first two novels) and passages about brother-sister friendship in their works .
. Sarah's early novels show a deep interest in sisters who must rely on bad
brothers, or are devoted to good ones; in her middle period, she
complicated the matter by looking at loving friendships soured by financial
dependence and male authority. Henry tended to write about sibling
relations more satirically, portraying brothers who must grow out of their
passion for good sisters, or remain harnessed to awful ones. Looking at the
ongoing debate between the two Fieldings over the issue of classical
education ('learning') for women broadens out the discussion from
brother-sister friendship to ·the wider issue of how men and women could
interact on any plane but the physical.
Richardson, as a renowned defender of the female character and
mind, would seem like a more compatible literary friend. But although
Sarah Fielding, like many of her female peers, was a devoted friend of his,
we must not take his reputation on trust. As I show in Chapter 3, though
Richardson's attitude to women's friendship and women's concerns was
more enthusiastic and broadly welcoming than Henry Fielding's, it was in
its own way just as ambivalent. This chapter focuses on a series of close
encounters in the Richardson circle, including occasions on which he
helped women writers to edit their texts. I look at the crucial issue of
female modesty, and how he teased women to write and show their
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writings while simultaneously enforcing the code of modesty that would
prevent them from doing so. The chapter ends by reading Sarah Fielding's
depiction of rational, rather than erotic, relations between women and
men, against Richardson's. In his novels we find the same exquisite
dilemma that he liked to create in his letters to women; his heroines
struggle to express themselves and be friends with men while maintaining
exemplary feminine reserve.
Ch~rlotte

Lennox stands out from her peers; rather than being one

member of a famous man's literary circle, she was the centre of a network
of male friends, explored in Chapter 4, that included Fielding, Richardson,
Goldsmith and Garrick, but above all, Johnson. She seems to have been
uniquely skilled at juggling her friendships and getting unprecedented
amounts of free literary work done fother. 'Our Charlotte' (as Johnson
called her) played a variety of roles; sometimes the traditional one of
modest beginner, sometimes a sort of literary sex symbol, and at other times
very much 'one of the lads'. In her letters she often adopted an
uncompromisingly tough and demanding tone, ridding herself of feminine
self-consciousness in a way that was almost unique for her time. The
women in her series of novels are generally more conventional creatures,
but their stories stand out for the importance granted to older male
mentors; Lennox took her own experience of friendship with older men
and transformed it into a less quarrelsome, more palatable ideal for her
readers.
These writers all tackled the ambiguities of male-female friendship
with vigour. Sometimes their conclusions are uneasy or cynical. More
often, they hypothesize special cases, bound by taboos to do with age, class
and moral character, in which friendship between the sexes may be
legitimate. Often we find a kind of hypocrisy at work, in which friendship
between the sexes in the safe group form of 'mixed society' is praised to the
heights, but no individual friendship is granted a licence. There are no easy
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answers to be found, but these writers' attempts create a fascinating
discursive space in which eighteenth-century notions of gender and
sociability are subjected to profound interrogation.
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Chapter One

The Heterosocial Spectrum
We will forget the Difference of Sex,
Nor shall the World's rude Censure us Perplex:
Think Me all Man: my Soul is Masculine,
And Capable of as great Things as Thine.
Ephelia (pseud.)
To Phylocles, Inviting Him to
Friendship' (1679)1

This early poem seems meant to reassure its readers about friendship
between men and women, but in fact it raises many of the subject's most
problematic issues. Was such an 'invitation' as Ephelia's merely disguised
seduction, whether issuing from wom~n or man? Was it ever possible to
'forget the Difference of Sex' and form a friendship that would resemble the
'great' friendship of two men, and if so, was a certain psychic androgyny in
the woman desirable or appalling? Would it be better, instead, to form an
ideal of friendship which, owing something to heterosexual gallantry,
would be based on that very 'Difference', on complementarity? And did
the existence of friendship between the sexes show that women were
indeed just as 'capable' of greatness as men, or was it all about regulated
inequality?
The century after the one in which this poem was written saw a long
and unresolved conflict over the very notion of friendship between the
sexes. To provide a context for how the Fieldings, Richardson and Lennox
wrote and lived male-female friendship, it is necessary to survey their
predecessors not only in the field of fiction, but in such forms as poetry,
drama and conduct literature. Historians have been unable to agree about
the extent to which England was still a homosocially segregated society in
the eighteenth century. Derek Jarrett and Katherine Rogers have pointed
1Poems by Ephelia, ed. by Maureen E. Mulvihill (Delmar, NY: Scholars'
Facsimiles and Reprints, 1992), p. 187.
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out that, by contrast with the French, who thought their neighbours
barbarous in this respect, English men and women hardly mixed at al1. 2
According to Lawrence Stone, the educated classes spent their days in
gender-differentiated activities; meals, cards and dancing were often the
only approved occasions for interaction, and ladies still withdrew after
dinner throughout this period. 3 On the other hand, we can perceive a
distinct movement towards heterosociality in England in the eighteenth
century, particularly in the latter half. Though there was no tradition of
formal salons as in France, there were several forms of heterosociability in
existence in England before the Bluestocking hostesses (Elizabeth Montagu,
Elizabeth Vesey, Frances Bowcawen) set up their conversational gatherings
in the 1780s. In certain extended families, in private homes open to visitors
.'

(especially those of writers, Samuel Richardson's being the most famous
example), in the assembly rooms springing up in provincial towns such as
Bath, in Almack's Club (founded in 1765) to which men nominated women
members and vice versa, and in the new debating societies, space was
beginning to" be made for conversation between men and women. 4 Such
opportunities allowed women to taste a sort of intellectual freedom of
association, safeguarded by extreme decorum. The friendships they formed
might happen to lead to courtship -- the Richardson circle produced several
marriages -- but were not shaped by courtship'S codes. One of the most
concrete expressions of eighteenth-century feminism was this new private
and public practice of conversation between the sexes, which one of Frances
Brooke's characters lauds as 'mix'd society'.5
2Derek Jarrett, England in the Age of Hogarth (London: Paladin, 1976), p.
107; Katherine Rogers, The View from England', in French Women and
the Age of Enlightenment, ed. by Samia I. Spencer (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1984), pp. 357 - 68.
3Stone, pp. 400 - 02.
4See Sylvia Harcstarck Myers, The Bluestocking Circle: Women, Friendship,
and the Life of the Mind in Eighteenth-Century England (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1990); Stone, p. 402.
5The History of Emily Montague, ed. by Mary Jane Edwards (Ottowa:
Carleton University Press, 1985), p. 10.
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Any historian who depicts eighteenth-century gender segregation as
absolute, then, is overstating the case. In Lillian Faderman's famous work
on eighteenth-century women's 'romantic friendship', for instance, she
tries to prove that women's lives were almost entirely homosocial by
quoting Elizabeth Carter's account of a party at which the men excluded the
women from their discussion, 'as if the two sexes had been in a state of
war'.6 But surely if Carter had been used to this situation she would not
have reported it with such irritation. Without some expectation of
conversational reciprocity between the sexes, why would she have taken
offence?
This chapter focuses on three forms of textual representation of
heterosociality in the first half of the century: advice literature, which
parades the views of social commentatdrs on the viability of male-female
friendship; then a selection of texts about the friendships of writers,
particularly Swift and Pope; and finally, a range of depictions of
heterosociality in fiction.
Some ,of the conduct literature that had most influence on
eighteenth-century thought originated in the previous century. The
Archbishop of Cambrai's Education des FiZZes (1687), for instance, went into
at least four English editions in the eighteenth century. Fenelon makes a
single damning reference to gender mixing of the young: 'all suspected
Society ought to be avoided; Boys therefore are not to be with Girls',7 Since
even pre-pubescent boys represent 'suspected Society' to girls, it is clear that
sexual contact is not the main danger. The hidden fear seems to be of the
androgynizing effect of friendship, particularly on girls, who are presumed
to be passive followers who will pick up unfeminine behaviour from the
boys. This view remained dominant in texts about child-rearing
throughout the eighteenth century.
6Faderman, pp. 85 - 86.
7Francois de Salignac de la Mothe Fenelon, Instructions for the Education of
a Daughter, trans. by Dr George Hickes (London: Jonah Bowyer, 1707), p. 59.
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Manuals aimed at young women were more preoccupied with sexual
contact than gender roles. The popular Ladies Calling (1673) probably by
Richard Allestree, describes modesty as the first female virtue, and warns
that she who so much as listens to male praises of her wit is on the slippery
slope to seduction. 8 The anonymous author of the bestselling The Whole

Duty of Woman (1695) warns that even a man who teaches a woman
philosophy probably has lust on his mind and should not be trusted. 'Is
there a man with whom thou delightest to talk', the writer inquires,
advising 'let not thine ear be too familiar with his discourse'.9 The danger
is unspecified but clearly sexual; the neo-Biblicallanguage reminds us of
Eve and the serpent. Note that intellectual conversation -- the one form of
interaction that might seem above reproach -- is presented as the means of
corruption in both these texts.
From a traditional male point of view, what prevented friendly
contact with women was contempt for their mental powers. To clear the
way for male-female friendship, it was first necessary to prove that women
were worth talking to. In her popular Essay in Defence of the Female Sex
(1696), Judith Drake argues against the view that, because of poor education,
'women are not quallified [sic] for the Conversation of ingenious Men, or,
to get yet further, their friendship'. Drake goes so far as to insist that
women's education is actually better than men's for teaching social and
verbal skills. Picking up the idea of qualification but turning it inside out,
she concludes that there are 'some necessary Qualifications to be acquir'd,
some good Improvements to be made by Ingenious Gentlemen in the
Company of our Sex'; her list includes 'Complacence, Gallantry, Good
Humour, Invention'.1 0 Drake's is one of a series of early feminist works

Bfuchard Allestree (attrib.), The Ladies Calling (Oxford: [n.pub.], 1673), p. 17.
9Anon, The Whole Duty of Woman. By a Lady, 4th edn (London: [n.pub.],
1767), p. 49.
lOExcerpted in Women in the Eighteenth Century: Constructions of
Femininity, ed. by Vivien Jones (London: Routledge, 1990), pp. 207 - 17 (pp.
207,215).
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which imply that the mental difference between men and women is
minimal, a matter of education rather than biology.ll Conversation and
friendship, by sharing out the fruits of education, would logically make the
sexes more equal and more similar. From the start of the debate on malefemale friendship there had been worries about its potential for damaging
the hierarchy of the sexes. One influential thinker was the Cambridge
Platonist John Norris. In an essay-letter to a male friend who asked
whether a man could consider his wife as a friend, Norris tackled the
notion that friendship must be grounded in equality. 'The only equality
that is necessary is an equality of dispositions, an harmony of affections, but
this may be in persons of unequal fortunes and conditions', he reassured
his friend. Note the slide from 'equality' to 'harmony', from the similar to
the complementary. It is also interesting that Norris adds a hint about a
poorer man (,unequal fortunes') to obscure the fact that it is gender as
prescribed in marriage that gives his hypothetical man and wife such
unequal 'conditions'. He slides from gender to class once more with a
suggestive

~etaphor

of a king who wishes to be friends with a subject.

Laying aside the requirement for absolute equality which could isolate him
from all affection, the king steps down from his throne and condescends to
become a friend. But the abdication is brief and private. Norris ends with
the stirring sentiment that 'Friendship may level those whom Fortune has
made unequal', but his governing metaphor of the husband as monarch
makes it clear that no real levelling has taken place. 12 A man and a
woman, even within the security of marriage, can be friends only by putting
out of their minds for a moment his inherent superiority and permanent
authority over her.

llSee First Feminists: British Women Writers 1578 - 1799, ed. by Moira
Ferguson (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), especially the
excerpts from Margaret Tyler, Margaret Cavendish, Mary Astell and Sophia
(pseud.).
12'A Letter Concerning Friendship', in A Collection of Miscellanies (Oxford:
[n.pub.], 1687), pp. 450 - 55 (p. 454).
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Between friends of the same sex, it seemed that there had to be a
certain equality, if not economic then at least mental. But the hybrid ideal
of male-female friendship looked towards marriage instead; instead of
equality, the vague balance of 'harmony' would do. A common reaction to
forceful egalitarian feminism was to co-opt its arguments to serve the status
quo; more and more emphasis was laid on the different qualities men and
women brought to friendship. By the mid-eighteenth century the ideal of
male-female friendship was most commonly expressed in terms of
complementarity rather than similarity, with men and women being
presented as socially equal but strikingly different (and, the implication was,
intellectually unequal). Advice writers and novelists generally agreed that
men gave mixed conversation substance (meaty content, logic, taste and
judgment), in return for the social polish (gentleness, wit, etiquette) added
by women, but it was clear that substance was worth far more than polish.
The ideal of friendship had become so watered down that even so
notorious a misogynist as Lord Chesterfield could pay lip-service to the
notion that .....heterosociality was a good thing.1 3 Descriptions of mixed
society often give the impression that the men are doing the women a
collective favour; this smacks of old gallantry in new clothes.
Fears about male-female social contact lingered even among genuine
supporters of the new enlightened sociability. John Essex in The Young

Ladies Conduct (1722) gives support to the ideal of 'mix'd conversation',
which teaches women 'Delicacy of Taste' and men 'Manners'.14 But his
introduction is sprinkled with unattributed passages from Fenelon's

Education des FiZZes (1687), including the rule that to let boys play with girls
is 'improper'. This is typical of the kind of anomaly found in composite
advice manuals, but it is also suggestive of a certain ideological confusion.

13Letters to his Son and Others (London: Everyman, 1984), p. 39 (2 January
1748).
14The Young Ladies Conduct (London: John Brotherton, 1722), xvii, pp. 7 8.
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Perhaps Essex is drawing a distinction based on age; having been kept pure
by a homosocial upbringing, girls can then be carefully exposed to men. Or,
more likely, his ideas on this fashion for mixed society were still deeply
ambivalent. Similar confusion is found in the 1725 publication Thoughts
on Friendship by 'a Well-Wisher to her Sex' which waxes lyrical on

friendship as a social glue, and follows John Norris in arguing that women
are quite capable of friendship with men in general, but only discusses
same-sex examples in particular.15
Many authors held to the middle ground between damning malefemale friendship and recommending it. Typically they offered young
women a gender-neutral prescription for choosing friends, then added extra
warnings against men. For instance, Wetenhall Wilkes's A Letter of
Genteel and Moral Advice to a Young Lady (1740) advises: 'Be careful in

providing a discreet Choice of Friends, mostly of your own Sex, but in all
Cases of such as you may expect will innocently entertain you and adhere to
Sincerity.'16 Words like 'innocently' hint negatively at the sexual potential
between all tnen and all women. Male friends should clearly be in the
minority, as well as being virtuous. We find a similar wariness in the 1743
publication The Lady's Preceptor, taken from the French of the Abbe
D'Ancourt. Two pages are devoted to male-female friendship, which is
seen as viable but risky. A lady may bestow her friendship on anyone who
shows 'true merit', the Abbe writes, but
if they should then happen to be Persons of our Sex, and such
as would probably take advantage of your good Opinion of
them, be careful of maintaining that strict Watch over your
Eyes, Words, and Heart, that they may not in the least perceive
you have any particular Regard for them.
The danger is a double one: 'esteem' may prove 'the Road that leads to her
Heart', so the lady will fall in love, and if the man perceives it he may try to

15 Anon,
16 A

Thoughts on Friendship (London: J. Roberts, 1725), pp. 14 - 15.
Letter of Genteel and Moral Advice to a Young Lady (Dublin: the

author, 1740), p. 91.
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seduce her.

But the Abbe's recommended safeguards contradict all his

general advice on friendship. For instance, friends talk intimately, but he
advises that women should avoid one-to-one conversations with men.
The Abbe repeats the commonplace that friends keep secrets for each other,
but later points out that if a woman tells a man her secrets he may take
advantage. Similarly, letter writing is a good basis for friendship, but it is
important 'never, unless upon some singular Emergency which may
warrant it, to write to anyone but of your own Sex'.1 7 The only conclusion
that can be drawn from The Ladies Preceptor is that if a woman and a man
can manage without all the usual means of friendship, they are welcome to
try it.
Advice literature produced after 1740 tended to celebrate
heterosociality in more and more rapturous terms, while remaining wary
of any male-female friendship in particular. A rather progressive example
is Edward Wicksteed's The Young Gentleman and Lady Instructed (1747),
which presents heterosociality as the bedrock of civilisation:
From this necessary commerce, all friendship and
conversation first began: and it has always been found, that
there is no blessing in life comparable to the enjoyment of a
discreet and virtuous friend in both sexes: such a friendly
commerce eases and unloads the mind.
So far so good, but Wicksteed goes on to warn men not to frighten women
with 'the very name of an argument' (since, implicitly, women are
intellectually timid), and tells women to keep their chests well covered so
as not to distract the men they are talking to (since, we gather, men are ever
prone to lust).

Because women's 'approbation' for men always includes

'some degree of love', Wicksteed argues, they should be nervous of falling
in love with any male visitors whose company they enjoy. Finally, if a

17The Lady's Preceptor. A conduct book adapted to England by a Gentleman
of Cambridge from the Abbe 'D'Ancourt (London: J. Watts, 1743), pp. 24 - 25,
41, 48, 59, 60. For the importance of secrets between friends, see Anon,
Thoughts on Friendship, p. 38, and Portia (Charles AlIen?), The Polite Lady,
3rd edn (London: T. Carnan and F. Newbery, 1775), p. 46.
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woman can keep to the narrow path between shy reserve and improper
freedoms, she is welcome to attempt a friendship with a man -- presumably,
for safety, with one she doesn't much care for)8
Wicksteed's mixed messages are echoed in later publications. They
warn that people may gossip about friends of the opposite sex, though the
friends should not be put off. The Marchioness de Lambert, whose Treatise

on Friendship (1752) was published after her death by her 'particular and
intimate Friend' M. de Fontenelle, puts forward the characteristically
French notion of friendship between a man and a woman as a soothing
replacement for thwarted romance. She praises male-female friendship for
its particular 'vivacity'.19 John Gregory, in A Father's Legacy to his

Daughters (1774), ascribes to it a special 'tenderness' not found in same-sex
friendship. The language of heterosexu'al flirtation is here used to
glamorize, yet also to hint at the risks of, male-female friendship. That
same difference of sex which gave male-female friendship its dangers had
to be presented as the source of its unique charm, because without the
amulet of di{ference, egalitarian friendship might cause the gender
hierarchy to crumble. John Gregory is unusual in explicitly warning against
the potential levelling effect of friendship; unlike Swift and Pope (see
below), he does not welcome the idea of mental androgyny in women. If
his daughter and her peers behave like the boys, and join in coarse
conversations, Gregory warns her, 'it might render you more agreeable as
companions, but it would make you less amiable as women'.20 When the
terms 'companion' and 'woman' are polarized in this way, how can a
woman be a man's companion?

18The Young Gentleman and Lady Instructed, 2 vols (London: the author,
1747), I, 212, 228; 11, 159, 284 - 85, 195.
19Anne Therese de Marguenat de Courcelles, Marquise de Lambert, A
Treatise on Friendship, in The Works of the Marchioness de Lambert
(Dublin: [n.pub.], 1752), pp. 85 - 103 (pp. 101 - 03).
20A Father's Legacy to his Daughter, 2nd edn (London: W. Strahan and
others, 1774), pp. 74,37.
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Victor Luftig begins his study of male-female friendship in
nineteenth- and twentieth-century literature by summing up the attitudes
of previous eras: 'fear and doubt, and, most importantly, a sense that
"friendship" may only weakly stave off the inevitable'.21 But I have found
the situation to be rather more complex. Yes, fears were common,
particularly worries about 'the inevitable' sexual desire hiding behind
sociability, but eighteenth-century advice writers had a strong interest in the
theory, at least, of friendship between the sexes. They debated whether
mixed society represented progress (if it led to complementarity and
harmony between the sexes) or a dangerous blurring of the boundaries on
which society was based (if it created mannish girls). All in all, by the mideighteenth century, we find that the crudely Biblical warnings of the earlier
writers have given way to a subtler consideration of pros and cons, and a
mood of cautious optimism, with at least some willingness to see young
people experimenting in their friendships. The most obvious development
is in the expansion of discourse around this subject. Early advice writers
generally dis,missed it in a line or two, whereas their successors had more
of a language for emotional and social niceties, and felt that male-female
friendship was a complex and delicate matter which could provide material
for pages and pages of scrupulous consideration.
The novelists of the middle of the century inherited a sense that
friendship between the sexes was a potent and controversial force in society.
They would also have known that for writers, the rules were rather
different. Intellectual circles gave men and women a sort of alibi, a
presumption that there was something lofty in their motives, some
substance in their conversations. Not that scandal never touched the
friendships literary men had with women -- it did, in several cases
discussed below -- but at least in literary circles the basic drive towards
friendship did not have to be justified. Long before the period of this study,
21 Luftig, p. 6.
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long before advice literature and fiction acknowledged the possiblities of
mixed society, men and women had been forming literary friendships.
For women, this was often a matter of need as well as personal
inclination. The limited education most women writers received in this
period was from male friends or relatives, often clergymen. 22 Male contacts
were generally crucial for women trying to get taken on by publishers, or
arranging and promoting a subscription edition. It could be said that the
same was true of all writers; in a community so dominated by cliques and
coteries, they all needed their friends. But as newcomers flying in face of
traditional contempt for female achievement, women needed extra help.
As Cheryl Turner points out, aspiring literary men had access to the
'fraternal' world of gentleman's clubs and coffee houses that made
booksellers and authors 'social companibns as well as business partners'.23
Some women writers had female patrons or female literary friends, but
most, especially in the first half of the century when women writers were
rarer, relied on their men friends.
It is pQssible to identify several sets of men who were particularly

open to such friendship. One centre, perhaps surprisingly, was the
University of Cambridge; women writers including Damaris Masham,
Mary Astell, Anne Finch (Viscountess Conway), Lady Mary Chudleigh, and
Sarah Fyge Field Egerton all enjoyed intellectual friendships with the
Cambridge Platonists in the late seventeenth century.24 Jane Barker had
close friends among her brother's medical circle at Cambridge; their
contributions make up the longer part of her Poetical Recreations (1688).25
Mary Davys was encouraged by the young men who frequented her
Cambridge coffee house to finish her first novel after eight years of silence

22See Todd, Dictionary, Introduction, p. 3.
23Turner, p. 89.
24Todd, Dictionary, pp. 32,84, 92, 113, 214; see also Mary Astell and John
Norris, Letters Concerning the Love of God (London: [n.pub.], 1695).
25Poetical Recreations (London: Benjamin Crayle, 1688), prefatory poems
and Part 11.
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and publish it by subscription in 1724.26 The theatre was another fruitful
place for literary heterosociability: Aphra Behn knew Rochester and
Dryden; William Congreve supported Mary Pix in a plagiarism dispute and
helped get one of Catherine Trotter Cockburn's plays performed; Susanna
Centlivre's connections included George Farquhar, Richard Steele,
Nicholas Rowe, Ambrose Philips, and Colley Cibber.27
Such social mixing was not always harmonious -- witness the
anonymous The Female Wits (1697), which mocked Centlivre, Pix and
Trotter as eccentric poetasters who demanded men's flattery and picked
fights. Male-female friendships gone sour seem to have been very
common in the first half of the century. Delariviere Manley had passionate
on-off friendships with Jonathan Swift and Richard Steele; at times she
battled with them in print, but was reconciled with both in her later years. 28
Like Swift, Pope was an admiring friend of Anne Finch, Countess of
Winchilsea; she wrote prefatory verses for him in 1717, yet in the same year
he used her as one of his models (with Margaret Cavendish and Susanna
Centlivre) fOl: the obnoxious writer Phoebe Clinket in the comedy he wrote
with Gay and Arbuthnot, Three Hours After Marriage. 29 (Phoebe Clinket, as
we will see in Chapter 3, had a lasting influence as a bogey, representing all
the worst characteristics ascribed to literary women.) Valerie Rumbold
argues that parody let male writers, troubled by female ambition, express
'unease which ordinarily had to be suppressed for the sake of friendship'.30
26Todd, Dictionary, p. 98; Mary Davys, preface to The Reform 'd Coquet, in
The Works of Mrs Davys, 2 vols (London: the author, 1725), 11, 7.
27Todd, Dictionary, pp. 43, 77, 256, 307.
28Manley has been known by many names, but this one seems the most
correct; see Patricia Koster, 'Delariviere Manley and the DNB: A Cautionary
Tale about Following Black Sheep, with a Challenge to Cataloguers',
Eighteenth-Century Life, 3:4 (1977), 106 - 11. For her relations with Swift
and Steele see DNB, entry on 'Manley, Mary de la Riviere'; Todd,
Dictionary, pp. 209 - 10; 'Corinna', in Jonathan Swift: The Complete Poems,
ed. by Pat Rogers (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983), p. 120.
29Three Hours after Marriage, in The Dramatic Works of John Gay, ed. by
John Fuller, 2 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), I, 207 - 63; Todd,
Dictionary, pp. 328 - 29.
30Rumbold, p. 154.
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The fact that Finch remained on good terms with Pope suggests that
women writers learned to be rather thick-skinned.
In many cases, they seem to have rather relished the rough-andtumble of a competitive literary milieu. Mary Granville Pendarves (later
Delany) wrote to her sister in 1734 about the 'ingenious MS' of their friend
Sarah Chap one; this is probably the anonymous and strongly feminist
treatise entitled Hardships of the English Laws in Relation to Wives (1735).
It is an excellent piece of wit and good sense, and when she

(the author) has rectified the law part of it, it will be fit for the
press and the perusal of the smartest wits of the age. Tell her I
am a little diverted at the thoughts of her being abused by
. some of the coxcombs; bid her prepare for the attack, and
sharpen her weapons of defence in readiness.
The battle for literary success is played out in the mock-heroic vocabulary of
Pope's Rape of the Lock; the male critic 'is seen not as enduringly victorious,
but likely (as Delany puts it later in the letter) to 'soon repent'.31
Competition could of course be completely avoided if the male friend
was the only one in the pair who actually published anything much . . A
'genius'

mat~hed

with a 'companion' seems to have been a common

pattern in the early part of the century, and this had a strong influence on
later perceptions of male-female friendship in the literary community.
When Hester Thrale Piozzi thought of models for her own friendship with
Samuel Johnson, the first two writers that sprang to her mind were Swift
and Pope, perhaps because they had both celebrated their friendships with
women in poetry. 32 In these cases the traditional hierarchy remained
firmly in place, since the women published either a tiny handful of poems
(Esther Johnson) or nothing at all (Patty Blount, Esther Vanhomrigh).
Perhaps as a result, Swift and Pope felt relaxed enough to celebrate these
31 The Autobiography and Correspondence of Mary Granville, Mrs Delany,

ed. by Lady Llanover, 6 vols in 2 series (London: [n.pub.], 1861 - 62), 1st
series, I, 487 (22 July 1734).
32Thraliana: The Diary of Mrs. Hester Lynch Thrale (Later Mrs. Piozzi) 1776
- 1809, ed. by Katherine C. Balderston, 2 vols, continuous paging, 2nd edn
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951), pp. 384 - 85, 423.
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friendships and specifically to venerate their lady friends for their
intellectual androgyny.
Pope made various attempts at a lasting friendship with women. His
letters frequently reveal anxiety about whether friendship between the sexes
is merely emasculated passion -- all he, as a crippled and unattractive man,
is entitled to. In 1716 he told Teresa Blount, 'were I a handsome fellow I
should do you a vast deal of good: but as it is, all I am good for is to write a
, civil letter', going on to cast doubt even on the innocence of the latter by
teasing her for encouraging 'this lewd liberty of writing'.3 3 With both
Teresa and his cousin Lady Mary Wortley Montagu he had rather stormy
relations that ultimately went sour; James Anderson Winn has provided a
subtle account. 34
One of his few harmonious mixed-sex friendships was with a fellow
writer, but a much meeker one than Lady Mary. The poet Judith Cowper
(later Madan) corresponded with Pope for a year before her marriage. In the
following letter, Pope is still worried about his appearance, but knows he
has much to "offer the young woman.
I challenge a kind of Relation to you on the Soul's side, which
I take to be better than either on a Father's or Mother's; and if
you can Overlook an ugly Body (that stands much in the way
of any Friendship, when it is between different Sexes) I shall
hope to find you a True & constant Kinswoman in Apollo.3 5
The final phrase invests his female friend with familial status to make her
a safe object of epistolary address, but it also alludes to a tradition of (at least
theoretical) solidarity among writers.

.

His closest and longest friendship was with Teresa Blount's sister
Martha, who became his beloved 'Patty' and the chief beneficiary of his will.
Rumours of a sexual affair or marriage dogged them, but Pope defended

33The Correspondence of Alexander Pope, ed. by George Sherburn, 5 vols
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956), I, 349 - 50 (7 August 1716).
34James Anderson Winn, A Window in the Bosom: The Letters of
Alexander Pope (Hamden, CT: Archon Books, 1977), pp. 101 - 24.
35Correspondence, 11, 138 (18 October 1722); see Rumbold, pp. 147 - 48.
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himself fiercely in a letter to Patty's godfather, John Caryll: 'God knows
upon what motives anyone should malign a sincere and virtuous
friendship!')6 Whether their relationship was a sexual one or not, Pope's
declaration is interesting for the confidence with which he asserts 'virtuous
friendship' as a valid category of relations between men and women.
Pope's second Epistle, To a Lady (1735), subtitled 'Of the Characters of
Women', was addressed to Patty BIount, though she would not let him
name her.3 7 After satirizing a range of female types, he turns for virtuous
contrast to the poem's addressee. 'Ah Friend!', he begins, urging her to
concentrate not on physical beauties but on the mental ones which will last
longer. He describes her as wonderfully contradictory, a sort of cocktail of
qualities picked from both sexes, making up 'a softer man'.3 8 And the
unnamed woman in the poem is a compdsite in another sense; to his
original description of Patty, Pope added four lines from a poem he wrote to
Judith Cowper, and though Patty never married, the woman in the poem
comes equipped with a husband and daughter.39 Perhaps he was
generalizing il\ order to make the woman sound perfect in every role she
played, as Felicity Rosslyn has suggested. 4o Or perhaps if the hypothetical
'Friend' was safely married it would make the poet's very public
declaration of affection more respectable. Writing about friendship for an
unmarried woman was a tricky matter.
We find similar elements in the story of Jonathan Swift's two
overlapping partnerships with 'Stella' (Esther Johnson) and 'Vanessa'
(Esther Vanhomrigh). Though it was generally assumed that Stella was
Swift's mistress, or even his wife, David Nokes argues that Swift preferred

36Correspondence, 11, 54 (25 December 1725). See Winn, p. 121, and
Rumbold, pp. 25, 45 - 46, lIS, 251.
37Felicity Rosslyn, Alexander Pope: A Literary Life (London: Macmillan,
1990), p. 119.
38The Poems of Alexander Pope, ed. by John Butt (London: Routledge,
1963), pp. 568 - 69 (11. 249 - 92).
39Poems, p. 568 (11. 253 - 56, 259 - 62).
40Rosslyn, p. 120.
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to play a variety of roles -- 'tutor, father and mock-gallant' -- without ever ·
commiting to one. 41 What is undeniable is that the Swift-Stella
relationship was famous in their lifetimes and became an enduring point of
reference for friendship between the sexes after their deaths. 42
The usual feminine character was not what was required in Swift's
female friends. In her birthday poem for Swift in 1721 -- one of the few of
her writings that survive -- Stella declares herself to be 'your pupil and your
humble friend', emphasizing in a single phrase both the intellectual basis of
their friendship and its unambiguous hierarchy.43 In 'To Stella, Visiting
Me in my Sickness' Swift celebrates the androgyny that makes her, uniquely
among women, suitable for his friendship. The conceit is that Prometheus
stole for her 'the fire that forms a manly soul', to make her 'best pattern of
true friends'.44 This idea of a composite' woman with all the best qualities
of both sexes is very similar to Pope's's evocation of Patty in his Epistle.
What Swift highlights in his poem 'To Stella, Who Collected and
Transcribed his Poems' (written around 1720, published after her death in
1728) is that the muse of friendship is not half as foolish as love.

Thou, Stella, wert no longer young,
When first for thee my harp I strung:
Without one word of Cupid's Darts
Of killing eyes, or bleeding hearts:
With friendship and esteem possessed,
I ne'er admitted love a guest.
In order to qualify all these praises, he names a single fault of hers: her habit
of getting cross when 'a friend in kindness tries I to show you where your
error lies'.45 This fault in his women friends often grated on Swift; he used
to give Laetitia Pilkington painful pinches for mistakes of diction, and

41 Jonathan Swift, a Hypocrite Reversed: A Critical Biography (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1985), pp. 159 - 60.
42See Redford, pp. 237 - 43.
43Esther Johnson, 'To Dr. Swift on his Birth-Day', in Jonathan Swift, Essay
upon the Life, Writings, and Character, of Dr. Swift (London: Charles
Bathurst, 1755), pp. 81 - 83.
44Complete Poems, pp. 200 - 02.
45Complete Poems, p. 204.
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having reduced her to tears once, sent a note that said, 'Madam, You must
shake off the Leavings of your Sex. If you cannot keep a Secret, and take a
Chiding, you will quickly be out of my Sphere.'46 Here the ability to take
criticism and physical punishment is associated with that traditional
attribute of same-sex friendship, secret-keeping, as a definition of
masculinity and, therefore, maturity. It is the woman's job to cross the
gender line to make herself worthy of entry to the man's 'Sphere' of
intimates. No other writer makes it clearer than Swift that male-female
friendship must resemble male friendship, and take place on the man's
terms, in order to be of any real value.
But Swift's celebrations of male-female friendship in poetry tend to
return to the theme of androgyny. In his long and highly influential poem

Cadenus and Vanessa (written around 1713, but not circulated till after
Vanessa's death in 1723, and published in 1726), once again there is a myth
of hermaphroditical origin. This time the doting deity is not Prometheus
but Venus, who, in order to make a perfect woman, tricks Pall as into giving
Vanessa all the qualities 'for manly bosoms chiefly fit' such as 'knowledge,
judgment, wit'. Vanessa becomes so intellectual that fops call her 'dull',
but her clergyman tutor Cadenus (an anagram of Decanus, Dean Swift's title
in Latin) appreciates her.

When she falls in love with Cadenus through

reading his books, at at first he completely rejects the idea, insisting that his
age (Swift was 44) makes it ludicrous.
He now could praise, esteem, approve,
But understood not what was love:
His conduct might have made him styled
A father, and the nymph his child. 47
But the poem does not end there, with Cadenus's outraged refusal.
Familial vocabulary is too commonly applied to ambiguous friendships in
this era for it to have any power of containment; 'child' is counteracted by
the nubile and erotic associations of 'nymph'. Swift gets still more fun out
46Laetitia Pilkington, Memoirs, 3 vols (Dublin: [n.pub.], 1748), I, 107 - 08, 132.
47Complete Poems, pp. 135 - 45 (11. 204 - 05, 359, 546 - 49).
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of the situation by showing Vanessa working on Cadenus's logic and vanity
to gradually draw him towards love. The tutor continues to offer a slightly
warmed-up version of what they already have: 'friendship in its greatest
height, I A constant, rational delight'. But there are hints that Vanessa is
beginning to teach him a more down-to-earth passion, against his better
judgment. The poem ends with the speaker slyly refusing to say whether
Cadenus ever raises Vanessa to his 'seraphic' level, or descends to hers, or
whether, having reached some kind of compromise, 'they temper love and
books together'.48

Cadenus and Vanessa is not a simple championing of male-female
friendship, as Peter Ohlin has argued, nor an utter parody of the arguments
in its favour, as Gareth Jones would have it. 49 Swift creates a highly
sophisticated play of ideas around the subject, and Cadenus's argument that
friendship is better than love is partly but not wholly undermined by his
foolish qualities. What makes this stand out from most eighteenth-century
plots is that for once it is the woman, not the man, who wants to sexualize
the

relations~ip,

and the man who pleads for the clear light of celibate

affection. Most of the poem's comedy comes from this role exchange. More
seriously, we can see Cadenus struggling against the force of convention, as
expressed in society's stereotypical mockery of male-female relations:
And every beau would have his jokes,
That scholars were like other folks:
That when platonic flights were over,
The tutor turned a mortallover.50
Resisting cliche, in fact resisting any closure at all, Cadenus and Vanessa
ends with no firm judgment passed on this slippery relationship.

48Complete Poems, pp. 150 - 51 (11. 788 - 89, 831, 833).
49Peter Ohlin, "'Cadenus and Vanessa": Reason and Passion', Studies in
English Literature 1500 - 1900, 4:3 (1964), 485 - 96; Gareth Jones, 'Swift's
Cadenus and Vanessa: A Question of "Positives"', Essays in Criticism, 20:4
(1970),424 - 40.
50 Complete Poems, p. 147 (11. 656 - 59).
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In English literary communities before 1740, then, we find small
clusters of men and women interacting as friends on both social and
intellectual levels. As a general rule, the women writers needed' the men
more for professional advice and contacts, but the men relied on women
for a huge amount of emotional support, and often chose unambitious
women as the most tractable companions. It was a community
characterized by sparring and mockery; women took part in it at their own
risk. There was some justification for Sir George Oxenden's letter to
Elizabeth Carter's father in 1739, when she was on the brink of her career, to
warn that
there is hardly an instance of a woman of letters entering into
an intimacy of acquaintance with men of wit and parts,
particularly poets, who were [sic] not thoroughly abused and
maltreated by them, in print, after some time. 51
But he need not have worried too much; Carter's career was to span a
rather more genteel era of literary friendship. The middle of the century
saw an overall shift in perceptions of women writers; they came to be seen
as eminently respectable. Those women who got into occasional public
---

confrontations, such as Charlotte Lennox, who angered the defenders of
Shakespeare (see Chapter 4), were in the minority. This new decorous
image protected them from attack on many occasions, and made sure that
their friendships with male peers escaped the kind of gossip and innuendo
that dogged Swift's and Pope's. In the attitude of women writers' male
friends at the middle of the century, we will find a peculiar combination of
benevolent protection, a rather patronizing tendency to underestimate
female ambition, and serious respect.
William Duncombe (the father of Richardson's friend John)
explained the spirit of literary community in a letter, introducing himself
unceremoniously to Elizabeth Carter: 'Lovers of learning, you know, are

51The Rev. Montagu Pennington, Memoirs of the Life of Mrs. Elizabeth
Carter (London: F. C. and J. Rivington, 1807), p. 30.
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citizens of the world, and receive one another as such.'52 In such a
hierarchical culture, to share a sense of a democratic literary 'world' in
which men and women could be equal and friendly 'citizens' was no small
thing. Women writers seem to have been gratified by this freedom from
the traditional protocols, even if it was still men who took the initiative in
breaking the rules. The aged Colley Cibber, for instance, befriended the
young writer Laetitia Pilkington by running up her stairs and saying, with
no introduction, 'Merit is a sufficient Recommendation to me [... ] Come,
show me your writings'.53 In the next three chapters I will be investigating
what happened in literary friendships after this initial welcome -- what
showing your writings meant in practice.
Having established that male-female friendship was a contentious
topic in later seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century advice literature,
and a reality in the lives of many writers, I want to turn now to fiction.
More than any other form, fiction, with its flexible shape and its emphasis
on the intricacies of private life, was the form in which the limits and
strengths of !p-ale-female friendship could be tested.
Friendship between the sexes is not one of the very popular motifs,
such as the persecuted maiden or heroic traveller, that John Richetti
discusses in his study of fiction before 1740.54 In most fictions of the first
half of the eighteenth century it is visible only in the form of a sub-plot or
inset story. But in some texts, particularly by women writers, friendship
between the sexes has a centrality, importance and variety that have
received little critical attention. For instance, Catharine Trotter's Olinda IS
Adventures (1693) is a startling early text made up of the breezy heroine's

letters to a male confidant, Cleander. This short novel displays a
bewildering array of variations on male-female friendship. Olinda has had

52Pennington, p. 97.
53Pilkington, Il, 83.
54Popular Fiction before Richardson: Narrative Patterns 1700 - 1739 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1969).
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other male friends before Cleander: one who intended to seduce her, and
with whom she fell in love before persuading herself out of it; one rejected
suitor who pretended to have calmed his feelings into friendship in order
to stay close to her; and one genuine friend, eventually torn from her by the
jealousy of her suitor and his wife. (This last case shows that some of the
difficulties of friendship between the sexes come from outside rather than
inside.) Olinda's attitude wavers; one minute she is casting doubt on the
safety of male-female friendship, and the next she is boasting to Cleander:
Will not the World, when they see so tender, so constant an
Affection betwixt us, be convinced of that receiv'd Error, that
there can be no such intimacy betwixt two of different Sexes
without the Passion of Love[?]55
This buoyant early novel shows the wide range of ways in which malefemale friendship could be represented,' but it offers no simple endorsement
of such friendship; it is typical of pre-1740 literature in its deep ambivalence
about the pros and cons of such relationships.
What follows is a discussion of the six main fictional patterns I have
identified in fiction of the late seventeenth century and the first half of the
"

eighteenth. Of course, since male-female friendship as a concept tends to
blur boundaries, these categories are necessarily tentative. But nonetheless
it would seem valuable to set down some markers in such a shifting

landscape.
While single-sex friendships in eighteenth-century fiction are often
overshadowed by the fear that one friend is using the other for social or
financial gain, by contrast the most obvious spectre behind male-female
friendships in fiction (as we might expect from the advice literature) is sex.
A very traditional pattern is that of a man pretending to offer friendship to
a woman in order to seduce her into an affair or court her with a view to
marriage; we find examples in Jane Barker's A Patch-Work Screen (1724) as
5501inda's Adventures, intro. by Robert Adams Day, AugustanReprint No.
138 (Los Angeles: University of California, William Andrews Clark
Memorial Library, 1969), p. 194.
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While single-sex friendships in eighteenth-century fiction are often
overshadowed by the fear that one friend is using the other for social or
financial gain, by contrast the most obvious spectre behind male-female
friendships in fiction (as we might expect from the advice literature) is sex.
A very traditional pattern is that of a man pretending to offer friendship to
a woman in order to seduce her into an affair or court her with a view to
marriage; we find examples in Jane Barker's A Patch-Work Screen (1724) as
5501inda's Adventures, intro. by Robert Adams Day, Augustan Reprint No.
138 (Los Angeles: University of California, William Andrews Clark
Memorial Library, 1969), p. 194.
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well as Trotter's Olinda IS Adventures. 56 In these stories, male desire for
women is undiscerning, overwhelming, and needs no explanation, while
women's desire is non-existent. This is an example of what Patricia Meyer
Spacks has identified as one of the major plot-sources of eighteenth-century
fiction: 'the tension between meanings perceived by men and by women,
between assumptions associated with one sex and the other'.57 However, it
is worth noting that the woman in these fictions is generally just as focused
on sex as the man is, but in a negative way; generally what she means by
friendship is not conversation or closeness, but the absence of rape.

The

heroines of Samuel Richardson's Pamela (1740) and Henry Fielding's

Jonathan Wild (1743) are important later examples of the good woman who
looks for allies and finds only suitors or abductors.
But as far back as Moll Flanders (1722), Daniel Defoe had twisted this
plot to show the hackneyed assumptions behind it. Halfway through her
career, Moll gets to know a man in Bath whose wife has gone mad.
Gradually she and he become platonic companions; he insists that his
'sincere inviotable Affection' poses no threat to Moll's 'Virtue', and proves
it over the course of two years by sleeping peacefully in her arms at night.
Finally, one night when both are drunk, Moll seduces him, and wakes in
distress, feeling that she has 'exchang'd the Place of Friend, for that
unmusical harsh-sounding Title of WHORE'. Years later, looking back on
their partnership of several years, Moll draws the traditional conclusion:
'the Flesh has generally so great a share in these Friendships, that it is great
odds but inclination prevails at last over the most solemn Resolutions'.
But this is a misleading moral; sexual 'inclination' alone did not make
Moll take that step. As she realizes during a discussion after the birth of
56Trotter, p. 156; Barker, A Patch-Work Screen for the Ladies (London: E.
Curll and T. Payne, 1723), p. 76. An isolated example of a woman seducing a
man under cover of friendship is found in Elizabeth Singer Rowe, Letters
Moral and Entertaining (London: [n.pub.], 1750; first pub. 1728 - 32), Part I,
81- 84.
57Desire and Truth: Functions of Plot in Eighteenth-Century English
Novels (London: Chicago University Press, 1990), p. 3.
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their child, her motive for seducing him was not just lust but a sense of
inevitability:
From the first hour I began to converse with him, I resolv'd to
let him lye [sic] with me, if he offer'd it; but it was because I
wanted his help and assistance, and I knew no other way of
securing him than that.
The sad irony being that even if a woman does meet the exceptional man
who is capable of friendship, she will not believe him, knowing 'no other
way' but the traditional sexual contract.58
Male deception makes for a relatively simple plot, then, except in
Defoe's satirical reversal. The second common pattern is a matter of more
complex self-deception, usually by the woman, who falls in love but
mistakes her feelings for friendship. Many English writers in the first half
of the eighteenth century set their stories on the linguistic battlefield
known as platonic love, where genteel women, brought up to deny their
lowlier feelings, wander hopefully and helplessly. The concept came not so
much from Plato (who was more interested in relations between men) as
from his seventeenth-century
reinterpreters, such as the Cambridge
-...
Platonists, who influenced several woinen poets' views on friendship with
men. 59 But the most important source of ideas on platonic love, for
English as well "as French novelists, was Madeleine de Scudery (1607 - 91),
whose romances sometimes reflect her own choice of lifelong friendship
with a man rather than marriage. Scudery provided in Clelie (a tenvolume novel, published 1654 - 60) a literal map of such love; the 'Carte de

58The Fortunes and "Misfortunes of the Famous Moll Flanders, ed. by G. A.
Starr (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981), pp. 106 - 26 (pp. 114, 116, 126,
119).
59See, for instance, 'To her Very Good Friend, the Reverend Mr. John
Norris of Bemerton', in Elizabeth Thomas, Miscellany Poems (London: T.
Combes, 1722), pp. 6 - 11. For earlier expressions of similar sentiments, see
'A Friend' in The Collected Works of Katherine Philips, the Matchless
Orinda: Vol. 1: The Poems, ed. by Patrick Thomas (Stump Cross, Essex:
Stump Cross Books, 1990), pp. 165 - 66; 'A Vindication to Angry Clovis', and
'To Phylocles, Inviting Him to Friendship', in Ephelia (pseud.), pp. 166 - 67,
187 - 88; poems to various 'He-Friends' in Barker, Poetical Recreations, pp. 4
- 12, 14 - 15, 37, 40 - 41, 65 - 72, 76 - 77.
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Tendre' (Map of Tenderness) shows the three paths (gratitude, inclination, ·
and respect) by which a man can struggle to the haven of his lady's 'tendre
amitie' (tender friendship), which is distinguished sharply from romantic
love which leads towards marriage.
The occasional early English text takes the idea of platonic love
seriously. Martha Fowke, for instance, wrote (perhaps with William Bond)
an epistolary fiction in prose and verse set among the English in France,
called Epistles of Clio and Strephon (1720), retitled The Platonic Lovers for
the 1732 edition. 60 But mockery of pseudo-platonic affectation was more
common, especially in the satirical world of the theatre. 61 By contrast,
fiction writers tended to dwell on the tragic aspects of self-delusion. Like
the heroine of Catharine Trotter's Olinda's Adventures (1693), Lasselia in
Eliza Haywood's Lasselia; or, The Self-Abandoned (1723) and Silvia in
Elizabeth Singer Rowe's Letters Moral and Entertaining (1728 - 32) begin
innocent friendships with married men, then find themselves falling in
love. In these early fictions, the period of innocence is brief; Trotter's and
Rowe's

chara~ters

withdraw to safety to cure their passions, while

Haywood's ends up as a mistress, but in each case the transformation is
clear.62
After the 1720s there seems to have been a shift from tragedy to
comedy, with greater psychological complexity. Instead of platonic

60The Platonic Lovers, 3rd edn (London: John Wilford and Richard
Chandler, 1732). That there was rather a vogue for such coy
correspondences is suggested by the title of the anonymous Love and

Friendship Inseparable betwixt Different Sexes. Display'd in a
Correspondence between a Gentleman in the Country and a Lady of
London (London: J. Roberts, 1718).
61See Susanna Centlivre, The Platonick Lady (London: [n.pub.l, 1707), pp. 12,
16; Richard Steele, The Conscious Lovers, ed. by Shirley S. Kenny (London:
Edward Arnold, 1968), p. 43. For other examples see Jean Gagen, The New
Woman: Her Emergence in English Drama, 1600 - 1700 (New York: Twayne,
1954), especially Chapter 6.
62Trotter, pp. 162 - 64; Lasselia; or, The Self-Abandoned, in Four Novels of
Eliza Haywood (1723 - 28), intro. by Mary Anne Schofield (Delmar, NY:
Scholars' Facsimiles and Reprints, 1983); Rowe, Letters Moral and
Entertaining, Part I, 58 - 61; Part I1, 148 - 53.
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friendship featuring as self-delusion, we find it presented as a respectable
phase in a process that will finally end with marriage. As fiction became a
more respectable genre, and women's sexual desire was increasingly erased,
it became appropriate for a heroine to be very slow to admit to feeling
anything more than 'esteem' for a man. Instead of being offered a sudden
exposure of the heroine's true feelings, readers had to witness a series of
redefinitions of her fluctuating emotions. This fitted nicely with the
increasing emphasis on companionate marriage in this period; if a
courtship was to lead to a partnership based on mutual affection, it should
logically begin with simple liking and friendship. So for a heroine to
engage in a male-female friendship came to be seen, not as gross hypocrisy,
but as a good start for what would probably turn, by a normal though
amusing transition, into a courtship.
Paula Backsheider has provided a valuable survey of those novels,
typically by women, in which 'friendship metamorphose[s] into love' and
the emphasis is not on passion but esteem. However, she includes one,
Mary Davys'$ Familiar Letters betwixt a Gentleman and a Lady (1725),
which I read as a significant exception to the rule. 63 This remarkable short
novel shares a structure and some arguments with Martha Fowke's Epistles
of Clio and Strephon (1720), discussed above, but it has a radically different

tone. Despite their romance names, Davys's characters Berina and
Artander are down-to-earth members of the urban intelligentsia whose
prose letters demonstrate a friendship focused on lively discussion of
literature and politics rather than mutual adoration. Like Swift's Cadenus
and Vanessa (1726) (which, as a friend of the Dean's, Davys could have read

in manuscript as early as 1723), this sparkling novel is about a friendship
disrupted and never resolved.

63Paula R. Back~eider, "'I Died for Love": Esteem in Eighteenth-Century
Novels by Wo&'en', in Fetter'd or Free? British Women Novelists, 1670 1815, ed by Cecilia Macheski and Mary Anne Schofield (Athens: Ohio
University Press, 1986), pp. 152 - 68 (p. 155).
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Despite having explicitly vowed to be Berina's friend and nothing
else, Artander, as he falls in love with her, gradually shifts over to the
traditional view that 'Love and Friendship, notwithstanding the nice
Distinction between them, were inseparable Companions, especially
between different Sexes'. But Berina continues to insist -- cheerfully and
confidently -- on that 'nice Distinction'. She alternately berates him for
'adulterating' their friendship (the word hinting that friendship, like
marriage, has its rules of fidelity), and laughs at the pose of romantic
despair adopted in his latest letters: 'Methinks the very Paper whines'.
Artander keeps trying to put forward the idea of a continuum of affections - 'Can Artander be such an agreeable Friend, yet want the Qualities of a
Husband?' -- while Berina insists on the differences, and argues that single
status (for both of them) is 'a State of Life, where Freedom and Liberty may
be enjoy'd'. The correspondence is cut off after three months, with
Artander glumly making his way to London; Berina writes that she is
looking forward to 'sitting down with you, to laugh at all that's past'. He
signs off as

h~r

'faithful adorer'; she, as his 'real friend'.64

Janet Gurkin Altman identifies a pattern of 'comic closure' in
epistolary fiction, in which all correspondence is broken off because the
main protagonists are united in marriage and their distant confidants travel
to join the wedding party.65 Clearly Davys's Familiar Letters, by ending
with an anticipated meeting in London, echoes this shape, but offers none
of the usual reassurance. No marital bargain has been struck; no
compromise has been found between 'adorer' and 'friend'. Structurally,
this short novel is disconcerting; it feels like a fragment, a fictional
stalemate. Since it charts a relationship that lies outside society's official
institutions, Familiar Letters can have no clear beginning or end. In the

64Familiar Letters betwixt a Gentleman and a Lady, ed. by Robert Adams
Day, Augustan Reprint No. 54 (Los Angeles: University of California,
William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, 1955), pp. 298 - 308.
65Altman, p. 150.
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absence of sex, marriage, exile or death, nothing (in conventional fictional ·
terms) happens. This is not a defect in the novel but its most original
feature; Davys is completely disrupting the conventions of romantic fiction.
The strange thing is that, although Davys gives no hint of a softening
of Berina's attitude, Familiar Letters has been read by several contemporary
feminist critics as yet another example of the second pattern under
discussion -- friendship developing into courtship -- rather than a
surprising exception to it. Berina's arguments are consistently misread as
lighthearted teasing along the lines of William Congreve's The Way of the
World (1700); the novel's comic structure is presumed to gesture towards

the heroine's surrender and marriage in some extra-textual near future. 66
It can only be concluded that the sheer weight of more conventional

eighteenth-century narratives, which teach us never to take a heroine at
her word, has blinded many readers to the uniqueness of Davys's
experiment.
The theme of the heroine who insists that all she feels for a man is
friendship became very popular by the middle of the century, especially
"

among women novelists such as Eliza Haywood, Mary Collyer, Sarah
Fielding and Frances Brooke, but these stories all end in submission and
marriage. Though the general tendency of this plot motif is undeniably
conservative -- implying that friendship is an obstacle to biological destiny - these writers often devote much more time and attention to the initial
friendship than to the final capitulation and quick wedding. What these
novels have to offer is not any radical resistance to closure, as in Davys's
Familiar Letters, but subtle psychological exploration of heroines who insist

that they should be the only ones to interpret their own changing feelings.

66Margare~'Doody, A Natural Passion: A Study of the Novels of Samuel
Richardson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), p. 23; Backsheider, p. 155;
Marilyn L. Williamson, Raising their Voices: British Women Writers 1650 1750 (Detroit: Wayne State University, 1990), pp. 243 - 44. Patricia Meyer
Spacks is the only critic I am aware of who acknowledges the openness of
the ending; see Imagining a Self: Autobiography and Novel in EighteenthCentury England (London: Harvard University Press, 1976), p. 62.
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The plot of platonic love sliding into courtship has a traditional
comic (i.e. marital) trajectory; by contrast, the third pattern I want to look at
is wistful or even tragic. Platonic friendship figures in my third group of
texts as a refuge for disappointed love, a faute de mieux transcendence of
eroticism. Marriage is out of the question, either because of the commands
of guardIans, or a previous engagement (marital or at least romantic) on the
part of the woman or, less commonly, the man. This kind of plot is a
distortion of the ideas of Madeleine de Scudery, who insisted that platonic
friendship was never a thwarted or second-best version of marriage and
should ideally be formed between two persons who were free to consider,
and reject, marriage as a vehicle for their feelings for each other.67
Nonetheless, post-romantic friendship became popular in French fiction in
the eighteenth century, being played out 'with slow pathos in, for instance,
Franc;oise de Graffigny's Lettres d'une Peruvienne (1747), in which the
,

heroine offers her disappointed suitor her friendship as 'the asylum of
unfortunate love', as well as Jean-Jacques Rousseau's Julie, ou la nouvelle

Helolse (1761).:.68
The English versions of this plot are not quite so exquisite. Catharine
Trotter's heroine Olinda has one suitor who claims to have converted his
disappointed passion into friendship, but it emerges that he is only faking a
cure to get back into her favour. But where motives are pure it can be done;
when Olinda herself discovers that she is in love with another married
friend, she withdraws, and eventually manages to change her passion back
into the 'calm serenity' of friendship with which it began. 69 Sometimes the
psychology in early texts is crude, the transition too rapid to believe. In
Eliza Haywood's The Force of Nature (1725), when Felisinda discovers that
67Nicole Aronson, Mademoiselle de Scudery, trans. by Stuart R. Aronson
(Boston: Twayne, 1978), p. 93.
68Lettres d'une Peruvienne, trans. by Francis Ashworth as Letters of a
Peruvian Princess, in Novelists Magazine, 10 (London: Harrison & Co.,
1782), 11, 50 (Letter 34); Julie, ou la nouvelle Helolse (Paris: GarnierFlammarion, 1967), pp. 24, 63, 268, 310, 317, 480, 505, 526, 566.
69Trotter, pp. 174 - 75, 182.
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her beloved Fernando is her brother (prefiguring Joseph Andrews), we are
told that they manage to turn their love into sibling friendship, but not
given any hint as to how they accomplish this feat. 7o In Elizabeth Singer
Rowe's Letters Moral and Entertaining (1728), Herminius writes to his
rather 'platonick' sister to explain that Cleora, the newly-married object of
his passion, has managed to convert his feelings into friendship by treating
them with all the amusement due to 'the frolicks of a monkey'; similarly,
another good woman has turned his friend Albanus from a lecherous rake
into 'a reasonable creature,?1
Towards the middle of the century, in the work of novelists such as
Sarah Scott and Samuel Richardson (see Chapter 3), the development of
these post-romantic friendships would be presented more gradually and
thoughtfully. But in order to make such friendship convincing, these later
writers tended to avoid the word platonic, which had become euphemized
to the point of innuendo,72 Mid-eighteenth-century English novelists who
celebrated post-romantic friendship between the sexes had to do so in plain
language, to ,avoid such self-consciousness.
In the first three of my six male-female friendship motifs, then,
sexual desire, whether in the crude form of male lust or the exquisite form
of female love, is generally presented as inevitable, and far more forceful
than friendship, Whether it comes before or after it. Behind this authorial
drive towards a sexual explanation of all relations between women and
men we can sense a fear of the potential for equality between the sexes
offered by friendship. The female subject may take up an equal intellectual
and social space beside her male friend, but only temporarily; such a move
has the status of a brave experiment, a cultural cul-de-sac. The next three
patterns I have identified show male-female friendships that are not

70The Force of Nature, in Four Novels of Eliza Haywood.
71 Letters Moral and Entertaining, Part I, 72 - 75, 103 - 04.
72Like many other words -- flirt or coquet(te), for example -- platonic was
applied to both sexes, almost neutrally, during the seventeenth century, but
mainly to women and with a parodic, sexualized tone, in the eighteenth.
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disrupted by sex, but where equality is kept at bay in other ways, by means
of, for instance, an age gap or brotherly authority.
The fourth common pattern of male-female friendship is the
relationship between guardian and ward or, less formally, mentor and
protegee. This may have certain things in common with the fatherdaughter relationship -- and certainly it is often described metaphorically in
those terms -- but there is a crucial difference; the mentor, or even the
guardian, has no absolute God-given authority over the protegee/ ward.
The man in this pairing is almost always (in fiction of the first half of
the century) safely platonic in his feelings towards the young woman, partly
because of his fatherly role but mostly because of his advanced age, which
gives him a post-sexual status. Cleora in Elizabeth Singer Rowe's Letters

Moral and Entertaining (1728 - 32), for instance, can safely rhapsodize about
her loving friendship for a certain lord, on the occasion of his death at the
age of seventy.73 Only very occasionally, in early eighteenth-century fiction,
do guardians fall in love or lust with their wards, and this is presented as
freakish; thes,e exceptions only prove the rule. 74 Generally the older man is
the young woman's protector, advisor, intellectual tutor and moral guide.
In return, she is supposed to brighten his declining years and offer him
amusement and emotional intimacy. Mary Davys's The Reform 'd Coquet
(1724) is an interesting treatment of this theme. The heroine, Altemira,

enjoys discussing ethics with her newly-appointed aged guardian,
Formator; she confides in him that she is in love with her gallant rescuer,
Alanthus. Heavy hints prepare the reader to discover that Formator is in
fact Alanthus, in a sort of age-drag effected by the simple application of a
beard. He has disguised himself in order to give the young woman ad vice

73 Letters

Moral and Entertaining, Part I, 119 - 20.
74Delariviere Manley, Secret Memoirs and Manners of Several Persons of
Quality of Both Sexes from the New Atalantis, in The Novels of Mary de la
Riviere Manley, ed. by Patricia Koster, 2 vols (Gainesville, FL: Scholars'
Facsimiles and Reprints, 1971), I, 344; Rowe, Friendship in Death (London:
[n.pub.], 1750; first pub. 1728), pp. 21 - 25.
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that she was more likely to take from a mature mentor, and also, as he
explains in the end, because 'I thought you would be more open and free, in
declaring your real Sentiments of every thing to me'. That Altemira too is
aware of some of the advantages of friendship with an old man over
romance with a young one is shown by her moment of nostalgia when she
asks him to put on the beard one last time: 'methinks I grieve when I tell
myself, I have lost the good old Man'.

What she felt for Formator was deep

friendship but not at all sexual, unlike the situation in Swift's Cadenus and
Vanessa. It is presented as ludicrous when Altemira's maid pines for

Formator, and Alanthus teases the girl: 'you are the first Woman under
Thirty that ever fell in Love with a grey Beard',75 We can hope that as a
husband Alanthus will combine the qualties of lover and mentor, but the
emphasis of this novel is on the absolute distinction between those roles,
and while the depiction of the lover is fairly conventional and brief,much
time is spent establishing the unique joys of friendship with a mentor.
This kind of male-female friendship became one of the most
common in

fi~tion

by the middle of the century, probably because the idea

of an older and wiser man maintained the gender hierarchy. (An older
woman befriending a younger man would be a quite different and more
subversive thing, and was almost never considered.) The authors of the
middle of the century -- particularly Charlotte Lennox -- seem to have been
fascinated by the figure of the virtuous young woman picking her way
through social and emotional minefields, in need of a protective mentor.
This made for a more interesting story than a father-daughter relationship
did, because the orphan with a guardian (official or not) was cast as more
vulnerable, but also more independent in her judgments, than a daughter.
The fifth common plot pattern features a male-female friendship
between marriageable people, which is kept well outside the marital realm
by a sexual taboo. For example, it is the prohibition on miscegenation that
75The Reform'd Coquet, Il, 113, 116.
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allows a convincing friendship, based on full 'liberty of speech', to develop .
between a black man and a white woman in Aphra Behn's Oroonoko
(1688).76 Sometimes the sheer tact of the participants is all that is needed to
keep sexual possibilities at bay; when the heroine of Jane Barker's A PatchWork Screen (1723), wracked with grief for her dead brother, confides in

one of his Cambridge friends, she knows she is being indiscreet, but we are
told that his 'generous Soul' stops him from taking any advantage of such
emotional intimacy, and they form a solid friendship.77
The most obvious sexual taboo, and perhaps the strongest, is incest. 78
Friendship between a sister and brother, which I look at in detail in Chapter
2, is an important special case of male-female friendship. It was rarely dealt
with in texts published in the early eighteenth century, though Jane Barker
celebrated it in poetry and autobiographical fiction, and

z

El~abeth

Singer

Rowe in prose. 79 But this theme became much more common towards the
middle of the century. Idyllic portraits -- as found in the work of Mary
Collyer, Sarah Fielding, Henry Fielding, Samuel Richardson, Frances
Brooke and

C~arlotte

Lennox -- are not presented as a norm, but as oases in

a harsh world. The sibling friendship can be central to complex courtship
plots, as when the brother falls in love with the sister's best friend; often a
pair of siblings becomes the cornerstone of a new little community.
But the most common way to make a male-female friendship safe in
fiction is to marry the parties to other people, harnessing the taboo on
adultery. The outsiders who marry the friends must be understanding
about the friendship; as we have seen, the first genuine male-female
friendship in Catharine Trotter's Olinda's Adventures (1693) is destroyed by
the unfounded resentment of her suitor and his wife, and a similar

760roonoko, pp. 27, 69.
77 A Patch- Work Screen, p. 22.
78Qne rare example of this taboo being deliberately (rather than accidentally)
breached in early eighteenth-century fiction is in Manley, I, 554 - 67.
79Poetical Recreations; pp. 11 - 12,46 - 56; A Patch-Work Screen, pp. 19 - 22;
Friendship in Death, pp. 30 - 31, 33 - 34.
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friendship in Jane Barker's The Lining of the Patch-Work Screen (1726)
only barely survives a misunderstanding caused by jealous spouses. BO A
particularly neat safeguard, joining comradely loyalty to the adultery taboo,
is marriage to the friend's friend. Ideally two marriages form a square of
friends, as when the sexually ambiguous comradeship between the hero of
Smollett's Roderick Random (1748) and the prostitute Miss Williams is
made safe for life by his marriage to her mistress and her marriage to his
valet. B1 Here, class cements the necessary barrier between the friends, as it
does in Henry Fielding's Amelia (1751) when Amelia's unfortunate friend
Mrs Bennet marries Sergeant Atkinson, Amelia's lowly foster brother who
has always been devoted to our heroine 'at a Distance'.B2 Such geometric
arrangments continued to be popular as a way of exploring unusual malefemale friendships within a regimented' structure, and in subordination to
marriage.
The sixth and last plot of male-female friendship I want to look at
concerns groups. It can be formed by a cluster of marriages and sibling
relationships( as suggested above, but it can also take in the participants'
parents, friends and children. 'The family of love' is how the neighbours
in Henry Fielding's Jonathan Wild (1743) describe three generations of
Heartfrees living happily together; Jerry Beasley has pointed out that Henry
Fielding novels often end with the formation of such a devoted
community of spouses and blood kin. B3 Rather different are the 'family of
friendship' novels that interest me here. They feature small communities
which may include bonds of marriage and blood relation, but are not
restricted to them; these are groups in which friendships are just as

BOThe Lining of the Patch-Work Screen (London: A. Bettesworth, 1726), pp.
51- 58.
B1 The Adventures of Roderick Random, ed. by Paul-Gabriel Bouce (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1979), pp. 115 - 38, 338 - 42, 349 - 53,424 - 25, 435.
B2Amelia, ed. by Martin C. Battestin (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), pp. 341,
301 - 06 (Book 7, Chapter 10).
B3Jonathan Wild (London: Dent, 1973), p. 177; Jerry Beasley, Novels of the
1740s (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1982), pp. 112 - 13.
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important as more officially sanctioned relations. Typically the parties are
united by their values rather than circumstances, material interests, or even
romantic love; they have all been brought together by an emotional
sympathy that keeps them separate from the crass 'world'. Isobel Grundy
names Richardson's Sir Charles Grandison (1753 - 54) as the original source
for this theme. 84 I However, influential examples can be found at least a
decade earlier, particularly Sarah Fielding's David Simple (1744).
The six motifs I have sketched here tend to figure in one section of a
novel, or in an inset story, rather than running parallel to the courtship
plot all the way through. This marginality gives the topic of male-female
friendship an immense potential for ambiguity and innovation. Often the
individual friendships do not last, whether because they are exposed as
fallacious early on, or the characters' circumstances change, or hostile social
forces cut them off. But short summaries of long eighteenth-century
novels tend to distort them by giving undue prominence to 'what happens
in the end'. A novel's conclusion -- often its most market-led element -should not be "read as necessarily representing the author's judgment of the
characters. Male-female friendship in fiction is rarely a destination, often a
journey. A friendship's value in a novel is not how long or well it lasts, I
suggest, but the amount of discussion, controversy, narrative energy and
originality it generates. At their most interesting, these fictional attempts at
different forms of friendship between the sexes undermine the edifice of
. compulsory, conventional heterosexuality.
The next three (2hapters look in close-up at texts by and about four
novelists of the mid-eighteenth century, through the illuminating lens of
male-female friendship. In these novels we will not find stories as
subversive as in the earlier works of Behn, Trotter and Davys. But we will
observe more psychological probing, detailed tracings of shifting emotions,
an analysis of societal pressure on friendships, and a strong interest in
84Grundy, p. 224.
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group dynamics. Sex is the most obvious problem, but in many novels
male-female friendship, particularly between siblings, is also about equality,
and why women find it so elusive; in many cases it brings to the surface a
battle between the sexes for control, authority and status. Above all, in
novels of the middle of the century, we will sense an ongoing discussion
between texts, a sense not of isolated experimentation but of a literary
community reflecting with considerable anxiety on its own personal and
professional practices.

I

1
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Chapter Two

'Mr or Mrs Fielding': Literary Siblings
'Men and women are brothers and sisters; they are not of different species'
Samuel Richardson
Letter to the Reverend Stinstra (1754)1

It is typical of the age of sensibility in which Richardson's career

flourished that he delighted in using words like 'brother' and 'sister'
metaphorically to suggest that men and women, despite their many and
necessary differences, were united by a common interest. Brother and sister
were often thought of as the first friends, their natural affection forming a
little seed of heterosociality in the infant bosom, just as the family around
them was a microcosm of society. As Catherine Macaulay put it later in the
century, in a treatise urging the coeducation of siblings, 'by the
uninterrupted intercourse which you will thus establish, both sexes will
find, that friendship may be enjoyed between them without passion',2
Within the discourse of male-female friendship, the brother-sister
bond is a highly significant special case. Though nowadays a sister and
brother would probably be considered as members of a tightly-knit nuclear
family rather than as friends, in eighteenth-century literature opposite-sex
siblings tend to figure as individuals who must choose whether or not to be
friends in adult life. Though brothers have some authority over sisters,
they are of the same generation; there is little resemblance between a sibling
friendship and the father-daughter bond, which is loaded down with pieties
and obligations. So sister-brother friendship represents an overlap between
two worlds, a relationship tugged in different directions by the competing
ideologies of friendship and family. In this respect it turns out to be, not
exceptional, but typical of male-female friendship, which is usually

1Correspondence, V, 263 (20 March 1754).
2Letters on Education (Dublin: Chamberlaine and others, 1790), p. 32. For
similar sentiments see Gregory, pp. 70 - 71.
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operating under the shadow of some other relationship, and must be
legitimated by allusion to more established cultural institutions, as in
Richardson's comment quoted above.
Sister-brother friendship became a popular theme in English fiction
around the middle of the eighteenth century, playing a significant thematic
and structural part in the novels of Mary Collyer, Frances Brooke, Eliza
Haywood, Frances Sheridan, and Tobias Smollett, as well as the Fieldings,
Richardson and Lennox. The most common problem in these fictional
friendships is that, even if brother and sister have enjoyed a measure of
egalitarian companionship as children, the sex roles they are allotted in the
adult world as they grow up and are educated separately are very different,
and the new relationship they forge as adults must be based to some extent
on protection and dependence. Ideally, the brother educates, advises, and
gently protects the honour of his sister, and she housekeeps for him,
entertains his friends, and helps him in matters of the heart, often acting as
a go-between. At its worst, the sibling friendship in mid-eighteenth-century
fiction is

sour~d

by lack of interests in common, misunderstanding, secrecy

and financial problems. Ideals of universal spiritual kinship collide with
grim plots about sibling battles over money and authority.
What I want to do in this chapter is to focus on Sarah and Henry
Fielding -- not only siblings and friends, but the most psychologically
complex writers on sibling relationships in their generation -- by reading
textual traces of their professional friendship alongside their writings on
this theme.
In the absence of much evidence about the personal relationship
between the Fieldings, or any letters they may have written each other,
there has been much speculation. Though Sarah Fielding was a successful
novelist by any standards -- six of her books went into two or more editions,
she was consistently well reviewed, and her works were translated into
German, French and Swedish -- little record of her life has survived,
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compared with that of her famous brother. Historians are forced to play
join-the-dots to some extent, and most of them have assumed that the
Fieldings had a deeply intimate friendship from childhood on. 3 Jill Gray,
for instance, invents appropriately fond sororal emotions for Sarah on such
occasions as Henry's holidays from Eton, the end of his studies, the success
of his plays, and his campaign to suppress London crime.4 I find Martin
Battestin's theory of incestuous feelings between Henry and Sarah -- based
on an eroticization of every scrap of evidence about their lives, and an
autobiographical reading of certain parts of their fiction -- even less
convincing than Gray's sentimentalization of the Fielding family.s
By contrast with this mass of biographical hypothesizing, too little
attention has been paid to the professional side of their relationship.6 We
know that the Fieldings contributed passages to each other's texts in the
1740s.7 Whether Henry's work appeared in Sarah's publications or vice
versa, this traffic tends to be read as proof of Sarah's neediness and Henry's

"-

3For example, R. Brimley Johnson, introduction to Sarah Fielding; The
Lives of Cleopatra and Octavia (London: Scholartis Press, 1928), xxxv.
4Introduction to Sarah Fielding, The Governess (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1968), pp. 5, 11 - 12, 22.
sMartin C. Battestin, with Ruthe R. Battestin, Henry Fielding: A Life
(London: Routledge, 1989), pp. 23 - 30, 379 - 80. These arguments are
answered very sensibly by Donald Thomas in his Henry Fielding (London:
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1990), pp. 29 - 30.
6Qne preliminary survey that discusses the mutual benefits of their
collaboration is by Guyonne Leduc; 'Henry et Sarah Fielding: une
collaboration fructueuse', Bulletin de la societe d' etudes anglo-americaines
des XVIIe et XVlIIe si'ecles, 39 (1994), 191 - 205 (p. 192).
7Henry's contributions to Sarah's The History of David Simple (1744) and
Familiar Letters (1747) are clearly identified as such. It is generally agreed
that Sarah wrote the 'Leonora' letter in Joseph Andrews (1742) and the
Anna Boleyn story in Journey from this World to the Next (1743). Wilbur
L. Cross also suggested (based on his impressions of tone and subject matter)
that Sarah wrote various short pieces of journalism for her brother; see The
History of Henry Fielding, 3 vols (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1918),
II, 40, 92, 270, 378. For a statistical analysis of Sarah's and Henry's styles and
a discussion of the benefits of their collaboration, see J. F. Burrows and A. J.
Hassall, 'Anna Boleyn and the Authenticity of Fielding's Feminine
Narratives', Eighteenth-Century Studies, 21: 4 (1988), 427 - 53.

magnanimity. 8
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Henry's short pieces have received more detailed analysis

than the Sarah Fielding texts they appear in. By contrast, Sarah's
contributions are often treated as page-filling hackwork; her unusual
retelling of Anne Boleyn's story in Henry's Journey from This World to the
Next (1743), for example, is described by Martin Battestin as an 'irrelevancy'

Henry must have asked his sister for in order 'to stretch it out to the
required length'.9
It is unfortunate that most critics who have written about Sarah

Fielding have been Henry Fielding's devoted biographers, and unable to see
a.$

herAany thing but second fiddle,10 Richardson scholars have often treated
her in the same way, or assumed an even closer relationship of originator
and imitator. As Fielding's sister and Richardson's friend, Sarah is
generally represented as the point of overlap between the two male rivals'
social lives and literary projects, a well-meaning follower who was pulled
both ways, to the detriment of her own writing,11 In this chapter I will
show that Sarah was an ambitious writer of independent judgment whose
relationship

~ith

her brother was not so much a private affection as a

professional friendship, marked by mixed feelings on both,sides.
SSee Cross, 11, 8 - 9, 378; Malcolm Kelsall, introduction to Sarah Fielding,
The Adventures of David Simple (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1969,
rev. edn 1987), ix - x; Peter Sabor, introduction to Sarah Fielding, Remarks
on Clarissa, Augustan Reprint Nos 231 - 32 (Los Angeles: University of
California, William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, 1985), v.
9See Henry Fielding, A Journey from This World to the Next, in
Miscellanies, Volume Two, text ed. by Hugh Amory, introduction and
commentary by Bertrand A. Goldgar (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), xxxiv xxxv, author's footnote p. 111, and 'Wherein Anna Boleyn relates the
History of her Life', pp. 113 - 28; Battestin with Battestin, p. 371.
10For a similar representation of the Sidneys, the Lambs, and the
Wordsworths, see William Rounseville Alger, The Friendships of Women
(Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1868), pp. 61 - 73.
llSee B. G. MacCarthy, Women Writers: Their Contribution to the English
Novel, 1621 - 1744 (Cork: Cork University Press, 1944), pp. 255 - 62; Kelsall,
introduction to David Simple, ix - xvii; Battestin with Battestin, pp. 379, 445.
For a survey of how critics have reduced her work to a 'patchwork of
influences', see Ann Marilyn Parrish, 'Eight Experiments in Fiction: A
Critical Analysis of the Works of Sarah Fielding' (unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Boston University Graduate School, 1973), pp. 27 - 28.
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In the fiction of both authors, brother-sister pairs are central, and
their characterization displays profound ambivalence. Idyllic portraits of
loving siblings are undercut by a certain unease about the dependencies and
responsibilities involved. Whereas Henry's novels tend to use sibling pairs
for purposes of satire, in Sarah's work the brother-sister bond prompts
some of her most serious and psychologically acute writing. Echoes of the
Fieldings' own lives in their works are obvious at many points, but must
not be read too literally; what is interesting is the way they reworked their
family dramas.
Sarah and Henry Fielding spent their childhood together, in a family
riven by the custody battle between their father and grandmother, but were
schooled far apart. As an adult, Sarah lived with her three sisters, except for
interludes with Henry and his wife in Bos'well Court (1744 - 47), and later in
Fordhook (1753 - 54). They seem to have moved in different social circles,
since we get only the rarest glimpse of them together. In a letter of 1746 to
their mutual friend James Harris, Henry mentions enjoying 'the Company
of the Woman J-n the world whom I like best' -- generally agreed to be a
reference to Sarah.1 2 We also have a brief anecdote from the poet and critic
Joseph Warton, who spent two evenings with them the same year and was
'very well entertained'. It was Henry who did the entertaining; 'The lady
indeed retir'd pretty soon, but Russell and I sat up with the Poet till one or
two in the morning and were inexpressibly diverted. '13 Martin Battestin
finds this a a 'refreshingly wholesome and cheerful' glimpse of the siblings,
but all it proves is that Sarah went to bed early.14
The publication of Sarah Fielding's first novel The Adventures of

David Simple (1744) is a good moment to catch sight of brother and sister
12The Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, ed. by Martin C.
Battestin and Clive T. Probyn (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), p. 56 (11
January 1746).
13Quoted in J. Wooll, Biographical Memoirs of the Late Rev. Joseph
Warton (London: [n.pub.], 1806), p. 215.
14Battestin with Battestin, p. 412.
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interacting in a professional way. Before that year, Sarah's work seems to

have appeared only in her brother's works, but David Simple was
published by Andrew Millar during Henry's absence on magistral duties.
Because Millar was Henry's publisher too, it is generally assumed that
Sarah used her brother as a contact; Malcolm Kelsall goes so far as to claim
that Henry 'must have recommended the manuscript to his publisher'
personally. 15 But David Simple, the novel on which Sarah's reputation
rested throughout her career, hardly needed a recommendation, and we
have no evidence that Henry was in any way involved in the sale. Sarah
published it anonymously as 'by a Lady', neither mentioning her brother's
name nor declaring any literary debt to him. The 'Advertisement to the
Reader' mentions 'distress in her Circumstances' as the motive for
publication; this was one of several conventional feminine excuses for the
presumptlJOusness of authorship.16 However, it was probably true in
Sarah's case, since her income was a tiny amalgam of inherited monies and
occasional gifts from her brothers when they .c ould afford it. Sarah's
'AdvertisemeI!..t' ends on a bitter note, remarking that if the novel 'should
meet with success, it will be the only Good Fortune she [the author] has
ever known' .17
Indeed, the pitiable dependence of impoverished gentlewomen on
male relatives -- brothers being generally worse than fathers -- is a favourite
theme of Sarah Fielding's. In such stories, the family element of the
brother-sister relationship dominates, disastrously so; brothers are
possessed of pseudo-paternal authority, but lack the profound tenderness
fathers are supposed to have for daughters. In David Simple there is a brief
anecdote of a man who 'ruined his Sister by his wrong-placed Pride'. In a
situation that foreshadows Richardson's Clarissa (1747 - 48), the brother
15 Introduction to David Simple, x.
16See Spacks, Imagining a Self, pp. 58 - 59.
17David Simple, 1st edn (London: A. Millar, 1744), 'Advertisement to the
Reader'.
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fears that delay in his sister's marriage means 'dishonour' to his family,
and challenges her suitor to a duel; he loses, and the wedding is cancelled.
The narrator Corinna explains that though this brother comforts himself
that his motives were pure, 'it was not Tenderness for a Sister' but simple
pride and vanity that prompted him.1 8
Elsewhere in the novel a difficult sibling relationship is described
with more detail and subtlety. A man is left a ten-year-old sister, Moll, to
bring up; he lets her live in his house 'without either abusing or shewing
the least Affection towards me; by which sort of Behaviour, he neither
gained my Love, nor my Hatred'. Forbidden money, friends or occupation,
Moll finds 'Refuge' only in books. When, as a result of this romantic
reading, she gets engaged without telling her brother, and refuses the suitor
he has found her, he abandons her to a miserable marriage and never sees
her again. The problem, Moll explains, was not overt hostility but a block
in communication. They failed to form a friendship across the chasms of
gender and generation.
He took so little Notice of me, and whenever I spoke to him,
shewed such a Contempt for talking with Girls, that he being
twice my Age, I contracted such an A we of him, I really was
afraid to tell him of it [the engagement].19
Here, as elsewhere, Sarah Fielding focuses not on bad brothers in isolation,
but on the conventions (brotherly authority, touchy honour, the low status
of girls, the different languages men and women speak) that can sour
sibling relationships. She shared this preoccupation with Eliza Haywood,
Frances Sheridan and Tobias Smollett, who created similar heroines who
become alienated from their brothers when they reject their authority in
the matter of courtship.20

18David Simple (1969), p. 264.
19David Simple (1969), pp. 53 - 55.
20See Haywood, The History of Miss Betsy Thoughtless (London: Pandora,
1986; first pub. 1751), pp. 58 - 60, 176 - 77, 273 - 74, 307 - 12,351 - 54, 424 - 25,
446 - 47; Sheridan, Memoirs of Miss Sidney Bidulph (London: Pandora,
1987; first pub. 1761), pp. 18, 41, 51 - 52, 81 - 84; Smollett, The Expedition of
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By contrast with these brief stories of brotherly tyranny, one of the
most important plot lines in David Simple is the passionate, sustaining
friendship between Camilla and her brother Valentine.

At one point

Fielding uses what was to become a trademark of hers, praise though
contrast. Valentine's love for Camilla is described as
quite of a different kind from that of those Brothers, who, by
their Fathers having more Concern for the keeping up the
Grandeur of their Names, than for the Welfare of their
Posterity, having got the Possession of all the Estate of the
Family, out of meer [sic] Kindness and Good-Nature, allow
their Sisters enough out of it to keep them from starving in
some Hole in the Country; where their small Subsistence just
serves to sustain them the longer in their Misery, and
prevents them from appearing in the World to disgrace their
Brother, by their Poverty.21
This breathless sentence, driven from clause to clause by furious sarcasm
.'

and culminating in loud italics, seems out of all proportion to the task of
praising Valentine. It hammers home the point that he is an exception to
the brotherly rule. This claim was almost a commonplace in fiction; Mary
Collyer in Felicia to Charlotte (1744) asserts that Lucius and Maria are
unique in being friends as well as siblings, and Harriet in Richardson's Sir

Charles Grandison (1753 - 54) comments of Sir Charles that 'a polite Brother
is a black swan', that is, very rare. 22 But in David Simple, the idyllic
friendship of Camilla and Valentine is not simply proclaimed as unique,
but gains great poignancy from the contrasting background of financial
exploitation and emotional alienation.
What has received almost no attention from critics is the
harmonious inequality of this friendship. It in no way resembles the advice
writers' prescriptions about men bringing substance to a friendship and
women adding polish, men teaching and women learning, men protecting

Humphry Clinker, ed. Angus Ross (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1967; first
pub. 1771), p. 352.
21 David Simple (1969), p. 154.
22Felicia to Charlotte, 2nd edn (London: R. Griffiths and G. Woodfall, 1749),
pp. 59 - 60; The History of Sir Charles Grandison, ed. by Jocelyn Harris, 3
parts (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972), Part 1,227 (Vol. I1, Letter 1).
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and women soothing. Valentine defers to his sister in everything.
Speechless through sickness when we first meet him, he continues
practically mute throughout the novel. Camilla neither allows him to
share in recounting their history nor even to hear it, in case it upsets him;
she produces it for David in tantalizing installments only when Valentine
is out of the way.23
Far from her feminine weakness needing his manly protection,
Camilla is the one who shelters her brother's vulnerable mind from
distressing memories. Nor is this just a temporary effect of his sickness; it
becomes clear that she has always been the dominant sibling. Not that this
is ever addressed explicitly; the language Camilla uses when referring to
their friendship is that of equality. The two were brought up with the same
amount of parental affection, she explains, and here Sarah Fielding adds
another of her characteristic barbed contrasts: 'nor were we ever told, if we
did not do right, the other should be loved best, in order to teach us to envy,
and consequently to hate each other'. Camilla's happiest time seems to
have been

wh~n

her brother was away at school and she could love him at

a distance, mediating with their father when Valentine annoyed him by
overspending. As she explains to David with an air of self-congratulation,
this position gave her power which she refrained from exploiting:
I was something his Favourite; but I always made use of that
Favour rather for my Brother's Advantage than my own. I
have heard of Women living at home with their Fathers, and
using all kind of Art to make them hate their Brothers.24
The effect of all these parenthetical contrasts is to create, behind the picture
of an ideal brother-sister friendship, its evil opposite: a pair of monster
siblings brought up in rivalry and living in hatred.
As they near adulthood, Camilla begins to speak on her brother's
behalf; when their father plans to remarry, she offers their joint approval,

23David Simple (1969), pp. 133, 156.
24David Simple (1969), pp. 135, 138.
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explaining 'and as for my Brother, I was certain that his Sentiments would
concur with mine'. After he comes home from school, their new
stepmother, true to fairy-tale tradition, begins her campaign of persecution
against them which culminates in an accusation of incest. But all the
stormy responses are Camilla's: 'Valentine seldom said any thing, he bore
all with Patience'. He has a certain stolid fortitude, promising Camilla to
'accompany me wherever I pleased, and be my Support and Guard to the
utmost of his power', but generally his virtues -- patience, meekness,
compliance -- are among the most stereotypically feminine. Even the poor
man's marriage proposal is not his own; impatient with his slowness, and
being pragmatically 'resolved to make her own Happiness compleat [sic] by
adding that of her Brother's to it', Camilla finally announces to her friends
and father that Valentine wants to marry Cynthia. Far from resenting this
intervention, we are told that he 'fell on his Knees, and said, his Sister had
asked the only thing which could make him happy'.25 Although the effect
of all this is to make Valentine more of a cypher than a character, Camilla
becomes a

fa~cinating

experiment in sisterly power.

Since Aurelion Digeon's study in 1923, the Camilla-Valentine
relationship in David Simple has been read as thinly veiled
autobiography.26 Martin Battestin goes further, reading the incest
accusation as a moment of nightmare in an otherwise 'wholesome' text, a
leakage of the author's childhood memories that makes the story slip out of
her contro1.27 But incest often crops up in eighteenth-century literature; its
appearance in texts by both the Fieldings need not be read diagnostically.
The accusation has a particular function in David Simple as a measure of
emotional refinement; Sarah Fielding makes it clear that those who, like
Camilla and Valentine's suspicious landlady, cannot imagine 'the strongest
Affection, without the mixture of any Appetite with it', will see incest,

25David Simple (1969), pp. 139, 144, 159, 30l.
26Le Texte des romans de Fielding (Paris: [n.pub.], 1923), p. 99.
27Battestin with Battestin, pp. 27 - 30.
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whereas those who, like David, believe in male-female friendship, will
maintain the siblings' innocence. 28 This is not just a particular sibling
relationship, then, but a test case for friendship between the sexes. Which is
not to say that there is nothing of the Fielding family in David Simple. But
far from the Camilla-Valentine plot representing a loss of authorial control
on Sarah's part, it shows her ability to control and transform
autobiographical material. She takes certain elements from her own family
life -- children left motherless, quarrelling with a stepmother -- but changes
. the ages and the balance of power between the siblings. The nine-year-old
Sarah who was packed off to boarding-school undergoes a metamorphosis
into the determined, adult Camilla who walks out of a miserable home to
make her way in the world; the boorish teenage brother that (on the
evidence of the custody case) Henry seems to have been is converted into
the gentle and cooperative Valentine. 29
So though Sarah Fielding often wrote about female powerlessness
and dependence, she was not content to be a novelist of perpetual
complaint. M,?re could be achieved by combining satirical realism with
utopian elements, bad with good examples, in a subtle form of feminist
pedagogy. And it seems highly appropriate that David Simple, Sarah's first
publication outside Henry's corpus, would feature at its heart a sister who
calls all the shots and wins general adoration for it. This strand of the
novel may also be a subtle rebuttal of Henry's Joseph Andj-ews (1742), in
which brother-sister love is a stifling bond which the hero must break. The
hapless Joseph defines himself as 'the brother of Pamela', models himself
on her virtues, and asks to work near her or for her husband. The usual
family hierarchy is inverted here, as it is in David Simple, but whereas
Sarah offers Valentine as a model of gentle, enlightened manhood, Henry
makes Joseph utterly ludicrous. Another revealing contrast is that Camilla

28David Simple (1969), pp. 126, 133.
29See Public Record Office, C41 37 Trinity Term 1721 No. 403 and C24
1396/29, quoted and summarized in Thomas, Henry Fielding, p. 29.
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is truly devoted to her brother Valentine, whereas Henry hints that
Joseph's subordination to his sister wins him neither her respect nor real
love. Though he writes to Pamela frequently and directly, he seems to get
no replies, hearing of her only through their parents. When the siblings
are reunited, signs of strain quickly show through the surface affection;
having been lifted to the level of a gentleman's wife, Pamela now talks
down to her brother and tries to dissuade him from marrying the lowly
Fanny,30
Henry Fielding complicates the joke by using brother-sister
friendship -- which seems a real, if slightly burdensome relationship -- for
comic contrast with the near impossibility (as he sees it) of friendship
between unrelated men and women. Fanny and Joseph's affection very
quickly ripens into sexual love; they can-communicate only in the flesh,
because her illiteracy prevents a correspondence which might broaden the
base of their relationship. This produces much humour when Fanny is
mistakenly announced to be sister to Pamela and Joseph. Pamela begins to
preach sibling}ove: 'She said, if he loved Fanny as he ought, with a pure
affection, he had no reason to lament being related to her.' Joseph and
Fanny do attempt to live up to this ideal; we are told that 'they vowed a
perpetual celibacy, and to live together all their days, and indulge a Platonic
friendship for each other',31 Already the word 'indulge' is sending out
danger signals. Parson Adams agrees with Pamela about the value of
platonic love, but we already know that Adams preaches what no one, not
even he, can practice, such as stoicism on the death of a child. We also
know that Pamela and her Booby are highly satisfied with married life; her
hypocrisy is highlighted when Adams concludes that there is no such thing
as pleasure in this world, and 'Pamela and her husband smiled on one

30Joseph Andrews (London: Dent, 1973), pp. 79, 70, 327 (Book I, Chapters 8, 6;
Book 4, Chapter 7).
31Joseph Andrews, pp. 87, 354, 360 - 61 (Book I, Chapter 11; Book IV,
Chapters, 13, 15).
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another' as if to say otherwise. And of course as soon as the incest scare is
over, Joseph gets his priorities in order, and risks offending his family in
order to marry Fanny; Pamela capitulates and hands over to the bride her
own lace-edged night-shift. The symbolic transference of Joseph's primary
love from his sister to his wife is echoed in Parson Adams's family of small
children. Little Dick, lost in admiration of Fanny, cries "'1 love her better
than my sisters, for she is handsomer than any of them." "Is she so,
saucebox?" says the sister, giving hi'm a box on the ear'.3 2
Though Angela Smallwood insists that 'Platonic friendship' is one
viable option for Joseph and Fanny, it seems clear, when put in its historical
context, that Fielding's treatment of the concept is wholly ironic, echoing
those early eighteenth-century fictions and plays which set out to prick the
bubble of self-delusive 'Platonism'.J3 Asmentioned in the last chapter,
Eliza Haywood's cardboard characters in The Force of Nature (1725) do
manage the conversion from romance to friendship when they discover
themselves to be brother and sister, but Fieldmg's much more realistic
psychology

co~ld

not allow for such a transformation. By contrasting

Joseph and Fanny's passion with the friendship which a true brother and
sister should find effortlessly non-sexual, Fielding shows how far from pure
it is. His combination of conventional plots of male-female friendship is
imaginative, but his view of the potential relations between men and
women is conservative in the extreme.
This is highlighted in his last novel Amelia (1751) which serves up
the most traditional of variations on this theme -- a seducer hiding behind
a mask of friendship. Our heroine comes under siege from her husband's
disloyal friend Colonel James, but takes a while to realize it, because her
mariage to his friend offers a double taboo (adultery and loyalty) which
would seem to make a triangular friendship safe. Her more down-to-earth

32Joseph Andrews, pp. 354 - 55, 367,348 (Book IV, Chapters 13, 16, 11).
33Fielding and the Woman Question: The Novels of Henry Fielding and
Feminist Debate 1700 - 1750, (New York: st. Martin's Press, 1989), pp. 56 - 57.
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friend Mrs Bennet Atkinson can sense the change in tone in the Colonel's

speech on the beauties of friendship in general: '1 never saw a more
luscious Picture of Love drawn than that which he was pleased to give us,
as the Portraiture of Friendship', she remarks suspiciously, and concludes 'I
am convinced there must go a He and a She to the Composition'.34 And
the novel proves her right. In Henry Fielding's view, clearly, 'a He and a
She' has only one meaning; gender is heterosexuality.
Elsewhere in Amelia, brotherly love for a sister is presented once
again as slightly comical, a self-indulgence that must ultimately be
subordinated to romantic love. Colonel Bath, caught in a woman's bedgown and night-cap, warming a posset for his sick sister, is ashamed to
seem so effeminate, in behaviour as well as costume: 'I know how much it
is beneath a Man to whine and whimper -about a trifling Girl'.35 (This is a
very rare acknowledgement that friendship b,etween women and men can
make the man, rather than the woman, androgynous.) Though Booth
comforts his friend by offering a kingly precedent for such devotion
between siblings, the Colonel does make a figure of fun in this scene. Booth
learns that he must outgrow sibling love himself, in a more sombre context
than Joseph Andrews did. On the point of getting engaged to Amelia,
Booth is called away to his dying sister Nancy. No brother or sister ever had
'a higher Friendship' for each other, we are told; he rides fifty miles though
I

the night to find her in a delirium, calling for him. Nancy's rambling
fantasies about a highwayman make this a faintly erotic scene. Her death
gives her a temporary importance greater even than his engagement: 'Not
all the Love I bore Amelia [... ] could for a while allay my Grief at the Loss of
my beloved Nancy'. But on the day of her funeral a crisis in the
engagement changes his priorities, and he dashes home, forgetting 'the dear
lifeless Corpse'. Fielding hammers the message home: 'I now soon

34Amelia, pp. 323, 336 - 37 (Book 8, Chapters 4 and 7).
35Amelia, pp. 128 - 29 (Book 3, Chapter 8). ,
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perceived', Booth admits, 'how much superior my Love for Amelia was to
every other Passion'.36 Sibling friendship attests to the hero's loving
character; however, as a relationship it is not valued here for itself but as a
foil for the greater passion that leads to marriage. Martin Battestin has
suggested that Nancy's almost orgasmic dying convulsIons show Henry
trying to 'bury' his own incestuous feelings,37 But there is a much simpler
conclusion to be drawn from this episode; Booth learns, like Joseph
Andrews, that ultimately even the best sisters matter less than sweethearts.
Coming back to the publication of David Simple in 1744, it is
interesting to note that their contemporaries saw the two Fieldings as
closely identified, and were not sure which of them had written it; Lady
Grey referred to the author as 'Mr or Mrs Fielding (whichever I am to call
the Person)',38 Her casualness and lack of interest in forenames suggests
that Henry and Sarah were not so much individuals, in her mind, as
branches of a distinguished social and literary family tree. Henry reinforced
this impression when, claiming that he wanted his name cleared of the
charge of brea!<ing a previous promise not to publish anonymously, he
edited and prefaced a second edition of his sister's David Simple just two
months after the first. It is sometimes assumed that Sarah asked him to do
this; however, no evidence survives either way. Ironically, if he intended
to add to Sarah's fame by testifying to her authorship, the appearance of his
name on the title page as the prefacer had the contrary effect of associating
the novel with him even more strongly. This preface, and the one he
contributed to her next book, Familiar Letters (1747), are fascinating
documents of their professional friendship. Though both are full of loud
praise, they also reveal Henry's deep ambivalence about having a fellow
novelist for a sister.

36Amelia, pp. 79 - 80 (Book 2, Chapters 4 and 5).
37Battestin with Battestin, pp. 25 - 27.
38Bedford County Record Office, Lady Lucas collection, L30/ 9A/ 3, p. 107,
quoted in Battestin with Battestin, note 194 p. 663.
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The preface to David Simple does make it clear that, apart from
giving 'two or three Hints' on the part of an early draft he had read, and
offering 'some little Direction as to the Conduct of the second Volume',
Henry had no influence on the composition of the novel. Indeed, he
betrays some pique at his sister's precipitate decision to publish while he
was away and therefore unable to polish and promote the novel: 'if she had
wanted any Assistance of mine, I would have been as ready to have given it
her'.39 Though he is unambiguous about Sarah being the sole author, he
does manage to cast her in the role of imitator by ignoring her own
definition of David Simple in the Advertisement as a 'moral romance',
describing it instead, in the same words he used for Joseph Andrews two
years before, as 'a comic Epic Poem'.40
But from the start it is to be understood that this novel is not as good
as his own. Henry explains that it is not 'very insincere' of him to say that
having David Simple attributed to him was an honour, because few
'Authors of the Age' could have written it; because he himself has written
worse on

occa~ion;

and because far worse things have been attributed to

him before. (This last could hardly pass for a compliment.) Other praises
have a backhanded effect too; for example, Henry expresses surprise that the
author of this book, 'notwithstanding the many excellent Observations
dispersed through it, and the deep Knowledge of Human Nature it
discovers, is a young Woman'. Again, he records a widespread
'Astonishment how one so young, and, in appearance, so unacquainted
with the World' could have written it. 41 Though Sarah was 33 at the time
of publication, Henry casts her as a wide-eyed girl prodigy.

39Preface to David Simple (1969), p. 5. Wilbur L. Cross (11, 8), ascribing to
Henry an uncharacteristic modesty, insists that despite his disclaimer, he
must have given his sister 'considerable aid' with the novel.
40David Simple, 1st edn (1744), 'Advertisement to the Reader'; preface to
David Simple (1969), p. 6; preface to Joseph Andrews, p. 47.
41Preface to David Simple (1969), pp. 5, 8.
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At other points in this preface, the criticisms become overt. In the
first edition's 'Advertisement to the Reader', Sarah had made a
conventional and perfunctory apology for the stylistic infelicities and
compositional faults to be found in 'the Work of a Woman, and her first
Essay'. But in Henry's preface to the second edition, the first edition is
made to sound like a rough draft; in three distinct passages he harps on its
linguistic offences. First he mentions 'some Grammatical and other Errors
in Style in the first Impression, which my Absence from Town prevented
my corrrecting', which again is a rap on the knuckles for Sarah, for omitting
to ask for his help. He mentions 'great haste' in making his corrections,
and admits that some faults have no doubt remained 'uncured'; this
ensures that whatever the reader approves of will be attributed to Henry's
polishing, and anything wrong will be thought of as a leftover from Sarah's
botched first edition. Next he refers to 'small Errors, which Want of Habit
in Writing chiefly occasioned, and which no Man of Learning would think
worth his Censure in a Romance; nor any Gentleman, in the Writings of a
young

Woman~

The learned, Henry explains, will not expect much of a

mere 'romance', while the chivalrous will exempt a lady from fair criticism
-- which implies that a male author or any serious prose writer would
deserve to be condemned for the same errors. Here the double standard of
criticism, found so often in mid-eighteenth-century journal reviews, works
apparently to protect, but actually to undermine, a woman's work. In the
very next paragraph Henry repeats that Sarah's 'Sex and Age entitle her to
the gentlest Criticism, while her Merit, of an infinitely higher kind, may
defy the severest'. This comment is double-edged: if his criticisms of her
are the gentlest, what would the severest be? The tribunal goes on: her lack
of classical learning, Henry laments, will expose her to the harsh treatment
of 'every Fool, who has had a little Latin inoculated into his Tail'.42 The
42Preface to David Simple (1969), pp. 5,6, 8. Leduc (p. 196) reads all this
quite straightforwardly, as Henry's attempt to mimimize Sarah's
weaknesses.
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insults that Sarah's loving brother is too gallant to express can be hinted at
through the mouthpiece of this imaginary schoolboy critic.
What were these shameful errors? Malcom Kelsall's brief account of
the several hundred changes Henry made reveals nothing major. Most of
them were points of punctuation, spelling, and grammar, on which their
tastes differed; Henry cut Sarah's dashes, clarified some pronouns, changed

-' d to -ed, and raised the register of a few words, such as 'Maggots', for
which he substituted 'Humours'. Though Kelsall's bias in favour of Henry
is shown by his choice for his 1969 version of the second edition (rather
than, as convention would decree, the last text that the author herself
oversaw), he does admit that Henry was 'grammatically a pedant' and at
several points spoiled Sarah's simple, powerful narration by florid
elaborations.43 There is no evidence to suggest that critics or readers
complained about Sarah's style; the fixation on her errors is Henry's alone.
Perhaps what makes the preface seem appreciative at first reading, in
spite of its barely veiled tetchiness, is that there is nothing impersonal about
it; Henry casts himself in the likeable character of Sarah's sole defender
against a cruel world. Without ever naming her, he emphasizes that the
author is 'nearly and dearly allied' to him 'in the highest Friendship as well
as Relation'. Though probably intended as a personal recommendation, in
practice this line functions to cast doubt on all his praise, as coming from a
doting brother. 'I declare I have spoken no more than my real Sentiments
of it', he protests, 'nor can I see why any Relation or Attachment to Merit,
should restrain me from its Commendation'.44 He is protesting too much;
repeated denials of the charge of bias keep it fresh in the readers' minds. By
the time Henry comes to compare Sarah to Horace, La Bruyere, and
Shakespeare, he must realize that his readers will take all this praise with a
large pinch of salt. Despite alluding to this triad of masculine genius, the

43'Note on the Text', David Simple (1969), xxii.
44Preface to David Simple (1969), pp. 5, 8.
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the qualities in her work he actually singles out for praise are the ones
common to mid-eighteenth-century reviews of women's work: 'delicate',
'noble and elevated' sentiments. But mostly he miniaturizes. Like his own

Joseph Andrews, David Simple was published in two volumes, yet he
introduces it as 'this little Book', and refers to it as 'little' at three other
points in as many pages. Its beauties are deep, but microscopic; they will
need to be 'pointed out' to most readers, he warns regretfully, because Sarah
has a rare talent for 'seeing through' the labyrinths of the heart, and readers
will need an uncommon share of Sarah's perception 'even to recognize
these Discoveries, when they are laid before us'.45
It is far from clear what Henry Fielding's motives were in writing
this preface. Early critics read it as straight-faced and ludicrously excessive
praise from a doting brother.46 More recently it has been read as a valid
testament to Sarah's literary virtues. 47 The occasional critic notices that
Henry is patronizing towards his sister at times in this preface. 48 But a close
reading suggests that the piece is riddled with hostility, and might have
done Sarah's reputation more harm than good. It could hardly have been
intended as a cunningly veiled attack, since throughout their careers Henry
does seem to have tried to promote and help his sister. It seems most likely
that he wrote it in all good faith, but was unable to prevent jealous pique, as
well as contempt for what he evidently regarded as a beginner's effort, from
showing through.
At the beginning of the preface, Henry uses an interesting metaphor
of illegitimacy when complaining about the attribution to him of many
anonymous texts; the Muses 'have indeed behaved to me like the most
infamous Harlots, and have laid many a spurious, as well as deformed
Production at my Door'. Presumably he would make a distinction between
45Preface to David Simple (1969), pp. 5 - 8.
46For example, Arthur Murphy, introduction to The Works of H. Fielding,
with the Life of the Author; 4 vols (London: A. Millar, 1762), I, 7; Cross, 11, 8.
47Parrish, p.7.
48Battestin with Battestin, p. 380; Leduc, p. 197.
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these harlots and his sister, to whose unsullied literary offspring he is freely ·
offering protection. But in Tom Jones (1749), which he began writing two
years after the publication of David Simple (1744), the harlot who lays the
bastard at Allworthy's door turns out to be his sister. In both cases, the
brother must take responsibility for what the sister feels unable to put her
name to. Henry Fielding seems to have disliked anonymity as a general
practice, certainly for men; in this preface he expresses a wish that 'all other
Writers were by Law obliged' to publish under their own names. 49 Yet
Sarah's name is still missing from the title-page of the second edition;
anonymity was the done thing for women starting their careers. In matters
literary as well as sexual, there were double standards which meant that a
sister and a brother never produced either books or children in quite the
same way.
Sarah Fielding's next published work, Familiar Letters between the

Principal Characters in 'David Simple', and Some Others (1747), has
suffered from mislabelling as an imitation of Henry's Miscellanies (1743), or
else as an epistolary novel and a sequel, therefore an imitation of
Richardson's Pamela II and an insult to Henry.50 But Familiar Letters is not
really a sequel; though the characters from David Simple do write and
receive some of the letters, their own narrative does not move forward. It
would be better described as an epistolary miscellany united by moral and
psychological themes, a form popular earlier in the century -- a likely
influence is Elizabeth Singer Rowe's Friendship in Death (1728) and Letters

Moral and Entertaining (1728 - 32) -- and still prestigious, which explains
the handsome format in which Familiar Letters appeared. Sarah's mosaicstyle fiction is made up of thirty-nine letters, with some grouped to form
short chains of narrative, and others offering carefully contrasted case
histories of flirtation and same-sex friendship. Rather than allowing Henry

49Preface to David Simple (1969), p. 3.
50Cross, 11, 46; Battestin with Battestin, pp. 414 - 15.
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any general influence over her story or style, this time Sarah kept the
boundaries of authorship distinct. As she makes quite clear in a prefatory
note, two dialogues are by her lifelong friend James Harris, and five extra
letters and the preface are by her brother. She comments of Henry with
brisk respect, 'they can know but little of his Writings who want to have
them pointed out'.51 Nor is Familiar Letters like anything Richardson ever
wrote. To read Sarah Fielding as motivated only by impulses of loyal
imitation or hostile rejection of the great men and their pet genres is to
deny her independent professional judgement, and to ignore one of her .
most original texts.
In Henry's preface to this book he sounds rather discomfited that

Familiar Letters was not attributed to him as David Simple was, hinting
unsubtly that the wisdom of these letters c'ould lead to their being 'ascribed
to another Author, if I knew anyone capable of writing them'. He goes on
to repeat many of the strategies he used in prefacing the second edition of

David Simple three years before. Once more this 'little' book's beauties are
described as tOQ microscopic to catch the eye of any but the most discerning
reader. Again he hints that 'Relation and Friendship' make him an
unreliable judge since he 'cannot help thinking' and 'cannot controll' [sic]
himself from averring that his sister is among the finest of writers. Since
Sarah was now approaching forty, Henry could hardly call her young, but
he could still marvel at such wise observations from one who 'hath seen so
little of the World'.52 Two years later, in Tom Tones, Henry would list the
qualifications for being a serious novelist or 'historian', including
experience of conversation that is 'universal, that is, with all Ranks and

51 Familiar

Letters between the Principal Characters in 'David Simple', and
Some Others. To Which Is Added, a Vision, 2 vols (London: the author,

1747), Il, 294.
52Preface to Familiar Letters, I, pp. x, xii - xiv, xix.
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Degrees of Men'.53 This is the only one of his listed qualifications that
Sarah lacked, but it clearly mattered to him; his frequent references in these
prefaces to her inexperience of the 'world' can be read, not as praise of her
natural genius, but as hints that she will never quite achieve his status of
'historian'.
What is new in this preface to Familiar Letters is Henry's discomfort
with epistolarity. He sneers in passing at Richardsonian fiction, though by
concentrating on the psychological and moral insights in this particular
collection of letters he manages to dissociate Sarah from his rival. He also
distances her work from his own (rather than making it sound like an
imitation, as he did in the preface to David Simple) by suggesting a natural
division of spheres for male and female novelists. Women, by nature of
their education, which is perversely preoccupied with matters of love, are
best qualified to advise in romantic matters and satirize the young ladies
who will compose their primary readership.54 As evidence Henry quotes
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's complimentary remark that David Simple
'could not have, been written by a Man'. Henry elaborates this into the idea
of a female cache of knowledge, the guardians of which may even punish
Sarah for betraying 'the Secrets of the Society'.55 This witty conspiracy
theory distracts our attention from the fact that his division of the literary
spheres leaves men in charge of everything except love. It also sheds little
light on either David Simple or Familiar Letters, both of which stand out
from the mass of mid-eighteenth-century fictions by their strong interest in
issues of friendship and female autonomy rather than romantic love.

53The History of Tom lones, a Foundling, text ed. by Fredson Bowers,
introduction and commentary by Martin C. Battestin, 2 vols, continuous
paging (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), I, 494 (Book 9, Chapter 1) .
.54Preface to Familiar Letters, I, pp. ix, xvii, xx - xxi. A similar prescription is
found in an anonymous review which claims that 'a woman only can enter
justly into all the scruples and refinements of female manners'; see Anon,
review of Charlotte Lennox, Sophia, Critical Review, 13 (1762), 434 - 35.
55Preface to Familiar Letters, I, pp. xvi - xvii, xix. Leduc (p. 198) reads this
very positively, as Henry's attempt to turn the handicap of his sister's
gender into a trump card.
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Henry Fielding's preoccupation with the question of his sister's
literary worth persisted, despite the critical success and repeated editions of
her first two works. It even leaked into Tom lanes (1749). In a scene which
interrupts the dramatic progress of Sophia Western's battle with her aunt
and father, for example, Sophia praises an unnamed author, 'a young Lady
of Fashion', for the understanding and good heart she displays in her
novel; this is a fairly transparent reference to David Simple. Mrs Western
curls her lip: 'Yes, the Author is of a very good Family; but she is not much
among People one knows. I have never read it; for the best Judges say,
there is not much in it.' Sophia finds the novel authentic and moving, but
dares not set up her own opinion 'against the best Judges'.56 Martin
Battestin points to this passage as yet another example of Henry warmly
promoting his sister; however, we should 'hote that it gives Henry a chance
to repeat his opinion that only the rare, discerning and probably female
reader will enjoy Sarah's work; the majority will barely notice, or sneer at
it. 57 In the two prefaces he added to Sarah's first books, then, Henry
Fielding createq personae -- the wise but doting brother, the shy little sister
with delicate sensibilities -- which still appear in critical interpretations of
their works.
In several of Henry's later novels we find an utterly different pair of
siblings: an overbearing sister and an exhausted brother yoked together in
partnership, to grotesque effect. In Tom lanes (1749) there are some surface
similarities to the Fielding family: Bridget Allworthy, a spinster nearing
forty (Sarah was thirty-eight when the novel was published), lives with her
brother, a widower of five years (as was Henry). But there seems no need to
dwell on the autobiographical angle; if Henry was drawing on any buried
tensions in his own relationship with Sarah, he was also working within
the eighteeenth-century fictional tradition of the mean, ugly, ageing and

56Tom lanes, I, 286 (Book 6, Chapter 5) .
. 57Battestin with Battestin, p. 381.
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quarrelsome spinster. What embitters Bridget is the lack of 'an
independent Fortune'; although Arlworthy is a model brother, considering
that any woman over the age of thirty is free to make her own decisions
(and unwittingly raising his sister's illegitimate child), still Bridget's
character, soured by financial dependence, leads her to make constant
indirect complaints 'vented in a low Voice'. In this domestic partnership,
communication is obscured and the woman's self-expression is reduced to
the sub-vocal form of 'Muttering'.58 Whereas in Sarah's David Simple a
model brother can sweeten a sister's life even during financial disaster, in

Tam lanes the spinster's nature is so perverse that no real sense of
friendship, even with an 'all-worthy' brother, is possible.
No sooner has Bridget died than we are introduced to the second
turbulent sibling pair, the Westerns. Again, the sister's communication is
encoded as 'obscure Hints, Shrugs, and Notes of Admiration', which in this
case go right over the brother's head. The main problem is that he and she
have no interests in common, and speak different languages, strongly
marked by gen9.er and class: Mrs Western's 'Court Gibberish' and the
Squire's 'Jargon of Turneps' [sic] are mutually incomprehensible. But
money is a factor here again. Though the Squire is financially independent,
he fears that his sister might leave her estate out of the family in a fit of
pique; whenever she threatens to go home, he has to humble himself and
pacify her, which makes him hate her even more. Partly by wealth and
partly by character, Mrs Western dominates her brother. This dynamic,
such a source of peace in David Simple, is presented here as a microcosmic
destruction of true social order. The Westerns's relationship is described in
terms of 'Empress Queen' and soldier, schoolmistress and 'over-grown
School-boy', tyrannical 'second Wife' and husband. 59 This last is the most
significant; Fielding's satirical portraits of sibling friendship gone wrong

58Tam lanes, I, 35, 37, 44 - 46, 56, 70 (Book I, Chapters 2, 5, 12).
59Tam lanes, I, 302, 275, 322, 278, 321, 341 (Book 6, Chapters 9, 2, 14; Book 7,
Chapter 5).
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sound very much like marital breakdown. Perhaps this plot motif of
warring siblings allowed him to satirize the daily dynamics of domestic
partnership without being accused of denigrating the sacred institution of
matrimony. The friendship between brother and sister -- indeed, between
any man and any woman -- is far less culturally established, and so is a
more acceptable butt of mockery.
Primogeniture yokes brothers and sister together economically
almost as firmly as marriage does. Even the affectionate Colonel Bath in

Amelia (1752) finds tha:t his sister and friend, once 'so blinded by Love and
Gratitude', is glad to escape into a marriage that relieves her from 'a State of
Dependency on a Brother'.60 The brother-sister bond in Henry Fielding's
later works is powerful but claustrophobic, tending towards anarchy
perhaps because (unlike in marriage) the man has no absolute power over
the woman, and can so quickly see his life become a misery if she has a taste
for power herself.
In Sarah Fielding's work over three decades, too, we find a growing
interest in the <:!arker side of the sibling bond. Sometimes it makes for
casual satire; in The History of Ophelia (1760), the Giles family are a rerun
of the Westerns from her brother's Tom lones (1749), the spinster sister
being a pretentious 'female Politician' who fights with her brother, a boor
more interested in dogs and horses. 61 But whereas in David Simple (1744),
anecdotes of cruel brothers are contrasted with the idyllic relationship
between Camilla and Valentine, the sister-brother friendships in the works
of Sarah's middle period tend to be much more ambiguous, combining
affection and exploitation in the same relationships. After David Simple,
the text of Sarah's that has most often been read autobiographically is The

Governess (1749). Apart from being the first known schoolgirl novel, this
volume of interconnected stories is interesting for its focus on the

60Amelia, pp. 127, 181 (Book 3, Chapter 8; Book 4, Chapter 6).
61 The History of Ophelia, 2 vols (London: R. Baldwin, 1760), Il, 29 - 31.
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pedagogic value of sociability; the girls in this 'little female academy' must

learn to transcend jealousy and resentment in order to become good friends
and relations. 62 One story that biographers have read as a celebratory
fictionalization of Sarah's friendship with Henry is the tale of Jenny Peace,
the eldest and most exemplary girl at the school, and her brother Harry.63
But only the brother's name suggests a link with Henry Fielding, and only
at its most superficial level is this a happy story. Through rifts in the bland,
peace-making voice of Jenny Peace, Sarah Fielding reveals the tensions in a
mother-brother-sister triangle.
Jenny begins by assuring her schoolfriend listeners that her widowed
mother treated her daughter and son with unusual equality in order to
keep them friends: 'She shewed no Partiality to either, but endeavoured to
make us equal in all Things'. So far, this "echoes the Camilla-Valentine
family in David Simple. However, we learn that this mother, unlike
CamiUa's, taught Jenny 'I owed a Respect to my Brother, as the eldest' -- an
important qualifier. 64 The comma after the word 'Brother' highlights the
fact that Jenny would no doubt have been expected to owe him respect
because he was a boy, even if he had been her junior.
At seven, Harry is sent to school, which divides them and damages
their friendship. On one of his holidays they quarrel bitterly, and Mrs Peace
shows her bias by calling for Jenny and reproaching her for letting it
happen. The older, narrating Jenny records nothing but grateful obedience:
'on my Knees I gave her a thousand Thanks for her Goodness, and went
immediately to seek my Brother'. Again, when Harry helps Jenny across a
stream, her mother reminds her that his 'superior Strength' deserves her
'utmost Endeavours to oblige him'. When Jenny becomes excessively
depressed over the killing of her kitten by a gang of boys (an incident that
62See Mika Suzuki, 'The Little Female Academy and The Governess',
Women's Writing, 1:3 (1994), 325 - 40 (pp. 332 - 34).
63See Battestin with Battestin, p. 445; Jill Gray, introduction to The
Governess (1968), p. 5.
"64The Governess (London: Pandora, 1987), p. 14.
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suggests that a boy's 'superior Strength' makes him a potential enemy who

must be placated), her mother makes another ominous remark, that if she
does not cheer up Jenny will not 'be fit to converse with your Brother,
whom [... ] I have endeavoured to educate in such a manner, that I hope he
will be a Father to you, if you deserve his Love and Protection'.65 At this
point the brother is twelve years old, but their friendship has already
become burdened by the effects of primogeniture.
Despite their mother's original intention of treating them as equal in
all things, she is now moulding them into the stereotypes of father-figure
and undeserving daughter. As the inheritor of the widow's mite, and as a
future earner, Harry is Jenny's sole hope of support; this makes him more
guardian than friend, even at puberty. Jenny Peace's resentment of
inequality is never expressed directly, but 'the string of incidents in which
she is rebuked and reminded of her helplessness cannot but undermine the
picture she is trying to present of a happy family. The very excess of her
love exposes it to a cynical reading, for example when she insists with
pathetic sincerLty that 'when my Brother was carried abroad, and I was left
at home, that he was pleased, made me full amends for the Loss of any
Diversion'. This is not so much irony on Sarah Fielding's part as a
psychologically acute didacticism; Jenny must indeed learn to be 'pleased'
with what she gets. She is an example to the younger schoolgirls of how to
banish 'uneasy Passions' by soul-searching and rigorous self-improvement.
But though peace is the book's ideal, the irony is that Sarah Fielding's
writing is most vivid in scenes of envy and rage, such as the girls' trip to an
Edenic orchard which is spoiled by their fist-fight over the best apple. 66
Jenny Peace's tale is further sabotaged by Henny Frett's account of her
own childhood. The two girls' names and stories are not merely contrasted;
they answer each other detail for detail. (This is like Sarah Fielding's

65The Governess (1987), pp. 15, 17.
66The Governess (1987), pp. 15, 19, 3 - 5.
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trademark sentences that praise by contrast, but on a larger scale.) In the
nightmare that is the Frett family, servants play the children off against
each other: 'all my Praise or Blame was to arise from my being better or
worse than my Brother'. Unlike Jenny, Henny sulks if she is left at home
when her brother is taken out, and 'whenever I went abroad, my greatest
Joy was, that he was left at home, and I was pleased to see him come out to
the Coach-door with a melancholy Air that he could not go too'. Their
rivalry has an intellectual side too. It delights Henny to have a better
memory than her brother, and envy fuels her scholarship: 'whenever I
learnt any-thing, my Comfort was to laugh at him, because he could not
learn so fast'. In this appalling family, there is no such thing as mutual
fuliillment, only a see-saw of victory and loss; 'I was always on the Fret, and
harboured in my Mind a kind of Malice, that made me fansy [sic] whatever
my Brother got, I lost' .67 Through the nine-year-old, vindictive Henny
Frett, Sarah Fielding hints at a kind of naked female greed that she could
never have expressed in her own sedate life. In the process, she points to
fissures in sibling friendship that resist any fixative.
Published four years later, and possibly influenced by The Governess
(which he had printed), Richardson's Sir Charles Grandison (1753 - 54) is
similarly riven with doubts about brother-sister friendship. Jocelyn Harris
has pointed Qut the similarities between Grandison and Jane Austen's
Mansfteld Park, particularly their validation of the sibling bond as the only
relationship in which 'women can express true equality of feeling'.6 8
However, the putative equality between brothers and sisters in
Richardson's work is always complicated by brotherly authority. Though
Charlotte Grandison constantly proclaims the love she has developed in
adult life for her brother Charles -- indeed, she makes him sound like a
67The Governess (1987), p. 108.
68Jocelyn Harris, "'As if they had been living friends": Sir Charles
Grandison into Mansfteld Park', Bulletin of Research in the Humanities,
83:3 (1980), 360 - 403 (p. 383).
.
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combination of husband and Messiah -- tension is never far beneath the
surface. 69
Richardson makes the financial pressures on sisterly love explicit by
means of the blunt deathbed financial advice of Mrs Grandison to her
daughters: 'It will be in his power, should he survive your father, to be a
good friend to you. -- Love your brother.' On his return after years of
alienation and the death of their parents, his other sister Caroline hardly
knows how to greet him: '0 my brother! said Caroline, with open arms:
But, shrinking from his embrace; May I say, my brother? -- and was just
fainting. He clasped her in his arms, to support her --'.70 What is
noteworthy about this passage, apart from its eroticism, is Caroline's anxiety
about making any claim on a man who holds all the cards: financial
inheritance, family leadership, and impeccable moral authority.
This exemplary 'black swan' among brothers is not easy to live with;
having previously threatened his sisters with the loss of his love if they
displeased their father, he now guides them though a course of frequently
humiliating, l1!.0rally educational incidents, and discourages a marriage
between Charlotte and his friend Beauchamp because her reputation is not
quite spotless.71 Charlotte (a character whom the more decorous Sarah
Fielding, by the way, disliked for her 'insolence') often takes on Charles in
public argument. 72 But at other points her personality seems to be splitting
under the pressure of loving such a demanding brother, as when she tells
him humbly after a public censure, 'I will take away the imposter, Sir; and
when I can rectify my mistake, and bring you back your sister, I hope you
will receive her with your usual goodness.'73

69Grandison, Part I, 143, 279 (VoL I, Letter 27; Vol. 11, Letter 5); Part 11,320,
340 (Vol. IV, Letters 11, 16) . .
70Grandison, Part I, 315,359 (Vol. 11, Letters 12, 19).
71Grandison, Part I, 184 - 85, 297 - 98, 352, 402 (Vol. I, Letter 36; Vol. 11, Letters
7,18,28); Part 11,18,113 (Vol. Ill, Letters 4,19).
72Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, p. 129 (6 July 1754).
73Grandison, Part 11, 86 (Vol. Ill, Letter 16).
.1
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Sarah Fielding and her friend Richardson deal with the ambiguities
of sibling friendship in rather similar ways. Unlike the quarrelsome sibling
pairs in Henry Fielding's novels, these brothers and sisters are not
fundamentally antipathetic; what we are seeing is the subtler perversion of
affection under the strains of bad parenting, financial dependence and
patriarchal authority. Similarly, in Sarah's relationship with Henry, we
find no evidence of a basic dislike, only a sense of a friendship under strain
because of their complex professional relationship as colleagues and rivals.
Sarah's next novel, written with her friend Jane Collier while they
were living with Henry, was The Cry (1754).74 Leaving aside the allegorical
framework that makes this text so experimental, it is a coherent domestic
novel, dealing with Portia and the family of her friend Cordelia. 75 As in

David Simple, a sinister background of overt brotherly nastiness is
established. Cordelia's elder brother Oliver invites her to 'depend on his
brotherly affection', which amounts to a starvation wage, and treats her as
'a weak silly girl, much below his notice'. Similarly Cordelia's suitor
Ruffinus

empl~ys

his disabled sister as a housekeeper, 'and how she lived

need not be told,' the authors add bitterly, 'since it was with a brother, who
worth near a plumb* could suffer his sister to remain in that situation'.7 6
The nearest thing this book has to a hero is Cordelia's beloved twin,
Ferdinand; once again, an apparantly perfect Sibling relationship is
foregrounded. The crucial difference between this and the plot of David

Simple is that as good brothers go, Ferdinand is deeply faulty. When they
are young, Cordelia and Ferdinand seem as close as Camilla and Valentine

74Despite Wilber Cross's vague hints (Ill, 10 - 11), there is no evidence that
Henry Fielding had any hand in the writing of The Cry.
75Donald Thomas (p. 377) mislabels it as 'a series of fables'.
* plumb: a variant of plum, slang for the sum of £100,000
76Sarah Fielding (and Jane Collier), The Cry: A New Dramatic Fable, intro.
by Mary Anne Schofield, 3 vols in 1 (Delmar, NY: Scholars' Facsimiles and
Reprints, 1986), I, 275 - 77; Il, 158; I, 272 - 73. For a similar story by Sarah
Fielding's friend Sarah Scott, see The History of Sir George Ellison (London:
A. Millar, 1766), I, 279 - 99.
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in the earlier novel; they are describe:fas 'truly twins in their minds, as well

as by birth'. But in adulthood financial matters disrupt their friendship;

'Ferdinand and Cordelia could have been happy in each other's company',
but their family is disintegrating because, as the authors put it bluntly, 'their
means were spent'. Ferdinand puts pressure on his sister to accept the
loathed Ruffinus as a husband, telling her that 'heaven would bless such
generosity, and her own affectionate heart would not suffer her to be
unhappy'.?7 His affection is genuine, but selfish; he considers it appropriate
for his sister to save the family through self-sacrifice, and eases his
conscience by assuming that Cordelia will be able to make herself happy
somehow. Only Oliver's pittance saves her; ironically, though it comes
from a hostile brother, it does more to support her materially than all
Ferdinand's affection. Fielding and Collier; for once, are implying that a bit
of cash can outweigh all the fine sentiments in the world. Yet Ferdinand
retains the role of the good brother. Cordelia is deeply distressed when he
goes abroad, and stays loyal to him through reports of his profligacy and the
strain of his ret!!rn, when he behaves so horribly to Portia (in order to test
her love) that the women's friendship is almost broken. Unlike such
articulate male ethical arbiters as Richardson's Charles Grandison, Cordelia
can only maintain her moral authority by keeping silent.

When Ferdinand

tried to explain his convoluted motives, he tells Portia later, 'Cordelia
would not reproach me, but by her countenance I saw how much she
disapproved all my management.' Though the two siblings and Portia end
up living happily together, 'all one heart, one mind', this is a far cry from

David Simple, in which a confident sibling friendship dominated by an
assertive sister is the cornerstone of the community.78
Over the course of her career, Sarah Fielding's view of brother-sister
friendship seems to have become more complex and rather more

77The Cry, I, 270, 275 - 77, 280 - 8I.
78The Cry, Ill, 155, 179 - 80, 203 - 04, 241, 264, 285.
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pessimistic; instead of good brothers versus bad ones, we find convoluted
family dynamics in which all characters have their strengths and
weaknesses. The utopian

impu~e
we saw in David Simple faded; in Sarah's
1\

later novels the heroine is not all-powerful, but very good at makirig the
best of things, which includes forgiveness and adaptability in both love and
friendship. The kernel of these stories is no longer the brother's power but
the sister's powerlessness.
Sarah's investigation of sibling relationships during and after
childhood is a way of writing politically about the female condition before
the romance journey has even begun. Though none of these stories begs a
directly autobiographical reading -- Henry never seems to have denied his
sister money if he had it, for instance, or put any pressure on her to marry -it does not seem farfetched to suggest that the struggle being dramatized is a
literary one. Sarah could hardly have written about brothers who insist on
editing their sisters' novels. Instead, she converted her stifled resentment
of Henry's high-handed attitude to her work into more conventional
narratives of suitors and allowances.
"

The one point at which the conflict between the Fieldings is quite
audible is in the debate over female education; more specifically, women's
access to the classics, or 'learning'. This seems to have been a key area of
tension in their friendship. Sarah and Henry were both classicists: she, a
self-taught Greek specialist; he, educated at Eton, more comfortable in Latin.
Sarah's works show an increasing ease with classical allusion, but it is not
known at what point the translations she used were supplemented or
replaced by originals. At one time she was tutored by Arthur Collier, friend
to the Fielding family and brother to Jane and Margaret. A suggestive
anecdote was recorded by Hester Thrale Piozzi in her gossipy diary; Piozzi
claimed to have heard from Arthur Collier, years after his tutoring of
Sarah, that Henry's warm friendship with his

~ister

shattered over this

issue of female 'learning'. As long as Sarah worked only in English, Henry
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'encouraged her Genius', but when he discovered that she could construe
Virgil, 'the Author's Jealousy was become stronger than the Brother's
Affection',79 On repeating the story in a letter -- clearly unwilling to keep
such a titillating story to herself -- Piozzi transformed this reputed jealousy
into a more active hostility on Henry's part, and defiance on Sarah's.
Henry, she claimed, began to
teize and taunt her with being a literary Lady &c. till at last She
resolved to make her whole pleasure out of Study, and
becoming justly eminent for her Taste and Knowledge of the
Greek Language, her Brother never more could perswade [sic]
himself to endure her Company with Civility.8o
Martin Battestin has cast doubt on there being any truth in this story; he
sees the Fieldings' differences over female learning as a small matter, since
'all other evidence available to us suggests that there existed between them
.'

nothing but love and mutual respect'.81 But we have already gathered,
from the teasing and taunting in

Henry'~

prefaces, and from the portrayals

of siblings in their fictions, that their friendship was not simply loving and
respectful. Certainly there is no evidence for any sudden or absolute breach
between Sarah and Henry, and Sarah did not become publicly 'eminent' for
classical learning until after Henry's death, when she published a
translation of Xenophon in 1762. 82 But Piozzi's story does suggest that their
contemporaries saw the issue of female learning as a likely source of
tension between a literary brother and sister. However unreliable as a
biographical report, it does provide a fascinating cartoon version of a
conflict which Sarah and Henry seem to have preferred to express at one
remove, in their fiction, rather than face-to-face in the drawing-room.
Henry Fielding's views on female intellect depended on the context
in which he aired them; generally he seems to have disapproved of

79Thraliana, I, 78 - 79.
8oQuoted in Battestin with Battestin, p. 38l.
81Battestin with Battestin, p. 381; Leduc (p.'194) is also unconvinced.
82Sarah Fielding, trans. Xenophon: Memoirs of Socrates (London: A. Millar
and T. Cadell, 1762).
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scholarly women, but he made exceptions for some of his friends and
relatives. 83 Before his final voyage to Lisbon, he gave Jane Collier a copy of
the works of Horace with an inscription mentioning his 'highest esteem for
an Understanding more than Female', and signing off 'her sincere
Friend'.84 Sincere, perhaps, but it is a barbed compliment; womanhood and
'understanding' are made to sound mutually exclusive, and the 'more than
Female' woman can easily be read as a freak.
Our first glimpse of Sarah Fielding as a classicist may be in loseph

Andrews (1742). Since she is thought to have been the 'young lady' writer
to whom Henry's footnote attributes Leonora's letter, it would makes sense
for Henry to have identified her with the unnamed teller of Leonora's tale.
When this young woman alludes to 'a Crresus or an AWilus', Parson
Adams corrects her pronunciation to 'Attruus' and asks how she came to
know those names. 'The lady smiled at the question', we are told, 'and
proceeded'.85 Her calm confidence in this rather intimidating group of
men and women is slightly undermined by the fact that she did pronounce
the word wrong; this is a significant slip, reminding the reader that women
who teach themselves the ancient languages from books cannot benefit
from the pronunciation lessons men receive in school. But in her favour,
the author clearly thinks, is the fact that she does not boast about her
education, even when asked about it by a man. Henry Fielding's ideal
heroines tend to hide what limited education they have, while his
villainesses flaunt their half-baked scholarship.86

83See his humble letters to his cousin Lady Mary Wortley Montagu in
Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, pp. 3 - 4 (September 1727(?) to
1730 (?», and his dedication to Lady Mary of Love in Several Masques
(London: J. Watts, 1728).
84Quoted by Olybrius (pseud.), 'A Presentation Inscription by Fielding',
Notes and Queries, 15th series, 178 (1940), 198.
85loseph Andrews, note p. 139; p. 143 (Book I1, Chapter 4).
86Tom lones, I, 62, 272 - 74, 321, 332; Il, 596 - 97, 882 (Book 1, Chapter 10; Book
6, Chapters 2, 14; Book 7, Chapter 3; Book 11, Chapter 7; Book 17, Chapter 3);
Amelia, pp. 255 - 56 (Book 6, Chapter 7).
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Sarah Fielding's heroines, on the other hand, are conspicuously
intelligent and often self-consciously intellectual. In David Simple (1744),
everyone is drawn to Cynthia, who complains of a frustrating upbringing in
which her questions were always blocked with 'Miss must not enquire too
far into things, it would turn her Brain,' since 'reading and poring on
Books, would never get me a Husband.' She feels no friendship for her

stupid younger brother, who squanders the privilege of education by
neglecting his books, and dies as a result of consumption brought on by
whippings at school; this bizarrely violent outcome hints at the depth of
Sarah Fielding's rage against gender inequality in education. What these
women want is not just books but intellectual conversation, particularly
with men who will take them seriously. One of the minor characters in
David Simple, Isabelle, tells of finding 'a Dawn of Comfort' in living with

her grave, philosophical brother, and declares 'I had no other Pleasure but
in my Brother's indulging me to converse with him on serious Subjects'.87
The fantasy is not just of the gentle brother but of the intellectually
generous one.
Henry Fielding's single explicit treatment of the pros and cons of
female learning is found in his last novel, Amelia. Mrs Bennet Atkinson's
scholarliness is assessed not in isolation but through its effects on the Booth
circle; what kind of a friend does it make her? At first her wide range of
literary references impresses Booth and Amelia, but she loses their
sympathy when she recites a long passage from Virgil with 'so strong an
Emphasis' that Amelia is 'frightened' and Booth is 'not a little staggered';
unfeminine tone, not content, is the problem here. So Mrs Bennet
Atkinson is already an object of ridicule when she launches into an
argument about the female right to education, citing such models as the
87David Simple (1969), pp. 101, 112, 202 - 03. For the same motif of the
brother as friendly educator, see Charlotte Lennox, The Life of Harriot
Stuart. Written by herself, 2 vols (London: J. Payne and J. Bouquet, 1751), I,
3, 9; Charlotte Lennox, The Lady's Museum, 2 vols (London: J. Newberry
and J. Coote, [n.d.]), I, 5 - 8; Sheridan, Sidney Bidulph, pp. 12, 73.
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French critic Anne Dacier (1654 - 1720). Towards the end of the novel, Dr
Harrison is brought in to demolish Mrs Bennet Atkinson's theories; he caps
her with a misogynist quote from her favourite writer Virgil, and
triumphantly points out that she has missed a grammatical error for which
an Eton fourth-former would be whipped. Dr Harrison does praise Mme
Dacier (a safely dead and foreign exception to the rule), but questions 'the
Utility of Learning in a young Lady's Education'. Mrs Bennet Atkinson is
brought to admit that 'as the World is constituted', a woman, unlike a man,
cannot use a classical education to earn a living, but she continues to insist
that 'Learning may afford a Woman at least a rea-sonable and an innocent
Entertainment'. In their second bout, the Doctor quotes Homer and
Juvenal in condemnation of female learning, and makes her so flustered
that she forgets the Greek word for war. In her last humiliation, the Doctor
quotes three continuous lines of Homer which she cannot follow, making
her finally admit to having 'no Greek Ears'.88
Nine days after the publication of Amelia, Sarah Fielding and Jane
Collier wrote a le!ter to James Harris that makes quite a show of their
intellectual humility: 'As little Children then Sir give us leave to consider
ourselves'. They do not dare to praise Harris's latest work because they feel
unqualified and fear to 'incurr [sic] the censure cast on those Women who,
having pick'd up a few scraps of Horace, immediately immagine [sic]
themselves fraught with all knowledge'.89 The echo of Amelia is quite
audible here; they clearly agree with Henry's satire of the mediocre and
pretentious kind of female scholar, and dread to be thought of that way.
But Sarah always prefered to mix attacks on bad scholars with
celebration of good ones. The argument from her brother's Amelia (1752) is
so closely reworked in The Cry (1754), which she wrote with Jane Collier

88Amelia, pp. 258 - 59, 407 - 10,425 - 28, 528 (Book 6, Chapter 7; Book 10,
Chapters 1, 4; Book 12, Chapter 8).
89Correspondence of Sarah and Henry Fielding, pp. 124 - 25 (28 December
1751).
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while they were both living with Henry, that it seems clear that female
learning was a subject of heated debate between the three authors. Fielding
and Collier's heroine Portia takes up where Mrs Bennet left off, and
strengthens the argument by particularizing it. The Cry (an allegorical
rabble of sneering socialites of both sexes) accuse Portia of advocating that
all girls be taught classics instead of housekeeping skills, but Portia insists
that the two are not mutually exclusive. She herself was educated to excel
in both areas, she explains, with the best intention of making her 'a real
agreeable companion as a wife, to any man of sense'. Those well-off girls
who would rather not waste their time on 'cards and public places', Portia
argues, have leisure for extra study. When, without neglecting her
womanly duties,
a young lady employs her leisure hours in acquiring as much
learning in languages, as will enable her to have a higher
relish both for reading and conversation [... ] I see not why she
should be stared at as a monster, reviled as a slattern, or
ridiculed as an absurd anima1.90
Again the violence of the last few phrases suggests the depth of the author's
resentment of the contemptuous att.i tude her brother shared with many of
his peers.
It would be too simple, however, to see her as begging for room at the

men's table. Sarah's attitude to the patriarchal heritage of Greek and Latin
was always ambivalent. On the one hand she educated herself to be able to
translate classical texts and discuss them with her male and female peers;
on the other hand, she knew that they were not the be-all and end-all of
learning. From the beginning of her career, she allowed heroines like
Cynthia to laugh at men who fetishize the classics, 'as if Languages had a
Charm in them, which could banish all Stupidity and Nonsense from those
who understood them'.91 In The Countess of Dellwyn (1759), Sarah's

90The Cry, Ill, 109; I, 156 - 58.
91David Simple (1969), p. 104. For a similar statement, see Sarah Fielding,
The History of the Countess of Dellwyn, 2 vols (London: A. Millar, 1759), I,
p. xiv.
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contempt for pedantry is shown in the characterization of the vain Mr
Stratam who poses as a scholar to intimidate non-classicist women: 'If the
Question arose, whether the e in Pamela, should be pronounced long or
short, he had immediate Recourse to the Greek Prosodia for a
Determination. '92 This is a significant example; Sarah is publicly siding
with her friend Richardson, whose thoroughly modern Pamela pronounces
her vowel short. It also suggests that one of the major obstacles to
harmonious heterosocial interaction is male insistence on being right.
In two of her novels, Sarah has her characters actually play out this
gendered argument over the classics. In both scenes, there are four types:
an ignorant woman and her almost equally ignorant but pedantic male
beau, versus the wise heroine and her helpful educated male friend or
acquaintance. The first scene is in Familiar Letters (1747). Cynthia and a
woman friend are reading a letter in poetry and prose from another woman
when they are overheard by the cynical pair Corydon and Elmira. Elmira's
initial attack on scribbling females gives Corydon an opportunity first to
doubt the authorship of the verses (,I dare say this Lady has some Husband,
---

Father, or Brother, who gave them to her') and then to praise the classics
('without Learning, it is impossible for anyone to write so well'). Cynthia
intervenes to make one of Sarah Fielding's favourite points: 'I asked the
Gentleman, if he imagined none could express their Thoughts in any
Language who did not understand several?'. He is confounded, and makes
no answer but falls to 'adjusting his Cravat, rubbing his Beard, and
repeating some Latin Verses'. The quoting of classical poetry, so central to
the public-school education men like Henry Fielding enjoyed, is here
reduced to a nervous tic. However, we should note that Cynthia's final
victory is dependent on the help of a nearby gentleman who tells her that
Corydon has committed 'many Blunders' in those verses. Cynthia knows

. 92The Countess of Dellwyn, I, 226.
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. no Latin herself, nor does she manage to change Corydon's view by an inch;

. she concludes 'It was not worth while to say any more.'93
This episode is ' replayed in The Cry, when Portia tells how she
overheard the well-born but stupid John tell Betty that female learning is a
I

I

•

monstrosity. 'Fully to shew his own learning,' Portia adds with calm irony,
'he began repeating to his sweet-heart several scraps of latin [sic] verses
which he had picked up at school'. Now, Portia, who has been presented as
just as scholarly as her author, must surely have noticed John's mistakes
herself, but she comments only that her companion Ca man of very great
learning') smiled to hear such a garbled rendition of the Latin verses. 94
Perhaps it would be beyond the bounds of Sarah Fielding's sense of
decorum for a heroine of hers to correct any man's Latin grammar publicly;
in each case a friendly gentleman has tO 'be brought in to point out the
errors. What is most interesting in this repeated scene is the contrast
between the social relationships; on the side of ignorance, we find
traditional flirtation between silly women and boastful men, and on the
side of knowtedge, we find our heroines meeting truly learned men who
know how to treat them with civility and a measure of comradeship.
In such scenes, female learning, that battleground on which the
Fieldings played out some of their bitterest disagreements, provides a space
for new possibilities for friendship between the sexes. The Fieldings'
characterization of brother-sister pairs and their scenes of men and women
debating the limits of female education are among their most tonally
complex; we get a sense of personal investment, of old conversations
echoed in fiction. Argument itself can be seen as part of the substance of
friendship. In a sense, what women like Sarah Fielding were asking for was
the right to be taken seriously enough to be a debator, a sparring partner, a
friend.

93 Familiar Letters, I, 91 - 95 (Letter 3).
94The Cry, I, 145 - 52 (p. 151).
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Judging by their fairly cooperative professional dealings, the
Fieldings were never enemies. Henry's discomfort with having an
ambitious and independent writer for a sister -- particularly audible in his
prefaces to Sarah's first two works -- seems to have coexisted with his basic
fondness for her. Sarah, too, seems to have cared a lot about her brother;
after his death she went to great lengths to ensure that hostile biographers
would not leave the world with a misleading impression of him. 95
However, their friendship had layers of unease and buried conflict of which
they may not even have been conscious. In this they seem typical of the
novelists of their generation -- men and women who tried to get on with
the day-to-day business of co-operation, in what had previously been an
almost entirely male literary world, at a time when the very existence of
friendship between the sexes was still a 'matter for debate, and its rules and
conventions not yet established.
Sarah's friendship with Henry must have been made more difficult
by her close connection with Samuel Richardson. There was never a
simple war b,etween the two men, but a peculiar mixture of rivalry and
respect (at least on Fielding's part). It seems clear that Sarah and Henry
discussed the virtues of Richardson's Clarissa together, but also that
Richardson insulted her brother to her face; 'I could not help telling his
sister', he wrote to Lady Bradshaigh in 1752, 'that I was equally surprised at
and concerned for his continued lowness'.96 Sarah seems to have kept her
two friendships discreetly separate. 97 Typical of her careful balancing act is
the introduction to her Lives of Cleopatra and Octavia (1757) which praises

95See her letters to James Harris in Correspondence of Henry and Sarah
Fielding, pp. 136 - 43, 156 - 75 (1 July 1758 to 15 March 1762).
96See Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, pp. 70 - 74 (15 October
1748); Sabor, introduction to Remarks on Clarissa, vii - viii; Richardson,
Selected Letters, pp. 198 - 99 (23 February 1752).
97I know of no evidence for Wilbur Cross's allegation (11, 305) that it was
Sarah who revealed to Richardson that Henry wrote the Pamela parody
Shamela.
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Fielding, Richardson and Cervantes for good measure, all in one tactful
sentence. 98
But Richardson was not content to have Sarah remain equidistant;
he liked to draw her into his orbit. He wrote to her in 1756, having just
reread her Familiar Letters (1747)
and found many new beauties in them. What a knowledge of
the human heart! Well might a critical judge of writing say, as
he did to me, that your late brother's knowledge of it was not
(fine writer as he was) comparable to your's. His was but as the
knowledge of the outside of a clock-work machine, while
your's was that of all the finer springs and movements of the
inside. 99
This clockwork simile was to take on a life of its own.

Sarah evidently

liked it, because three years later, in the preface to The Countess of Dellwyn
she used it to explain her technique of.s:haracterization through individual
actions; 'As the little, almost imperceptible, Wheels generally influence the
greatest worldly Machines, in like Manner do the smallest Incidents most
clearly unravel the intricate Labyrinths of the human Mind.'100 But the
most interesting echo is in Boswell's record of Samuel Johnson comparing
the works of Richardson and Henry Fielding in 1768; 'there was as great a
difference between them', said Johnson, 'as between a man who knew how
a watch was made, and a man who could tell the hour by looking on the
dial-plate'.101 Now, the 'critical judge' in Richardson's letter to Sarah could
refer to Johnson, who might have first made the remark in the 1750s to
praise either Sarah Fielding or (more likely) Richardson, who in turn may
have enjoyed the compliment so much that he extended it to Sarah.l02 Or
it could be Richardson's own remark, given the fictional authority of 'a

98The Lives of Cleopatra and Octavia (London: the author, 1757), iii.
99Correspondence of HennJ and Sarah Fielding, pp. 131 - 34 (7 December
1756).
looThe Countess of Dellwyn, I, p. xv.
101Life of Johnson, ed. by R. W. Chapman (London: Oxford University
Press, 1953), p. 389 (Spring 1768).
102As argued by R. Brimley Johnson, letter, Times Literary Supplement, 11
April 1929, p. 295.
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critical judge'; he might have made the comparison between Henry and
Sarah in the hearing of Johnson, who reused it years later in comparing the
two men. Either way, the effect of the remark in Richardson's letter is to
draw Sarah Fielding into his own camp rather than her brother's, annexing
her highly original works to what has come to be seen as the
quintessentially Richardsonian enterprise of documenting the heart's 'finer
springs',103 It is this ambiguous welcome extended by Richardson to the
many literary women whom he called his adopted daughters, and the
equally ambiguous portrayal of male-female friendship in his works and
Sarah Fielding's, that I investigate in the next chapter.

l03Here I take issue with John Carroll, who sees Richardson's remark as a
lapse in judgment, motivated not by any quality of Sarah's but by jealous
hatred of Henry Fielding; see his introduction to Selected Letters of Samuel
Richardson, p. 26.
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Chapter Three

'The Sex's Friend':
Richardson and his Daughters
What makes me think that there is nothing either improving or
delightful out of the company of intelligent women? They soften and
harmonize every conversation where men, however learned, are
admitted to a share in it.
Samuel Richardson
Letter to Susannah Highmore1

By contrast with the meagre total of Henry Fielding's surviving letters,
Samuel Richardson left a huge body of correspondence, much of it still
in manuscript. What is most interesting about his exchanges with the
.'

bookish women he addressed as his 'daughters' is not so much what
was said on moral and literary themes (which has received quite a lot of
critical attention), but the way it was said: the rules of communication
(both conversational and epistolary) between the sexes.
Richardson enjoys a lasting reputation as a friend to women. He
is the 'only champion' of intellectual women, in Margaret Collier's
phrase, and 'the sex's friend and constant patron', in John Duncombe's
The Feminiad (1754).2 But The Feminiad, which was meant to raise

enough public curiosity about a group of women poets to force them
into print, repays a closer look. Duncombe's phrase for women, 'the
sex', the one sex that needs no adjective to mark its difference, should
alert us to the fact that women are always somehow more gendered

ISamuel Richardson, Gentleman's Magazine (1816), pp. 506 - 08.
2Richardson, Correspondence, 11, pp. 77 - 78 (3 October 1755); John
Duncombe, The Feminiad, Augustan Reprint No. 207 (Los Angeles:
University of California, William Andrews Cl ark Memorial Library,
1981), 'Advertisement' and p. 6; see also Katharine Rogers, 'Sensitive
Feminism vrs Conventional Sympathy: Richardson and Fielding on
Women', Novel 9:3 (1976), 256 - 70.
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than men. The poem is addressed to Duncombe's friend and fellow
judge of female talent.
To these weak strains, 0 thou! the sex's friend
And constant patron, RICHARDSON! attend!
Thou, who so oft with pleas'd, but anxious care,
Hast watch'd the dawning genius of the fair,
With wonted smiles wilt hear thy friend display
The various graces of the female lay.
At first reading, this passage seems to praise Richardson for tending
women's frail talent, and acting as patron in their struggle for
publication. But it gradually becomes clear that the 'genius of the fair'
in question is the spirit of womanhood, not women's literary genius.
In a footnote, Richardson is glorified for the portrayal of female virtue
in his novels, but there is no mention of his close relations with
women novelists (who are, in fact, completely ignored in this poem
devoted to poets),3 There is a fundamental ambiguity in the 'wonted
smiles' with which Duncombe describes Richardson observing the
'various graces' of women's writing. Richardson was no blandly
benevolent m,entor, but a man with an enormous taste for power, fond
of playing rhetorical games.
A member of Richardson's well-known social circle told the
editor of his posthumous correspondence that his adoptive daughters
were characterized by 'fastidiousness and delicate refinement, which,
though amiable in itself, rather disqualified them from appearing in
general society to that advantage that might have been expected'.4 Was
this a sort of real-life 'family of friendship', then, in which the
members were united by lofty values that slightly alienated them from
the outside world? Certainly, the works of some of its members
criticize the conventional and crude forms of heterosociality available
in 'general society'. A theme repeated in most of Sarah Fielding's

3[)uncombe, p. 6.
4Correspondence, I, pp. clxxxviii - clxxxix.
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novels, for instance, is dislike of 'the world'. Richardson acted as a
magnet for unusual and intellectual women, Bluestockings before the
label, whose 'fastidiousness and delicate refinement' was not a matter
of lace gloves, but of wanting to have real conversations.
To speak of a single circle around Richardson, however, is
misleading. It is more accurate to visualize it as a series of concentric
circles of varying degrees of intimacy. On this map we can spot an
interesting gradation of female ambition. It is rarely pointed out, in the
mass of criticism devoted to Richardson's social circle, that his real
intimates (Frances Grainger, Sarah Chap one, Sarah Wescomb, Lady
Bradshaigh) were not professional writers, but responsive readers. His
friendships with them conform to the pattern identified by Bruce
Redford in the lives of Swift and Stella, ' Patty BIount and Pope, Johnson
and Thrale:
An older man relaxes to an unprecedented degree in the
company of a much younger woman, who can be treated
(by reason of her age and sex) as a pupil, but also conversed
with (because of her intelligence, wit, and wide reading) as
an equal.5
In the next ring from the centre we find women who wrote, but
published little or nothing during Richardson's lifetime; this group
includes Susanna Highmore Duncombe and her friend Hester Mulso
Chapone. Another is Catherine Talbot who, though she built up a body
of works to be published posthumously, allowed only a single essay to
reach print during her life; she poured much of her energy into such
selfless tasks as a year-long edit of Sir Charles Grandison. 6 (Terry
Eagleton praises the Richardson circle for its qualities of 'collaboration'
5Redford, p. 289.
6See T. C. Duncan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel, Samuel Richardson: A
Biography (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), pp. 359 - 61. Talbot's essay is
The Rambler, 30 (30 June 1750), in Samuel Johnson, The Rambler, ed.
by W. J. Bate and Albrecht B. Strauss, Vols III - V of the Yale Edition of
the Works of Samuel Johnson (London: Yale University Press, 1969).,
Ill, 163 - 67.
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and 'comradeship', omitting to point out the obvious, that Comrade
Richardson got all the pay and all the credit.)7 Still further from daily
intimacy with Richardson we find some confident published writers of
non-fiction such as Elizabeth Carter. Fellow (or perhaps rival) novelists
are situated even farther from the centre. Despite Richardson's evident
fondness for Sarah Fielding, Frances Sheridan and Charlotte Lennox, to
name but three, there can be no doubt but that the substance of these
relationships was professional. To understand these subtle spatial
relations, we need to look at an issue that crops up again and again

in

Richardson's letters, and is essential to an understanding of his fiction,
particularly his scenes of heterosociality -- modesty.
From the beginning of his career, Richardson made a cult of
female modesty. The specimen letters ftom young women in his

Familiar Letters (1741) are modest to the point of self-abasement; a sister
apologizes to her brother for not writing often enough, girls humbly tell
.their fathers about proposals made to them, and a daughter pleads with
her father f01: forgiveness for her sister who has married without his
consent: 'Pardon, Sir, my interposing in her behalf [... J Forgive me,
pleading for her'.8 The figure of the shy, self-denigrating female
correspondent was obviously delicious to Richardson.
His own correspondence has long been recognised as revealing
his greed for information and intimacy, and what Carol Houlihan
Flynn calls his 'insatiable hunger for compliance'.9 One of his most
interesting rhetorical strategies is to treat his female correspondents

7The Rape of Clarissa: Writing, Sexuality and Class Struggle in Samuel
Richardson (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1982), pp. 11, 13.
8Letters Written to and for Particular Friends (known as Familiar
Letters) (London: C. Rivington and others, 1741), pp. 37,28 - 29, 40 - 41,
94 (Letters 33, 15, 28, 66).
9See Malvin R. Zirker, Jr., 'Richardson's Correspondence: The Personal
. Letter as Private Experience', in Anderson and others, pp. 71 - 91 (p. 78);
Carol Houlihan Flynn, 'The Pains of Compliance in Sir Charles
Grandison', in Doody and Sabor, pp. 133 - 45 (p. 139).
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alternately as women and as persons. Sometimes he will use a
flirtatious tone and metaphors of revelation and undressing in order to
sexualize his correspondent, while holding out the possibility of her
escape from the gendered body. One example of this game is his
answer, in 1749, to Frances Grainger's rebuke that he had displayed 'Mr.
Lovelace's Behaviour' in drawing her into a correspondence and then
failing to answer her letter. Richardson begins by castigating Grainger
for the anger her letter has revealed:
I protest it is good sometimes slightly to provoke a Lady, to
know her. -- If I were a young Fellow I would blow up a
quarrel now and then with the young Lady I loved, to see
in what manner she chose to resent, or whether she could
use the words Wrath, Contempt, Indignation, and such
like, and upon what occasion she could exert her latent
Talents.1°
According to his first biographer, Anna Laetitia Barbauld, Richardson
enjoyed having 'a flower-garden of ladies' whom he could 'provoke, by
artful opposition, to display the treasures of intellect they possessed '.1 1
But in this letter to Frances Grainger, he casts himself in a sexual role as
-,

a 'young Fellow' who provokes his lady to display her linguistic 'latent
Talents', which reveal not 'treasures of intellect', but passionate
irrationality, so that (in several senses) her suitor will 'know her'. The
more the young woman reveals of herself, the more naked and
powerless she becomes.
There is one way out: Richardson goes on to assure Frances
Grainger that he has 'never thought of any-thing but Mind in the
correspondence between us' -- which protest of course raises the spectre
of the body. He goes straight on to hint that 'ladies love not a tame
man'; that, even in friendship, women want to be dominated by men.

He ends by offering Frances a choice: either she can beg forgiveness for
10Letter to Frances Grainger, in F. W. C. (pseud.), 'Richardson's Novels',
Notes & Queries, 4th series, 1 (1868), 285 - 86.
11 Introduction to Richardson, Correspondence, I, p. clxi.
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her petty rage and remain his friend, or he will consider her 'as Body
rather than Mind' and treat her as he would any 'Lady', overlooking
her faults with contemptuous 'gallantry'.12 (Shades of Swift, who in
one scathing poem offers a lady friend absolute compliance, now that
her touchiness has made true frank friendship impossible.)13 No
matter which option Frances Grainger chooses, it is clear that
Richardson will never really think of her as an ungendered mind.
In theory, educated women could escape from gender on
occasion; The Young Gentleman and Lady Instructed (1747) promised
them that 'men of sense' would converse with them 'without respect
to their sex',14 But Sarah Fielding took a more cynical view in an
extraordinary allegory published in her Familiar Letters the same year.
The heroine of this fairy tale, whose wishes are always granted, but
always bring her sorrow, asks for 'more Understanding than any
Woman in the World'. But intelligence is not enough without the
right audience; she needs men to take her seriously, rather than just
praising her

l~oks.

So now she wishes for friends, 'that I might be

intimate with three or four Men of Sense, who would deign to
converse with me, and never once mention the word Love'.
Friendship will flourish, she hopes, through conversations in which all
that is off-limits is the sexual arena represented by 'the word Love'.
The girl has high hopes that this group bond will have all the equality
and freedom of male friendship, since her friends will 'talk to me as
they do to one another', thereby educating her and making her mind
wonderfully 'masculine'.15
This intellectual sex-change is a total failure, Fielding
demonstrates. Not because her 'Male-Companions' reduce the girl to
12(See note 10 above.)
13Twelve Articles', in Complete Poems, pp. 434 - 35.
14Wicksteed, p. 11.
15'A Fragment of a Fairy Tale', in Familiar Letters, 11, 253, 255 - 56 (Letter
38).
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an object of desire, but because they treat her as a woman in whom they
have no interest; the vacuum left by 'the word Love' is not filled by the
more refined emotion of intellectual friendship. The hidden danger
here is not desire, but men's contempt for women. Being sexually null
does not make the girl a man, so after an initial fortnight of pleasant
conversations, her friends get bored. 'When the Novelty of conversing
with a Woman in this manner was over', Fielding explains, they begin
to scorn and neglect our heroine. At this point she realizes that by
forfeiting the gallantry due to a woman, she no longer has any rights at
all: 'as I did not expect any peculiar Deference to be paid to me, they in
the Loss of Ceremony swallowed up all Civility, and in a manner shut
me out of the Company'.16
Rather than transcending gender 'and becoming angelically
androgynous, the girl finds herself falling down the gap between gender
roles, and being reduced to infantile status. Since 'I had thought proper
to give up the Behaviour due to me as a Woman, they now treated me
rather like a .s::hild'. Mostly the men ignore her now, but sometimes
they use her as a pawn in their arguments, each one bossing her in
turn. She is slow to give up the hunt for male approval:
It was impossible to please them all; and yet, as I was afraid
anyone of them should think meanly of my
Understanding, I was mad enough to attempt it; by which
means I disobliged them every one; and we grew
reciprocally tired of each other.17
.

Fielding suggests, not that intellectual friendship between women and
men is impossible, but that, like any relationship, it needs its own rules
and boundaries. She hints that the main problem is that gender roles
have been designed to fit into marriage, not friendship. This grim little
parable of failed friendship between the sexes reveals, more than any of
her other texts, the tug-of-war between Sarah Fielding's utopian
16'A Fragment of a Fairy Tale', Il, 257 - 58.
17'A Fragment of a Fairy Tale', Il, 258.
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impulse (hinting at how things could be if wishes came true) and
reforming zeal (showing how bad things are and probably ever will be).
One contemporary who would have benefited from reading
Sarah's fairy tale was Elizabeth Griffith. At one point in her edited
volumes of courtship letters, A Series of Genuine Letters between
Henry and Frances (1767 - 72), 'Frances' thanks her fiance 'Henry' for

calling her 'a man of letters', and asks him to 'look on my friendship
for him as truly masculine; but let my understanding still claim all the
privileges of the feminine gender'.18 The paradox of her request is that,
as Fielding's fairy tale shows, women could not have it both ways; if
they clung to the 'privileges' of femininity to protect their
understandings from rough masculine judgment, they could not
simultaneously achieve the status of the 'truly masculine', nor real
'friendship' with men.
If femaleness could not be escaped, then, perhaps it could be

controlled, corseted in the feminine codes of silence and selfdeprecation. --. For all Richardson's undoubtable wish to improve the lot
of women, he was obsessed with their sexual modesty, a preoccupation
which leaked into his concern for their literary humility. 'Modesty is
always a sign of merit', Richardson assured his readers in his
Collection of the Moral and Instructive Sentiments (1755).1 9 Ruth

Bernard Yeazell's work on modesty in eighteenth-century courtship
novels has shown that it was promoted as an unselfconscious instinct,
but in fact was carefully constructed. A kind of double-think was
necessary for a woman to maintain it: 'Countless authors of printed
advice for middle-class readers exhorted Englishwomen to guard their

18Elizabeth and Richard Griffith, A Series of Genuine Letters between
Hemy and Frances, 6 vols, 3rd edn (London: [n.pub.], 1767), I, 174, 177.
19 A Collection of Moral and Instructive Sentiments, Maxims, Cautions,
and RefLexions, Contained in the Histories of 'Pamela', 'Clarissa', and
'Sir Charles Grandison' (London: the author, 1755), p. 54.
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modesty -- even while insisting that true modesty is not conscious of
itself and knows nothing of what might violate it.'20
Yeazell's focus is on sexual modesty, but intellectual modesty was
also compulsory for women in this period. Some entries from
Catherine Talbot's private journal show not only that for her,
intellectual modesty was a self-conscious matter, but that she was well
aware of its literary traditions. Having being struck by the character of
the loud, pretentious author Phoebe Clinket while reading the play
Three Hours After Marriage (see p. 35 above), Talbot commented in her

diary, 'I live with the dread of her before my eyes'. She gave an
example of what this meant in practice in a heterosocial context the
very next day; when company came to tea,
I contributed my share to ' the conversation, and neither
talked of books nor bel esprit nor said anyone thing that
could be remembered [... ] But though I have for many
years tried to live like a plain commonsense creature, yet
still-I find the world will look upon me as a Phoebe
Clinket. 21
It does not matter that there is no evidence that anyone thought of the

exquisitely diffident Catherine Talbot as any sort of Clinket. The
important thing is that she dreaded such an image so much that she
went out of her way to silence herself, especially in literary
conversations. Modesty was not just an individual matter; it even
required women to underplay the achievements of others of their sex.
Thus one of the problems faced by eighteenth-century feminist writers,
as Jerome Nadelhaft has pointed out, was that for the purposes of

20Fictions of Modesty: Women and Courtship in the English Novel
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), p. 5.
21Quoted in Elizabeth Bergen Brophy, Women's Lives and the
Eighteenth-Century English Novel (Tampa: University · of South
Florida Press, 1991), p. 30.
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argument they needed to praise women, but 'self-congratulation
violated the valued, supposedly feminine, trait of modesty'.22
Just as an excess of sexual modesty, in the case of the 'prude'
figure, works to draw attention to the sexuality that no one is even
trying to besiege, so an excess of literary modesty can be seen as
revealing a hypocritical greed for praise. At another point in his
Collection of Sentiments (1755), Richardson warns that 'Over-Modesty

borders nearly on pride'.23 Even for a man, finding this perfect midpoint may be tricky; for a woman it is the main business of her life.
Here is one of the most common patterns of this Richardsonian doublebind. The modest woman must logically be protecting some great
treasure (bodily or intellectual), therefore the curious, friendly or loving
man will encourage her to reveal herself. Either (a) she reveals too
much, becomes immodest, and devalues her treasure, or (b) she reveals
nothing, may be considered over-modest, may be suspected of rating
her treasure too highly, or even of hoping to be urged a second time. In
either case, tb-e woman's modesty thwarts communication -- but if she
were not modest, what man would want to talk to her? The perfect
measure of modesty, the perfectly timed reluctant concession to the
friend's urgings, is an elusive goal.
At times in his correspondence Richardson expresses regret that
his women friends are so shy of self-expression; he tries to persuade
them that writing is a respectable pastime. What is crucial in his
imagined scene is the role of the encourager, the one who prises open
the gates of modesty. Sarah Wescomb's letters to Richardson, for
instance, display a certain anxiety about the production of words: she
subscribes herself his 'impertinent Prattler', 'incorrigible Tatler', and

22Jerome Nadelhaft, 'The Englishwoman's Sexual Civil War: Feminist
Attitudes towards Men, Women, and Marriage, 1650 - 1740',Journal of
the History of Ideas, 3:4 (1982), 555 - 79 (p. 561).
23Collection of Sentiments, p. 54.
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'least deserving Daughter'.24 A letter he sent her in 1746 begins with a
gender-neutral praise of 'Diffidence of one's own Abilities in Man or
Woman', but it soon becomes clear that it is the latter he has in mind.
The modest or diffident Person wants but to have her
Bosom unlocked, as I may say, or her Lips open'd, by
conscious, yet not gross, Praises, and she will surprise
herself into Sentiments that she knew not she had in such
perfection. 25
As Ruth Yeazell has pointed out, his method sounds overtly sexual. 26
But what concerns me is the frailty of the literary treasure; once Sarah
Wescomb's bosom has been unlocked and her lips forced open, will she
still have virtuous sentiments to write down? By encouraging her to
express her modest self in words, Richardson risks damage to that
treasured modesty.
But he continues to insist that letter writing is the safest form of
self-expression because, unlike public conversation, it is private.
The Pen is almost the only Means a very modest and
diffident Lady (who in Company will not attempt to glare)
has to shew herself, and that she has a Mind. [... ] there she
dm distinguish Her Self: By this means she can assert and
vindicate her Claim to Sense and Meaning -- And shall a
modest Lady then refuse to write?
He jokes about how much Sarah would object if 'our Sex were to make
a Law to deny hers the Opportunities she denies herself!'.27 The
contradictory code of modesty, which no one administers more
tho~ughly

than Richardson herself, is presented here as a harsh

unwritten law deriving from femininity itself. Similarly, in a
correspondence with Margaret Collier nine years later, we find him
complaining that the 'lovely dastards' who 'hide their talents in a
24Sarah Wescomb and Samuel Richardson, correspondence, Victoria
and Albert Museum, National Art Library, Forster Collection,
Richardson MSS, 48E5 - 48E10, Vol. 14, Sec. 3, fols 2 - 3, 5 - 6 (14 April to
3 September 1746).
25S elected Letters, p. 67 (5 September 1746).
26Yeazell, p. 98.
27S elected Letters, pp. 67 - 68 (15 September 1746).
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napkin' should be punished. 'What is it they fear in asserting
themselves with modesty?' he asks disingenuously.28 Similarly he tells
Isabella Sutton that she should write to him and not 'be a sufferer for
your modesty'.29 Such raillery hides praise of ladylike diffidence
behind reproach for their reluctance to write.
Richardson's vindication of the female pen in the letter to Sarah
Wescomb seems quite a stirring expression of proto-feminism until we
realize that the only kind of self-expression he has in mind is private
correspondence -- most likely, with another woman, because men are
'too generally Designers'. But his description of the dangerous male
correspondent hints, through its negatives, at the exceptional man who
may be permitted such access:
if he be not guarded by Years, by the Character long held of
having a warm and friendly Heart, delighting to encourage
the Youth, especially of the gentler Sex, in pursuing the
laudable Examples and Courses of the Families they are
sprung from: Then let him be treated with Contempts and
shunned and avoided.3 0

Age, virtue apd a mentoring motive: these are some of the traditional
safeguards on male-female friendship. But they also add up to a
flattering self-portrait of Richardson, who is offering himself, tonguein-<;:heek, as the sole exception to the ban on correspondence between
women and men.
This letter benefits from comparison with one Alexander Pope
sent Betty Marriot around thirty years earlier:
Cast your eyes upon Paper, Madam, there you may look
innocently: Men are seducing, books are dangerous, the
amorous one's soften you, and the godly one's give you
the spleen [... J Read only such Letters as I write, which

28Correspondence, 11, 82 - 83, 90, 92 - 94, 96 - 98 (24 December 1755 - 11
February 1756).
29Sel ected Letters, p. 167 (20 August 1750).
30Sel ected Letters, pp. 68 - 69 (15 September 1746).

convey no darts, no flames, but proceed from Innocence of
soul, and simplicity of heart. 31
As James Anderson Winn has pointed out, Pope uses ambiguous
syntax here to blur the differences between men and books; he is being
anything but innocent and simple.32 The tone of the two letters is
slightly different -- Pope's flirtatiousness is more overt, while
Richardson's language of virtue is more developed and convincing -but the content is strikingly similar. The mingled safety and danger of
male-female correspondence, then, was an old joke; its traditional
answer was the perfect, pure male friend.
Sarah Wescomb is assured that any good adopted daughter is safe
in the hands of Richardson, the exceptional man. But only the
exceptional woman can safely overstep the limits of female diffidence
and express herself more publicly. The "problem is that the exceptional
woman has no name. She begins with thirty-six; in a letter Richardson
sent Frances Grainger in 1750, to convince her that men preferred
intelligent women to fools, he enclosed a list of the initials of thirty-six
women of their acquaintance (including Grainger herself) who could
not be described as fools.3 3 Sometimes the group was even more select,
as when, arguing in a letter with Mary Watts four years later,
Richardson insisted that women's minds cannot

match men's,

'generally speaking', but added a parenthetical coda: '(Mrs. Watts, Miss
Mogg, Miss Mulso, &c &c. out of the Question)'.3 4 What woman in
Richardson's circle could ever be quite sure that she was included in the
tantalizing '&c &c' of this letter? N or could she ask, since expressing a
desire to be considered a woman of genius would be so immodest as to
instantly invalidate that praise. Intellectual women were meant to

31Correspondence, I, 205 - 06.
32Winn, p. 68.
33Unpublished letter, 8 September 1750, quoted in Eaves and Kimpel,
Samuel Richardson, p. 20l.
34Unpublished letter, 27 September 1754, quoted in Eaves and Kimpel,
Samuel Richardson, p. 564.
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remain blissfully unaware of their own gifts, and could hardly fight for
the intellectual rights of their whole sex when their status depended on
being exceptions to it. Paradoxically, then, Richardson's ideal of literary
modesty encouraged women to write well only as long as they thought
they were writing badly.
Though much has been written about Richardson's 'family of
writers and readers' -- the phrase is from Pamelri II (1741) -- discussion
has almost always focused on the women's fictional roles in, or
reactions to, his last two novels)5 Recently there has been some
healthy revaluation of the importance of their support to his career. 36
His contribution to theirs has been taken for granted, and praised, but
rarely analysed. Richardson generally promoted publication by women,
if he considered them good writers rather than simply correspondents.
The anonymous 'Ode to Wisdom' in Letter 54 of Clarissa (1747 - 48) is
introduced by the heroine as doing 'honour to our sex, as it was written
by one of it')7 The 'one' in question, Elizabeth Carter, complained of
the plagiarislll in a furious letter introducing herself to Richardson.
Though it seems clear from their correspondence that what Carter
objects to is the loss of authorial autonomy, Richardson keeps assuming
that the injury is to her modesty; he assures her that since there was 'no
name to be mentioned', surely the poem 'could bring no disreputation
on the author'.38 Despite all the evidence to the contrary (such as
Carter's having published a book of poetry in 1738 and two translations
the following year), it does not seem to occur to him that she has any
desire to win personal fame. 'I knew not how to be angry with him',

35Pamela and Pamela II, 2 vols (London: Dent, 1914), p. 34.
36Eagleton, pp. 10 - 13; Rogers, 'Richardson and the Bluestockings'.
37 Clarissa; or, The History of a Young Lady, · ed. by Angus Ross (London:
Penguin, 1985), p. 231 (Letter 54).
38'Original Letters of Miss E. Carter and Mr. Samuel Richardson',
Monthly Magazine, 33:28 (1812), 533 - 43 (533 - 54) (13 to 31 December
1747).
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Carter wrote to their mutual friend Catherine Talbot after the dispute
had ended civilly; how could her anger be given voice without
breaching the codes of modesty?39 An interesting coda to this episode: .
in Sir Charles Grandison (1753) Harriet Byron claims to know only one
woman who reads the classics, 'and she finds herself so much an owl
among the birds, that she wants of all things to be thought to have
unlearned them'.4o The owl being the bird of Minerva mentioned in
the 'Ode to Wisdom', this seems an unmistakable allusion to Carter,
and was probably meant as a compliment to her modesty. But the fact is
that by this time Carter was working on her celebrated translation of All

the Works of Epictetus (1758). There is no evidence that her longing to
have 'unlearned' the classics is anything other than Richardson's
fantasy of exquisitely humble female genius.
Unlike Carter, most of Richardson's circle had learned the
modesty lesson too well to publish freely. In a letter to the Reverend
Stinstra in 1753, he boasted of a score of intelligent women friends, 'all
of them such ---.as would do Credit to their Sex, and to the
Commonwealth of Letters, did not their Modesty with-hold them from
appearing in it'. His tone is more lively than regretful; clearly he likes
these women's fame to be hypothetical -- pure merit keeping its skirts
from trailing in the mud of the publishing world. He explains, as some
consolation, that at least his female friends make use of their talents in
long correspondences about his own novels. 41 In this letter Richardson
comes across as a literary voluptuary who likes his female friends'
talent to be contained in his own private 'Commonwealth of Letters'.
The following year, he made a vain attempt to tease his lady
correspondents into writing letters for the much-requested
39 A

Series of Letters between Mrs Elizabeth Carter and Miss Cat/urine
Talbot, ed. by the Rev. Montagu Penning ton, 4 vols (London: [n.pub.],
1809), I, 249 (20 January 1748).
4oGrandison, Part I, 49 (Vol. I, Letter 7).
41 Selected Letters, p. 234 (2 June 1753).
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continuation of Grandison, offering them the chance to turn reader
identification into literary production. 42 Tom Keymer considers this
phantom sequel as a highly 'appropriate' finale for Richardson's career,
rather regretting that the project was 'scuttled' by the ladies. 43 But the
book could never have been written under the terms of female modesty
prevailing in Richardson's circle. Susanna Highmore, Hester Mulso
and Elizabeth Carter refused outright. Replying to Lady Bradshaigh's
refusal to send a Charlotte-Grandisonian letter she had abandoned halfwritten, Richardson's sigh of wistful satisfaction is audible: 'But I was so
peremptorily denied by all my Ladies, that I could not hope for the
Favour from you. In Matters of Delicacy, Women have so much one .
way of Thinking!' He goes on to hint that such modest ladies perhaps
'Want so much Courting! I had a good mind to be spiteful'.

Out of the

frying pan of vanity, into the fire of hypocrisy. How could Lady
Bradshaigh take up the authorial pen and act as ventriloquist to one of
her literary father's creations? Under duress, she did send one letter,
but she was the only contributor to this abortive project. 44 Richardson
may have thought himself 'very much in earnest' in his intentions to
make a composite text of his intimates' writings, as he claimed, but he
also must have known the compulsory 'delicacy' of these dutiful
daughters well enough to realize that they would refuse. 45
It is tempting to speculate that if he had asked Sarah Fielding,

Frances Sheridan, Elizabeth Carter and Charlotte Lennox, he could
probably have put together a sequel to Grandison in six months. But he
would never have engaged those serious writers in such a game.
42Eaves and Kimpel, Samuel Richardson, pp. 412 - 13.
43Keymer, pp. 75 - 76.
44Lady Bradshaigh and Richardson, correspondence, V &A, Richardson
MSS, Vo!. 11, fols 29, 116 - 19 (8 April and 6 August 1754).
45Correspondence, Ill, 215 (24 September 1754). See also his discussion
with Thomas Edwards about how to get their women friends to permit
their poetry to be published, in Correspondence, Ill, 82 - 83 (29 May
1754), and Selected Letters, pp. 309 - 10 (25 July 1754).
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Richardson adopted a different and considerably more sober tone in
those correspondences of his that can be called professional. Issues of
modesty still arise, but they remain marginal; in such letters,
Richardson wears the more likeable, down-to-earth persona of a
novelist who wants to help good novels get published. Though he
probably felt, like Sir Charles Grandison, that 'genius, whether in man
or woman, will push itself into light', he was not loath to give it a
helpful shove. 46 What follows is an analysis of his correspondence
with three novelists: Urania Hill Johnson, Anna Meades and Sarah
Fielding. The first never published and the second is almost unknown,
but their letters give a particularly clear picture of Richardson's
me't hods in the tricky business of giving literary advice to ladies.
First, a literary correspondence that went horribly wrong, leading
to a breach in a long-standing family friendship. Urania Hill, the eldest
daughter of Aaron Hill, received occasional visits and financial help
from her late father's friend Richardson. In an elegant letter written in
1750, Urania hints that she would like to enter his inner circle:

'Ambition, never was before one of my Failings; yet I am now aspiring
to the Tops of it: I wou'd become one of the Younger Daughters of your

Mind! '. But after several years of struggling with poverty -- at one
point she had to beg her 'Paternal Friend' for a single postal frank -- her
ambition was to mount even higher. 47

In 1758 she sent him Almira, a

two-volume novel in manuscript. Urania's language becomes
increasingly biblical as she denounces this literary 'Trifle': 'I should,
and ought, much rather to submit it to the Fire; upon Account of its
Unworthiness'. But the fire that destroys is replaced by the fire that
purifies, in a clever rhetorical twist; she turns her manuscript's

46Grandison, Part Ill, 251 (Vol. VI, Letter 55).
47Samuel Richardson and Urania Hill Johnson, correspondence, V &A,
Richardson MSS, Vol. 14, Sec. I, fols 1 - 10 (23 July 1750 to 18 July 1758).
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unworthiness into evidence that it deserves Richardson's help. After a
quick apologetic reference to his illness, she outlines her demands:
And if your valuable Health, and Liesure [sic], will permit
you, to force out any latent grain of Silver (if there is any
in it) from this too heavy leaden Ore of mine; Or rather, by
Your Touch, convert it into (purer) Gold: throwing it's
native Dross aside: 'twill be a serviceable Obligation! and
worthy Mr. Richardson! whose Kind, and oft-repeated
Friendship, I Blush to task too Hard!
Blushes regardless, mixing metaphors of Jesus's miraculous Touch'
and alchemy's 'Gold', Urania extorts free literary work from a busy man
in much the same way as he got help from his woman friends. Cast as
God, how can Richardson tell the repentant sinner that he cannot spare
the time to attend to her literary redemption? Nor is he given the
option to persuade her to edit Almira

~~rself,

since she tells him that

she wrote it long ago, and
nor am I able now, I'm sure to mend it. If Mr Richardson
does not, 'tis certain there is nothing that is worth
mending in it; and I have thrown away the Time, I only
hoped (to own the Truth) to turn to some Advantage. 48
If Richardson politely declines, she warns him none-too-subtly, she will

accept that as a complete condemnation of the text, and he will have
consigned her to penury again.
Urania Johnson manipulates Richardson cleverly in these letters,
though her role seems rather a humiliating one; she feels obliged to
apologize for everything, even her spelling. The initial stages of this
literary relationship seem to have gone smoothly. Richardsonreturned
some annotations and a letter of advice; Urania asked him to carry on
editing. But the crisis point came when, rather than silently correcting
and changing, Richardson sent her pages of criticisms, at which she
took offence. Unfortunately, the manuscript of Almira having been
lost, we have no background against which to read these surviving

48Richardson and Johnson, fols 11 - 12 (15 August 1758).
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surviving remarks. Though frequently constructive -- the aspect on
which Richardson scholars have focused, unsurprisingly -- they include
not a word of praise, but several complaints (about Urania's weak
writing, inconsistencies, liking for romance conventions such as
transvestism) which could have been hurtful.

He emphasizes

feminine delicacy: 'a Lady writer shou'd not, I think, be so particular' as
to describe the hero yawning with impatience to go to bed on his
wedding night, but neither should she be so coy as to hide lust under a
yawn. Any touch of egotism is deplored; with regard to an inset poem
which is clearly by the author, he suggests discreetly, 'the verses
however meritorious must not be so much applauded"by the Auditors,
for an Obvious Reason'. At the end of his list of criticisms Richardson
does pause to consider how it might affect Urania. Realizing that such
extensive editing 'will oblige you to alter the whole Story', he is
momentarily unsure, and adds 'you are after all the best Judge of your
own Work, and whether this be necessary'. Perhaps he is anticipating
her negative r eaction; he ends carefully 'Forgive me all the above
Impertinences and Freedoms my Dear Mrs J.'.49
Urania replies with a furious and meticulous rebuttal of his
criticisms, intended to 'remove as far as I have power, the Appearance
of Absurdity &c; with which 'tis Obvious, I have impressed yr
Memory'. Hinting that she has now come into some money, so no
longer needs to publish the novel, she ends with a scathing mock
apology for 'the unreasonable Liberty I have presumed to take, with
your Obliging Friendship'. There is a bewildered note on the margin of
this last letter, in Richardson's own shaky writing rather than that of
one of his amanuenses, which concludes 'I truly meant Service, not

49Richardson and Johnson, fols 13 - 14, 15 - 18 (19 August 1758). For a
positive reading of the remarks, see Doody, A Natural Passion, pp. 303 04.
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Criticism. Who but the Lady was to see what I wrote?'.50 This last
comment shows that he has missed the point, just as in the encounter
with Elizabeth Carter, once again mistaking outraged pride for bruised
modesty.
In 1757 Richardson engaged in a correspondence which was
much more successful on both sides, creating an unlikely friendship
from scratch. Anna Meades seems to have been a thick-skinned young
woman who could play the game of master and disciple with
confidence and grace. 51 She first wrote to Richardson under the name
of 'Cleomira' in 1757, explaining that, having heard that Grandison was
to be his last performance, she had attempted to write something
similar. Suggesting that he should lend his name or at least the
authority of his printing press to this ndvel (initially called A
Description of Modern Life, finally published in 1771 as The History of
Sir William Harrington)i in this letter Meades comes near to proposing

herself as his ghost-writer.

She asks him to correct and publish her

novel for halt the profits; from the start, her tone is businesslike, and
she wastes little time protesting her unworthiness. But as in all
Richardson's most harmonious correspondences, she praises his works,
telling him that they set the only literary standard. Evidently
entertained by her cheek, Richardson takes no offence. 52
Invoking the codes of heterosexual etiquette, she demands his
help:
But to the protection of you Sir, who have with so much
justice gain'd the Title of Guardian to the Female Sex; I am
50Richardson and Johnson, fols 20 - 21 (9 September 1758).
51The circumstances that gave rise to the Richardson-Meades
correspondence have received some critical attention -- see Eaves and
Kimpel, 'Richardson's Connection with Sir William Harrington',
Papers on Language and Literature, 4 (1968), 276 - 87 -- but the literary
friendship enacted in it, almost none.
52Richardson and Anna Meades, correspondence, British Ltbr13 ry ?
Add. MSS 28,097, fols 1 - 5 (19 January to 12 February 1757).

determined to offer my Work; hoping in consideration of
my Sex you will lend that assistance I require.
Just as Richardson defends modest women in his books, Meades is
hinting, so he should defend modest women authors from the cruel
literary public. She proves that modesty by assuring him that she will
preserve her anonymity -- a point he approves of in his reply -- but her
explanation carries a seed of pride. The book may win applause, she
points out, which will bring envy and malice in its wake, and what
hostile critics may 'contrive to the injury of a woman, is impossible to
determine'. So sure is Meades that her writing has a future and
deserves Richardson's patronage that she can afford to admit that it has
'numberless defects', mostly due, she feels, to her lack of experience and
foreign languages rather than to any lack of talent. Like Drania
Johnson, she uses her faults to buy help:' 'not being Mistress of any
Learning, not understanding the rules of Grammar', she regrets, 'I am
at a loss to correct my Work'.53 In other words, she will do the great
work of imagination, and the Grand Old Man of fiction can clean up
her mistakes.
In one letter, after a rhapsody about Clarissa, which she claims to
be reading for the third time, Meades explains cheerfully that she is not
inhibited by the huge difference in quality between Richardson and
herself, because compared to him all other writers are on the same
lowly level. 'The best & most certain way towards arriving at
perfection, is to imitate those patterns of it which have been set by
others for our instruction.' Gratified by this sincerest form of flattery,
Richardson handles Meades very gently. Commenting on a romance
she has already published, Cleanthes, he adds with more delicacy than
he was to use with Drania Johnson, 'forgive me for saying, that a due
Attention is not always given to Nature & Probablity in yr Work'. But
. Meades assures him that she can take criticism: 'How far more like a
53Richardson and Meades, fols 1 - 3 (19 January to 2 February 1757).
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real friend is such, than paying me a general compliment upon the
Occasion?' Frankness, she argues, is the essence of friendship; Swift
would have approved of her attitude. She describes friendship as
holding up 'a mirrour [sic] true', unlike the distorted reflection offered
by the bland gallantry women tend to receive from men. 54
After her first social visit to Richardson, Meades sheds more light
on their relationship; writing now not under the name of 'Cleomira'
but as 'your Anna', she describes his manner as just what she had
imagined, 'a mixture of the Parental, the Friendly, the gentle
Admoniter, & the able Teacher'. What she particularly enjoyed, she
explains, was talking to him without formality, 'so obligingly did you in
the course of our conversation submit to talk with me upon a level'.
This uncharacteristic self-abasement actually enables Meades's
ambition; not wanting to make him stoop too much, she explains, she
intends to climb. 'I hope (aspiring Girl!) to rise in some degree of
proportion near the Sphere your Genius inhabits, & not give you the
trouble of

de~cending

to mine.' Her admission of ambition is fractured

by girlish exclamations which soften its threatening force: 'Do 1 ever
think to equal Richardson? -- No surely, such 1 could never have the
presumption even to imagine -- what have 1 said?'. But the idea of
'equalling' has been at least raised, even if she takes it back in three
different stuttering phrases. Meades justifies ambition as an aspiration
towards a laudable goal, no matter how far away. 'For could 1 be able at
last to write like a Clarissa! or a Miss Byron! (oh! enchanting thought!)
can 1 possibly take too great pains? Can 1 labour too much in such an
endeavour?'55 Somehow she manages to make a virtue out of her
long-term plans to supersede her aging mentor. And because of her
wit, her youth, her gender and the fact that Sir William Harrington is

54Richardson and Meades, fols 6 - 10 (29 March to 28 May 1757).
55Richardson and Meades, fols 12 - 14 (18 August 1757).
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such an obvious and self-consciously comic version of Clarissa crossed
with Sir Charles Grandison, Richardson never takes offence at Meades'
barely veiled presumption.56
Sir William Harrington seems to have been edited using only

Richardson's marginal notes, but he preserved a copy of his critical
remarks on the manuscript, which, in the event, Meades does not seem
to have received. It is interesting to compare this document with the
list he sent Urania Johnson. There are similar criticisms of style and
probability; again, he seems troubled about matters of feminine delicacy,
expressing his disapproval of the housekeeper performing a curative
bleeding on a lord; and advising that 'a Lady Author' should not
include speeches that mock women. (Presumably it was fine for
gentleman authors to do so.) The main"difference is that this time
Richardson includes compliments on certain passages which strike him
as particularly well written.57
But the real contrast between Richardson's literary friendships
with Urania lohnson and Anna Meades lay not in him but in the
women. Though the two used some of the same strategies for getting
free editing done, Johnson clearly felt the need for praise and
protection, whereas Meades was a shrewd businesswoman. Johnson's
letters are riddled with insecurity, whereas Meades's bumptious
confidence keeps shining through the veil of modesty. What the
women had in common is that they both metaphorically cast
themselves at the master's feet -- an approach which would never have
suited the older and more ambitious women novelists in Richardson's
circle, who maintained a certain independence. Frances Sheridan
56For some explicit Richardsonian allusions in her novel see The
History of Sir William Harrington. Written Some Years Since, and
Revised and Corrected by the Late Mr. Richardson,4 vols (London:
John Bell and C. Etherington, 1771), If 165, 178 - 79, 182, 248; 11, 173, 206.
57Richardson and Meades, fols 15 - 19 (5 September 1757 to 17 August
1758), and his notes on Sir William Harrington, fols 20 - 25.
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generally wrote to him on domestic matters, if at all; Charlotte Lennox,
as we will see in the next chapter, took some -- but not all -- of his
advice on her second novel, remaining at a remove and not joining his
intimate social circle.
Sarah Fielding, on the other hand, seems to have achieved a
balance between intimacy and distance. She combined an affectionate
friendship for Richardson and adulation of his works with a
professional author-editor and author-printer relationship over several
decades, while keeping her fictional projects quite separate from his.58
The long professional friendship between the two has received little
critical attention except as a hinge between the careers of Richardson
and the more famous Fielding. Though only a handful of letters
survive from about fifteen years of correspondence between her and
Richardson, they are of peculiar interest. From the start, Richardson
seems to have taken Sarah Fielding seriously as a writer as well as a
friend; she is never featured as an object of pity or amusement, but his
'much-esteell)ed Sally Fielding'.59 Sarah, especially in the early years,
used an almost flamboyantly modest language -- possibly tinged with
irony, suggest Martin Battestin and Clive Probyn -- which was not,
however, matched by any real submission to Richardson's wil1. 60
Cheryl Turner has pointed out that women writers of the mideighteenth century frequently abased themselves, in prefaces and
dedications, as a pragmatic way of winning approval from readers and
therefore increasing sales. 61 Here it seems relevant to quote what, in
58Contemporary reviews did not see Sarah Fielding as a 'daughter of
Richardson'; when they compared her to anyone, it was her brother; see
Anon, review of The Countess of Dellwyn, Critical Review, 8 (1759),
377 - 78). This contrasts with the case of Frances Sheridan, who was
sometimes seen as Richardson's worthy imitator; see Anon, review of
Sidney Bidulph, Critical Review, 11 (1761), 186 - 198 (p. 186).
59 Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, p. 131 (7 December
1756).
60Battestin and Probyn, introduction to Correspondence, xxix.
61Turner, p. 58.
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The Lives of Cleopatra and Octavia (1757), Sarah makes Cleopatra say
about her ability 'to govern a Man by continually putting him in mind
that one is too weak to govern him'.62 This meek persona seems to
have allowed Sarah to take advice and help from Richardson on some
occasions while keeping her distance on others, and all without a single
recorded unpleasantness between the two.
One technique for maintaining some independence from a
famous literary 'father' is to use an intermediary. As printer of Sarah's

The Governess for Andrew Millar, Richardson expressed doubts about
certain passages, particularly one that failed to assure the readers that
the governess did not use corporal punishment; these doubts delayed
the printing through the winter of 1748, causing Sarah some stress. 63
The response came not from Sarah but -from their mutual friend Jane
Collier, who often took part in lively epistolary arguments with
Richardson over books, particularly his own. 64 Her letter shows
intimate knowledge of Sarah's plans, explaining for instance that
though

Sara~

shares Richardson's views on the unacceptability of

corporal punishment, she does not want to risk losing conservative

62Cleopatra and Octavia (1757), p. 45. Most critics seem unaware that
this is actually one of her earliest writings. It existed in draft by July
1744, when Richardson lent it to Edward Young; see Richardson,
Correspondence, Il, 3 (9 July 1744). Andrew Millar's records show that
Sarah was planning to publish it by subscription in 1748; see Battestin,
introduction to Tom Jones, I, p. xliii. In the event it did not appear till
1757. This new dating casts doubt on, for instance, Jane Spencer's
argument (p. 94) that Sarah Fielding came to emphasize female
submissiveness more in her later works, such as Cleopatra and Octavia.
63See The Governess (1987), p. 5. 'Sally is puzzling about it and about
it', according to Ursula Fielding in a letter of 25 October 1748; see J. Paul
de Castro, 'Ursula Fielding and Tom Jones', Notes & Queries, 15th
series, 178 (1940), 164 - 67 (p. 165). William Sale assumes that Sarah 'had
asked him to suggest emendations', but gives no evidence for this; the
changes in the second edition were made not by Richardson but by
Sarah at Millar's request; see Samuel Richardson: Master Printer (Ithica,
NY: Cornell University Press, 1950), pp. 114, 170.
.
64See for instance Jane Collier and Samuel Richardson, correspondence,
V&A, Richardson MSS, Vol. 15, Sec. 2, fols 8 - 9 (9 July 1749).
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readers, and so the sentence may be 'rather better to remain as she has
left it, than to have it altered even as you proposed'. Collier softens the
sting with a tactful concession to his authority, piling one meek clause
on another:
You see how I have run on as usual upon the thing; but I
trust that you will do just what you like best; for Mrs.
Fielding desired you would determine upon it; and if you
would still have it altered, then be so kind as to put in
what you would have, and Miss Fielding will be perfectly
satisfied with it, and I am sure I can answer for myself, that
I shall know that you must be in the right. 65
This passive-aggressive approach won the round; though Sarah had to
make other changes, the punishment reference was not altered. Martin
Battestin and Clive Probyn read this letter as evidence that Sarah
'happily farmed out' tedious

contractu~~

work to her friends, but the

strategic nature of Jane's letter suggests that there was nothing routine
about this delicate task. 66 There is no evidence that Sarah was
incapacitated at the time of this letter; getting Jane to reply for her may
have been a way of circumventing modesty, since her friend could
"-

legitimately defend Sarah's text more warmly than she could herself.
Where Sarah's letters to Richardson really differ from his
correspondence with Urania Johnson and Anna Meades is that she
talks more about his work than her own. This was guaranteed to
please. Her first extant letter to Richardson, which was sent on 8
January 1749, less than a week after The Governess finally went on sale,
does not even mention it. The letter revolves around the same issue
that divided her and her brother: women and learning. She tells
Richardson how thrilled she and Jane Collier have been to receive his

.

letters, and goes on to describe, so it sounds just like an incident in one
of her novels, their bizarre encounter with an arrogant classicist.
65Richardson, Correspondence, 1I, 62 - 64 (4 October 1748).
66Battestin and Probyn, introduction to Correspondence of Henry and
Sarah Fielding, xxx.
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We were at dinner with a hic, haec, hoc man, who said,
well, I do wonder Mr. Richardson will be troubled with
such silly women; on which we thought to ourselves
(though we did not care to say it) if Mr. Richardson will
bear us, and not think us impertinent in pursuing the
pleasure of his correspondence, we don't care in how
many languages you fancy you despise us.
Behind the placid demeanour and girlish tone, there is a sense of
outrage, and a serious point: one man's (or most men's) contemptuous
misogyny can be offset by another man's genuine friendship . (Perhaps
it makes it particularly comfortable if the latter has no classical
education of his own to hold over them.) From the start, then, we
sense a different tone in Sarah's relation to Richardson f\Nlf\\ to her
brother: a certain relaxation, coupled with an almost religious awe for
his writings. Most of this letter is

mad~ , up

of a hymn to Clarissa and

Sarah's fantasy of being an amanuensis to Richardson's masterful pen.
Humble and faithful would I have been; I would have
obeyed his call; his hours, though six, or even five, in the
morning, should have been mine. Indeed, what is there I
would not have done?67
What makes t he letters Sarah Fielding wrote at her leisure, like this
one, so intriguing, is that she seizes every chance to fictionalize; the
apostolic language of the passage just quoted, for instance, seems out of
all proportion to the occasion. Her theatrically humble statements,
then, should not be read too literally; just like Richardson, Sarah
Fielding created personae for letter writing.
This same letter enclosed the surprise gift of Remarks on

Clarissa, her elaborate defence of his novel. The letter refers to it as
'this daring attempt of mentioning Clarissa', and offers a sort of
apology: 'no pen but your's can do justice to Clarissa. Often have I
reflected on my own vanity in daring but to touch the hem of her

67Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, p. 123 (8 January 1749).
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garment'.68 Clarissa is here represented as a female Christ, a touch of
whose hem (i.e. a work of criticism in her defence) is endowed with
curative powers for the critic. 69 (The religious theme is taken up again
in her next sentence, when she asks for Richardson's 'excuse both for
what I have done, and what I have not done', echoing the Anglican
Order for Morning Prayer.)7o The 'no pen but yours' remark has often
been read as Sarah Fielding's declaration of general unworthiness; Pat
Rogers argues, with misplaced sympathy, that it reveals a woman
writer's 'low self-esteem' in a literary world dominated by men.71 But
Sarah is making a specific reference to her first attempt at literary
criticism, and her sense of awe with regard to this particular novel.
There is no need to conclude, from this or any of the other grand
statements of humility in her letters, that she suffered from low selfesteem, especially considering the scholarly confidence and formal
experimentation of her nine published works. A comment she once
made to Elizabeth Montagu in a letter, 'true Love ever hesitates, and is
bashful', sheds some light on this side of her epistolary personality. 72 It
"

seems to have been her affectionate respect for her male literary
mentors, rather than any contempt for her own work, that made her
adopt this pose of almost breast-beating modesty.
Another comment on Remarks on Clarissa has caused similar
confusion. Ten months after its publication, Edward Young sent
Richardson an appreciative comment on Sarah's work. 'I have read
Miss Fielding with great pleasure. Your Clarissa is, I find, the Virgin-

68Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, p. 123 (8 January 1749).
In a letter to Stinstra Richardson mentions remarks 'published by a
Lady, which I saw not till they were in: Print'; see The Richardson Stinstra Correspondence, ed. by William C. Slattery (Carbondale and
Edwardsville: Southern Illinois University Press, 1969), p. 6 (6 December
1752).
69For the miracle of the haemorrhaging woman, see Luke 8. 44 - 48.
70S ee Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, note 5 p. 124.
71'Richardson and the Bluestockings', p. 153.
72Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, p. 175 (22 August 1767).
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mother of several pieces; which, like beautiful suckers, rise from her
immortal root.' This is usually assumed to refer to The Governess, as if
all 'women's issues' fiction derived from Clarissa,73 But Young makes
clear what kind of text he means -- a critical essay, and therefore

Remarks on Clarissa -- by going on to say that 'the noblest compositions
need such aids, as the multitude is swayed more by others' judgments
than their own',74 This repeated confusion between two very different
texts by Sarah Fielding shows the readiness of many critics to interpret
the relation between her and Richardson as one of imitation, rather
than mutual support.
That Sarah Fielding's work could not easily be accommodated
under the Richardsonian umbrella is suggested by his reaction to one of
her most consciously experimental novels, The Cry (1754), much of
which is presented in dialogue form, broken into books, each with its
own preface,75 Nervous, perhaps, of critical reactions, Sarah did not
admit to its authorship till more than a month after publication, and it
is still not

cl~ar

how much of a contribution Jane Collier made. 76 In

epistolary exchanges with Lady Bradshaigh and Sarah Wescomb,
Richardson solicited their opinions of The Cry, and offered his own
mixture of criticism (of the conduct of the hero) and rather bewildered
and half-hearted praise,77 The Piece is a new Species of Writing, as I

73The Correspondence of Edward Young, ed. by Henry Pettit (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1971), note p. 337; Sabor, introduction to Remarks on
Clarissa, iv; Battestin with Battestin, p. 445.
74Correspondence of Edward Young, p. 337 (5 November 1749).
75Sarah Fielding and Jane Collier defend their literary decisions in The
Cry, I, 1 - 18. On the novel's formal experimentation see J. Paul Hunter,
'Novels and History and Northrop Frye', Eighteenth-Century Studies,
24 (1990 - 91), 234 - 37.
76See Anon, review of The Cly, Monthly Review, 10 (1754), 280 - 82
(note p. 282).
77Richardson and Sarah Wescomb, correspondence, V&A, Richardson
MSS, Vol. 14, Sec. 3, fols 141, 143 - 44 (16 July to 9 August 1754);
Richardson and Lady Bradshaigh, correspondence, V &A, Richardson
MSS, Vol. 11, fols 24, 28, 29 (14 February to 8 April 1754).
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may say; The Plan, the Design, at least, is new; and I think it deserves,
on the whole, a better Reception that it has met with.'78 During (and
presumably unaware of) these exchanges, Sarah Fielding wrote to
Richardson about Sir Charles Grandison, which she and her friends
were enjoying. 79 She seems to have been most comfortable in the role
of fan; as long as her own work stayed out of the epistolary spotlight,
she was free to make her own decisions.
He was not her only literary adviser. Around 1754, after
consulting Richardson, she sent a play to David Garrick. During their
discussions he advised shortening it and complained 'there wants a
dramatic Spirit'. Sarah seems to have let the play lapse. A letter to
Richardson about her ill health echoes Garrick's remark wryly; 'I must
put some Spirit into me before any will -come out of me.' She goes on
to apologize: 'I am quite vexed that I have teased you in the midst of
your business and yet had not strength to effect any thing. '80 This
suggests that she dreaded wasting the time of her mentors.
By late,1756, Sarah was consulting Richardson about unspecified
new 'plans', but what he favoured instead was a revision of The Cry in
accordance with his original criticisms. 'I cannot bear that a piece which
has so much merit and novelty of design in it, should slide into
oblivion. '81 His benevolence is clear, but so is the implied threat of
'oblivion' if she does not take his advice and publish an improved
edition.

But after her brother's takeover of David Simple (1744), Sarah

never let anyone revise her work once it was in print. In the event,
what she published next was her early work, The Lives of Cleopatra and

Octavia (1757). Not one to hold a grudge for a small matter, Richardson
printed it and advised her on the subscription list; his family subscribed
78Richardson and Wescomb, fo1. 144 (9 August 1754).
79Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, pp. 128 - 29 (6 July 1754).
80Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, pp. 126 - 27 (May / June
1754).
81Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, p. 135 (17 January 1757).
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for six copies, and an unnamed gentleman bought ten copies through
him.82
There is only one known occasion on which Sarah Fielding
actually asked Richardson for editorial advice with a manuscript.
Continued ill health meant that she was finding it difficult to finish the
second volume of The Countess of Dellwyn (1759), as she explained in a
hurried letter.
I hope the Great Mouth of the Press will be satisfied pray
let it be contrived to do if it can; I am almost sure I never
wrote so much for two Vollumes [sic] before [... ] if it is
necessary I must write a short Preface but I had rather not
for I am quite weary.
She goes on to ask him to 'cast an Eye' over it during printing, if his
health and leisure permit, or else give it to his nephew; she suggests
that he change a minor character's unsatisfactory name to anything he
prefers, and 'pray be not scrupulous to alter any Expressions you deslike

[sic]', the letter ends, with an uncharacteristic surrender of
responsibility. She also thanks him for lending her ten guineas. 83
In the' event, Sarah seems to have gathered enough strength to
write, not 'a short Preface', but a prefatory essay on literature, more
than twenty pages long. Its opinionated vigour suggests that at this
point in her career, despite being 'weary', Fielding had built up enough
confidence in herself as a writer for her to let mentors like Richardson
come a little closer. Among classicists, she was still nervous; her letters
to her old friend James Harris, who was advising her on her translation
of Xenophon: Memoirs of Socrates (1762), are full of .the elaborate
declarations of humility and unworthiness found in her early

82Sale, p. 113; Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, pp. 136 - 37
(n.d.).
83Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, p. 149 (14 December
1758).
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correspondence. 84 But with Richardson she seems to have reached a
point of mutual ease.

Her letters to him in the 1750s cast him as a real

friend rather than a guru. They express far more emotion and
vulnerability than his to her do. For example, she sends wistful regards
to his family, reflecting that
To live in a family where there is but one heart, and as
many good strong heads as persons, and to have a place in
that enlarged single heart, is such a state of happiness as I
cannot hear of without feeling the utmost pleasure. 85
Clearly Richardson had come to stand for a whole way of life in Sarah
Fielding's mind, an ideal family of friendship.
At first sight, heterosociality is not a dominant theme in Sarah
Fielding's novels; marriage, female education and female friendship
are much more explicitly central topics 'which have received their share
of critical attention. 86 But while the enduring friendships between her
male and female characters are not numerous, she does insist on the
rights of her heroines to relate to men as fellow human beings first and
foremost,

an~

shows a strong interest in that friendship out of which -

marital love will grow. Richardson gradually came to share this
interest; over the course of his career, we can see his attitude to
friendship between the sexes became increasingly positive, probably
because of his growing intimacy with a circle of literary women who
believed in it.
In a letter to Frances

Gra~nger

of 1750 he agrees that women

should be allowed to cultivate their minds and thereby fit themselves

84For example, Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, pp. 151 52 (25 December 1759).
85Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding, pp. 130 - 31 (26 June
1755). This sentiment is closely echoed in Sarah's description of a
gentle patriarch inThe Countess of Dellwyn, p. 9.
86See Deborah Downs-Miers, 'Springing the Trap: Sub texts and
Subversions', in Macheski and Schofield, pp. 308 - 23; Donoghue, pp.
133 - 36, 139 - 40.
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to be 'Companions and Friends, not Slaves and Servants to Men'. 87
But the addition of 'companion' to 'friend' hints at companionate
marriage; it it not so clear whether he approves of attempts at malefemale friendship outside of marriage -- except, of course, with
irreproachable men like himself. His fiction begins with a much more
cynical attitude. Pamela (1740) offers a classic example of the hollowness
of male-female friendship: Pamela is deeply embarrassed when Parson
Williams, the protector who signed himself 'your faithful friend',
proposes marriage. 88 This story displays the same sense of the
inevitability of passion between the sexes as Henry Fielding showed in

Jonathan Wild (1743), where Mrs Heartfree keeps being rescued from
rape by men who turn from protectors into seducers.89 Nor have either
of these women any positive vision of friendship; all they want is to be
protected from male sexual or marital demands.
A total contrast is the heroine of Sarah Fielding's Ophelia (1760),
a highly original novel and a clear influence on Frances Burney's

Evelina (1778); 90 It is often dismissed as a money-spinning rerun of
Pamela, but the two novels share only the abduction plot. 91 Ophelia
grows up not in the gossipy, knowing world of a servants' quarters, like
Pamela, but in rural seclusion with her aunt; as a consequence, she is a
sort of wild child or female Gulliver. Under cover of this comedy of
culture clash, Sarah Fielding is at her most serious; the heroine's fresh
perspective on London gives the author a chance to be profoundly
critical of social conventions, particularly the arbitrariness of gender
roles.

87Unpublished letter, 21 July 1750, quoted in Eaves and Kimpel, Samuel
Richardson, p. 200.
88Pamela I, pp. Ill, 124.
89Jonathan Wild, pp. 145 - 58.
9DThis influence was pointed out by R. Brimley Johnson, introduction
to Cleopatra and Octavia (1928), xxi.
91 For example, in Parrish, pp. 201 - 03.
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Ophelia's total innocence in matters sexual allows her to hold
onto a strong belief in friendship with men. When she talks to the first
man to visit their cottage, Dorchester, she ascribes their mutual
enjoyment of the conversation not to any gender complementarity but
to their nearness in age. He kidnaps her from her auntis cottage, which
she finds odd, but it does not occur to her to fear rape; in this again she
is quite unlike the knowledgeable Pamela.92 Because Ophelia persists
in thinking of Dorchester as her friend, what could be a conventional
romance becomes quite new. Her innocent confidence in his friendship
jars with the utter un-friendliness of his style of abduction.
Settling into London life as Dorchester's platonic
companion/ward, OpheliagraduaUy realizes that it is more socially
acceptable to admit to liking and missing a parrot than a man. To her,
choosing to dance with Dorchester is 'a Preference so very reasonable',
but her peers do not see it that way.
I, by no means apprehended that to declare I was pleased
with the Conversation, and touched with .the Affection of
"one tenderly attached to me, was an Offence to Decency, if
the Person did not wear the same sort of Dress as myself.93
At first glance, Ophelia's understanding of gender difference as a 'sort of
Dress' is ludicrously simplistic. But modern theorists of gender as
performance have cast doubt on the idea that beneath all the layers of
social conditioning there is any kernel, any essence of gender, to be
found. What if clothing were really the only important difference,
Fielding seems to be asking; what if identities are a set of arbitrary
costumes? And why should 'affection' between a man and a woman
necessarily be 'an Offence to Decency'? Of course there is a strong
element of comic naivety in Ophelia's characterization, but that does
not invalidate the questions Fielding lets her ask. None of the men in

920phelia, I, 79.
93Ophelia, I, 139, 142, 179 - 81.
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this novel can share Ophelia's radical vision. Bit by bit she learns the
sobering lessons that men are manically jealous of each other, and that
when a woman declares an affection for one man she is meant to give
up contact with all others. Ophelia must stay at home and not be civil
to any man but her guardian. However, she remains clear about what
she wants from Dorchester, at least: 'I thought not of Marriage; to
preserve his Friendship and enjoy his Conversation, was the utmost
Extent of my Ambition: and this I flattered myself I might do, should
another Woman become his Wife.'94
But already in this passage, with 'I flattered myself', we hear a
hint of cynical retrospect; the novel's rule-breaking trajectory has begun
to lose momentum. In the second volume, the older Ophelia's
narrating voice begins to undermine her younger self's protests, and
the traditional acknowledgement of self-deception follows at last: 'I
continued blind to my own Passion; I suspected myself of no tenderer
Affection than Friendship'. Increasingly cowed by her knowledge of
social rules,

~phelia

depends more and more on the guidance of

Dorchester, who, from being the companion of her mind, is now 'the
Friend of my Heart'. She finally discovers that he is planning to seduce
her, and runs away; she accepts help from two male friends, but they
both turn out to want her for themselves. At this point, where
Ophelia's story coincides with Pamela, she loses faith in friendship
between the sexes: 'I must comply!', she laments, and marries the
apologetic Dorchester. 95 Sarah Fielding is too much of a realist, and not
quite iconoclastic enough as a novelist, to allow her heroine not to get
married. However, Ophelia's eloquent demands for the right to
friendship sketch a map of what heterosocial relations could potentially
be.

940phelia, 11, 121, 52.
95Ophelia, 11, 90, 200, 280.
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Richardson's Pamela, by complete contrast, expresses a cynical
view of how things are. In the sequel, Pamela II (1741), there is an
interestingly explicit test of male-female friendship. Our heroine's
marriage is temporarily disrupted by her husband's flirtation with a
widowed Countess. Mr B.'s defence is feeble: .
I held it very possible for a gentleman and lady to carry on
an innocent and honourable friendship, in a family way
[... ] We accounted to one another's honour, by entering
upon a kind of Platonic system, in which sex was to have
no manner of concern.
Mr B's own words implicate him; 'in a family way' sounds like a pun
on

th~

pregnancy which can result when a man takes advantage of a

woman's friendship, and the order of phrases suggests that their
'Platonic system' was adopted as a belated sop to their shaky sense of
.'

'honour'. But the real problem is that in the world of Pamela, thick
with sexual negotiations and contracts, there is no space in which sex
has 'no manner of concern'. Soon Mr B is declaring repentantly,
'Platonic love is Platonic nonsense: 'tis the fly buzzing above the blaze,
till its wings are scorched; or, to speak still stronger, it is a bait of the
devil to catch the unexperienced [sic]'. This is a variation on the second
common plot motif discussed in Chapter 1 -- self-delusion by both
parties, with the man realizing his desire just before the woman does.
'Old age, and nothing else' would make it safe, Mr B concludes,
recommending that both parties be 'five or ten years on the other side
of their grand climateric' [sic], that is, in their sixties or seventies. 96
This view is untypical in one respect; most eighteenth-century
commentators saw the age of the man as all that mattered, since he was
presumed to take the lead in setting the tone of the relationship.97 The
would-be woman friend was never seen as the man's equal, whether in

96Pamela II, pp. 327, 332.
97For example, Elizabeth Griffith, Essays, Addressed to Young Married
Women (London: [n.pub.], 1782), p. 95.
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desire, will, or responsibility. And indeed, when Richardson came to
select passages from Pamela II for his Collection of the Moral and

Instructive Sentiments (1755), he altered Mr B's line to suit the general
view, insisting that platonic friendship 'ought not to be pretended to,
till the parties, the man at least, can number some years beyond his
grand climacteric' [emphasis added].98
In Clarissa (1747 - 48), Richardson's attitudes to friendship

between the sexes show a slight mellowing. It is still a commonplace
that for a young woman, any friendly contact with a man holds peril; as
Anna Howe tells her mother, 'distance to the men-wretches is best'.
Frank communication, the cornerstone of same-sex friendship, quickly
gathers sexual associations when it is between an unmarried man and
woman; Anna rules that it is 'a dangerous thing for two single persons
of different sexes to enter into familiarity and correspondence with each
other'.

In letters, in particular, which provide permanent evidence of

what has been said, it is the woman who is stripped bare. Anna warns
Clarissa that to write a letter not 'from the heart' is dreadfully insincere,
but for a woman to write honestly to a man, 'even to a man of some
character', gives him a terrible 'advantage' over her.99
It is significant that the only substantial friendship between a

man and a woman in Clarissa does not really begin until our heroine is
dying. Belford grows gradually fonder of Clarissa through reading
about her in Lovelace's letters; though he is only in his twenties, he
volunteers to be 'this fatherless lady'S father, as it is called, at the altar',
using pseudo-paternal language to make his offer respectable. Only
after she is raped by Lovelace does he begin to visit her as 'friend and
advocate'; other roles include her 'worshipper', her would-be financial
supporter (she refuses, of course), and her avenger, who would

98Collection of Sentiments, p. 48.
99Clarissa, pp. 132, 748 (Letters 27, 229:1).
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sometimes like to 'cut the throat of her destroyer'.

It is interesting that

Belford's reform is achieved through a vision of heterosociality: he
boasts to his friend that he would prefer an hour of the lady's
conversation to a month of Lovelace's company. Can Lovelace not see
that 'there must be a more exalted pleasure in intellectual friendship
than ever thou couldst taste in the grosser fumes of sensuality of? None
of these sentiments can be tested in the long term, of course, because
Clarissa is dying. Only that fact protects her from social condemnation,
and even so, the Harlowes' spy, Mr Brand, reports back with heavy
innuendo that Belford is her 'constant visitor'.1 0o Their friendship is
made safe only by the moral distance between the saintly victim and the
repentant collaborator, the dying and the living.
But the first of Belford's social circle that Clarissa liked was
Lovelace. She can be placed in a tradition of virtuous heroines who
insist that all they feel for a suitor at first is friendship. When at the
beginning of the book Anna probes and teases Clarissa about her
feelings for L. .ovelace,
.
Clarissa rejects 'the word LOVE', admitting to
feeling only 'something that may be called -- I don't know what to call it
-- a conditional kind of liking'. Unlike the many critics who have seen
Clarissa as a self-deluding virgin longing for (literal) fulfil .ment, I find
her semantic precision convincing; she is not just splitting hairs. Her
basic attraction to Lovelace on both mental and sexual levels is, as she
explains, 'conditional' on at least some 'hopes of reclaiming him'.1° 1
This liking is not a static emotion but a shifting one, more potential
than actual. The structural hiatus, the long pause in Clarissa's story
before we know whether Lovelace will become an acquaintance, friend,
seducer, rapist or husband, or what exactly Clarissa would like him to
be, is one of the book's subtler features. For the first few hundred pages,

lOOClarissa, pp. 885, 1047, 1066, 1078, 1102 - 03, 1090, 1132, 1293 (Letters
258, 331, 334, 339, 349, 344, 366, 444).
101Clarissa, p. 135 (Letter 28).
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the readers must wait in that ambiguous space where the relations
between the sexes have no clear name.
In one respect -- the complexity of the heroine's feelings for
Dorchester -- Sarah Fielding's last novel Ophelia seems more like an
optimistic Clarissa than another Pamela. But the plot of Clarissa was
not a strong influence on women writers in Richardson's circle. 102
They seem to have considered her rape and death a once-off literary
event, so painful as to be unrepeatable; their novels display much more
interest in the psychology of Clarissas whose suitors are good or at least
reformable, allowing the focus to remain on the women's contradictory
feelings which ripen very gradually into love. There is a strong
awareness of process, of the compromises that must be made at every
point between personal feeling and public roles. Mary Collyer's heroine
in Felicia to Charlotte plays the role of friend as long as parental
disapproval prevents her marriage: 'However romantic the Platonic
Friendship you propose may appear, I readily accept of if, she tells her
beloved suitor( 'since that is all that either you or I ought to hope
for' .103 Circumstances and rules, rather than pure emotion, shape
relations between the sexes; Jane Austen's works grew out of this
tradition.
The most interesting writer on the theme of friendship as process
/

is Sarah Fielding, who pushed this plot further than others did. Her
heroines do not simply accept platonic friendship as a temporary (and
perhaps hypocritical) compromise, as in the Collyer novel; they relish
some of its freedoms. They are often characterized by their insistence
on the right to name things their own way, and particularly to label
their own relationships. In The Cry (1754), Portia insists on keeping
102Eva Figes points out that from Burney on, women writers who
admired Richardson tended to write ironic novels in the third person,
quite unlike his; see Sex and Subterfuge: Women Novelists to 1850
(London: Macmillan, 1982), p. 17.
103Collyer, p. 87.
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linguistic control of her life as she relates it in front of a hostile
audience. When her listeners make a crude diagnosis of passion
between her and her friend Cordelia's brother Ferdinand, she freely
admits that she feels great 'esteem' for him and enjoys his company
and conversation. 'I confess [... ] my love for Ferdinand, yet never was I
conscious of being in love with him.' Her emphasis is on the rational
component that love shares with friendship; she keeps insisting that
what she wants is not Ferdinand's amorous attention but his good
opinion. Another thing that distinguishes her feeling for him is its
non-exclusivity; like Ophelia in the later novel, Portia claims that she
would willingly watch him marry another woman. 'Was ever heard
such romantic stuff?' bawl the Cry; their use of romantic to mean an
improbably refined, platonic affection is the direct opposite of the
twentieth-century definition of romance as giving passion precedence
over other feelings. It is interesting that Portia rejects the word,
insisting that it should only be applied to haughty Female-Quixote types
who abuse thejr suitors; what she feels is something much more downto-earth.1° 4
The critical weight has always been on a cynical reading of such
statements, but if we restore the balance, and occasionally give these
heroines the benefit of the doubt, we recover some of the subtlest
writing of the period. Read in the literary

trad~tion

of Mary Davys and ·

Catharine Trotter (as discussed in Chapter 1), Portia's claims are more
convincing. Ferdinand, the faulty hero of The Cry, has equally
ambiguous emotions; as he tells Portia finally, his interest in her began
when he noticed her interest in him.
Altho' I was not originally what might be call'd in love
with you, yet the strongest liking soon followed such an

l04The Cry, I, 50 - 51, 60.

approbation; and in you I met an object towards whom I
could energize all my affection. 105
Not very romantic in the twentieth-century sense, perhaps but an
interesting example of companionate marital love growing from a seed
of friendship, 'energized' by the rational will. What is unusual about
Ferdinand is that in this speech he follows the model of feminine
behaviour in courtship; Sarah Fielding is combating the myth that male
desire is always ready and waiting.
The intricate emotional negotiations of mid-eighteenth-century
novels of sensiblity should not be read through their endings, which
are relatively conventional. Portia does marry Ferdinand at last; Sarah
Fielding's primary heroines always do, though the secondary ones, like
Cordelia in this book, can sometimes remain single. 106 Friendship
between unmarried men and women may not last long in that form,
but the compulsory weddings should not be seen as casting
retrospective suspicion on every sentiment the heroines have
expressed. Other novels by Sarah Fielding's contemporaries benefit
from a reading in which as much attention is paid to the beginning as
to the end. One of the best is Frances Brooke's The History of Emily

Montague (1769), in which the fluctuating emotions of Emily and the
remarkably androgynous, sensitive hero Rivers are shown to change
only very gradually from 'friendship' (he calls himself her observer,
then her 'confidant', then her spiritual guardian) to passion. 107 To treat

Emily Montague as just another courtship novel would be to miss out
on one of its subtlest features.

105The Cry, Ill, 252.
l06Compare Sarah Scott's Harriot Trentham, who similarly 'would
have been contented to have seen another woman his [her cousin
Alworth's] wife, but could not bear the thought of losing his
friendship'. She never marries, but remains his friend for life; see A
Description of Millenium Hall (London: Pandora, 1986), pp. 184 - 201 (p.
189).

107Emily Montague, pp. 20, 23, 41, 43, 68, 132, 138, 141 - 42, 144, 183, 298.
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Sarah Fielding sometimes associates women's longing for
friendship with other dangerous ambitions, as we see in the case of
Cylinda, Portia's alter-ego and the intellectual anti-heroine of The Cry.
Theories of libertinism encouraged Cylinda to have sexual
relationships with male friends as an

expressi~n

of personal liberty, she

explains, but lust was never her motive. She ended up living in
'platonic friendship' with Nicanor, then as his mistress, but complains,
'could I have had my choice, it would have been to have considered
him purely as my friend and companion'. From most female
characters this would be a polite fiction, but in the context of Cylinda's
indefatigable voyage through eighteenth-century philosophies,
described at length in The Oy, it is quite credible,l08
What draws Cylinda, and so many- other Sarah Fielding heroines,
to men, is the hunger for intellectual challenge. So far, we have been
looking at how men and women can talk one-to-one, what kinds of
affection this produces, and the social rules that govern such semiprivate conversation. But as she carefully balances her burdens of
'-

womanhood, personhood, modesty and frankness, how is a woman to
express herself without the protection of privacy? How is she to talk to
men in the more brazen forum of a group? As we saw at the end of the
last chapter, Sarah Fielding heroines typically have an unnamed male
aquaintance to argue on their behalf in encounters with arrogant
classicists. But in a truly friendly group, women's own voices can be set
loose.
David Simple, which has often been read as a faulty romance-

cum-picaresque novel about a limp hero, makes much more structural
sense as the story of a formation of a community, a family of
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friendship.109 The four main characters form a perfect square: Camilla
and Valentine as brother and sister; the two men and the two women
as same-sex friends; Camilla and David, Valentine and Cynthia as
future spouses; and, unusually and crucially, David and Cynthia as
close friends. Though the book's sub-title describes it as David's
journey 'in the Search of a Real Friend', some readers understood it to
be simply the hunt for a friend-in-marriage, i.e. a wife. 11o That Henry
Fielding did not take friendship very seriously is suggested by one
change he made in the second edition of Sarah's novel, expanding her
brief explanation of David's search for an unselfish friend into a long
rhapsody, with a sardonic conclusion describing David as 'mad as

Quixotte [sic] himself'. But Sarah saw nothing 'mad' about David's
search. In the last volume, published in '17S3 with no interference from
Henry, she is repeatedly explicit about David's happiness being based on
having a friend of each kind: a wife (Camilla), a man friend (Valentine),
and a woman (Cynthia) with whom 'he enjoyed the highest Happiness
that Warmth Qf Friendship, unassisted by any more tender or
interesting Connection, could give'.l11
Neat interlinking of characters is common enough in
eighteenth-century fiction. What really unites the four principals of

David Simple is their ease in conversation. Spatter, a minor character,
comments at one point that women sometimes marry just to escape the
burden of silence laid on spinsters and gain · 'the Privilege of speaking'.
But this privilege is freely available to those who have discovered truly
friendly heterosociality. Before Cynthia finds David's little group, she
has suffered through a journey in a public stagecoach with three men,
109See the analysis of David Simple in Meredith Cary, Different
Drummers: A Study of Cultural Alternatives in Fiction (Metuchen, NY:
Scarecrow Press, 1984), Chapter 2.
110David Simple (1969), title page; see Carter and Talbot, I, 61 (27 June
1744).
11lDavid Simple (1969), xix, pp. 27, 322, 431.
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who have respectively seized her hand, tried to talk her into bed, and
proposed marriage, all by the end of the second day. 'She almost made
a Resolution never to speak to any Man again, beginning to think it
impossible for a Man to be civil to a Woman, unless he has some
Design upon her.'112 Sarah Fielding's focus here is on how men veil
their none-too-secret desires with friendship -- the most traditional plot
in earlier treatments of male-female relations (see Chapter 1). Cynthia's
protest is echoed by Isabinda in Sarah's Familiar Letters (1747), with a
more interesting emphasis on men's self-serving interpretation of
women's friendliness. She claims that her every 'Distant Civility' to a
man is 'construed' as flirtation or hidden passion, and wishes
that the Gentlemen would be so indulgent as to allow us
the Liberty to make a differgnce between drinking Tea, or
sitting in company every now and then an hour with a
Man, and being married to him. 113
Such fears of society's cynical assessment of relations between
men and women, of every harmless hour of 'company' or drink of
'Tea', cloud the first meeting of Cynthia and David in David Simple.
"

Unlike the typical heroine of the time, who starts off trusting men and
ends up discovering their ulterior motives, Cynthia moves in the
opposite direction, from suspicion towards friendship. When David
offers her financial help to escape from her humiliating job as a toady,
she sees the dangers instantly. David has to offer to 'submit to what
Rules she pleased' in order to safeguard her reputation. Though she
does take the risk, along with his money, she continues to doubt 'that
b.:J her,
any Man could act as David di~ from pure Friendship: nor was she,
indeed, long left in doubt in this matter; for altho' he paid her all
imaginable Respect; yet she plainly saw that he liked her'. 'Like' has a
double spin here; it functions as the usual euphemism for love, but

112David Simple (1969), pp. 87, 184.
113Familiar Letters, I, 72, 111, 128 (Letters 2, 4).
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later on David will realize that he was deceiving himself, because liking
really was all he felt. We do not find out until well into the third book
that David did make Cynthia a proposal and was refused; Fielding
strategically blanks out the proposal scene, so we will never think of
Cynthia and David as romantically linked. 114
When he falls in love with her friend Camilla, this does not
cause him to lose all interest in Cynthia, but rather to appreciate for the
first time the particular qualities of their calm friendship. It is
significant that he refers to Cynthia more often as a 'person' than a
'woman'. By contrast with his new 'soft' feelings for Camilla, who
'more nearly touched his Heart', David can assess Cynthia as 'a Person
perfectly deserving of his Esteem, which was what he had a long time
sought for, and he really very much admired her'. This contrast
between the touching of a 'heart' and 'esteem' is repeated at two other
points in the novel, in similar words; Fielding clearly finds it of crucial
importance to distinguish between the two kinds of love between the
sexes, so that b-er readers will believe that David and Cynthia really are
friends. 115
Even if either David or Cynthia had remained unmarried, their
companionship could just about have been justified. For instance, in
Sarah's Familiar Letters, the unmarried Priscilla settles down
respectably with her friend Harriet and Harriet's husband Publius,
though he had originally courted them both. 116 But David and

1\

C~thia's

double marriage to a pair of siblings certainly makes it much safer and
removes any element of self-denial. At this point, one might expect the
romantic love to take precedence in the novel, but in fact the CynthiaDavid friendship stays in the spotlight. Cynthia's characterization is far
less traditionally gendered than Camilla's, and she has none of

114David Simple (1969), pp. 121, 123, 174.
115David Simple (1969), pp. 132 - 33, 296, 302 - 03.
116Familiar Letters, I, 322 - 28 (Letter 17).
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Camilla's 'frailties' (which include spite towards her father, a grudge
against her stepmother, and the occasional twinge of jealousy that
David once proposed to her friend).1 17 By casting Cynthia as the
superior, both intellectually and morally, Sarah Fielding may be
suggesting that friendship with men is a vocation suited to the highest
order of women.
Even when it is established who will marry whom, the couples
do not split off from the communal conversation. This is one of the
few groups of characters in eighteenth-century fiction in which men
and women do not simply make love and quarrel, but have plenty to
talk about. The 'travels' promised on the title page of David Simple
turn out to be a couple of outings around London, and what they see
are not so much sights in themselves as stimulants to discussion; now
that David has found his kindred spirits, the only travel he needs is
cerebraI.118 The subjects the party deal with, in their coach or boat,
include the financial distresses of gentlewomen, the role of envy in a
capitalist econ9my, the distinction between 'understanding' and
'cunning', and abuse within marriage, by both husbands and wives. 119
At last Cynthia finds that she can take part in discussion without being
flirted with or mocked; in fact, being more analytical than the others,
she tends to dominate. For example, when she discourses on the
inseparability of 'wit' and 'judgment', we are told that David 'was too
well pleased with her Manner of talking, to interrupt her'. When she
talks at length about ambition she breaks off with "'But I fear I am
growing too serious." -- On which Valentine replied, "It was impossible
but that what she said must be pleasing to all the Company.'" Again, a
few pages later, we are reminded that 'every Person of this Party

117David Simple (1969), pp. 148, 174, 186, 190.
118Betty A. Schellenberg, The Road to Happiness: Conversational
Travel in the Novels of Sarah Fielding', Studies in Voltaire and the
Eighteenth Century, 305 (1992), 1660 - 63 (p. 1662).
119David Simple (1969), pp. 169 - 70, 189 - 90, 260, 253 - 54.
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delighted in hearing her talk'. Although this is a community of equals,
a 'Union of Hearts', Sarah Fielding keeps emphasizing that Cynthia -the bookish woman -- finds it particularly liberating. 120
Once this interlocking unit has formed, not even the malice of
false friends can damage it. The little community is geographically
divided in the last volume, when poverty forces Cynthia and Valentine
to move to the West Indies, but by means of correspondence they
maintain their group subjectivity, as the description of the grammar of
Valentine's letter shows:
In it there were no Professions of Friendship, no Promises
of lending or giving, but it was all writ in the plural
Number, 'if WE succeed,' and 'WE shall be happy,' -considering them all as one united Family.
This family of friendship has a sense of loyalty no biological or marital
ties can explain; when Mr Nichols refuses to accept David's claim on
Valentine's future earnings as security for a loan, David tells him, 'You
don't talk our Language, Sir.'121
The

deat~s

of both Valentine and Camilla finally return the

group to what Sarah Fielding clearly sees as its core, the single malefemale friendship with which it began. There is wonderfully controlled
pathos in the description of Cynthia's homecoming; she forces herself
to wait around the house for three days until the doctor judges that 'her
Brother' David (the phrase suggesting a religious community) will be
able to stand the shock of seeing her again. David asks her to bring up
his daughter, before dying under her care; the strength of their
friendship is proved by this passing on of responsibility for the next
generation. As usual, it is conversation that brings them relief:
'Cynthia said, the last Hour she spent with him, in seeing his Hopes

120David Simple (1969), 104 - 05, 252, 256, 313 .
. 121David Simple (1969), pp. 362, 368 - 69.
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and Resignation, was a Scene of real Pleasure')22 Their friendship,
which has generally been ignored by critics, is unique in the literature of
this period. 123 But it cannot be understood simply by examining the
two characters; its secure setting in a group committed to conversation
and intellectual heterosociality is crucial. Following alternative
fictional trajectories has carried Sarah Fielding past the usual marital
ending to a sort of community romance. David Simple may have had
an influence on later experiments with this form such as Samuel
Johnson's Rasselas (1759) and Sarah Scott's Millenium Hall (1762).
That Sarah Fielding knew she had developed an interesting
structure in which to tell stories and discuss ideas is suggested by her
use of a family of friendship in her critical work, Remarks on Clarissa
(1749). So far, the only attention this short treatise has received has

been for its influence on Richardson, who used it for revisions and
additions to further editions of Clarissa.1 24 But what is most
remarkable about it is not its in sights into Clarissa, but the presentation
of reader-respopse literary discussion in a fictional format. The
'remarks' come from a group of characters, who never quite agree;
Sarah's aim, as stated at the start, is to offer Richardson a cross-section
of opinions on his noveI.125 According to Ruth Perry, this is 'probably a
recognizable gathering of Sarah Fielding's acquaintance'; the 'Mr.
Johnson' who speaks about Roman history may be the Doctor
himself.126 Sarah is turning Richardson's readers into characters who
cannot help but identify with the characters in Clarissa and replay their
conflicts and arguments. Since they discuss the novel as each

122David Simple (1969), pp. 424 - 32. Compare Harriot Trentham in
Sarah Scott's Millenium Hall (pp. 200 - 01), who undertakes the entire
education of the daughter of her friend Alworth.
1230ne exception is Ann Parrish (p. 54), who notices that Sarah proves
that 'disinterested friendship is possible between the sexes'.
124Sabor, introduction to Remarks on Clarissa, iv, vi.
125Remarks on Clarissa, p. 3.
126Remarks on Clarissa, pp. 5 - 6; Perry, p. 8.
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instalment comes out, there is a strong sense of opinion as dynamic and
responsive rather than fixed. The effect is startlingly plural; though we
are clearly nudged towards agreeing with Miss Gibson, the most
passionate defender of the novel, who is also the most persuasive in
the discussions, it is significant that there is no one official view. Also,
because this is criticism rather than fiction, none of the usual generic
conventions apply, so we get to watch a mixed group of ages and
genders take part in sociable, intellectual discussions over a period of
months, without any need for the false closure of a marital match.
Fielding's method found favour with some authors later, for the
purposes both of criticism -- as in Clara Reeve's 1785 survey The

Progress of Romance -- and of fiction -- as in the anonymous
Constantia; or, A True Picture of Humble Life (1751).1 27 Constantia is
notable not for the short stories it brings together, but for its frame; a
group of men and women at Lady Constantia's house party, weary of
cards and raillery, manage to raise their opinions of female intellect,
banish bored~m, and learn to like each other better, simply by taking
turns to read aloud and discuss stories they have written. Literature is
presented as redemptive, a cure for social spleen; it is through
discussing fiction and poetry that these men and women learn how to
be friends.1 28 Books like this one which show mixed society in action
make a much stronger case for it than the many texts in the second half
of the eighteenth century which rave about it in the abstract.
Richardson never makes female self-expression in a mixed group
sound easy. He likes his heroines to have to struggle. Clarissa paints a
scornful picture of the argumentative conversation of the rakes in
Lovelace's circle, who keep glancing over at the female guests, 'as if to
127Clara Reeve, The Progress of Romance (New York: Garland, 1970);
Anon, Constantia; or, A True Picture of Humble Life, 2 vols (Dublin: J.
Smith and M. Williamson, 1751).
128Constantia, I, 1 - 16, 228, 245 - 46.
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observe whether we did not admire their learning, or their wit, when
they had said a smart thing'. However, under the better-read Belford's
protection she finds a way in:
by his means, the conversation took now and then a more
agreeable turn: and I [... ] made shift to join in it, at such
times; and received abundance of compliments from all
the company, on the observations I made.1 29
Posing as Lovelace's wife, as she is on this occasion, how can she be at
ease? Richardson's heroines often find themselves speaking up in
company which is hostile, or where they are worried about the role they
are playing. In Pamela, the heroine's sense of herself as socially low
and unworthy overshadows the many conversations in which she
attempts to justify herself to members of the gentry, whether they are
hostile or sweetly condescending. Even-in the courteous world of Sir

Charles Grandison, Harriet Byron often finds speech nerve-racking.
But by the end of his career, Richardson had clearly mellowed in
his views on male-female friendship, whether through his own
experience of its charm or through a sense that, in the works of such
"

writers as Sarah Fielding, it had gained a new status. He always
remained suspicious of the word platonic, quoting Mr B.'s
denunciation of 'Platonic Nonsense' from Pamela II in his Collection of

the Moral and Instructive Sentiments (1755), and asking in a footnote,
'N eed there be a stronger proof of the danger of this pretension, than
this; that it is hardly ever set on foot, but among young people?'130 But
he became much more open-minded about sincere friendship between
men and women, particularly in the supervised environment of a large
group. Sir Charles Grandison (1753 - 54) seems likely to have been
influenced by such 'family of friendship' novels as David Simple (1744)
and Constantia (1751).

A direct connection to Richardson's own social

129Clarissa, p. 544 (Letter 161).
130Collection of Sentiments, p. 48.
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circle is suggested by the fact that his house, Selby Lodge, sounds very
similar to Harriet's Selby House.13 1

Grandison combines several of the plots common in the early
eighteenth century (a gradual falling in love through friendship;
friendship between women and men made safe by taboos; a guardian
and ward; friendship as a post-romantic compromise), but what is most
distinctive is the atmosphere of busy heterosociality that connects all
these people. In theory, exposing men and women to each other in a
social setting could minimize the frisson of sexual difference. Harriet
Byron explains:
I hope I am in the less danger of falling in love with any
man, as I can be civil and courteous to all. When a stream
is sluiced off into several channels, there is the less fear
that it will overflow its b'anks. 132
But the book proves her wrong; the atmosphere in this gossipy
hothouse environment encourages emotions to multiply, and her
'stream' of emotion proves sufficient to overflow all the J.."e.ls of
friendship as well as the main course of her love for Grandison.
"

Our hero stands in a complex emotional landscape: until he can
be sure that Clementina's refusal of his hand in marriage is final, he
can take no action. What marriageable women feel for him tends to
slide uncontrollably between respect, sisterhood, romance, and worship.
As Charlotte puts it wryly, in reporting a debate on love versus
friendship, 'my brother is so unquestionably worthy, that Love and
Friendship may be one thing, in the bosom of a woman admiring him'
-- and she should know, given the almost incestuous quality of her own
devotion.1 33 At certain points the web of affections around Sir Charles

131Sy lvia Kasey Marks, Sir Charles Grandison: The Compleat Conduct
Book (London: Associated University Presses, 1986), p. 45.
132Grandison, Part I, 67 (Vol. I, Letter 15).
133Grandison, Part Il, 518 (Vol. V, Letter 13).
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seems so complex that one wonders how he will ever simplify it to the
point of closure: can this book ever end?
Grandison, unlike David Simple, is a domineering friend, but
this does not put women off. When Charlotte teases her brother by
asking how many of the 'leases' in his good opinion (licences for
friendship) he gives to ladies, his answer is very proper: 'Many,
Charlotte, of the friendly sort: But the kind you archly mean, are out of
the question at present. We were talking of esteem.' With a couple of .
older women, indeed, he does have such simple friendships based on
'esteem'. He is close to Clementina's mother the Marchioness, and can
safely befriend Mrs Beaumont because, as Harriet explains rather
brutally, 'nobody thinks that any-thing can be meant by that
correspondence on either side; because Mrs. Beaumont must be at least
forty; Sir Charles but six or seven and twenty' .1 34 But with any woman
unmarried and young enough to be considered attractive, his
friendship is likely to be highly ambiguous.
Having

(10

legitimate role in the Grandison household, Harriet

Byron spends much of the book in social limbo, grateful for the pseudofamilial relations she is offered at every turn.135 By describing Sir
Charles so often as brother to his sisters, she casts him as a sort of
universal brother, which makes it possible for her to accept his offer of
what she describes hesitantly as 'the farther intimacy, as a brother, and
friend, and so-forth -- '. This familial vocabulary smooths her entrance
into their social circle, but it also means that when she begins to fall in

134Grandison, Part I, 428 (Vol. Il, Letter 31a); Part Il, 332, 484 (Vol. IV,
Letter 14; Vol. V, Letter 4). Grandison's friendship with Mrs Beaumont
is one of the only examples, in fiction of this period, of a friendship
between a young man and an older woman.
135For useful analyses of the 'family of the heart' which supersedes the
traditional family in Grandison, see Mark Kinkead-Weekes, Samuel
Richardson: Dramatic Novelist (London: Methuen, 1973), p. 126, and
W. Austin Flanders, Structures of Experience: History, Society and
Personal Life in the Eighteenth-Century British Novel (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1984), p. 162.
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love with Sir Charles, she suffers a pseudo-incestuous discomfort at
having broken the rules. All that is suggested by 'so-forth' hangs
around their friendship from the start, and Harriet is well aware of her
emotion being in excess of the forms in which she tries to contain it:
'but what shall I do with my gratitude?', she asks helplessly. Her aunt
Mrs Selby tells her that her relatives can see right through this
traditional self-deception by which 'young women in a beginning love
[... ] will call the passion by another name'. Harriet rejects their
simplistic diagnosis, but does declare that 'I had rather converse but an
hour in a week with him, and with Miss Grandison, than be the wife of
any man I have ever seen or known'.136 This formulation echoes
Belford's declaration that he would prefer an hour of Clarissa's
conversation to a month of Lovelace's company. The phrase 'and with
Miss Grandison' is thrown in by Harriet for additional safety, but the
'wife' reference in the same sentence inevitably reveals her true desires.
First she struggles to name, or rather not to name, her feelings: 'I
am in a sort

ot wilderness. -- Pray, my Lucy, tell me -- But it cannot be

from Love'. This is traditional stuff, using old jokes, as in the following
exchange between Harriet and Emily: 'I do, my dear, greatly esteem your
guardian.' 'Esteem! Is that the word? Is that the Ladies [sic] word for
Love?'. In most eighteenth-century courtship novels, the man declares
his love long before the woman, and the story is over as soon as she
admits hers. But in the endless procrastination that is Sir Charles
Grandison, Harriet must try to find an acceptable social expression for
her premature feelings. Charlotte is amused by Harriet's convoluted
justifications of friendship, but sees their therapeutic value: 'if this
refinement will make her heart easier [... ] I think we ought to indulge
her in her delicate notions')37 In this novel, such 'delicate notions'
136Grandison, Part I, 194, 167, 212, 218 (Vol. I, Letters 37, 33, 40, 45).
137Grandison, Part I, 284; Part 11, 34, 518 (Vol. 11, Letter 5; VoL Ill, Letter 7;
Vol. V, Letter 13).
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seem to be a woman's only protection from shame, and even they do
not save her from mockery.
Harriet's aunt admires her delicacy, but her uncle accuses her of
affectation; the group of relatives who read the letters Lucy gets from
Harriet take a frankly voyeuristic pleasure in the spectacle of her moral
battle: 'We all see, and own, your struggle between virgin-modesty and
openness of heart'. They act like ruthless literary critics, sending back
quotes from her letters (such as 'I had rather converse but an hour in a
week with him', discussed above) with added commentary, reading
between her lines. But they like Harriet's focus on the delights of
conversation, because it shows that 'the mind, and not the person, is
the principal object of your love',138 Though they laugh at her attempt
to completely separate friendly 'esteem' from 'love', they seem to think
her feelings are a good beginning, since reasonable affection will be
easier than reckless passion to overcome, if her love is unrequited, or a
good foundation for marriage, if her luck is in.
Grandis~m,

unable to make any decision yet, is more than happy

to cling to pseudo-familial vocabulary, claiming to have 'three sisters'
now, including Harriet. She finds this repetition smacks of
'officiousness', because although in obvious ways it brings her closer to
him, it also keeps her at a distance from any prospect of marrying him.
She is never sure which of his comments to his sisters is also meant for
her; for example, when he asks them for more frankness (in a letter he
knows Harriet will read):
It is not in woman to be unreserved in some points; and

(to be impartial) perhaps they should not: Yet, surely, there
is now-and-then a man, a brother, to be met with, who
would be the more grateful for the confidence reposed in
him.

138Grandison, Part I, 302, 304 (Vol. 11, Letters 8, 9).
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Harriet is unnerved by the 'should not' reference to unfeminine
frankness: 'But is this not a piece of advice given to myself, to make me
more reserved than I am?' It is a typically Richardsonian double-edged
recommendation, complicated by the fact that Grandison may be using
his persona of 'a man, a brother' to gain more intimacy with Harriet
than he has any right to. The reader's suspicion that Grandison enjoys
all these ambiguous relationships is confirmed when he comments to
his sister, on the general topic of courtship, that he 'would not, by a too
early declaration, drive a Lady into reserves', since that would rob him
of her 'innocent freedoms', unconstrained 'complacency', and free
access to 'the plaits and folds of the female heart'.139 This is an unusual
admission that courtship may not be the best way to get to know a
woman; friendship, in that lull before anything is defined, turns out to
offer intellectual and emotional 'freedoms' that are missing from a
formal engagement. Richardson echoes Sarah Fielding's David Simple
here in pointing out -- as few writers on this theme did -- that
friendship,

liber~ting

its participants from traditional gender roles and

courtship etiquette, has as much to offer men as women. But there is a
certain pathos to Grandison's statement in the context of a novel that,
for all its sub-plots and stretching of the time frame, must lead to the
usual wedding bells.
In the fourth volume Grandison finally makes Harriet some sort
of proposition, via her relatives, moving her one rung up the ladder of
intimacy:
From the first, I called Miss Byron my sister; but she is
more to me than the dearest sister; and there is a more
tender friendship that I aspire to hold with her, whatever
may be the accidents, on either side, to bar a farther wish.

139Crandison, Part il, 18, 15 (Vol. Ill, Letters 4,3); Part I, 429 (Vol. Il,
Letter 31a).
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For all Richardson's insistence on his dislike of 'Platonic nonsense', he
has embroiled his protagonists in a classic platonic relationship,
suspended between friendship and engagement, with the option of
converting to either.

Harriet cannot help realizing that her position, as

one of Charles's circle of devoted ladies, is far from unique, and she
loathes feeling like one of a crowd. When Olivia 'declares, that she had
rather be the friend of Sir Charles Grandison, than the wife of the
greatest prince of earth', Harriet winces at the echo: 'Have not I said
something like it? But surely with innocence of heart.' She insists
rather defensively that it is she who has the most 'exalted notion' of
friendship, 'that noblest, that most delicate union of soulsl',14o The
semantic struggle continues.
What can the unusually tender friendship be called which
he professed for me, and, as I may say, claimed in return
from me? I know that he has no notion of the Love called
Platonic. Nor have I: I think it, in general, a dangerous
allowance; and, with regard to our sex, a very unequal one.
She can only make an exception to her distrust of all things 'Platonic'
because Charles is the exception to all rules. Others acknowledge this
too; the Countess of D. assures Harriet that if she marries the Countess's
son, she will still be allowed to maintain 'a friendship so pure' with
'such a man',141 No dishonour, perhaps, but plenty of embarrassment.
As long as Harriet and Grandison are both unmarried, nothing is
quite safe, despite the exceptional virtue on both sides. So Richardson
can indulge in the endless tiny emotional crises that are his trademark.
Because their 'tender friendship' has no official name, Harriet cannot
work out the rules. If the two of them correspond in his absence, for
instance, it may be considered improper, but if he does not ask her for a

140Grandison, Part Il, 301, 326 (VoL IV, Letters 7, 8). Margaret Doody
links Harriet's declarations to Richardson's readings in Madelaine
Scudery's CIelie and other texts by French women; see A Natural
Passion, pp. 196 - 97.
141Grandison, Part Il, 331, 385 (VoL IV, Letter 14, 25).
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correspondence, that may indicate a consciousness of its potential for
romantic intensity. Grandison is very aware of the peculiar intimacy,
and therefore danger, of letters; for instance, he scrupulously refuses
Olivia the correspondence she has asked for.
Heaven, he said, had, for laudable ends, implanted such a
regard in the Sexes towards each other, that both man and
woman who hoped to be innocent, could not be too
circumspect in relation to the friendships they were so
ready to contract with each other.142
But with Harriet he has never been particularly 'circumspect'. By
the sixth volume, he has edged a little nearer, and (audacious as his
creator) has begun to imply that the lady has all the linguistic control,
and that her wonderful reserve is the only problem; visiting Harriet's
grandmother Mrs Shirley, he refers to 'my friendship for the dear Miss
Byron (You and she must authorize me to call it by a still dearer name,
before I dare do it)'. In the seventh volume, he declares his love to
Harriet and apologizes for having had to conceal it under a veil which,
he must admit, looked like the 'insidious pretension' of 'Platonic
Love'.1 43 Richitrdson has come a long way from the brusque certainties
of Pamela.
But nothing is resolved yet. Far from being unique, Grandison's
relationship with Harriet turns out to be made up of the same range of
roles as he plays with other women. Clementina, trying to refuse
marriage without hurting his feelings, splits him into several personae:
Tell me, then, my brother, my friend, my faithful, my disinterested
friend, what I shall do, what method take, to be indifferent to you, in

another character?' With hindsight, she sees Charles as having taken
advantage in little ways, seizing her hand because a real brother would
have that right; 'He always addressed me as his sister, when he put on
the familiar friend, in the guise of a tutor'.

There is a hint here of the

142Grandison, Part 11, 370 (Vol. IV, Letter 21).
143Grandison, Part Ill, 16, 284 (Vol. VI, Letter 8; Vol. VII, Letter 7).
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strategic seduction of an Helolse by an Abelard. What horrifies Harriet,
reading this account later, is the realization that Grandison's methods
have not changed: 'How officiously he sisters her! [... ] He has been

used to this dialect, and to check the passions of us forward girls',144
Similarly, his ward Emily, the most forward of girls, has to come
to terms with the excess of her own feelings. Though Grandison is her
guardian, their relationship has nothing in common with the old man
/ young woman pattern discussed in the next chapter. In fact, it is
described in very similar ways to Grandison's ambivalent friendships
with other women. Grandison displays unease, not about his feelings
towards Emily, which are perfectly calm, but about how 'the world's
opinion' will read the behaviour of so young a guardian.
Who will scruple to believe; 'what a mother, tho' ever so
wicked, will report of her daughter under twenty, and her
guardian under thirty, if they live constantly together?
Her guardian, at the same time, carrying her heart in his
countenance, and loving the girl; though with as much
innocence as if she were his sister.145
This sounds as j f nearness of age is exactly equivalent to sexual
intimacy, whereas a wide gap in years stands for modest distance,
whatever the domestic arrangements. Despite the fact that Grandison is
full of women strenuously directing love at the hero rather than vice
versa, it is still he who is figured as the potential seducer, the head of
the relationship, the one who determines whether or not a friendship
will work.
As his ward, Emily is different from the other women in that she
has some justification for her initial affection, but Richardson's heavy
hints soon alert us to her buried passion. As Harriet watches Emily
hang on every word of her guardian'S, she thinks of Swift's Cadenus

and Vanessa (discussed in Chapter 1); such allusions show Richardson's
144Grandison, Part Il, 612, 152, 170, 157 (Vol. V, Letter 33; Vol. Ill, Letters
22,24)
145Grandison, Part Il, 8 - 9 (Vol. Ill, Letter 2).
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self-consciousness about taking part in the literary tradition of
heterosocial friendship. Unlike Swift's Vanessa in the poem, who is
forthright, Emily is from a more delicate generation and takes refuge in
a series of euphemisms. Sometimes these are so transparent that she
sounds unintentionally sarcastic, as when she exclaims to Harriet, 'Yes,
that is the proper word! I thank you for it! Filial reverence! Just the
th mg
' ..
"

Only after a rather tediously gradual descent into distress,

culminating after Grandison's wedding to Harriet, is Emily brought to
admit to the italicized noun 'love '. Just like Olivia and Clementina,
she must repress that love back into friendship, using the traditional
tools of distance and time. 146 Emily is the novel's Everywoman,
echoing each of the others, feeling all things for Sir Charles in turn.
Richardson seems to take a particular pleasure in the spectacle of good
women suppressing their passion, or more precisely, refining it into
something so exalted that it will pose no threat in the future.
The idea of friendship growing out of romantic love (rather than
vice versa) was popular in the fiction of sensibility, especially in novels
by Sarah Scott. In The History of Cornelia (1750), the heroine spends
three quarters of the book persuading her hapless suitor to offer her
friendship instead and transfer his love to her friend.1 47 In Millenium

Hall (1762), a woman refuses to marry the fiance she went to bed with
once, but out of this disaster grows a lifelong friendship.148 So fond
does Scott seem of this trial-by-transcendence that the patient hero of

Sir George Ellison (1766) has to prove his fineness by suppressing his
feelings for a woman into 'esteem', financially cushioning her marriage
to her fiance, waiting till she has had children and has been widowed a

146Grandison, Part I, 231; Part Ill, 304, 318 (Vol. Il, Letter Il; Vol. VII,
Letters 12, 15).
147The History of Cornelia (London: A. Millar, 1750), pp. 46 - 47, 50 - 55,
183 - 84 .

. 148Millenium Hall, pp. 169, 172.
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year, before proposing again and finally getting the girI.149 Nancy
Miller reads these stories as denials of sex, in which the men are
symbolically castrated, but they make more sense as fables of postromantic friendship, when read in context with other novelists of the
mid-eighteenth century who were excited by apparently new forms of
relationship between women and men.1 50
Friendship after romance is a crucial component of Sir Charles

Grandison; otherwise, what is to become of all the hero's women who
are not lucky enough to be his bride? No one is to be completely denied
access to the great man in this extended 'family of love'. The network is
far more complicated than the tight square in, say, Sarah Fielding's

David Simple, and so rather less convincing, but it has a certain
idealistic appeal. Fractured though the kinship structures of blood and
marriage in Grandison may be, it is on them that everything turns. In a
sort of hymn to marriage, Harriet quotes her grandfather's assertions
'that families are little communities; that there are but few solid
friendships out -9f them'. Richardson never goes so far as to let
friendship threaten to replace marriage as the linchpin of society. But
nor does Harriet's marriage to Charles wipe out all the other loves.
Clementina pays her a visit and reverts to sibling vocabulary as she begs
Harriet, 'let me be his Sister still, and let me be yours'. The convoluted
answer Harriet makes suggests that grammar can hardly sustain such a
multiplicity of affections:
My Sister, my Friend, the Sister of my best Friend, love
him as he honours you; and me for his sake, as I will you
for your own, as well as his, to the end of my life.

149Sir George Ellison, I, 244, Il, 132, 148, 153 - 56.
150Nancy Miller,The Heroine's Text: Readings in the French and
English Novel, 1722 - 1782 (New York: Columbia University Press,
. 1980), p. 126.
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New connections are piled on: Clementina will not marry the Count of
Belvedere, but will welcome affection offered 'as a Brother to his
Sister' .151
With the arrival of her brother Jeronymo, Clementina suggests
to Harriet that they 'cultivate on both sides a family-friendship to the
end of our lives'. (The prospect of all those future letters, at this point,
may rather horrify the reader.) Clementina describes how friendship
will 'cut an easy passage thro' rocks and mountains, and make England
and Italy one country'.152 But it is crucial to Richardson's plan that the
sea should come between these countries; he is realistic enough to keep
Clementina, Olivia and Emily far away from Charles, whose attractions
would otherwise no doubt continue to disrupt the closure the book has
barely achieved.
The distance Richardson travelled in his views on the viability of
male-female friendship is suggested by a comparison of two buildings.
The first, in Pamela II (1741) is metaphorical; after Mr B has confessed
his attempt at a platonic relationship with the Countess, Pamela teases
him by declaring how ready she is to form 'a friendship quadripartite'
with him, the lady in question, and the lady's sister, and to 'find cement
for the erecting of an edifice, that is to be devoted to Platonic love'.153
Platonic love is entirely demolished in Pamela II , and the only edifice
that remains standing is the institution of marriage. By contrast, when
the idea recurs in Sir Charles Gmndison (1753 - 54), the building
becomes real: Harriet and Charles build a 'little temple' in their
grounds, 'consecrated' to the glory of their 'triple friendship' with
Clementina. 154 The wording of these two passages is so similar that
Richardson seems to be answering himself, meeting his previous

151Grandison, Part I, 133, 25 (Vol. I, Letters 26, 6); Part Ill, 355, 392, 454
(Vol. VII, Letters 30, 40, 58).
152Gmndison, Part Ill, 392, 454 (Vol. VII, Letters 40, 58).
153Pamela II, p. 328.
154Gmndison, Part Ill, 455 (Vol. VII, Letter 58).
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cynicism with a new belief in the potential for civilized, interlocking
friendships between the sexes.

Sir Charles Grandison has been generally neglected by readers
and critics, mostly because it "is judged against, and in the very different
terms of, Clarissa. One of its overlooked strengths is its demonstration
of heterosociality in action. Instead of offering unqualified support to
the theory of friendship between the sexes, Richardson sets up a group
of male and female friends and demonstrates the complex interplay
between them. Tom Keymer has pointed out the 'ethical
indeterminacy' achieved in Grandison through its dialogism; as
Richardson put it himself in a letter to Hester Mulso, 'the whole piece
abounds, and was intended to abound, with situations that should give
occasion for debate'.1 55 A crucial point at which to study the
heterosocial phenomenon of 'debate' is in the argument over female
intellect in the first and sixth volumes of Grandison. While she is still
a newcomer to the group, Harriet is drawn into a ten-page argument
with Mr Walden about Ancients versus Moderns. She is careful to
---

explain her personal limits -- 'Who, I, a woman, know any thing of
Latin and Greek!' -- but maintains her view that a university does not
necessarily provide the best education. Her new friend Miss elements
speaks up for learned women such as Anne Dacier; various men and
women join in the discussion, expressing a range of views, not
polarized by gender.1 56
By contrast with Henry Fielding's Amelia (1752), in which Dr.
Harrison simply demolishes the pretensions of Mrs Bennet, these
connected scenes offer a very subtle exploration of the subject of women
and learning. But they are also frustrating to read, because Harriet's
inner confidence is not matched by her ease of speech in a semi-public

155Keymer, p. 73; Richardson, Selected Letters, p. 311 (21 August 1754).
156Grandison, Part I, 49 (Vo!. I, Letter 12).
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forum. In Sarah Fielding's David Simple, a heterosocial group setting
frees the women's voices; here matters are rather different. We know
Richardson's rule: as he told Sarah Wescomb, a truly modest woman
'in Company will not attempt to glare',157 In his Familiar Letters (1741),
an uncle admonishes a niece: 'I am no Enemy to a proper Presence of
Mind in Company; but would never have you appear bold, talkative or
assured.'158 His intelligent women are faced with the challenge of
enlightening their social circle while hiding their lights under bushels;
somehow they must possess presence of mind without any selfassurance. So exquisite a pleasure does Richardson seem to squeeze
from watching good women such as Harriet struggle with these
contradictory demands that the Grandisonian family of friendship
turns out to be a far from ideal space for a woman to speak up in.
What distresses Harriet is not Mr Walden's rudeness but the way
he compels her to keep talking. Twice she tells him 'I cannot argue',
but Sir Hargrave Polloxfen insists that she continue, and 'every one
made the same reguest'. This is quite different fit'nlthe discussion scenes
in David Simple, in which Cynthia hardly needs the encouragement
the others lavish on her. Harriet freezes when she realizes that 'every
one's eyes were upon me', begs 'that I may not be thus singled out', and
asks to be rather 'an [sic] hearer than a speaker', but when she pleads
with Mr Reeves as a university graduate and her relative to 'relieve
your cousin', he smiles and says nothing. This conversation has a
distinct rhythm; when Harriet is in full flow, Walden interrupts her,
but when she dries up, he harasses her with questions. The tempo is
staccato: 'But, what, Madam? Pray proceed, eagerly said Mr. Walden-But, what, Madam?'. After every few questions, Harriet makes a

determined resistance -- 'Pray spare me, Sir: I am willing to sit down

157Selected Letters, p. 67 (5 September 1746) .
. 158Familiar Letters, pp. 125 - 26 (Letter 90).
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quietly. I am unequal to this subject. I have done.' -- but the company
forces her on.1 59 It begins to seem almost as if Harriet is putting up
resistance every now and then as a way of proving her modesty and
checking that the company is still behind her.
For all her squirming, she never actually concedes a point to the
loathsome Walden; typically she declares how limited her knowledge
is, or explains that her 'lights are borrowed' from her male relatives,
then gives a sensible answer. She argues for Milton against the
ancients, and at one point makes the very Sarah Fielding remark, 'nor
do I take all learning to consist in the knowledge of languages', but,
again like Sarah Fielding, turns out to have extensive knowledge of the
classics; when Mr Walden accuses her of being a 'Parthian lady' because
she can fight while in retreat, she turns a g·raceful answer: 'Pray, Sir, let
the Parthian fly the field. I promise you that she will not return to the
charge. Escape, not vieton}, is all she contends for.' The Parthian is a
good image for Harriet, who is always on the point of withdrawal when
she makes her b~st shots: 'but I am going out of my depth -- Only
permit me to say one thing more'.1 60
Something that gives added force to her fractured lines is the
commentary of her listeners, reported in her letters to Lucy. For
instance, when Harriet comments that not every scholar is a man of
sense, one listener twists it into an attack on Walden: The Baronet was
wicked here, in pointing by a laugh, as particular satire, what I meant
but as general observation.' These recorded reactions add a level of wit
and aggression to her argument that Harriet could never acknowledge
as intentional. Several of her comments work on two levels, for
instance her response to Sir Hargrave's praise: 'It must be your too low
opinion of the qualifications of our sex, that can induce you to think

159Grandison, Part I, 50 - 54 (Vol. I, Letter 7).
160Grandison, Part I, 51, 53, 56 (Vol. I, Letters 12, 13).
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such obvious remarks as I have been drawn in to make, at all
considerable. '161 At first sight this looks like self-denigration, but it can
be read as a condemnation of his contempt for women in general and
his patronizing praise of Harriet in particular.
The argument ends with a low blow.from Walden: 'Well,
Madam, ladies must be treated as ladies.' After a battle in which the
conventions of gender etiquette have done nothing to protect her, she
must hear her attacker claim that he was wearing kid gloves. The scene
finds an uncomfortable closure when Mr Reeves makes peace by
reading aloud Bishop Burnet's qualified praise for the study of Latin,
supplemented with Locke's support of female learning. 'Nor let any .
man have so narrow a mind as to be apprehensive for his own
prerogative, from a learned woman', Mr -Reeves concludes
cheerfully.1 62 Yet the recent argument has shown that even Harriet,
who claims not to be learned because she is well educated only in
English, is enough of a challenge to male prerogative to cause a stir.
Once more,

lib~ral

theories do not work out smoothly in practice.

Harriet half-complains, half-boasts that 'the company seemed
pleased to see me so likely to be drawn in', and afterwards Mr Reeves
explains that he did not stop Walden, because he wanted to hear
Harriet's views being 'drawn out'. She tells him, with a tone of
reproach, that 'he should not have served me so [... ] especially among
strangers, and men'. All this drawing in and out makes her feel
exposed, like Clarissa in her nightdress; it seems that she cannot take
part in an argument without feeling publicly dishonoured. Her fears are
confirmed when, in congratulating her, the mannish Miss Barnevelt
gives her a kiss and Sir Hargrave tries to follow.1 63 In a comic way,
Richardson is testing Harriet's social virtues, her balance of courage and

161Grandison, Part I, 54, 57 (Vol. I, Letters 12, 13).
162Grandison, Part I, 55, 58 - 59 (Vol. I, Letter 13).
163Grandison, Part I, 49, 51, 57 (Vol. I, Letters 12, 13).
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modesty, just as he tested Clarissa's inner virtue and Pamela's technical
virtue in the previous novels. Perhaps such an awkward, stop-andstart argument in a group context is Richardson's ideal model of
feminine intellectual self-expression; the best woman gives in and
reveals her charms, verbally speaking, only when she is forced.
Harriet's conduct in this argument was not carefully balanced
enough to please all her readers, however. In her journal Catherine
Talbot described a group reading from Grandison. The gentlemen
have no patience with Harriet's vanity, and talkativeness.' That the
women in Richardson's circle took these critical debates on his novels
all too personally is suggested by Talbot's response. She agrees with the
men that 'a long sentence never sounds well out of woman's mouth',
and after supper retires to her room, worried that she took too bold a
part in the discussion of Grandison: 'What can one do [... ] to keep just
the right medium and make a tolerable part of any company one
respects without saying a word too much?'.164
The

impor~ance

of the Harriet-Walden argument is indicated by

its reprise five volumes later on in Grandison. · Charlotte rather
flippantly begins a discussion of male domination of women; her
brother undercuts her by reminding her that England is the only
country where women are independent enough even to take part in
such a discussion. Mrs Shirley, 'as moderatrix', has the last word, in an
essay contributed (freely, this time, unlike the borrowed poem in

Clarissa) by Elizabeth Carter.165 Mrs Shirley gives women a few words
of caution, telling them that they are 'very rarely qualified' to take part
in 'learned disputes'; to men, she insists that women's inferiority is a
matter of education rather than nature. The most interesting part of
her speech concerns the gendering of language:
164Quoted in Brophy, pp. 30 - 31.
165For the attribution, see introduction to Correspondence, I, pp. cxxix cxl.
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But in common intercourse and conversation, why are we
to be perpetually considering the Sex of the person we are
talking to? Why must women always be addressed in an
appropriated* language; and not treated on the common
footing of reasonable creatures? And why must they, from
a false notion of modesty, be afraid of shewing themselves
to be such, and affect a childish ignorance?166
Carter's advice is rather at odds with Richardson's love of feminine
modesty; it hint at the 'childish' aspect of Harriet's hesitant style of
argument. But probably the reason why he included this essay is its
advocacy of substantial conversation, the common ground between
him and his women friends. 'Men, in common conversation, have
laid it down for a rule of good breeding, not to talk before women of
things they don't understand; by which means, an opportunity of
improvement is lost', according to Mrs Shirley. This etiquette, she
complains, renders mixed-sex converation shallow and repetitive. If
men felt free to talk about anything in front of women, then not only
would the women be educated, but the men 'would be better
entertained, than with talking of the weather, and such kind of
insipidities'.167--- This strong speech, in the mouth of an authoritative
grandmother, is delivered in five unbroken paragraphs; unlike Harriet,
Mrs Shirley is not in the marriage market and therefore does not have
to prove her modesty through hesitation and reticence.
A few pages later, Sir Charles takes up Mrs Shirley's points and
agrees with some of them, but qualifies others, arguing that though
women and men are not different species, there is 'a very apparent
difference in the minds of both'. Harriet, 'sweetly blushing', brings up

Appropriated: 'specially suited' (OED).
166Grandison, Part Ill, 243 (Vol. VI, Letter 55). This contrasts with the
common view that you should 'consider the Sex, Age and Quality of all
you converse with'; see Abbe D'Ancourt, p. 8. But it finds an echo in
Hannah More's complaint about sex being 'always taken into account';
see her Strictures on the Modern System of Female Education, 2 vols
(New York: Garland, 1974),11, 12 - 13.
167Grandison, Part Ill, 244 (Vol. VI, Letter 55).
*
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the matter of her first argument with Mr Walden, worried that her
husband might judge that she had been 'more lively than she ought to
be' on that occasion.

He reassures her that reading those letters made

him fall in love with her, since he found her vivacity completely
'inoffensive'.

He proposes going on' with the argument -- 'if my

dearest Life will oblige us both by the communication, and chooses to
do so' -- which sounds like a wonderfully civil invitation to speech, but
Harriet does not in fact get a word in edgeways for the rest of the
conversation. Charlotte, narrating this discussion to Lady L., finishes by
saying that 'Harriet, could she have found time (But, by mutual
consent, they are hardly ever asunder) would have given you a better
account' .1 68 It seems probable that Harriet's public argument with Mr
Walden will be her last; as long as her all-knowing husband is by her
side, she will never lead a conversation again. Only the character of
Mrs. Shirley offers the hope that, in great age and widowhood, it may be
possible to grow out of womanhood into personhood again.
Just as

Ri~hardson

liked to quote his fictional characters in his

letters, so the debates in the letters spill over into the novels. Prodded
by his sister Charlotte to confess his secret opinion that women cannot
equal men, Charles is cautious: 'There are exceptions to general rules,
proceeded he. Mrs. Shirley surpasses all the men I ever knew, in
wisdom.' Three years before this novel was published, Richardson had
sent Frances Grainger a list of thirty-six intelligent women; now the list
has evidently shrunk to one. For all the others there is only
Grandison's consolation that, once free of the gendered body, 'women
will certainly be on a foot with men, as to intellectuals, in Heaven'. A
single example like Mrs Shirley functions not as a role model but as a
sort of vanishing point on the horizon of female ambition; how can
any modest women claim to be such an exception? 'Will you,

168Grandison, Part Ill, 248 - 51 (Vo!. VI, Letter 55).
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Charlotte, compliment yourself with being one?', Charles asks his sister
mockingly, knowing that even her healthy ego cannot take her so far.
He hammers the point home to the assembled company: 'But Ladies,
you see how the matter stands. -- You are all silent.'169
This silence, this paralysis under the law of modesty, was a
feature of the life of Richardson's second daughter, Patty or Martha
Richardson, later Bridgen (1737 - 1785). Patty has received only passing
mention by her father's biographers as his amanuensis and protector of
his posthumous reputation.1 70 But several pieces of evidence interlock
to show that she was a writer who never published, primarily because
of the attitude to women writers she absorbed from her father.
Acquaintances sometimes commented on the tension and
reserve between Richardson and his daughters, and in several
surviving letters he worries about their shyness in approaching him.171
Martha, the second and most obviously gifted daughter, seems to have
irritated him on several occasions. l72 In 1753 he asked Sarah Chapone
to refrain from Pt aising Patty in her hearing, because it would swell her
head, and asked for advice on whether she should be encouraged in
music or drawing, being afraid that the 'Universality of her Taste'
meant she would become 'eminent' in nothing. 173 Similarly, in a letter
to Mrs Watts he mentioned that Martha showed skill in 'Drawing,
Music, Needle-Works, Writing Letters'.174 Notice that only the last
skill is qualified by being restricted to one kind of output; Richardson
seems to be going out of his way to avoid acknowledging that Martha

169Grandison, Part Ill, 247, 50 (Vol. VI, Letter 55).
170Eaves and Kimpel (Samuel Richardson, p. 482) mention her as 'the

talented daughter', but ignore the evidence about her writing.
171 Eaves and Kimpel, Samuel Richardson, pp. 473 - 75.
172Por instance, see Carter and Richardson, pp. 535,538 (12 June 1753).
173Richardson, letter to Sarah Chapone, V&A, Richardson MSS, Vol. 13,
Sec. I, fols 98 - 99 (29 December 1753).
174Unpublished letter, August (?) 1754, quoted in Eaves and Kimpel,
Samuel Richardson, p. 482.
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has any literary talent. Yet five years before, Jane Collier had written to
thank him for lending her a work of fiction by his pubertal daughter:
'Your dear little Patty's story (for dear I must call her) is extremely
pretty, and I should send it to you, but I want to read it to my sister.'175
In fact, several of Richardson's friends seem to have known about his

daughter's literary skills. In 1756 Frances Sheridan asked Richardson
tentatively if 'Miss Patty' (nineteen now) could take time off serving her
father to help Sheridan revise and 'file' down her romance, Eugenia

and Adelaide; but we do not know if this happened before the romance
was published posthumously in 1791.176
Despite the long hours of copying out her father's letters and
revisions -- Richardson described her as 'my only amanuensis' -- before
the age of twenty-one Martha seems to have produced at least one piece
of work that impressed such acquaintances as Bernhard Hohorst. 177
Hohorst told Meta Klopstock that 'she writes like her father'. In a letter
of 1757 Mrs Klopstock passes this remark on to Richardson, with an
additional (anct ambiguous) word of advice.
Tell her in my name, dear Sir, if this be true, that it is an
affair of conscience, not to let print her writings. Though I
am otherwise of that sentiment, that a woman, who writes
not thus, or as Mrs. Rowe, should never let print her
works.

175Correspondence, Il, 64 (4 October 1748). This remark has been widely
interpreted as refering to Ursula (Patty) Fielding (1709 - 50); see
introduction to Correspondence, I, p. cxcv. Because Ursula mentions in
a letter of 25 October 1748 that she is busy 'scribbling' (i.e. writing the
letter), J. P. de Castro (p. 167) assumes that she was a novelist, and that
Jane Collier's letter to Richardson refers to her; so d"p J~attestin and
Battestin, p. 446. Quite apart from other eviden~~t5o~:ff'P~tty
Richardson's writing, it seems more likely that 'your dear little Patty'
would refer to Richardson's thirteen-year-old daughter than to his
thirty-nine-year-old acquaintance.
176Correspondence, IV, 144 (5 February 1756). Eaves and Kimpel
(Samuel Richardson, p. 454) think that Frances Sheridan was 'probably
gently hinting that he himself might take the trouble to make some
corrections', but I find Sheridan's request for help from Patty quite
convincing.
177Correspondence, V, 145 (21 September 1761).
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Once again the rule of exceptions paralyses the woman writer; she is
only allowed to publish if she can claim to write as well and as
virtuously as the best of each sex -- Samuel Richardson or the pious
Elizabeth Singer Rowe -- but to claim for herself that 'this be true'
would prove her immodest, and therefore unworthy of such praise.
Faced with this Catch-22, of course, Martha backed off. Richardson
passed Meta Klopstock's letter straight on to his daughter, adding no
encouragement of his own, and got the modest answer he must have
expected of his daughter. He quoted her reply in his next letter to Mrs
Klopstock:
Thank her, dear Sir, in my name, for her opinion, so
kindly given in relation to our sex's being ready to make
an appearance in print. I am doubly secured from such
presumption, by the consciousness of my own want of
talents, and by being entirely in this lady'S way of thinking
in this particular'.1 78
'
The tone of her father's letter is most approving, and the matter is
closed. We have no further record of any writings by Martha
Richardson,

exc~pt

that she revised and corrected her friend Clara

Reeve's successful Gothic novel, The Old English Baron, for its second
edition in 1778.1 79
I don't wish to inflate Martha's unprinted book into some lost
classic; it is probably fair to say that if Richardson had recognized major
talent in it, he would have offered encouragement, as he did to some of
the best women writers of the century. But the story of Patty's silence,
recorded only in glancing references in letters about other things, makes
sobering reading. She is a vivid example of how her father's view on
female modesty, for all his proto-feminism in other areas, could stifle
those who lived within his orbit. Richardson prized his position as the
scribe of feminine virtue; the kind of women he valued most highly

178Correspondence, Ill, 140 - 41, 143 - 44 (29 November to 22 December
1757).
179See Todd, Dictionary, p. 266.
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could write as well as Clarissa, but, like her, would never dream of
publishing a novel.
Luckily for literature, many of the women writers he knew did
not spend too much time worrying about what Clarissa would have
done in their shoes. They played the necessary games, swallowed their
pride, asked for help, sometimes tactfully refused what help was
offered, and got on with writing their own novels, which in some cases
went well beyond Richardson in their radical exploration of what
possible between men and women. But the woman writer who
handled her male peers best, and got most out of the bargain, was
Charlotte Lennox, and it is to her, and to her literary explorations of the
mentor-protegee bond, that the next chapter is devoted.

9
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Chapter Four

'Our Charlotte': Lennox and her Mentors

Some however, though few, may perhaps be found, in whom emulation has
not been able to overpower generosity, who are distinguished from lower
beings by nobler motives than the love of fame, and can preserve the sacred
flame of friendship from the gusts of pride, and the rubbish of interest.
Samuel Johnson
The Rambler (1750)

Johnson made this comment in the course of an essay on friendship which
emphasizes the near-impossibility of 'warm and constant friendship'
between writers, 'men whom their studies have made competitors';
however, it leaves a little room for the exceptions who do manage to
'preserve the sacred flame') Literary friendship is characterized here not as
an automatic or blandly pleasant practice, but as a heroic triumph over the
forces that drive writers apart. Johnson's long friendship with Charlotte
Lennox, though it featured plenty of 'gusts of pride' and 'rubbish of
interest', lasted several decades. But Lenriox, despite being seen by most
critics through the Johnsonian lens, was no mere acolyte.
Though she was at the fringes of the Richardsonian social circle
explored in the last chapter, Lennox represents an exception to most of its
rules. She published prolifically, in a variety of genres (poetry, literary
criticism, pastoral drama, translations, comedy, as well as the fiction for
which she is known); she was never loath to display her ambition. In her
correspondence with literary men, it was her work that was in the spotlight,
her needs that set the pace, and none of the prevailing codes of feminine
modesty held her back from demanding support from anyone she thought
could be of use to her; she combined Anna Meades's cheek with Sarah

IThe Rambler, 64 (27 October 1750), Ill, 339 - 44 (pp. 343 - 44).
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Fielding's serious ambition. Strategically and, on the whole, successfully,
Lennox maintained a complex web of 'p rofessional friendship, in which
some of the most famous writers of the mid-eighteenth century acted as her
unpaid researchers, contributors, editors, agents and publicists. Her literary
life is reflected in an idealized form in her fiction. It is unfortunate that the
fame of The Female Quixote, the only one of her books that is widely
studied today, has obscured her other novels, which tend to dwell to a
greater extent on the mentor-protegee bond as the most mutually beneficial
of affective relationships.
In a letter of 1751, Johnson reported to Richardson that Lord Orrery
had a very favourable opinion of 'our Charlotte's Book' (The Female

Quixote).2 It is a warm phrase, the hint of proprietorial feeling being offset
by the fact that it refers to three men who mnst share her between them.
Others writer friends who could have used a possessive pronoun about
Lennox included Henry Fielding, David Garrick, Oliver Goldsmith, John
Hawksworth, James Boswell, George Colman the Elder, Giuseppe Baretti,
Gregory Sharpe, 'Yilliam Musgrave, Walter Harte, and William Robertson.
But in what senses was 'our Charlotte' theirs, or they hers? The friendship
between a male mentor and female protegee is a fascinating special case of
friendship. In fiction, it has a traditional pattern; the status of age,
authority, wisdom and guardianship is ascribed to the man, but his role is
always secondary. The woman is seen as lacking in all these attributes, but
gifted with innocence and charm, qualities worthy of his protection. It is
she who claims the limelight, and it is her story that is to be told. What
freedoms were offered by such a relationship, in the more mundane world
of eighteenth-century literary culture, and what were its costs, to both
parties?

2The Letters of Samuel Johnson, ed. by Bruce Redford, 3 vols (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1992), I, 56 (10 December 1751),
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Charlotte Lennox's reputation has been haunted by the idea that any
woman with so many friends among the male sex and (it seems) so few
among her own, must have simply been a flirt; in 1892 Austin Dobson
sneered at her 'exceptional powers of attraction, either mental or physical'.3
Late twentieth-century critics have taken Lennox more seriously, and
Duncan Isles has produced meticulous accounts of her professional dealings
with literary men, particularly Johnson. However, even Isles shows a
strong bias towards the Doctor, focusing on his benevolence and his
tolerance of what Isles calls Lennox's 'unpleasant characteristics',
'shortcomings', 'temperamental failings' and 'deficiencies'.4 But Lennox's
friendships with male writers were complex two-way exchanges; though
she was undoubtedly moody, she was no charity case.
In November 1747, a month after her marriage to Alexander Lennox,
Charlotte Ramsay made her debut with Poems on Several Occasions, signed
.with her maiden name. This slight collection is a good place to look at how
a female beginner could join the literary community. The sexual politics of
Lennox's pastoral poetry are fairly conventional; in 'A Song', for example, a
man and a woman attempt 'friendship' only as a sublimation of his
unrequited love for her.5 Much more interesting isa poem about becoming
a writer, in which Lennox dramatizes the earning of approval from men as
the winning of inspiration from the god Apollo. This had been played out
before in a poem Jonathan Swift wrote to Anne Finch around 1711, 'Apollo
Outwitted'. Teasingly, Swift congratulates Finch for holding Apollo at bay
and making him grant her the services of the muses without rewarding
3Eighteenth-Century Vignettes (London: Chatto & Windus, 1892), pp. 55 - 67
(p.60).
4'Johnson and Charlotte Lennox', New Rambler, 19 (1967), 34 - 48 (pp. 34,
40); Isles, The Lennox Collection', Harvard Library Bulletin, 18:4 (1970), 317
- 44; 19:1 (1971),36 - 60; 19:2 (1971), 165 - 86; 19:4 (1971), 416 - 35; Isles,
'Johnson, Richardson, and The Female Quixote', appendix to Charlotte
Lennox, The Female Quixote (Oxford: Oxford University-Press, 1989), ed. by
Margaret Dalziel, pp. 419 - 28.
5Charlotte Lennox (then Ramsay), Poems on Several Occasions (London: S.
Paterson, 1747), p. 54.
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him with sexual submission, but points out that as a punishment the god
has cursed her with excessive modesty.6 Lennox, never suffering from that
particular curse, is interested in other aspects of the story. In her version,
'To Aurelia, on her attempting to write Verses', written in a chaster decade,
there are no sexual favours to be granted; the only complicating factor is the
unavoidable competition with other women writers. She stages this
personal drama at one remove, in an address to a sister poet, Aurelia, who,
distressed by her longing for fame, asks Apollo for the sacred fire. But
everything Aurelia gains has been taken from the god's previous favourite,
Daphne.

Daphne, his once-Iov'd charming Care,
Appear'd to him not half so fair [... ]
But from the slighted Tree he tears
It's [sic] Leaves, to deck Aurelia's·,Hairs?
This clever conceit links the laurel tree into which Daphne was
transformed with the laurels given to a successful poet, but it also strongly
suggests that to win approval from men, women must engage in the
traditional sexual battle which leaves the loser denuded and humiliated.
By contrast with Swift's poem about Anne Finch, here Apollo himself
poses no threat to the writer; a mistress can be turned into a tree, but a
poetess gets off scot free. The divine giver of fame is flirtatious and
whimsical, but benign.
In a poem published many years later, Lennox offers a reassuring
coda; Apollo calms jealousies between women poets by explaining that they
can promote each other rather than acting as rivals. 8 But the first poem is a
very suggestive document of the climate in which Lennox's career began.
In the 1740s, before the Bluestockings fostered a sense of sororal solidarity
among literary women, it must have seemed to Lennox -- a young outsider
from New York, of obscure origins -- as if the only way to win a place in a

6Complete Poems, pp. 100 - 02.
7Poems on Several Occasions, pp. 28, 30.
8The Lady's Museum, I, 46.
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community dominated by male literary heavyweights was to win their
attention away from other women.
And indeed men did rush to praise this lively newcomer; in the
interval of a few decades between Anne Finch's career and Charlotte
Lennox's, they seem to have got used to the idea of female colleagues. Not
that Lennox was accepted as one of the boys, exactly, at least not at first; her
literary image was heavily feminized, invoking a curious combination of
sex and respectability. The Gentleman's Magazine, run by Johnson's friend
Edward Cave, began to promote Lennox quite heavily from June 1749,
when it included a flattering poem about her. The male speaker mixes the
vocabularies of friendship and flirtation. He protests that the poet's
intelligence is what matters, not her beauty, but by conflating her physical
beauty and the beauty of her writing, he make's her a dazzling object more
than a speaking subject.
Mild in thy train, the Virtues all attend,
Refine the poet, and exalt the friend:
But did not charms adorn that form of thine,
And in thy eye no peerless lustre shine,
Thy wit, the tender passion would impart,
Steal on the soul, and captivate the heart.
Still love attends on those who thus excel,
And yields the tribute due to writing well.
The poem finishes by casting her as a sort of seductive governess: 'At once
you ravish and instruct mankind'.9 It is an uneasy tribute, because nothing
is said about any friendship between this poet and Lennox that would
justify such familiarity; she is cast as the ravisher of every stray reader. A
similar poem published the following November praises her as both
'painter and inspirer', recorder of love and object of it.IO There is no
indication that these two poems are by the same person, but they treat her
9Anon, 'To Mrs Charlotte Lennox, upon Seeing her Poems, and Proposals
_
for Printing Them', Gentleman's Magazine, 19 (1749), 278.
IOE.N. (pseud.), 'To Mrs Charlotte Lennox. On reading her Poems, Printing
by Subscription, in One Vol. 8vo, Price Ss,' Gentleman's Magazine, 20
(1750), 518 - 19. Lennox's work is also mentioned in December 1750 and
January 1751.
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in a very similar way. So does an undated poem that Lennox preserved in
her files, which asks
Dear Poet pray tell us, if any cure lyes [sic]
In her fine moral lays, for wounds made by her eyes.
Underneath her copy of this poem Lennox added a quip about her face,
pocked by smallpox, being a cure for any such wounds. ll This suggests that
she took her public image with a large grain of salt. But the fact remains
that Lennox's persona as a young writer was romanticized and sexualized
in a way that would have been strange (and probably abhorrent) to such
contemporaries as Sarah Fielding, Frances Sheridan, Sarah Scott or Frances
Brooke.
Though nothing scandalous was said about Lennox's personal life -she married in 1747, before her career

bega~ ,--

her unreserved immersion

in the grubby business of literature did rather cut her off from her female
contemporaries. She was a London-based, full-time, wholly professional
writer who would turn her hand to anything; in place of the traditional
decorous image of the lady novelist, she took on the workable persona of
the dashing young hack.
The image of the apprentice woman writer as a literary flirt is one
that Lennox carefully cultivated in her first novel, The Life of Harriot

Stuart (1751). The heroine of this lively but dishevelled fiction is
intellectually and sexually precocious. No sooner is she into her teens than
she is making a conquest of every man she meets, as much through words
as looks. On board ship, for example, her older friend Mrs Villars has only
to show Harriot's 'little poetical pieces' to Dumont to make him transfer to
Harriot the interest he had previously felt for her older sister. In this, the
first of the book's endless series of unfulfilled flirtations, a man and a
woman get to know each other through literature. Harriot and Dumont
read Otway's The Orphan (1680) aloud to the company, then correspond in
\

IlSee Isles, The Lennox Collection', p. 430.
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improvised verse. Her modesty means that she cannot volunteer to show
her poems, but they always happen to be discovered; Dumont snatches one,
the Captain finds another on the floor, and friends pass them round
without permission. Harriot follows the letter of the Richardsonian law of
modesty, but ignores its spirit. Without lifting a finger, she getsher texts
into circulation; they soon make her the object of further poetic
correspondence and even duels over her literary reputation, all of which
gives her obvious satisfaction.

Writing provides Harriot with a way of

dividing her attention between several men, a sort of promiscuity on paper
that does not risk sexual dishonour. This textual romance includes, not
just Dumont and the Captain, but a colonel who writes a poem in response
to hers, and a clergyman who rewards her with a copy of Dryden's
translation of Virgil.12 What her poems buy Harriot is attention from men,
which seems, in the novel's world of female malice, betrayal and lunacy, a
pearl beyond price.
At some point after the publication of her Poems (1747), Lennox
made friends with Samuel Johnson; she could have been introduced to
him by her publisher, Samuel Paterson, or her husband's employer, the
printer William Strahan.1 3 A slightly bizarre anecdote in a profile of
Lennox published in a women's magazine in 1813 offers the only surviving
account of their meeting.
She was introduced to Dr. Johnson as a young lady of
considerable genius; but nothing could exceed the
astonishment of Mrs. Lennox at the odd manner in which she
was received. The doctor took her on his knee, as if a mere
child; after which he carried her in his arms, to show her his
library; and as if resolved to be uniform in his conduct, sent
his steward to a pastry-cook, to purchase some cakes for the
young lady. Mrs. Lennox found herself greatly embarrassed,

12Harriot Stuart, I, 12 - 16, 189 - 90, 139, 233.
13See DNB, 'Charlotte Lennox'; AlIen T. Hazen, Samuel Johnson's Prefaces
and Dedications (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1937), note 3 p. 90;
Jerry Beasley, 'Charlotte Lennox', Dictionary of Literary Biography, XXXIX,
306 - 12 (p. 307).
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but a respect for his character stifled even the idea of
resentment.1 4
What the telling of this anecdote suggests is that, even after the deaths of
both writers, readers were curious about the well-known friendship
between Johnson and Lennox, and rather titillated by the contrasts between
them. If the story does have a basis in fact, it presents a rather extraordinary
scene.

Since neither Lennox's birth year nor the date she met Johnson is

known for sure, it is not clear how old she was on this occasion, but she
could not have been younger than about seventeen. Evidently Johnson
treated her like a 'mere child', which could have been a simple mistake if
she looked very young at the time, but what is really interesting is that she
went along with the game, out of 'respect for his character'. This suggests a
great willingness in Charlotte Lennox to play along with and humour the
literary giant, no matter what embarrassment it might cause her.
But awed 'respect' was not to be the keynote of Lennox's friendship
with Johnson. The first few pieces of reliable evidence of their relationship
all concern his attempt to help her in various promotional schemes. The
famous incident in their friendship is the party he arranged on the
publication of Harriot Stuart. 15 This was an important moment, because
Johnson was declaring, in the most public and grandiose manner, his
friendship and support for an almost unknown poet. According to John
Hawkins, Johnson rounded up the members of his Club, along with
Lennox, her husband, and a female friend of hers, for 'the celebrating the
birth of Mrs. Lenox's [sic] first literary child, as he called her book, by a
whole night spent in festivity'. As literary man-midwife, Johnson seems to
have entered into the spirit of the thing with great enthusiasm. The

14Anon, Lady's Monthly Musuem, n.s., 14 (1813), p. 301, quoted in Miriam
Rossiter Small, Charlotte Ramsay Lennox: An Eighteenth-Century Lady of
Letters (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1935), pp. 11 - 12.
15For an ambiguity in the dating of this party and of the publication of
Harriot Stuart, see Small, note 18 p. 10.
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highlight of this symbolic christening feast for twenty at the Devil Tavern
was an apple pie, which Hawkins describes with audible cynicism:
and this he would have stuck with bay-leaves, because,
forsooth, Mrs. Lenox was an authoress, and had written verses;
and further, he had prepared for her a crown of laurel, with
which, but not till he had invoked the muses by some
ceremonies of his own invention, he encircled her brows. 16
Johnson, familiar with Lennox's poems, is here explicitly casting himself as
Apollo. It is significant that he awards her not just the usual laurel wreath
but a pie, a symbol of female domestic success. (A much-quoted remark of
his praised Elizabeth Carter who 'could make a pudding, as well as translate
Epictetus'.)17
It is likely that only the existence (and presence at this party) of

Lennox's husband kept the friendship safe from slander. In an interesting
.'

parallel with Lennox, the historian Catherine Macaulay, a widow in her late
forties, was adopted by the aged rector Dr Thomas Wilson; having made his
house and library over to her, in 1777 he gave a birthday party for this
'female Thucydides' and erected a statue to her in his church. Despite his
profession and her age, this friendship was the butt of merciless gossip,
especially when she ran off to marry William Graham, many years her
junior, and Dr Wilson cut her out of his life.1 8 So male intellectual
reverence for women could be considered both silly and scandalous. The
fact that Lennox and Johnson were both married must have helped to
protect them from such innuendo, despite the fact that they were in such
close contact; in a letter to Lennox, the poet Mary Jones asked after the
'Rambler' who boasts of being 'often at yr Elbow'.19

16Sir John Hawkins, The Life of Samuel Johnson (London: J. Buckland and
others, 1787), pp. 285 - 87.
17Sir John Hawkins, ed. The Works of Samuel Johnson. Together with his
Life, 15 vols (London: [n.pub.], 1787 - 89), XI (1787), 205.
18Lucy Martin Donnelly, The Celebrated Mrs Macaulay', William and Mary
Quarterly, 3rd series, 6:2 (1949), 173 - 207 (pp. 184 - 88). For similar rumours
about Elizabeth Carter and Bishop Seeker, see Pennington, Memoirs, p. 68.
19Isles, The Lennox Collection', pp. 41 - 43 (Letter 13, 16 December 1754).
.

.
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The party anecdote gives us a hint of how these literary friends
enjoyed each other's company; friendship was about play and performance
~,s;

as wellAprofessional cooperation. Many Johnsonians have failed to see
what the Doctor saw in Charlotte Lennox; Duncan Isles admits unwillingly
that 'he obviously must have found some pleasure in her company', but
generally makes Johnson sound like a saint bestowing his benevolent
friendship on a virago. 20 However, it seems clear from their
correspondence over three decades that they enjoyed an affectionate and
often entertaining relationship. Typically their letters combine the personal
and the professional, but it was above all as a writer that Lennox earned
Johnson's friendship. Unlike his friend Richardson, he never professed to
support female self-expression in general, and often disapproved of women
performing in public. 21 A satirical essay of Johnson's in The Adventurer
(1753) complains of too many unqualified people (smiths, ploughmen, idle

peers, and female 'Amazons of the pen') attempting authorship.22 In the
course of an after-dinner speech he made in 1778, he sneered at French
mixed-sex gathertngs because 'the men are not higher than the women,
they know no more than the women do'.23

However, he delighted in the

conversation and company of particular intellectual Englishwomen. Like
Richardson, he seems to have kept an ongoing list of women worthy of his
friendship. In 1784 he told Boswell
I dined yesterday at Mrs. Garrick's, with Mrs. Carter, Miss
Hannah More, and Mrs. Fanny Burney. Three such women
are not to be found: I know not where I could find a fourth,
except Mrs. Lennox, who is superiour [sic] to them all. 24

20Isles, 'Johnson and Charlotte Lennox', p. 40.
21Turner, p. 106.
22'The Age of Authors,' The Adventurer, 15 (11 December 1753), in The
Idler and The Adventurer, ed. by W. J. Bate, J. M. Bullitt and L. F. Powell,
Vol. II of the Yale Edition of the Works of Samuel Johnson (London: Yale
University Press, 1963), pp. 457 - 58.
23Boswell, p. 918 (9 April 1778)
24Boswell, p. 1278 (15 May 1784).
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What is interesting about this anecdote is not the choice of women but his
technique of presenting these four as isolated figures in the intellectual
desert of womanhood.
Some of Johnson's contemporaries, and plenty of critics since, have
wondered at his judgment of Lennox as the most 'superiour'.25 But the
burden of proof rested lightly on Lennox, a writer more blessed with
confidence than most of her female contemporaries. By contrast, one of
Johnson's even more intimate friends, Hester Thrale, published only
occasional pieces in his lifetime, claiming that although she would not
accept his help, as long as he lived her mind was 'swallowed up and lost' in
his, and she knew that anything she produced would be attributed to him. 26
Thrale's paralysed fear of an actual or perceived dependency contrasts with
Lennox's willingness to take as much help from Johnson as she could
without giving up control. Perhaps it was because they made their names
in different areas -- Lennox in fiction, Johnson in non-fiction prose -- that
Lennox felt independent enough to take Johnson's advice and assistance,
knowing that his

i~luence

could not be too overwhelming in such an un-

Johnsonian form as the courtship novel.
Not that her friendship with Johnson was unruffled. Making her an
exception to all his rules about women and the public sphere, he
campaigned to get Lennox every possible scrap of promotion. But
sometimes we get a sense that her expectations were far too high for him to
meet. In a letter that probably dates from 1750, for instance, he refers rather
wearily to her quarrel with the booksellers Payne and Bouquet over a
possible subscription edition of her poems; he hopes 'to prevail with bothe

25Prances Burney, Diary and Letters of Madame D'Arblay (1778 - 1840), ed. by
Charlotte Barrett, preface and notes by Austin Dobson, 6 vols (London:
Macmillan, 1904), I, 86; IV, 476 - 77; John Mitford, letter, Gentleman's
Magazine, n.s., 20 (1843), 132; Gustavus Howard Maynadier, The First
American Novelist? (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1940), pp .
. 49 - 51.
26Quoted in McCarthy, p. 49.
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[sic] the one and the other to do as you would wish, but cannot promise,
what another man will do'. He reassures her that he believes 'they refused
rather from some present want of money than from any unwillingness to
oblige you'.27 This crisis was smoothed over -- Payne and Bouquet
published Harriot Stuart soon after -- but the reader gets the impression that
Lennox wanted men to 'oblige' her, and yet to treat her like an equal.
She seems to have been rather coy in her requests sometimes, which
could lead to misunderstanding; for instance, she sent her husband to
Johnson with her translation of Memoirs of the Countess of Berci to tell
him, as Johnson reported in a letter, that 'you desired me to say something
about it', which elliptical request he interpreted as meaning a word to
Andrew Millar, its publisher, but what Lennox meant was a review in his

Literary Magazine. On this occasion he demurred politely by saying that the
magazine was only for 'originals, or books of science or learning', and
besides had no room and few readers, but added, 'this rule, however, I
would gladly break to do you either service or pleasure'. She took him at
his half-hearted w-?rd; the magazine published a highly flattering review of

Berci a few months later. Using a combination of flexibility (as on this
occasion) and firmness, Johnson seems to have become expert at handling
his friend. He smoothed her ruffled feathers after bad reviews of Berci with
. a careful balance of teasing and reassurance:
If you were not too proud already, I would tell you, that you

are now got above their malice, and though you cannot expect
to be always equally successful, have such a degree of
reputation as will secure you from any neglect of readers or
Stationers.28
Lennox's demands for success verged on the insatiable, and she had a
tendency to see conspiracies against her. Most typical are the letters in
which Johnson responds as a peacemaker to outbursts of anger in letters
from Lennox -- now lost, in most cases, which has a distorting effect because
27Isles, 'The Lennox Collection', pp. 334 - 35 (Letter I, [n.d.]).
28'The Lennox Collection', pp. 44 - 47 (Letter IS, 30 July 1756).
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we can only see the situation from Johnson's point of view. Her rage was
directed sometimes at him, sometimes at mutual acquaintances, but
misunderstandings seem to have been at the heart of most of these little
crises. In one undated letter Johnson replies in exasperation, 'I wish you
would for once resolve to use any method of transacting with your friends
but that of letters'; this is an interesting suggestion that epistolarity itself,
creating more distance than live conversation does, can put a strain on
friendship. However, he goes on to say that, not wanting 'to continue
quarrels', and having 'vented' his resentment in one paragraph, he hopes
she will agree to make up.29 What this record of stormy weather in
Lennox's most important friendship may suggest is that, though she was
woman of her time enough to adopt a modest role and ask for criticism,
help and protection, this role sat uneasily with her naturally dominant
character.
Crucial as Johnson's friendship was to Lennox, their friendship did
not exist in isolation, but at the centre of a web of contacts she made under
his patronage.

Ac~ording

to Frances Burney, Lennox asked Johnson to

introduce her to Samuel Richardson; this must have been around 1751.
"Poor Charlotte Lenox! [sic]" continued he; "when we came to
the house, she desired me to leave her, 'for,' says she, 'I am
under great restraint in your presence, but if you leave me
alone with Richardson I'll give you a very good account of
him': however, I fear poor Charlotte was disappointed, for she
gave me no account at all. "'30
This is an intriguing story. Though Johnson is quoted as calling her 'poor'
twice, Lennox sounds anything but unfortunate or powerless; she sets the
meeting up, asks to be alone with Richardson, and finally keeps her own
counsel, declining to report back to her main mentor.
It seems to have been a profitable meeting; her relations with

Richardson were generally cordial. No letters survive that show her

29'The Lennox Collection', pp. 37 - 38, 178 - 79, 419 (Letters 10, 35,44).
3DBurney, Diary, I, 86.
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waxing lyrical on the theme of Richardson's novels. Lennox managed
what none of his other correspondents did -- she kept Richardson focused
on her works, not his. We have a record of the help he gave her on her
second and most famous novel, The Female Quixote (1752). Duncan Isles
has analysed how Richardson contributed to the creation of the novel, first
using Johnson as an intermediary, then discussing it directly with Lennox
in company with a Miss Fielding and a Miss Collier (probably Sarah and
Jane).31 It is not known whether Lennox asked for help or he volunteered
it, but it seems to have been a strikingly harmonious instance of
cooperation. Richardson's first letter about the draft he has been reading
comes with a strikingly humble postscript: 'I have ventured a few Lines,
written as I read. You will excuse the Liberty.' How very different to the
lists of criticisms he sent Urania Johnson and-Anna Meades; he clearly
considered Lennox to be in a different category of talent, his peer rather
than his petitioner. This fairly short letter points out passages that could be
expanded, praises the absurd humour of certain episodes, criticizes a single
detail of probability (Sir George's false family history) and protests about a
flattering reference to himself in a sentence with Young and Johnson -'utterly unworthy of a Rank, or Mention, with the two others', he insists.3 2
Lennox responded that afternoon with thanks and a formal statement of
obedience: she was 'perfectly Convinced of the justice of your exceptions, I
return you my thanks for them, and shall not fail to make the alterations
you point out to me'. This is easy enough to say -- since the specific
'exceptions' and 'alterations' she agrees to come to a total of one (Sir
George's history) -- but Lennox clearly does not want to miss a chance to
sound respectful. Her single refusal, to remove his name from the book, is
in fact a compliment; she claims that her opinion is 'supported by the
31 Isles, 'Johnson, Richardson, and The Female Quixote', p. 421; 'The
Lennox Collection', pp. 336 - 37 (Letter 3, 22 November 1751).
32The Female Quixote, p. 253; 'The Lennox Collection', p. 335 (Letter 2, 2
November 1751).
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united Voice of the World, which has agreed in giving your inimitable
performances a universal applause'.33 Though Lennox was not the kind of
correspondent to waste her time writing long letters about Richardson's
works, she was not averse to making a quick compliment. In the first
edition of The Female Quixote she reduced the disputed reference to an
initial R., as a sop to his rather unconvincing modesty, but then replaced
his full name in the next edition.
Richardson's second letter about The Female Quixote, a month or so
later, implies that Lennox had been thinking of extending the novel to
three volumes and ending it with a long 'Contraste [sic]', bearing some
relation to Clarissa, which would lead to Arabella's 'Cure'. He is gratified,
again, but advises against it, telling her to limit herself to two volumes:
'The method you propose, tho' it might flatter 'my Vanity, yet will be
thought a Contrivance between the Author of Arabella, and the Writer of
Clarissa, to do Credit to the latter'. Understandably, he seems worried that
their mutual back-scratching will mar the book and become embarrassingly
visible to the readers. He advises her to 'consult Mr. Johnson' before
"

deciding. Perhaps he guessed that Johnson would dissuade her, or perhaps
Johnson had enough authority as Lennox's main mentor, among her other
friends, to make it appropriate that they would refer all decisions back to
him. Richardson ends this letter with a rather oblique recommendation of
the two-volume structure: 'You are a young Lady have therefore much
time before you, and I am sure, will think that a good Fame will be [in?]
your Interest',34 This may mean that three volumes would sell for a higher
price but two volumes would be more artistically successful. At any rate,
what is noticeable is how seriously Richardson takes Lennox's ambition for
a 'good Fame' in the long term. It seems that he is capable of forgetting all
his precious ideals of feminine modesty and diffidence when he knows

33'The Lennox Collection', pp. 339 - 40 (Letter 4, November 1751).
34'The Lennox Collection', p. 341 (Letter 5, 13 January 1752).
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himself to be in the presence of real talent. This is confirmed by his letter to
Lady Bradshaigh a year later, giving her Lennox's credentials:
The Female Quixote is written by a woman, a favourite of the
author of The Rambler: Lennox, her name. Her husband and
she have often visited me together. [... ] The writer has genius.
She is hardly twenty-four, and has been unhappy.35
In this description Lennox gains status from her position as one of
Johnson's 'favourites', from the respectability of being a married woman
with a presentable husband, from her youth and financial misfortune, but
most of all from the simple fact of having 'genius' -- an ungendered quality,
in Richardson's view, and one worth befriending.
It is a unusual fact about Lennox's male mentors that they often

worked as a team. In acting as her advisor and agent on this occasion,
Richardson was aided by Johnson and Lord Orrery. Together they
persuaded the reluctant Andrew Millar to publish The Female Quixote, and
Richardson printed most of it himself.36 But Lennox had limitless
expectations of her friends' ability to solve all the problems that arose in the
rather chaotic publishing industry. Millar's slow decision-making seems to
"

have filled her with rage. Richardson told her soothingly, 'he spoke of you,
Madam, very respectfully; and mentioned not one Word of any other
Person's Opinion, or, of having shewn the MS to any other Person'.
Lennox was not convinced; she reported a conversation with a Mr Gray
about his visit to Millar with Mr Seymour, another of Millar's literary
advisors: 'the many alterations he insists upon being made, and his
exceptions to almost all the Characters Incidents and language, make it
necessary to write a new Book if I woud [sic] please him'. It is hard to tell
whether the advice is Gray's or Millar's -- Lennox's grammar suggests that
all these hostile men are blending together in her mind -- but she is

35Correspondence, VI, 243 (24 February 1753).
36See Johnson, Letters, I, 56 (10 December 1751); The Lennox Collection',
pp. 336 - 37 (Letter 3, November 1751); Eaves and Kimpel, Samuel
Richardson, p. 461; Sale, p. 118.
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'convinced the strongest Instances have been used to prejudice Mr Millar'.
This fury is balanced with gratitude; she tells Richardson, 'but since you Sir
have been so good to engage on my Side, I think I may set those inhuman
Cri ticks at defyance [sic] - '.37
However, even the most idyllic working relationship could be
disrupted. Lennox became enraged with Richardson for delaying the
publication of The Female Quixote. It seems that it was meant to appear in
the winter, but a letter from Johnson to Lennox in February 1752, with
publication still apparently far oft concludes that she is 'unkindly treated by
Mr Richardson', advising her that since the printing has begun 'you cannot
decently ma[ke any] warm remonstrance'. He advises holding publication
back till next year; in the mean time he will talk to 'others' about
'employment' for her in the translation area, though suitable books are 'not
easy to be had'. So her team of supporters had its own divisions; we can
sense tensions between its members, perhaps exacerbated by Lennox's
preference for complaining to a third party rather than directly. In fact The
Female Quixote appe,!red the next month. Johnson's next letter to her after

publication would not let the matter die: 'Mr Millar has you in great
esteem, and blames Mr R[ichardson]'.38 Millar, cast as the weakminded
villain during the contract negotiations, now steps into Richardson's role of
defender. It seems that Lennox gave to none of her secondary mentors the
secure, permanent role she offered Johnson. Despite her many minor
faIlings-out with Johnson, we have no evidence that she ever complained
of him to other people.
Richardson and she remained fairly close despite this crisis; he was
probably responsible for the printing of Henrietta (1758), and like Johnson

37'The Lennox Collection', pp. 337, 339 - 40 (Letters 3 and 4, November
1751).
38'The Lennox Collection', pp. 341 - 423 (Letters 6 and 7, 4 February and 12
March 1752).
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he helped to get Lennox translation projects. 39 But an anecdote recorded
years later suggests that Lennox found the business of being one of the great
man's adopted daughters rather tedious. Isaac D'Israeli reported hearing
from Lennox that she used to be a regular guest at Richardson's house, and
'could scarcely recollect one visit which was not taxed by our author reading
one of his voluminous letters, or two or three, if his auditor was quiet and
friendly'.40 D'Israeli is not the most reliable witness, but this comment
does have Lennox's acerbic flavour. She is probably the 'literary lady'
credited by, Boswell in his Life of Johnson as his source for a malicious
anecdote about Richardson's vanity in trying to make a visitor repeat some
praise of Clarissa to the group.41
The two authors' novels have certain themes in common; for
example, gentle satire of the self-delusion of those 'platonic' folk who
imagine love to be an utterly refined emotion. Arabella, the eponymous
Female Quixote, begins the book with a full complement of heroine's
charms; what she must learn is the more down-to-earth warmth of, say,
Harriet Byron. But

in some ways The

Female Quixote is a far more

modern, Austen-style novel than Richardson ever wrote. Its single
reference to heroines not leaving their fathers' houses has sometimes been
read as a jibe at Richardson's Clarissa, but on a more general level the novel
can be read as a gentle critique of both Pamela and Clarissa. 42 Absorbed in
her reading of seventeenth-century heroic romances, Arabella expects to be
subjected to Pamela-style imprisonment and Clarissa-style rape at every
turn. Lennox seems to be suggesting that the plot of men who use
friendship as a mask for lust, so popular in the early eighteenth century (see
39'The Lennox Collection', p. 344 (Letter 8, 6 April 1752); Eaves and Kimpel,
Samuel Richardson, p. 46l.
40Isaac D'Israeli, Curiosities of Literature (London: George Routledge, 1866),
p.199.
41Boswell, note 1 p. 1086 (1780); see 'The Lennox Collection', note 15 p. 337.
42The Female Quixote, p. 35; Laurie Langbauer, 'Romance Revised:
Charlotte Lennox's The Female Quixote', Novel, 18:1 (1984), 29 - 49 (pp. 36 37); Mullan, p. 99.
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Chapter 1) and still circulating in Pamela and Jonathan Wild, has become
hackneyed; it demonizes men and makes women seem stupidly credulous.
Arabella, trapped in old stories, sexualizes every man she meets,
even as she claims to be above sexuality. Her paranoia and elaborate
honour code make it impossible for her ever to have a 'private
Conversation' with a man. 43 Her cousin and suitor Glanville is a typical
example of what Jane Spencer has called the 'lover-mentor' figure. 44 He
comes to enjoy intellectual conversation with Arabella during her rational
moments, and does his best to stay within the prescribed 'Bounds of
Friendship' by not speaking of his expectations of marriage. 45 But in this
most unusual variation on the courtship novel, it is not the man's hidden
motives that cause the problems, but the woman's. Real friendship with a
man is not something Arabella can manage, for all her talk; she does not
understand any man who is not a hero of romance, overwhelmed with
desire for her. The contemporary world turns out to be a gentle,
disappointing place, where the worst a man will do to a woman is tell her
lies about his readi!lg habits.
The only man to whom Arabella can relate in a safely non-erotic way
is the 'worthy Divine' she calls for on what she thinks is her deathbed. 46
This second-last chapter of the book deals at length with the arguments he
uses in twice-daily visits to reconcile her to what he sees as the real world.
It is written in a style that has made some attribute the chapter to Johnson,

and others explain it as a matter of his influence. 47 But as Laurie Langbauer
puts it, 'What is important is that Lennox herself, literally or figuratively,
must disappear; power and authority can enter her text only as a man.'48

43The Female Quixote, p. 3l.
44Spencer, p. 131.
45The Female Quixote, pp. 304, 64.
46The Female Quixote, p. 366.
47See Mitford, p. 132; Margaret Dalziel, note, and Isles, Appendix, in The
Female Quixote, pp. 414 - 15, 422; Spacks, Desire and Truth, p. 15.
48Langbauer, pp. 41 - 43.
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The fictional Doctor is no crudely bullying patriarch, however. He is the
first man to pay Arabella the compliment of conversation that is not
marked by gender difference (the kind Mrs Shirley in Grandison longs for,
as we saw in Chapter 3). 'Being accustom'd to speak to Scholars with
Scholastick Ruggedness', the Doctor warns her, 'I may perhaps depart in the
Heat of Argument, from that Respect to which you have so great a Right'.
Though he is sometimes pompous and often scathing, he takes her
arguments seriously and never laughs or fobs her off with gallantry.

In

return for her complete surrender he even grants that fiction may have
some value, mentioning 'an admirable Writer of our own Time'
(Richardson) whose moral value has been praised by 'the Greatest Genius
in the Present Age' (Johnson).49 So Lennox's portrait of an old man's
wisdom is backed up by references to two of her own mentors; here life and
art dovetail neatly together.
No matter who wrote this chapter (and the final compliment to
Johnson suggests that Lennox adapted it, at least), the Doctor is an
undeniably

Johnsoni~n

figure, gently but firmly leading Arabella into

reason. He is a clear echo of Arabella's dead father who educated her from
the age of four, being
resolved to cultivate so promising a Genius with the utmost
Care; and, as he frequently, in the Rapture of paternal
Fondness, expressed himself, render her Mind as beautiful as
her Person was lovely.50
This moment, in which a man decides to educate a woman for the sheer joy
of seeing her learn and become more 'mind' than 'person', without asking
anything of her, is a crucial motif in Lennox's novels from The Female

Quixote on. Arabella's father must die early, to leave his daughter plenty of
room to make mistakes, but the relationship would be rendered more
complex in Lennox's later novels by the substitution of a guardian for a

49The Female Quixote, pp. 371, 377.
50The Female Quixote, p. 6.
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father. A guardian can feel all the 'Rapture of paternal Fondness', but has
none of the same authority; he can provide a heroine with the benefit of his
advice, but cannot demand that she accept it.
Like Sarah Fielding, Charlotte Lennox managed to maintain
connections with men who disliked each other. Though Johnson and
Richardson both disapproved of Henry Fielding, Lennox explicitly praised
him in Henrietta (1758), in which she shows the heroine choosing to read

Joseph Andrews for the fourth time. 51 There is some slight evidence for
her being personally acquainted with Fielding; in his final book, Journal of

a Voyage to Lisbon (1754), he publicly thanked her for recommending tar
water as a medicine the year before. This glancing allusion to 'the
inimitable and shamefully distressed author of the Female Quixote' shows
how eager he was to promote her, even in the··m iddle of a travel diary.52
But the most important contribution Fielding made to Lennox's career was
a review of The Female Quixote (1752), before he knew her personally at
all. 53 His essay, the first long literary critique to appear in his Covent-

Garden Journal, is l!0t so much a review as an attempt to bring The Female
Quixote straight into the select canon of classic novels. He had advertised it
in three previous issues, and promoted Lennox further by reprinting the
review in the London Evening Post of 2 April; loyalty to a fellow Millar
author would not explain such energy. His review comes across as a
sincerely enthusiastic reading of Lennox's 'most extraordinary and most
excellent Performance'.54
Perhaps Fielding was drawn to the novel as a Quixotic comedy, a
form he had played with himself in Don Quixote in England (1734) as well

51 Henrietta, 2 vols (London: Millar, 1758), I, 36.
52The Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon (London: Dent, 1973), p. 197.
53For an explicit denial that Fielding knew Lennox at the time, see Anon
(Samuel Johnson?), review of Charlotte Lennox, The Female Quixote,
Gentleman's Magazine, 22 (1752), 146.
54The Covent-Garden Journal, 24 (24 March 1752), in The Covent-Garden
Journal and A Plan of the Universal Register-Office, ed. by Bertrand A.
Goldgar (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), pp. 154 - 61 (p. 161).
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as Joseph Andrews (1742). Where this review differs so markedly from, say,
his prefaces to his sister's novels, is in its lack of anxiety about Lennox's
gender, youth, or inexperience of the world. Fielding refers to the
unnamed author simply as 'she', with no frissons of gallantry or hostility.
He mentions several points on which The Female Quixote is not as good as
Cervantes's Don Quixote, several on which the two novels are equal, and
several on which 'Our Countrywoman hath excelled the Spanish Writer' -particularly the story (which in The Female Quixote he finds more
interesting, connected, and less improbable), and the English writer's
'perfect Judgment and Art' in tracing the growth of feminine character. As
Laurie Langbauer has pointed out, the review reveals Fielding's sense of
the appropriateness of men writing about men and women about women;
this is reminiscent of his idea of the separate spheres of writing in his
preface to Sarah's Familiar Letters.55 There is another echo of that preface
at the end of the review, when Fielding casts himself as Lennox's protector
in a hostile world full of critics who will seek out faults in her work. 'This
Caution, however,

t think proper to premise, that no Persons presume to

find many: For if they do, I promise them, the Critic and not the Author

will be to blame. '56 In this paragraph he is raising his flag over her; this is
not simply a review, but a taking of sides. An anonymous review in the

Gentleman IS Magazine -- possibly by Johnson -- summarizes Fielding's
view of the book, and comments astutely that 'however emulous of
Cervantes, and jealous of a rival', Fielding has generously praised its
author.57

We see here in Lennox that ability to inspire friendship in men,

even those men to whom she must have appeared rather threatening.
But as she matured, Lennox began to call the shots. Instead of simply
using individual literary men as editors and agents, Lennox took
contributions from a pool of male friends for several composite texts
55Langbauer, p. 40; preface to Familiar Letters, ix - xx.
56The Covent-Garden Journal, pp. 159 - 61.
57 Gentleman IS Magazine, 22 (1752), p. 146.
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published under her name. In 1758, for instance, she contracted with a
consortium of eight publishers and booksellers for a new translation of The

Greek Theatre of Father Brumoy, then farmed out most of the work to a
group of writers who included Johnson (the dedication, conclusion, and
one chapter) and the Earl of Orrery (a preface and three chapters).58 Orrery
was an unusually meek helper; rather than trying to influence Lennox's
decisions, he quietly contributed passages to many of her works, particularly
her Lady's Museum (March 1760 to February 1761).59 A letter of his about
the Brumoy project has a businesslike tone and defers to Lennox's
judgment: 'I now can work for you [...] I shall enlarge it [the preface] very
much & I hope in a manner you will like'. It also contains a curious
reference to one of Lennox's rare scruples about friendship with men. She
has been using her husband as an intermediary 'and porter of manuscripts;
Orrery has several things to ask her, but complains mildly 'I dare not ask
you to come to see me, least [sic] I offend your too great delicacy'.6o It is
interesting that Lennox was wary of being seen to visit men, even in the
course of business; even authors were not quite impervious to social
---

scrutiny.
Of course Lord Orrery asked no payment from the woman he
referred to as the 'fair Enchantress', but there is no evidence that she paid
any of the professional writers either.61 Though this was an age in which
writers often added scraps to each other's texts, Brumoy is unusual in its
reliance on others. Lennox's 'Advertisement' to the work on its
publication in 1759 sounds unselfconscious about this arrangement: 'My
Readers will not, I am persuaded, be sorry to know that several parts of this
work are translated by much abler hands than my own.' And indeed the
58James Gray, 'Dr Johnson, Charlotte Lennox, and the Englishing of Father
Brumoy', Modem Philology, 83: 2 (1985), 142 - 50 (pp. 142 - 44).
59Isles, 'Johnson and Charlotte Lennox', p. 45.
6o'The Lennox Collection', pp. 53 - 54 (Letter 20, 7 May 1759).
61See John Boyle, fifth Earl of Orrery, The Orrery Papers, ed. by the Countess
of Cork and Orrery, 2 vols (London: Duckworth and Co., 1903), Il, 100.
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Critical Review approved, congratulating Lennox on having brought about
this collaboration between 'men, who are already possessed of the highest
literary eminence, untinctured by envy, associated in order to raise each
other's reputation'. In fact, it seems more likely that their motive was
generosity to Lennox rather than to each other, especially in the case of the
ever-gallant Orrery, whose preface damns all English novels as improbable,
except his lady editor's.62 But it is interesting that the Critical Review is
praising her not just for the book but for the civilizing heterosocial
influence it represents. As in Johnson's essay on friendship, quoted in the
epigraph of this chapter, we see that friendship between writers was not
considered to be by any means the norm; in this review, Lennox is cast as
the genteel hostess who spreads oil on the troubled waters of male literary
society. Once again, the reception women writers received can be seen to be
bound up with current ideas on male-female friendship.
But Lennox managed to offend and alienate many English men of
letters by what they perceived as an attack on their idol in her Shakespear

[sic] Illustrated (1753, - 54). The controversy began peacefully enough;
Lennox started researching the Bard's sources as soon as she had finished

The Female Quixote. This may have been at the suggestion of Johnson and
designed to help him, since the 1756 'Proposals for Printing Shakespeare's
Plays' for his Shakespeare edition of 1765 did promise a close comparison
with sources. 63 But Lennox was no humble handmaiden who would
contribute her work to Johnson's edition without payment or credit.
Instead she used Johnson as an intermediary in organizing a team to help
her with her own publication.

62Lennox, The Greek Theatre of Father Brumoy, 3 vols (London: Millar and
others, 1759), 'Advertisement', and Orrery's preface, I, p. v; Anon, review of
Lennox, Brumoy, Critical Review, 9 (1760), 116 - 27 (pp. 117 - 18).
63Small, pp. 17 - 18. Isles thinks it 'possible' that Johnson made
'fundamental contributions' to Shakespear Illustrated by guiding Lennox's
research and collaborating on the writing, but offers no hard evidence; see
'Johnson and Charlotte Lennox', p. 44.
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Orrery had already done some work on Shakespeare's sources.

'It is

with great pleasure, Madam', he told her, 'I shall undertake any part you
will assign to me in your intended work'. This letter plays down his
scholarly knowledge -- 'hints 1 may chance to give' -- and refers to the notes
he has written on Macbeth with highly self-conscious (and unconvincing)
indifference:
1 keep no copies of my papers; They are entirely your own. 1
have already forgot 'em. Burn them, alter them, Do with
them as you pleasure. They can be of no use to me: if they are
of any to you, my wishes are answered.
What he plays up is their rather slight personal connection: 'You may
depend upon the zeal of my friendship', he tells her, and again, in the next
paragraph, 'Remember, Madam, Friendship knows no ceremony, no
distance, no compliments. Treat me accordingly. '64
Despite all this, Lennox still seems to have felt more comfortable
working with Orrery through her main mentor, Johnson; the flowery
rhetoric of these male-female friendships was not always matched by a
comfortable

work~ng

relationship, and for a while she seem to have been a

little shy of Orrery, perhaps because of his aristocratic status. She had
Johnson write to him, for instance, to clarify that she was producing a book
of translated sources, rather than a commentary.65 Orrery's prompt reply to
Johnson hints that he is befriending Lennox precisely because Johnson
backs her: 'I not only esteem and admire you, but must esteem and admire
all your friends, because 1 am sure they are valuable.' He goes on to make
clear his second motive:
The papers which 1 sent to Mrs. L. have long lain by me: were
thrown aside because 1 would not walk into Mr. P. and W.'s
province, who seemed to think that Shakespear was the
Sanctum Sanctorus where they only were sufficiently holy to
enter.

64'The Lennox Collection', pp. 36 - 37 (Letter 9, 9 May 1752).
65The Orrery Papers, 11, 112 (9 July 1752).
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So it seems that this was a project Orrery had done some work on before,
but lacked the nerve to publish, for fear of challenging Alexander Pope and
William Warburton who had produced editions of Shakespeare in 1725 and
1747 respectively. But rather than using Lennox to attack the literary

establishment, Orrery seems happy to surrender all responsibility: 'If even
some words in them [the papers he had sent] may be of service to her I am
happy. Do not let her pay them too great regards.'66 Such absolute
renunciation is unusual, in the business of literary collaboration. Orrery,
perhaps because he is a leisured aristocrat rather than a professional writer,
adopts a troubadour pose in which everything he possesses is at the lady's
'service', and being of the slightest use will make the abased devotee
'happy'. In this letter he is indirectly addressing Lennox, who he must
have known would read it, but 'do not let her' -may suggest that he is also
warning Johnson to keep an eye on the project. Orrery clearly defers to
Johnson as Lennox's main protector, a literary equivalent of her husband.
Such triangular mentoring patterns seem to have allowed several
friendships to be

re~orced

at once.

The fir.st two volumes of her Shakespear Illustrated, with a
dedication by Johnson, appeared in 1753; they were successful enough for a
third to follow in 1754. The text's main effect is to show how much
Shakespeare borrowed from earlier works. Karl Young has analysed how
Lennox was useful to Johnson by providing him with a body of material on
sources, but points out that in Johnson's edition of Shakespeare in 1756 he
makes 'no substantial use' of it, alludes to her only as one source among
many, and never directly appraises her work. Young concludes that
Johnson was embarrassed by some of Lennox's judgments on Shakespeare
but preferred to disagree quietly; his rather apologetic dedication to
Shakespear Illustrated, by concentrating on the worth of Shakespeare's
invention that Lennox ignores, suggests that he was 'intellectually at odds
66The Orrery Papers, 11, 113 (12 July 1752).
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with the book that he was sponsoring'.67 But Johnson seems charmed by
her even when being critical. One short, flippant letter he wrote to
congratulate her on the 'very judicious, clearly expressed, incontrovertibly
certain' remarks contained in Shakespear Illustrated (1753) begins by
characterizing her as a feminine literary abstraction: he hopes she is
recovering from her illness, for he would be 'sorry to lose Criticism in her
bloom'. But next he casts her as a much more dynamic literary symbol:
'When Shakespare is demolished your wings will be full summed and I
will fly you at Milton'.68 This highly suggestive image of Lennox as a
young bird of prey and Johnson as her handler implies that, just as Orrery
lacked the nerve to compete with Pope and Warburton directly, so Johnson
liked to see Lennox engaging in the kind of outrageous iconoclasm he
avoided himself.
We find a similar evasion of direct criticism in Richardson's
response to the work. In two letters to Lady Bradshaigh in 1753 he made
dubious remarks about Lennox's Shakespeare Illustrated. In the first he
asks for her opiniop of it and says almost neutrally 'I recommend it not'; in
the second, he claims to having nothing to say in its 'favour or disfavour',
but concludes 'I would not wish to be the Author of so invidious a Piece'. It
is interesting that Richardson crossed out this passage when preparing his
letters for publication; he does not seem to have felt comfortable about
casting doubt on Lennox's reputation, even this cautiously.69
David Garrick, being devoted to Shakespeare, was so incensed by
Lennox's book that he wrote out a list of criticisms. Lennox heard about it
and demanded to see it, which embarrassed Garrick into an awkward letter
of apology. In it he claims that he has already destroyed the 'Remarks',
67Karl Young, 'Samuel Johnson on Shakespeare: One Aspect', University of
Wisconsin Studies in Language and Literature, 18 (1923), 147 - 227 (pp. 208,
203,213)
68'The Lennox Collection', pp. 38 - 39 (Letter 11, 1753). The work on Milton
hinted at here does not seem to have been written.
69Selected Letters, pp. 246, 250 (5 October and 8 December 1753).
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because they 'were perhaps stronger Proofs of my Zeal for Shakespeare than
of my Judgment'; basically, the document had complained that she had
subjected the works of his 'best friend' to an inappropriately 'severe Levity
& Ridicule'. But Garrick finishes in comradely fashion by quoting

Shakespeare ('as You are brave, be mercifull'[sic]) and offering his 'best
Wishes for your success in Every undertaking'.7o So Johnson, Richardson
~nd

Garrick were all uneasy about what they perceived as an attack on

Shakespeare's originality, but all three calmed their feelings for the sake of
friendship. By sharp contrast, someone writing as 'T. B.' tried to work up
general outrage against Lennox in the Gentleman I S Magazine the following
year,71
Nor were her enemies quick to forget; a full sixteen years after the
first publication of Shakespear Illustrated, the resentment it aroused led to a
theatrical disaster. Lennox's comedy The Sister (1769) enjoyed some
protection from members of Johnson's Club. Oliver Goldsmith wrote an
epilogue for the play, even though he usually hated such genteel comedies.
George Colman 'scratched out some lines' for a prologue (as he put it in an
"-

apologetic letter).72 The prologue presents Lennox as a brave adventurer, a
'Female Quixote':
Oft has our Author, upon other ground,
Courted your s:qliles, and oft indulgence found.
Read in the closet, you approv'd her page;
Yet still she dreads the perils of the stage,73
She had reason to dread. The play was hissed off the stage on its first night,
and Lennox resisted any plans for attempting it again. The brisk and
businesslike style of George Colman's earlier notes to her contrasts with the
empathetic gloom of his letter two days after the performance: 'Madam, I
am not ashamed to own that your Letter has brought tears into my eyes'.
70'The Lennox Collection', pp. 40 - 41 (Letter 12, 12 August 1753).
71T. B. (pseud.), letter, Gentleman IS Magazine, 24 (1754), 233 - 34.
72'The Lennox Collection', p. 166 (Letter 26, 12 February 1769).
73Colman, prologue to Lennox, The Sister: A Comedy (London: J. Dodsley
and T. Davies, 1769).
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He cannot understand why such a worthy piece should fail, but having
heard rumours about 'mischief' being 'mediated against it', he has swung
round to her point of view about the impossibility of performing it again.
Your resolution has been as prudent as it is spirited, and
perhaps has in it more real dignity than would have appeared
in your hastily withdrawing the play on Saturday, which
might have been ascribed to a sudden momement of spleen
and resentment.
His explanation hints that he had previously thought her a rather
temperamental playwright; what seemed like 'spleen' he now attributes to
her 'dignity'. Their working relationship seems to have been unharmed by
this financial disaster for both of them; Colman's letter concludes by
thanking her for her defence of the actors, urging her to publish the play,
and offering any 'service' she may need in the future, 'for it is impossible
for you to be more thoroughly satisfied with my proceedings than I have
been with your own',74
The critics regretted the event, mostly blaming Lennox's
inexperience of writing for the theatre; but Lloyd's Evening Post sniffed a
plot, noting that a section of the audience came 'prejudiced' and began
disrupting the play in the first act. 75 This is backed up by an anecdote
recorded by Boswell:
Dr. Goldsmith, upon occasion of Mrs. Lennox's bringing out a
play, said to Dr. Johnson at THE CLUB, that a person had
advised him to go and hiss it, because she had attacked
Shakspeare [sic] in her book called Shakspeare [sic] Illustrated.
JOHNSON. "And did not you tell him he was a rascal?"
GOLDSMITH. "No, Sir, I did not. Perhaps he might not mean
what he said." JOHNSON. "Nay, Sir, if he lied, it is a different
thing. "76

74'The Lennox Collection', pp. 167 - 68 (Letter 27, 20 February 1769)
75 Anon, review of Charlotte Lennox, The Sister, Lloyd' s Evening Post, 20
February 1769, 178; see other reviews in Town and Country Magazine,
February 1769; St. lames Chronicle, 21 February 1769; The Gazetteer and
Daily Advertiser, 20 February 1769; Monthly Review, 40 (1769), 245 - 49.
76Boswell, pp. 1071 - 72 (1780).
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This may seem like typically Johnsonian linguistic quibbling, but it can be
read as avoidance of a head-on conflict with his peers. In the story,
Goldsmith reacts ambiguously to this person who was rude enough to
advise him to hiss the very play he has written an epilogue for; he tries to
present it as a joke. Johnson behaves oddly too, going along with the 'lie'
theory, even though he knows that the play was in fact hissed off the stage.
Neither is willing to take up cudgels to defend 'our Charlotte' in such a
delicate matter.
Support for her was discreet, as shown for instance in an anonymous
review of the published play two months after performance which
mentions the 'prejudice' of the audience and praises Lennox as 'an
ingenious lady, well known in the literary world by her excellent writings,'
among which, with some courage, the critic includes her Shakespear

Illustmted.7 7 But despite her friends' calm response to the report of the
'hissing', Lennox held a grudge. She was sure that the ringleader was the
playwright Richard Cumberland" satirized as Sir Fretful Plagiary in
Sheridan's The CCitic (1779). Only in 1779 was Johnson finally convinced of
her opinion, after thinking about Cumberland's hostility to Frances Burney,
who was planning a play. He told Hester Thrale:
Charlotte Lennox accuses Cumberland of making a party
against her play . .I always hissed away the charge, supposing
him a man of honour, but I shall now defend him with less
confidence. [... ] I hope Charlotte scorns his little malice?8
Again, instead of defending her publicly, Johnson supports her by
recommending an attitude of patience and dignity.
Although Lennox was sometimes too quick to see a conspiracy
against her, on many occasions she proved herself thick-skinned enough to
survive the rough-and-tumble of the literary world. She learned not to
take refusals to heart, for example, in her uneven relationship with David
77 Anon (John Hawkesworth?), review of Charlotte Lennox's The Sister,
Gentleman's Maga zine, 39 (1769), 199 - 200.
78Johnson, Letters, Ill, 196,201 - 02 (21 and 28 October 1779).
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Garrick. Lennox had prepared the ground for their friendship in The

Female Quixote by referring to him as 'the Soul-moving Garrick', but they
quarrelled over Shakespeare a year later,79 Her first excursion into drama
was Philander (1758), which Garrick rejected politely for want of 'dramatic
Spirit' (as he had Sarah Fielding's play a few years before). Next he seems to
have suggested that she turn her novel Henrietta (1758) into a play; in 1759
he told her that the adaptation needed only 'some little alterations to
compleat' it, and professed to be 'flatter'd that the Author approves of the
little hints I gave'.80 The project seems to have lapsed until 1768 when,
having renamed it The Sister, Lennox offered it to Garrick again with a
reminder that he had first suggested it, but this time he rejected it
ou tright. 81
After the failure of The Sister at Covent Garden, still undaunted by
all these refusals, Lennox tried Garrick again in 1774, suggesting that she
might adapt Racine's Bajazet for Drury Lane. 82 Her letter of 4 August is a
spiced with flattery about how 'good a critic in the French drama' Garrick is,
with a reminder

t~at

the actress (and Lennox's close friend) Mary Ann

Yates would be perfect in the lead; 'I had her in my eye in every line that I
translated of this part'. She ends with businesslike humility and an
assurance of cooperation just like she gave to Richardson about The Female

Quixote:
Upon the whole, Sir, I submit it to your judgment; give it a
reading, and if you think it may be made fit for representation,
I will be guided by your ad vice in every alteration to be made
in it.

79The Female Quixote, p. 148.
8o'The Lennox Collection', pp. 47 - 49, 54 - 55 (Letters 16 and 21, 23 February
1757 and 29 May 1759).
81Lennox, letter to Garrick, 25 October 1768, British Museum Add. MS.
293000, fo1. 45; Hazen, pp. 102 - 03; David Garrick, The Private
Correspondence, 2 vols (London: [n.pub.l, 1831-- 33), I, 319; Small, pp. 36 37.
82'The Lennox Collection', pp. 170 - 72 (Letter 29, 22 July 1774).
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This letter is enclosed in another, which makes it clear that the first was
'the letter we agreed I should write', meant for Garrick to show to Yates to
lure her away from Covent Garden to Drury Lane. The outer letter, meant
for Garrick alone, is of peculiar interest as a document of Lennox's
character. In it she insisted on the sincerity of her declared opinion of
Yates, and indeed of all her vehement opinions.
You will perceive that this article of flattery is a nice point with
me. I own it -- I would not for any consideration fall under the
suspicion of it -- it is true, that when I praise it is with warmth,
with a kind of enthusiam -- such is my natural temper, but I
mean what I say, and it is well worth a life of habitual
sincerity, to purchase the pleasure of being beleived [sic] when
one gives vent to the effusions of one's heart, as at present
when I tell you that your disinterested, kind, and noble
manner of proceeding with __ proves you to be as good a
Man, as you are a great Actor.83
This letter gives a sense of the kind of impulsiveness, on Lennox's part,
which made her both an attractive friend and a temperamental one. But it
also reinforces our sense that Lennox tended to sweeten her professional
demands with high praise -- which may have been utterly sincere, as she
claims, but can also--be read as strategic, when expressed in such a timely
way in a letter pleading for a theatrical contract.
Despite the fact that the letter suggests that Garrick is in agreement
with Lennox, and both are trying to persuade Yates, the production of

Bajazet never happened. The following year he suggested instead that she
update Chap man, Jonson and Marston's Eastward Hoe (1605). She gave
him a partial script that he seems to have found unsatisfactory, clearly
expecting him to edit it, which he did not have time to do. 84 Lennox wrote
on 20 August 1775 pleading sickness as a reason for not finishing it herself;
the letter displays an odd mixture of resentment and humility.
83Lennox, letter to Garrick, 4 August 1774, V&A, Forster Collection, Garrick
Letters, Vo1. 28, fo1. 28. Small (p. 40) suggests that the blank refers to an
actor of his and a persistant borrower, Samuel Foote.
84The Letters of David GaJTick, ed. by David M. Little and George M. Kahrl,
3 vols (London: Oxford University Press, 1963), Ill, 1010 (3 June 1775).
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Indeed you wrong me if you suppose I did not take pains. It is
true I depended upon your assistance; you permitted me to do
so, and I well know how easy it is for you to make that piece as
pleasing as any we have had for a long time.
Much like Richardson's correspondents Urania Johnson and Anna Meades,
Lennox here pleads inability, but also points out that his previous attitude
had led her to expect assistance. Reminding him how much she needs
money for her children -- her perpetual financial distress always being one
factor in her mentors' response to Lennox -- she explains her lack of
confidence arising from the failure of The Sister seven years before: 'I am
grown diffident, so diffident that, if I have any genius, I dare not trust it.'
This is a sobering comment; it is the first hint Lennox gives that even her
own talent and a support group of the most eminent writers of the time
cannot ensure her success.

She casts herself on Garrick's mercy, offering

herself as grateful protegee to the only one of her mentors who has real
power in the theatre.
A little success would embolden me, and this success I hope to
owe to you; and I shall always be ready to acknowledge to
others, with the same sincerity that I do now to you, that if
from,this piece I should have any share either of reputation or
profit, it will be entirely your gift.85
This humble offer seems to have worked. In due course her adaptation,
Old City Manners, did very well at Drury Lane, and was published with an

'Advertisement' formally acknowledging 'her obligations to Mr. Garrick'
for recommending the subject and 'for his very friendly assistance
throughou t' .86
This civil exchange between playwright and manager may seem
simple enough until we contrast it with some of Garrick's battles with other
women. Frances Brooke was a novelist in a similar position to Lennox,
shared several of her close friends including Johnson and Mrs Yates, and,
again like Lennox, had three scripts rejected by Garrick. But after a final
85Small, pp. 42 - 43.
86Charlotte Lennox, Old City Manners (London: T. Becket, 1775),
'Advertisement'.
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quarrel with him over borrowed books, Brooke pilloried him at great
length in her novel The Excursion (1777) as a misogynist who rejects scripts
without reading them. This manager, identified as Garrick by his
characteristic stammer, casts writers as ignorant, childlike savages:
They bring the meat, indeed, but who instructs them how to cook it?'
In this cruel and funny scene, Brooke points out the obstacles thrown in the

way of beginners by a few powerful men who look on new talent with 'a
reluctant eye'.87 Her complaint about the exploitation of inexperienced
female writers by male managers, in particular, is supported by several
comments in Hester Thrale's diaries. 88 Garrick, outraged, defended himself
in a letter to a mutual friend of his and Brooke's, Frances Cadogan:
she even says I should reject a Play, if it should be a Woman's - there's brutal Malignity for You -- have not the Ladies -Mesdames, Griffith, Cowley & Cilesia spoke of me before their
Plays with an Over-Enthusiastick Encomium?89
He could have added Lennox's name to that hasty list. Clearly these formal
acknowledgements of gratitude from 'the Ladies', such as the one at the end
of Lennox's Old City
Manners, meant a lot to him.
-....
Lennox made literary acquaintance into an art form, being skilled at
picking the right person for each task. She sent a flattering letter to the
historian William Robertson asking for advice on a history of the
Elizabethan Age she proposed to write, requested help from the landowner
and politician James Murray in the tricky task of approaching a wealthy
dedicatee for a subscription edition of The Sister, and got John
Hawkesworth and Joshua Reynolds to arrange for the publication of an

87The Excursion, 2 vols (London: [n.pub.], 1777), I, 157, 182 - 83; 11, 20 - 36;
McMullen, pp. 176 - 78.
88Thrale Piozzi, pp. 748, 42l.
89Letters, Ill, 1172 (17 July 1777). Elizabeth Griffith had The Platonic Wife
(1765) and The School for Rakes (1769) produced at Drury Lane; Hannah
Cowley wrote many sparkling comedies; it is not known to whom 'Cilesia'
refers.
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illustrated edition of her works. 9o Many of these schemes, designed to save
Lennox from penury, came to nothing, but the correspondence they
generated provides fascinating evidence of her ability to engage the time
and benevolent attention of a wide circle of busy men.
Johnson, however, was always at the centre. Some of the most
revealing documents of his complex view of Lennox are the dedications he
wrote for many of her works. Written as if by the author, these are
interesting experiments in ventriloquism, in which he usually makes her
sound humbler than any of her letters suggest she was. 'My Sex, my Age,
have not given me many Opportunities of mingling in the World',
Johnson has Lennox say in the dedication to Shakespear Illustrated (1753),
and in her translation of Memoirs of Maximilian de Bethune, Duke of

Sully (1755) he has her confess that 'my sex and manner of life make me a
stranger to public affairs'; this echoes Henry Fielding's prefaces to his
sister's early novels. 91 The dedication of The Female Quixote (1752) to Lord
. Orrery mentions the author's 'Consciousness of Imbecillity [sic]' -- a strong
term, even from a

~upposedly

modest woman.92 The dedication to Lord

Viscount Charlemont of Philander (1757), a pastoral drama, hints at
Johnson's disdain for the genre. His 'Charlotte Lennox' abases herself:
Ambition, which often overpowers the judgment in questions
of more importance, has made me forget the disproportion
between Your Lordship's name, and a Dramatic Pastoral: and I
have ventured to lay before You a composition of little dignity
in the design, and perhaps of little elegance in the execution.
This confession of guilt calls the piece's merit 'small in my own opinion',
admits that ideas and songs have been borrowed from other authors, and

90lsles, The Lennox Collection', pp. 50 - 52 (Letter 19, 3 April 1759), pp. 57 60 (Letter 24, 8 February 1769), pp. 168 - 70 (Letter 28, 16 October 1773), and p.
172 (Letter 30, 18 January 1775).
91 Lennox, Shakespear Illustrated, Vols I & 11 (London: Millar, 1753), Vol III
(London: Millar, 1754), I, viii; Hazen, pp. 108 - 09, 115.
92The Female Quixote, p. 3. For attribution see Hazen, p. 94. For an
interesting analysis of the way this dedication casts Lennox as a
presumptious, Quixotic author, see Spacks, Desire and Truth, pp. 17 - 19.
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hopes at best for 'excuse'. Though the language is Johnsonian, the
dedication ends with a typically Lennox declaration of 'sincerity', asking
Charlemont to reward her 'purity of manners' rather than any 'elevation of
genius'.93 Johnson presents Lennox in this dedication as a likeable, honest
writer, but neither an imaginative nor a skilled one. She seems to have
made no objection to this rather insulting piece; perhaps she realized that
grovelling, whether by her or on her behalf, would do her reputation no
harm. One reviewer was so impressed by this dedication's .'becoming
modesty' that he mentioned it in his review. 94
In this case, Johnson seems to have hated the literary sin of
Philander but loved the sinner. But Lennox's mentors, though they
someti~es

worked in teams, could occasionally pull her different ways.

Philander seems to have been written as a response to a poem by her friend

Giuseppe Baretti (1719 - 89), who saw Johnson's influence on her as
positively sinister. A poem in Italian which he sent her on 30 May 1754
casts her as a romantic heroine, journeying up the slopes of Parnassus,
trying to decide between Baretti, as a guide through the literature of love,
"

and Johnson, coldly preaching reason. This poem is a peculiar drama in
which rival literary influence is represented by sexual competition.
But do you not yield attention to my honest advice, do
you neither speak nor reply? Rather, with blushing cheek, and
downcast, troubled eye, are you perturbed at my words? [... ]
But I already divine the secret cause of all this
waywardness. I know who it is would dissuade you from the
beautiful road. I know, I know, who is opposed to me.
Johnson, inflexible Englishman, who thinks a graceful
nothing a sin and a vice; who weighs for a month in the
balance of his judgment everyone of his own lines. 95
93Lennox, Philander. A Dramatic Pastoral (London: A. Millar, 1758), iv - vii.
For attribution see Hazen, pp. 102 - 03.
94Anon, review of Charlotte Lennox, Philander, Critical Review, 4 (1757),
468.
95Small, pp. 158 - 60. For an unsupported allegation about the quarrel that
ended Lennox's friendship with Baretti in the 1770s, see Laetitia Matilda
Hawkins, Memoirs, Anecdotes, Facts, and Opinions, 2 vols (London:
Longman and others, 1824), I, 71.
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Once more, as at the start of her career, Lennox finds herself eroticized in
her relations to men and to writing; her pragmatic choice of genres is read
as a revelation of her desires. Though many men offered her literary
friendship, it was only a select few who knew how to think of her, talk to
her and write about her without (in Mrs. Shirley's words) 'perpetually
considering the Sex of the person'.
In his essay on friendship in The Rambler (1750), Johnson makes an
interesting observation: 'Friendship is seldom lasting but between equals,
or where the superiority on one side is reduced by some equivalent
advantage on the other.' Though he had a much more eminent reputation
,

than Lennox as a scholar and prose writer, she achieved popularity with
novels and plays; the two writers were not as unequal in their day as they
have been seen since. He goes on to point out 'that 'benefits which cannot
be repaid, and obligations which cannot be discharged' diminish 'that easy
freedom, and familiarity of intercourse, without which, though there may
be fidelity, and zeal, and admiration, there cannot be friendship'.96 Many
critics have

wonder~d

at Johnson's 'admiration' for Lennox and, rather

bemusedly, praised his 'fidelity' to her through difficult times and 'zeal' in
her service. But if we take him at his word, we must conclude that the
'benefits' and 'obligations' on both sides of his friendship with Lennox
must have averaged out over the years. If he provided her with invaluable
support in a competitive literary world, then perhaps her lively company
and unusually assertive mind kept him from sinking into the melancholy
to which he was often drawn.
Another essay of Johnson's in The Idler (1758) expresses a certain
weariness with friendships which gradually wear down under the pressure
of 'a thousand secret and slight competitions, scarcely known to the mind
upon which they operate'.97 Certainly Lennox's friendship with Johnson

96The Rambler, 64 (27 October 1750), Ill, 344.
97The Idler, 23 (23 September 1758), p. 73.
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seems to have become a little less intense from the 1760s on. Though less
involved in the details of her writing or selling, however, he did continue
to involve himself on occasion. 98 We can see this as kindness from a busy
man, or as a mark of his inability to let her out of his control. Once he told
Hester Thrale petulantly, 'You make verses, and they are read in publick,
and I know nothing about them. This very crime, I think, broke the link of
amity between Richardson and Miss Mulso, after a tenderness and
confidence of many years. '99 This is a strong hint that, once a woman was
under his wing, he took offence at any sudden moves towards
independence.
As Lennox became less of the young protegee and more of the literary
matriarch, even trespassing on the Doctor's territory in such works as

Shakespear Illustrated and Brumoy, their friendship must have come
under strain. One moment of audible tension came in 1775. Lennox seems
to have bullied her friends to gather subscriptions to her proposed collected
works; Johnson wrote her a reproachful letter, predicting moderate success
but pointing out her
'indecencies' in matters of religion; it concludes
--..
scathingly, 'Your manners as far as the publick needs to know, are very
elegant and ladylike.'lOO Lennox censored this letter, scoring out some
words so heavily as to tear the manuscript, before endorsing it for future
publication. This suggests that she wanted the daily intercourse of her most
famous friendship to be preserved for posterity, but she could not bear
others to feel the full weight of his intimate judgment of her.
Again, Johnson's Rambler essay provides a suggestive commentary
on friendship:
Some are impatient of contradiction, more willing to go wrong
by their own judgment, than to be indebted for a better or a
safer way to the sagacity of another, inclined to consider
counsel as insult, and enquiry as want of confidence, and to
98'J ohnson and Charlotte Lennox', pp. 45 - 46.
99Letters, Ill, 240 (18 April 1780).
looThe Lennox Collection', pp. 173 - 76 (Letter 31, 2 May 1775).
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confer their regard on no other terms than unreserved
submission, and implicit compliance.1 01
This passage reminds us how central advice was in Johnson's conception of
friendship; how it had a moral substance missing from the common idea of
friendship in this century. Since he was never going to offer Lennox (or
anyone) 'implicit compliance', quarrels were inevitable. Some of her letters
do suggest that Lennox could be as imperious as her Female Quixote;
though she often asked for 'counsel' from 'the sagacity of another' (to use
the terms of Johnson's essay), and was generally diplomatic in welcoming
it, she was far less uniformly meek in the signals she sent out than, say,
Sarah Fielding. But she was never afraid to show vulnerability; a few years
after Johnson's painful letter of 1775, he was planning a meeting with her
and Arthur Murphy about copyright, and telling her tenderly, 'Do not be
frighted, I believe there is no danger'.1 02 For alHheir ups and downs, he
continued to be the person she would run to for a surgeon when her
daughter's teeth were kicked out by a horse.1 03 Johnson was a wise choice
as Lennox's most intimate friend, because his anger calmed so quickly. One
undated letter, probably from the early 1780s, records a typical quarrel
started by his unguarded tongue. 'I did not when I began intend to say
more [than] the first sentence, nor when I left off, to have a final quarrel.'
He says that the thought of driving his 'Dearest Fartlet' away is 'very
painful', and argues that 'when friends fall out the first thing to be
considered is how to fall in again, and he is the best that makes the first
advances' .104
What was most crucial to Johnson, as well as to her other friends,
was her worth as a writer. At the beginning of her career, according to a
letter she wrote to Johnson, Lennox had no lofty literary ambition and
preferred translation as an 'easier' way of making money, but she went on

101 The Rambler, 64 (27 October 1750), Ill, 34l.
102'The Lennox Collection', pp. 177 - 78 (Letter 34, 9 November 1778).
103Letters, Ill, 280 (21 June 1780).
104'The Lennox Collection', pp. 419 - 20 (Letter 45, [n.d.]).
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to become a serious and risk-taking writer, respected by her peers.1 05 In
Johnson's estimate, 'She has many fopperies, but she is a Great genius'.106
It is worth keeping in mind the common view that all things are allowable

to genius.
By contrast with the daily difficulties of Lennox's professional
relationships, her novels create idylls of male-female friendship. Rather
than attempting to present friendship as lived between colleagues and
(almost) equals, she began to specialize in vivid portraits of male-female
friendship in one of its most acceptable and celebrated forms: young
protegee and older mentor. The heroines after The Female Quixote (1751)
are more mature than Arabella, more skilled at offering friendship to men
without sending out sexual signals. Henrietta (1758) features an intelligent
orphaned young heroine, into whose story the idea of a male protector is
written from the start. Henrietta's mother shows the girl her own
autobiography, 'for instruction'; what it tells is that she was pressurjs ed
into marrying a man who had a relation of benevolent friendship with her
own mother.1 07 ! t is presented as an ill-advised marriage; Henrietta must
learn, presumably, not to confuse two crucial relationships by marrying a
family protector.
When Henrietta becomes close to a friend of her dead father's, the
kindly merchant Mr Bale, who gives her good interest on her inherited
pittance, it seems for a moment as if history will repeat itself, but Mr Bale's
age and the fact that Henrietta calls him her guardian make it all safe. He
turns out to be very useful, offering her a range of choices; for example, he
reassures her that if she is not happy in her new position at Lady
Manning's, he will come to collect her.

He and she are close, but not so

l05See Lennox, unpublished letter to Johnson, 3 February 1752, quoted in
'The Lennox Collection', appendix, p. 433.
l06Quoted in 'The Lennox Collection', note 149 p. 175.
l07Henrietta, I, 73.
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close that she loses her independence; we see this when she writes to Bale
for advice on her loathe some aged suitor Lord Darby.
Not that I had the least intention of being governed by it, if he
recommended to me compliance with my aunt's commands
in favour of the baronet; but this I was well assured, from his
good sense and natural rectitude of mind, he would not do,
since it could never be supposed that such a man could be my
choice.
Henrietta trusts that her guardian's opinions will be based on knowledge of
her tastes and a real concern for them; this is not authority but advice.
Asking him what he thinks is partly a symbol of respect; she pretends that
he has the authority of a guardian, when in fact he has only the name. 'I
was willing to stand clear in his opinion, and pay him that deference, that
was due to the quality of guardian which he had so kindly assumed.'108
The sexual possibility of such a mentor-ward relation is cleverly
hinted at, or perhaps sublimated, when Mr Bale goes abroad; she visits his
house and asks to see him, but is shown into the presence of his son, Mr
Bale the younger. Not understanding the vast difference between the two
Bales, Henrietta 'cpngratulated herself on having found a friend'. He asks
to be her replacement 'guardian', but others are cynical; when she tells the
irritating Lord B that 'the gentleman is my friend', he retorts 'say rather
your lover', and in fact this is prophetic. Young Mr Bale makes no direct
overtures, but his deceits (such as not telling Henrietta that he is married)
show the ambiguity of his interest in her. All is well again when the real
(i.e. older) Mr Bale comes home and reproaches his son; he resumes his
guardian role and sees his unofficial ward happily married. 109
This message that young men cannot offer real friendship to women
is reinforced when Henrietta finds herself falling for Melvil. She resists,
calls it esteem, asks herself 'is love a necessary consequence of esteeming
one of that sex?', and in its conventional courtship plot Henrietta seems to

l08Henrietta, I, 79, 85, 87, 129 - 30.
l09Henrietta, I, 176, 210; 11, 315.
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suggest that the answer is yes, if the man is halfway eligible. But in the subplot of guardianship Lennox is doing something much more interesting.
Henrietta points out all the qualities lacking in her wizened baronet suitor,
whose amorous behaviour seems wholly inappropriate.
Wisdom, gravity, experience, the triumph of reason over
passions, prejudice, and folly: all these we expect to find in
fullness of years, and these make its wrinkles not only
respectable but even lovely.110
Here she manages to satirize aged folly by glorifying virtuous maturity; this
is a reversed version of Sarah Fielding's technique of praise by negative
contrast. .
It is often in depictions of the affection between youth and age that

Lennox's later novels stand out from their peers. Significantly, when
Lennox turned Henrietta into a stage play called The Sister in 1769, she used
only the last section of the story, leaving out Mr Bale; it is in fiction, and
particularly in its sub-plots, that such friendship can receive serious
examination.

Johnson was interested in this subject too. In The History of

Rasselas (1759) the male-female friendships are much more credible than
---

usual; it could usefully be considered a 'family of friendship' novel, in its
structure if not in its curiously unemotional tone. Central to the group
being formed are a brother and sister, Prince Rasselas and PrincesJ'Nekayah,
who enjoy a calm, conversational, mutual affection. Nekayah is an
exceptional woman; the 'childish levity and prattle' of the generality of
women she meets hold' no charm for her, and she thinks any life lived
'without friendship' worthless.

Her maid Pekuah is gradually raised to the

same level. At the end of the book, Pekuah becomes friends with a rather
mad astronomer; 'her conversation took possession of his heart'. In any
other book that would be the signal for a love affair, but here it means they
enjoy talking about the stars. He finds that 'the endearing elegance of
female friendship' is just what is needed to balance the hours of arduous

llOHenrietta, I, 193, 124.
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study,1 11 As the most optimistic conduct books argued, male-female
friendship offers substance to the woman and social grace to the man. We
get a sense, in Rasselas, that this particular battle has been won; in a society
of intellectuals, male-female friendship is no longer a laughing matter.
The learned woman is usually the one marked out for male
friendship in Lennox's fiction. Henrietta, as we have seen, wins Mr Bale's
favour through simple affection, but in Lennox's other novels, bookishness
is the crucial criterion. In Euphemia, her last novel (written in the 1770s or
80s but not published till 1790), Maria reads Petrarch to her gout-ridden
guardian uncle and guardian. This makes the uncle's wife so jealous of
Maria that she lies to her husband to try to stop it, which suggests the sheer
power and threat of intellectual friendship. Such unpretentious
intellectual companionship contrasts with a visitor, Lady Cornelia Classick,
who shows off her pedantic pseudo-knowledge and alienates all the men.
The message of friendship between men and women is further reinforced
when the other heroine, Euphemia, makes such an impression on her
father-in-law that he leaves her his entire fortune, out of his son's
"

control.l12
Several of Lennox's works exhibit the following pattern: a gifted
bookish girl loses her father; she is disliked by her shallow mother and/ or
sisters; her brother or another older male friend helps her to escape. In

Harriot Stuart (1751) it is Harriot's brother who 'took incessant pains in the
improvement of my mind' and helps her to become precociously learned,
irritating her mother and elder sister.113 Similarly, the Trifler' essays in
Lennox's periodical The Lady's Museum (1760 - 61) feature a girl who has
always had 'a strong passion for intellectual pleasures'. Her supportive
father's death leaves her in the hands of a hostile mother who prefers the

111 The History of Rasselas, Prince of Abissinia, ed. by D. J. Enright
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1976), pp. 72,91,95, 139 (Chapters 19, 25, 26, 46).
112Lennox, Euphemia, intro. by Mary Anne Schofield, 4 vols in 1 (Delmar,
NY: Scholars' Facsimiles and Reprints, 1989), I, 10 - 13; Il, 161 - 65; IV, 263.
113Harriot Stuart, I, 3, 9.
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girl's younger sister, and 'my fondness for reading, which I discovered very
early, encreased her dislike of me.' Again, along comes a friendly brother
who leaves the girl his books when he goes to university, then comes back
and educates her, and (after their mother's death) takes her in as his
housekeeper.1 14
Lennox's most interesting novel in terms of male-female friendship,

Sophia (1762), combines this pattern of bookish rebellion with the idea of an
older male guardian and family friend. Mr Herbert is 'a good old
gentleman' and a relative of their father's. It is Sophia, rather than her
older sister Harriet, who wins this friendship, because she loves literature.
Seeing that she has a taste for books at the age of thirteen, he
encouraged it by his praises, and furnished her with the means
of gratifying it, by constantly supplying her with such books as
were best calculated to improve her morals and
understanding. His admiration encreasing [sic] in proportion
as he had opportunities of observing her merit, he undertook
to teach her the French and Italian languages, in which she
soon made a surprising progress.
This echoes Arabella's education in The Female Quixote, but because
Sophia is older and Mr Herbert is not her father, it also resembles a
courtship in its structure; the man supplies praise and gifts, while the
woman opens up and increases his 'admiration'. There is a strong contrast
with Harriet's suitor Sir Charles, who brings books because Sophia likes
them but is quite undiscerning -- 'he praised whatever she approved'.1 15 It
soon becomes clear that Sir Charles is abusing friendship in the most
traditional way as a mask to hide his romantic or sexual interests in Sophia.
But her friendship with Mr Herbert continues to grow in importance
and security. When her father dies, she completes the process by accepting
Mr Herbert as her new father. Their relationship is not based on paternal
authority, however, or even on gratitude, but on communication. Unable
to talk to her hostile, self-pitying mother and shallow sister, Sophia 'opened

114The Lady's Museum, I, 5 - 8.
115Lennox, Sophia, 2 vols (London: James Fletcher, 1762), I, 7, 35.
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her mind to the good old gentleman'. He does not even take the initiative
in giving advice. It is she who thinks of becoming a governess, for instance;
Mr Herbert only facilitates by trying to persuade her mother and sister on
her behalf. When they reject the idea, Mr Herbert gives Sophia a curiously
formal public offer of support:
My young pupil here has, I hope, not profited so little by her
reading as to be ignorant of the value of good counsel; and I
promise her she shall not only command the best that I am
capable of giving, but every other assistance she may stand in
need of.116
Mr Herbert is not rich enough to support her; this ensures that he cannot
play the paternal role at this point, but must remain at arm's length, as a
friend.
Sophia stays with her family, and Mr Herbert continues to negotiate

.-

their relationship with delicacy. For instance, when she hands over a
surprise legacy to her mother, he does not 'absolutely approve' but does
congratulate her on her motives; again, when he suspects Sir Charles
Stanley's intentions in drawing the mother into 'a friendship founded on
gratitude', his suspicions are only 'gently hinted'. He is also observant.
When Sophia falls in love with Sir Charles, becomes melancholy and
ignores her books, this is 'quickly perceived by Mr. Herbert, who loved her
with a parent's fondness'. But he is too tactful to thunder at her, because it
might make things worse; 'A young maid has passed over the first bounds
of reservedness, who allows herself to think she is in love. Mr. Herbert
would not familiarize her with so dangerous an idea.' Here the story
becomes more interesting, because his fear of damaging the innocence and
natural 'reservedness' of maidenhood blocks their communication. This
tension gets worse, until he decides to end it: 'He waited a moment, in
expectation that she would open herself to him; but finding that she
continued silent and abashed, he gently took her hand'. Calling her 'my

116S op hia,

I, 9, 12.
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child' as a reminder of their safely pseudo-paternal bond, nevertheless he
sounds like a suitor overcoming a maiden's modesty. But Mr Herbert likes
Sophia to be modest. He can 'read in her looks that she wished to have his
advice on this occasion, but would not ask it, lest she should seem to lay
any stress upon Sir Charles's declaration')17 Their simple communication
has become a complex matter of 'reading' unspoken looks: she is the text,
he the subtle reader. The new sexualization of Sophia as an adult heroine
has made this friendship more difficult, but on another level more
excitingly dramatic.
Janet Gurkin Altman has argued that, whereas the confidant in a
play is important only for her/his access to information, 'the confidant who
inspires, wins, or loses trust is an essential figure in epistolary literature',
which places much more emphasis on the quality of the friendship.118 In
non-epistolary fiction like Sophia, too, the confidant is of great structural as
well as thematic importance; she works through observation, reflection,
and, above all, conversation.
Others, clearly jealous of this bond between Mr Herbert and his ward,
try to thwart it. Sophia's mother tells him that her daughter is proud and
ill-tempered; he thinks Sophia 'a little to blame' until 'having an
opportunity to discourse with her freely' he understands what lies behind
the charges, and absolves her. Their free 'discourse' clears up all troubles.
But the communication between them is still not free from hitches. He
tells her not to worry too much about Sir Charles; the result is that she falls
deeper in love. Again, by the time it is clear to Mr Herbert that Sir Charles
wants to seduce her, it is both too late (because of Sophia's feelings) and too
early (in terms of Sir Charles's behaviour) to warn her: 'he judged any
attempt to alarm her fears, while there seemed so little foundation for
them, would miss its effect') 19

117Sophia, I, 14,97,22,33,35 - 36, 45 - 48.
118Altman, pp. 50, 52 - 53.
119 Sophia, I, 77, 85.
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But these difficulties make the friendship more interesting. Lennox
is careful to explain that Mr Herbert is not careless or indifferent, but is
discreetly holding back. As a friend rather than an authority figure, he
stands to one side, leaving Sophia room to make her own mistakes and
grow up. He is described as always 'ready to assist Sophia in her
perplexities, whenever she had recourse to him', but generally it is up to
her to have 'recourse'. For three months he watches 'with all the pious
solicitude of her guardian angel'. Lennox paints a vivid picture of the
painful wait, for both of them. 'He imagined that she had something upon
her mind which she wished to disclose to him; her looks seemed to
intimate as much, and she frequently sought opportunities of being alone
with him'. Immediately we slide to Sophia's point of view. 'Yet all those
times, though her heart seemed labouring with some secret uneasiness
which she would fain impart to him, she had not resolution enough to
enter into any explanation.'120
This tension finds its climax in a conversation of complete
revelation. First
he
makes her feel safe; 'speak freely my child [... ] think you
.
--.
.

are speaking to a father'. She begins with a plea for help -- 'Oh take me
from hence' -- but then becomes more rational. They discuss the situation,
he being tactful enough not to mention the harm Sir Charles's attentions
are doing her reputation until she. brings it up. Rather than objecting to
anything he tells her, Sophia finds that his words reunite her with the
advisor part of herself; "'Then the secret admonitions of my heart were
right!" cried Sophia with an accent that at once expressed exultation and
grief.' It becomes clear that she has completely internalized Mr Herbert
during their lapse in communication: 'I wished to consult you; but as I had
no opportunity for doing it, I satisfied myself with doing what I thought
you would approve.'121

120S op hia, I, 86 - 89.
121Sophia, I, 89 - 91, 94, 96, 105.
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Quite apart from his incarnation as a sort of benevolent superego, Mr
Herbert is of practical use. He fights with her mother for her, again acting
like a husband. The mother insists that he has 'alienated her [Sophia's]
affections from me' and that 'no officious meddler should rob her of her
child'. At this point the formal relationship is useful; Mr Herbert reminds
her that he is 'guardian to your daughter' and so has 'some right to regulate
her conduct'. Sophia's mother, reading this crudely on a financial level,
objects that a girl with no fortune cannot have a guardian; he corrects her,
pointing to the moral substance of the relationship: 'I am the guardian of
her honour and reputation'.122
Occasional difficulties do plague their friendship. 'Kind and
indulgent' though Mr Herbert is, he does disapprove when Sophia keeps
pining for Sir Charles, and he uses 'silence and reserve' to make her notice
his disapproval and get herself into better spirits. Also, he keeps upsetting
her with sudden revelations; towards the end of the novel he seems to be
losing his tact. For instance, when he suddenly tells her that Sir Charles
does truly love

h~r,

Sophia almost passes out; then, 'embarrassed' by her

visible emotions, she starts to keep out of her mentor's way. In a final
confrontation Sophia gains the upper hand. On the basis of a letter, Mr
Herbert has changed his mind again and says Sir Charles is treacherous,
whereas Sophia knows that his jealousy is based on misunderstanding. Mr
Herbert, the narrator points out pityingly, can see 'nothing in this letter like
what her penetration had discovered'.123 The slide of the guardian into the
less powerful position is reinforced when he falls ill. Sophia comes to visit
him, introducing herself to the nurse as 'a friend of his'; he calls out 'it is
my dear child', taking refuge in parental metaphors again. He remains
supportive even when her first job goes wrong, and keeps supporting her

122Sophia, I, 117 - 18, 121 - 23.
123Sophia, I, 135 - 36, Il, 20 - 22,46, 50, 53.
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financially when she needs it. Finally he helps her to marry Sir Charles; he
will clearly be a permanent part of their lives. 124
In Sophia, then, a novel that has received almost no attention from
critics, Lennox created an intriguing, three-di '" lensional friendship
between an older man and a young woman. It is presented as stronger than
the romantic relationship; Sophia's mother complains, 'with an air half
serious, half gay, that her daughter loved him so well, she had no affection
for anyone else'.125 It is interesting to contrast this with other
representations of this popular pattern. For Richardson, like Lennox, the
most common way of stabilizing mixed-sex friendship was age.
In Grandison (1753 - 54), Harriet Byron, though already equipped with Mr
Selby, her 'truly affectionate (tho' correcting) Uncle', can hardly take a walk
without tripping over some man who wants to' be a father to her. Their
motivation is sometimes suspect; Sir Rowland Meredith, though he has
come to beg her hand for his son, keeps lamenting that if he himself were
only in his twenties he could have 'some hopes' of Harriet. What he
clearly longs for,

no~,

is sprightly conversation:

So well do I like your notions, that if you will be my Niece,
and let me converse with you once a day, I will be contented
with 1001. a year, and settle upon you all I have in the world.
Not wanting to marry his son, Harriet sweetens her refusal with an offer to
call Sir Rowland 'father', and performs a formal curtsy to demonstrate the
role. Sir Rowland makes one perspicacious comment: 'we men live to
sixty, before we know how to deal with you ladies',126 It is undeniable that
middle-aged or old men in Richardson's novels are the only suitable
friends for women, not just because of their (presumed) calmer libidos, but
because of their conversational skills. Though there is little depth to this or
other depictions of Harriet's adoption by father figures, we get a good sense

124Sophia, Il, 101, 135,214 - 15, 22t 235 ..
125S op hia, Il, 220.
126Grandison, I, 30,41, 76, 90 - 91, 39.
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of the sheer ease of conversation between two people who need not worry
about marital possibilities. However, these relationships are marginal to
the story, never taking on the importance Lennox grants them.
Similarly, Dr Harrison in Henry Fielding's Amelia (1752) is a lively
character, teasingly protective of 'his little Sugar-plumb [sic]', for whom he
has 'the highest Esteem'. He is flirtatious in a way that is made safe by his
age: 'You stole my little Lamb from me: For I was her first love', he tells her
husband. But his relationship with Amelia is not explored in any depth,
and does not develop; it is significant that when she gives birth to a
daughter of the same name, the Doctor simply transfers his
guardianship.127 In an interesting variation on this theme, a belated
mentor turns up in Frances Sheridan's The History of Miss Sidney Bidulph
(1761). The eponymous heroine is already married with children when a

stranger in his forties arrives and turns out to be a long-lost cousin, Mr
Warner. He tells her to 'consider me as your father', but is sensitive to the
fact that the world may not accept their new friendship so easily:
But Ldo not intend to live with you as well as I love you; for
though I am an old weather-beaten fellow, you are young and
handsome, and the world I know is full of scandal. I shall
therefore content myself with a lodging some where in your
neighbourhood, and come and see you now and then.
This delicacy is the mark of a true friend. Mr Warner serves not only to
make Sidney rich, and to complicate the plot, but fills the mentor role in
her life left vacant by her alienated brother. Once introduced, however, he
recedes into the background, only popping up again to make sure she
marries the right man. 128 Similarly shy of the spotlight is the Italian tutor
D'A vora, the single male resident of Sarah Scott's Utopian community

Millenium Hall (1762), described archetypally (like Mr Herbert in Lennox's

127 Amelia, pp. 88 - 89, 387, 532 (Book 2, Chapter 7; Book 9, Chapter 8; Book
12, Chapter 9).
128Sidney Bidulph, pp. 340 - 41, 399 - 400. See Spacks, Desire and Truth, pp.
137 - 38.
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Sophia, published the same year) as 'the good old man' .129 D'A vora has
some interesting attributes (such as foreignness, gentleness, and a complete
lack of power) but does not come to life as a character; he is only a shadowy
presence in the women's stories told at Millenium Hall.130 So Lennox is
unique in her profound explorations of what could go on within the
conventional outlines of a mentor-protegee friendship.
Where she differed most strikingly from her own heroines was in
the promiscuity of her attachments. Other women experienced difficulty
with having even two mentors; according to Frances Reynolds, Johnson
grew very jealous of Richardson for having 'engross'd the attentions and
affectionate assiduities of several very ingenious literary ladies, whom he
used to call his addopted [sic] daughters,' particularly Hester Mulso and
Elizabeth Carter who had been Johnson's friends ' first, and by whom he felt
'neglected' in favour of Richardson,131 Yet Charlotte Lennox managed to
keep up her connections with, not just these two, but several other literary
men; it is hard to imagine her letting any of them tell her whose 'adopted
daughter' she was. Qccasionally Lennox's mentors disliked each other or
actually quarrelled, but more often they cooperated to support her. She
appealed to them all, perhaps partly by working in a variety of genres:
Quixotic satire which would please Fielding, virtue in distress for
Richardson, pastoral poetry for Baretti, scholarship for Orrery, comic drama
for Goldsmith and Garrick, but above all, rational witty argument that
delighted Johnson. Which is not to imply that she planned her
publications to suit her friends, but that it seems typical of her to try her
hand at a range of genres and so (to the best of her busy ability) be all things
to all men.

129Millenium Hall, p. 95.
130For an interesting analysis of D'A vora as the perfect mentor for women,
see George E. Haggerty, "'Romantic Friendship" and Patriarchal Narrative
in Sarah Scott's Millenium Hall', Genders, 13 (1992), 108 - 22 (p. 115 and
note p. 121).
131Quoted in Eaves and Kimpel, Samuel Richardson, p. 335.
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The early literary friendships discussed in this thesis, such as the
famous relationships of Pope and Swift with their women friends, show an
absolute power differential; male geniuses befriend women whose names
would be long forgotten otherwise. But by the end of the century, the scene
is quite different. Charlotte Lennox, with her circle of generally obedient
helpers, represents something quite new in the literary community. She
was by no means typical -- powerless women continued to cluster around
famous men -- but she stood for new possibilities. She made use of many of
the old strategies of women writers: declarations of unworthiness, modest
requests for advice, impoverished pleas for help. But she managed, far
more ably than others, to keep the reins in her own hands, and to get a lot
of unpaid work done for her without subordinating her own reputation to
anyone else's. The troubled records of her life paint a very different picture
to the celebratory portraits in her novels, but in both sources we find the
little-discussed relationship between mentor and protegee given centrality
and status, while being subjected to profound interrogation.
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Conclusion
(For sure from heav'n in pairs, devoid of sex,
The souls for friendship form'd, at first were sent,
Which, hap'ly meeting, kindle at the view)
Tis then the mind expands without restraint
And faithful friendship with true lustre shines;
By far more poignant render'd, when, perchance,
Fate happens to enfold the counter parts
In different sex -- yet some there are who think,
No female form was e'er endow'd with pow'rs
To give or to receive this vital spark:
Unfeeling sex -- ye know not what ye lose.
Mrs M. Savage
'On Friendship' (1777)1

Though this poem is very unusual in its focus on male-female friendship,
it does suggest that confident celebration of such bonds was possible by the
later eighteenth century. Savage provides a neo-Platonic myth of origin,
.'

but she also echoes many of her contemporaries' ideas on friendship
between the sexes, stressing the elements it was thought to share with
same-sex friendship (the expansion of minds, faithfulness, pair-bonding), as
well as its peculiar sweetness. Typical of her time, too, is Savage's selfconsciousness about tIle disputed status of male-female friendship; her
poem plays out in miniature the debate between the cynics (in this case,
men who despise the female intellect, rather than scaremongers who focus
on sex) and the idealists who realize that such friendship has much to offer
men as well as women. What distinguishes Savage's poem sharply from
the 1679 poem by 'Ephelia' (quoted in the epigraph to my Introduction), is
that the idea of a woman becoming 'all man' for the purposes of friendship
with men has been firmly replaced by the idea of complementary gendered
roles.
It seems, then, that the most common representation of friendship

shifted; over the course of the eighteenth century, from a male hobby to
which exceptional women demanded access, to an area of civilized
1M. Savage, Poems on Various Subjects and Occasions, 2 vols (London: C.
Parker, 1777),11, 64 - 65.
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sociability dominated by women. Friendship between the sexes, in its early
debates, seemed to have the potential to initiate a radical disruption of
gender roles and inequalities. By the middle of the century, this had give
way to a less threatening, less exciting, but far more workable model. It was
characterized by the exchange of words, ideas, and affection in an
environment controlled by external factors (group supervision, marriages
to other people, taboos to do with age, race or class) as well as internal ones
(above all, female sexual and intellectual modesty). Male-female
friendship, by the late eighteenth century, can be seen as falling halfway
between the egalitarian rhetoric of same-sex friendship and the rigidly
polarized role-play of marriage. As a concept it was no longer laughed out
of court, but it remained open to debate.
What the novelists of the mid-eighteenth century had achieved was
to take a controversial and socially marginal relationship and give it a
language (through extended discussions of the borders of esteem, liking,
love and family), a certain solidity (through convincing depictions of such
friendships in actio!)), and above all, status. In influential novels such as
David Simple and Sir Charles Grandison, friendship between the sexes

gained new respectability as a topic worthy of discussion and a crucial
element of the social lives and emotional fulfillment of the characters. By
1761 it was perfectly acceptable for Frances Sheridan's exemplary young

heroine Sidney Bidulph to complain, There is no pleasure in society,
without a proper mixture of well-bred sensible people of both sexes, and I
have hitherto been chiefly confined to my own.'2
No one writer in this study emerges as the most important; each
contributes something new to the debate. Though Henry Fielding comes
across in many ways as the most conservative and unquestioning, his satire
often reveals interesting anxieties about women's potential for dominating
men outside marriage, particularly within sibling friendship. Richardson
2Sidney Bidulph, p. 12.
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excels at the moment-by-moment depiction of male-female friendship in
action; his conversation scenes are no idylls, however, as they deal with
contentious issues of female inferiority and compulsory modesty. Sarah
Fielding's heroines are uniquely assertive, behind their diffident manners;
though they almost always end up getting married, along the way they
express remarkably radical views on a woman's right to befriend who she
pleases and define her own feelings. As for Charlotte Lennox, her novels
take an unusual interest in the relationship between a young woman and
an old man, characterizing it with great detail and delicacy as mutually
important and beneficial, though never entirely free from conflict.
Roy Roussel, in his study of eighteenth-century novels by men
writing in the voices of women, comes to a pessimistic conclusion about
'equality' between the sexes after studying the interaction between
Richardson's Pamela and Mr B; how can male empathy with women
'maintain itself against a conventional opposition which always defines
understanding as possession and conquest'?3 I suggest that the texts on
which this thesis focuses, by taking male-female friendship seriously, began
to define mutual 'understanding' in new ways which, though never
absolutely free of the overtones of 'possession and conquest', had much
more to do with the exchange of sympathy, secrets, advice and affection. It
is not between Pamela and Mr B that we will find the kind of equality
Roussel is looking for, I suggest, but between Sarah Fielding's Cynthia and
David Simple.
It would be a mistake, however, to propose male-female friendship

as a theme distinct from all others; rather than finding its own little niche
in eighteenth-century literature, typically it comments on, interrupts,·
delays, distracts from or otherwise skews the main plot. For an author even
to admit that male-female friendship is a possibility alters the narrative
3Roy Roussel, The Conversation of the Sexes: Seduction and Equality
Selected Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Texts (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1986), p. 92.
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conditions; no longer can stories be based on the assumption of instant
attraction between every man and woman. Structurally, then, male-female
friendship is of great importance; Fielding's David Simple, Scott's
Millenium Hall, Johnson's Rasselas or Richardson's Grandison make

much more sense when read as studies of community formation than as
individual quests. Patricia Meyer Spacks sees plots of 'phallic power' as
dominant in English fiction of the 1740s and 1750s; she mentions Frances
Sheridan's Sidney Biddulph (1761) as a rare exception, because the novel's
focus on the heroine's friendships 'makes some attempt to suggest that
non-hierarchical intimacy can serve as an agent of plot'. As Spacks sees it,
the 'feminizing of plot' through experimentation with ideologies of
relationship rather than power did not happen till the late 1770s, with
Burney, Holcroft, Bage, Radcliffe and Wollstonecraft. 4 But this important
shift can be placed much earlier. Friendship is certainly an 'agent of plot' in
the mid-century novels discussed in this thesis, which, though they still
feature 'phallic power', display strong interest in relationships of
connection rather

th~n

conquest.

Male-female friendship in fiction was not an idea that came out of
nowhere; these novels were written in a literary community which for the
first time saw personal! professional friendships between the sexes on a
large scale. We find a startling degree of energetic circulation not only
between the fictions themselves, but between them and other textual
evidence of sociable practices. The Fieldings re-staged their own recorded
disagreements about female learning over and over again in their fiction.
Richardson's Grandison clearly grew out of his observation of his own
unusually heterosocial circle, and then it in turn influenced the daily
practices of that circle as they argued over the opinions and conversational
styles of his characters.

4Spacks, Desire and Truth, pp. 6, 138.
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Studying these writers' lives alongside their works suggests that the
use of autobiographical material in fiction is not a helpless revelation, but a
satisfying, even healing strategy in which dynamics are altered and stories
rerun till they please the author. Sarah Fielding, as we have seen, contrasts
her powerless little sister characters with other sisters who rule their
brothers in a state of great harmoney. Her brother Henry repeatedly shows
his heroes in thrall to beloved sisters, then casting them off and achieving
greater autonomy in marriage. Charlotte Lennox had a number of up-anddown, stormy relationships with male mentors and advisors; by contrast,
what she created in her fiction is a series of idealized relationships in which
minor misunderstandings and subtle conflicts never damage a mentor's
limitless devotion to his perfect protegee. Power struggles between these
and other writers over authorship, textual control and reputation were
dramatized, in these novels, in more conventional storylines about money
and marriage.
There are some obvious differences between representations of malefemale friendships

i~

fiction of the eighteenth century and traces of real

friendships between writers in letters and biographical anecdotes. The
fictional friendships are most often disrupted by anxieties about the
prevalence of heterosexual desire; by contrast, such fears rarely seem to
have troubled the writers in their own lives, but their friendships tend to be
marked by struggles over authority, and complex exchanges of power,
pleasure, status and work In the novels we find more unease with the
abstract idea of male-female friendship, but in the letters and other
biographical material there is more evidence of the minute problems of
etiquette and resentment that such friendship presented on a daily basis.
The writers' friendships also display a more vivid sense of comradeship,
probably because their similar careers gave them

muc~

to discuss, and

practical ways of helping each other, unlike the characters in their novels
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whose friendly conversations tend to revolve around emotional and moral
issues.
But it is very difficult to generalize about the working relationships
profiled in the last three chapters; they were unique solutions to an almost
intolerable confusion about how men and women were allowed to relate to
one another, and to what extent women writers could escape from the
general condition of their sex. Henry Fielding is recorded as loathing his
sister for her scholarship, but praising Jane Collier for hers; Richardson
begged his women friends to publish, but was highly satisfied when his
daughter refused to do so. As Judith Lowder Newton puts it, 'hegemonic
ideologies' tend to 'operate unevenly across an entire culture', creating
local sites of anxiety rather than a uniform state. 5 In the letters, prefaces
and dedications of the mid-eighteenth-century novelists we find the
dominant assumption of men's superiority to women, but it is frequently
undermined by newer ideas of the exceptional woman, the potential
equality of the sexes, and the genderless author. As soon as any rule is
established -- fot example, that a woman asking a man for help must
proclaim her unworthiness -- a strong personality like Charlotte Lennox
breaks it.
As usual, writers allowed themselves freedoms in their own lives
that they did not extend to their characters; Lennox and Sarah Fielding
corresponded freely with a range of men in a way that they would have
thought shocking in their heroines, who may enjoy male-female friendship
only within carefully legitimated structures. It is one of the ironies of this
study that, for all their experimental vision during this exciting period in
English fiction, these writers went further down the road towards
unconstrained, egalitarian friendship between women and men in their
daily lives than they ever could in their novels.
5Judith Lowder Newton, 'History as Usual? Feminism and the "New
Historicism"', in The New Historicism, ed. by H. Aram Veeser (New York:
Routledge, 1989), pp. 152 - 67 (pp. 154 - 55).
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Though this study is limited to the writers of the mid-eighteenth
century, it also sheds new light on later texts. For instance, novels like
Mary Bays's Memoirs of Emma Courteney (1796), which gives unusual
prominence to the heroine's intimate but non-erotic relationship with a
male mentor, would clearly benefit from being placed in the context of
earlier literary investigations of male-female friendship. So would plots in
which male guardians of young women are central, for example Frances
Burney's Evelina (1778) and Cecilia (1782). Typical of the later eighteenth
century are ambiguous studies in 'sentimental' (i.e. not explicitly sexual)
friendship between men and women. One particularly influential text of
this kind was Laurence Sterne's A Sentimental Journey (1767), which
should be read against his Journal to Eliza, written the same year but left
unpublished. 6

A Sentimental Journey is alluded to on several occasions

in the anonymous The Correspondents (1775), a long-forgotten but
remarkably interesting epistolary fiction which shares a basic situation with
Mary Davys's Familiar Letters (1725), but shows the progress of half a
century in its far JIlore elaborate and linguistically sophisticated discussion
of the subtleties of friendship between a woman and an older man? The
relationships evoked in novels like these undoubtedly cause frissons of
embarrassment within the text, but they are not simple flirtations. Janet
Gurkin Altman, dealing with similar French texts, sees a deliberate
blending of friendship (characterized by confiding) and love (characterized
by coquetry), the new friendship 'borrowing from that repressed amour its
voluptuous aspect and thus internalizing the
amitie itself'.8

A Sentimental

amitit'~-amour

tension within

Journey and The Correspondents make

6Laurence Sterne, A Sentimental Journey through France and Italy by Mr
Yorick, with The Journal to Eliza and A Political Romance, ed. by Ian Jack
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968, repr. 1984).
7 Anon, The Correspondents, 2nd edn (London: T. Becket, ·1775); for
allusions to Sterne see pp. 44 - 45, 68.
8Altman, pp. 69 - 70, 73.
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sense as playful tests of the limits -- just how affectionate could two persons
of fine sensibility become without straying into passion?
The fictional experiments of the middle of the century had
consequences not just for later depictions of friendship but of courtship too.
In a sensei rather than male-female friendship forming a strong separate
channel in English fiction, it leaked into the main river. Perhaps the most
substantial legacy of the novels discussed in this thesis is not to be found in
those rare later novels that focus on enduring male-female friendship, but
in the many subtle fictional courtships in which a woman falls in love with
a male friend, older mentor, or guardian. Examples here would include
Henry Brooke's The Fool of Quality (1762 - 70), Elizabeth Inchbald's A

Simple Story (written in 1777, published in 1791), Frances Burney's The
Wanderer (1814), Jane Austen's Emma (1816);, and Susan Ferrier's Marriage
(1818). These authors drew on the tradition of mid-eighteenth-century

fiction in which passion is not allowed to develop before the hero and
heroine have been established as friends, in the truest sense, rather than
merely friendly lovers.
Not that there was to be any ambiguity in the matter; if the love was
not reciprocated, it had to be forced back into friendship.9 In her Thoughts

on the Education of Daughters (1787), Wollstonecraft defended the idea of
male-female friendship as something that should be quite distinct from
love, and derided 'platonic attachment' as a self-delusive halfway point.1 0
By sharp contrast with the suggestive platonism of Sterne and his followers,
this group of authors valued friendship between the sexes on its own, and
for the way it could strengthen romantic love, but refused to endorse
relationships that could not be defined as one thing or the other.

9See Frances Burney, The Wanderer; or, Female Difficulties (London:
Pandora, 1988), pp. 61, 760, 822; Susan Ferrier, Marriage (Bampton,
Oxfordshire: Three River Books, 1984), pp. 468, 531 - 32.
lOMary Wollstqnecraft, Thoughts on the Education of Daughters (London: J.
Johnson, 1787), p. 88.
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Male-female friendship had a considerable and ongoing influence
on depictions of courtship, then, but the two traditions never quite fused. It
is to be hoped that further studies will elaborate the complex relationship
between the overlapping discourses of friendship and love. The history of
male-female friendship seems inextricably tangled up with the history of
heterosexuality -- a concept which has rarely been studied as such, being
generally treated as the nature-given norm rather than as a socially
constructed set of behaviours in each age. We need to be begin to use a
more elaborate and precise vocabulary about the multiplicity of ways in
which women and men can relate to each other. Eighteenth-century fiction
and literary history, in particular, profit from such analysis.
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